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“Gonna find my way to heaven/’Cause I did my time in hell”

On the cover:
The Rolling Stones
by Michael Ochs
Archives/Getty 
Images

A
T the end of this issue, in My Life In Music, Jennifer

Herrema from Royal Trux recalls the first time she saw

The Rolling Stones. “I fell in love with the Stones at a

very early age,” she says. “What sealed the deal was

my dad taking me to their Tattoo You concert when I

was a kid. The Stones blew my mind. I cried because 

we couldn’t go back the next night.”

This month, of course, the Stones play their first UK dates since 2013.

Coincidentally, this year also marks the 50th anniversary ofBeggars

Banquetand for our cover story, Graeme Thomson talks to the band’s

closest confidants and collaborators to get the definitive inside story of 

their first masterpiece. Graeme’s terrific piece depicts a band in

transition, regrouping after the failure ofTheirSatanicMajesties

Requestand responding to the diminishing powers of their de facto

founder, Brian Jones, before emerging at the year’s close a tougher,

stronger and better band. “Remember,” cautions the band’s former

manager Andrew Oldham, “what drags the mere man down only 

propels The Rolling Stones further.”

It’s a busy month for Graeme as he also caught up with Lee ‘Scratch’

Perry in the basement of a club in Edinburgh for what can only be

described as a colourful chat. Meanwhile, Tom Pinnock travels to Paris 

for an audience with Françoise Hardy, Stephen Dalton outlines the

startling musical events that transpired in Düsseldorf in the late ’70s 

and Eric Burdon shares some suitably wild tales about his peers, 

including John Lennon, Jimi Hendrix and Jim Morrison.

Burdon talks, too, with great wisdom and insight about the power of

music as a force for positive change: “I believe in the spirit of the people. 

I believe in the power of the human voice.” It’s a sentiment shared 

elsewhere in the issue by James Taylor, who tells

Sam Richards, “Music does help us. It’s food for

the soul and a connection with the universe. I

don’t think music willsave the world, it’s just a 

beautiful part of it.”

Enjoy this issue ofUncut.
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THIS MONTH’S REVELATIONS FROM THE WORLD OF UNCUT 
FEATURING... Stealing Sheep | Wayne Kramer | Bitchin Bajas

I
T’S not every day that a rock star 
of international repute plays your 
local pub, offering to stand you  
a pint into the bargain. But that’s 
essentially what happened on 

March 28 when Jack White announced 
that he’d warm up for his intimate gig  
at London’s Highbury Garage with an 
even more intimate gig at the George 
Inn on Borough High Street, a stone’s 
throw from the Uncut office. You can  
see why the George Inn, built in 1676, 
appealed to White’s sense of history, 
though its narrow saloons weren’t 
made for rock’n’roll shows; instead,  
a temporary stage was constructed in 
the courtyard, in the shadow of the 
Shard, creating something of a festival 
atmosphere. Clutching their free pints 
of bespoke Jack White Humoresque  
ale – complex, earthy – the expectant 
crowd was a mix of students, hipsters 
and office workers cutting loose, plus  
a couple of Jack White lookalikes in 
black hats and white face powder.

The real Jack White was in playful 
mood, joking topically about Russian 
spies. Featuring not one but two synth 
players, his new band are markedly 
looser and choppier than his previous 
outfits, allowing White to dominate 
proceedings on his new black EVH 
Wolfgang (Eddie Van Halen’s signature 

guitar, which says a lot). He kicked  
off with two of the best tracks from 
quixotic new album Boarding House 

Reach: “Over And Over And Over” was 
thrillingly brash, while stop-start funk 
jam “Corporation” provided ample 
opportunity to showboat.

This was Jack White in full “Jack 
White” mode, hamming it up to the 
max, the Frank-N-Furter of vintage 
rock. More than once he pretended the 
plug was about to be pulled before 
launching into another song. He 
transformed a couple of White Stripes 
numbers: “Dead Leaves And The Dirty 
Ground” became a swirling cacophony; 
“Fell In Love With A Girl” was a teasing 
half-speed strut before finally 
exploding, prompting a bout of well-
dressed crowdsurfing. On Boarding 

House Reach, White’s swashbuckling 
self-indulgence eventually becomes 
wearisome, but for 40 minutes between 
rain showers in a pub courtyard, it was 
a lot of fun.  SAM RICHARDS

Jack White plays a storming impromptu gig at Uncut’s local

Public house reach!
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Shard rock:  
Jack White plays 
courtyard jester
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H
OW do you devise
a performance that
meaningfully celebrates the

centenary of women’s suffrage while
simultaneously showcasing and
inspiring women in music across the
north of England? This was the
daunting challenge put to Stealing
Sheep in a co-commission from
music charity Brighter Sound and
Edge Hill University, but the band
have responded with what’s shaping
up to be an unforgettable spectacle:
a procession around Liverpool’s
Baltic Triangle featuring 15 female
drummers/percussionists and 15
female dancers, plus the Sheep.

“We decided a procession would
be a good ode to the suffragettes, as
marching symbolises their active
protest," explains vocalist and
keyboardist Rebecca Hawley. “So
we involved a choreographer [Kate
Cox] to devise formations and
simple, synchronised movements
that are symbolic of the lack of
female presence and voice. We
decided on drums because they’ve
got quite a powerful sound and also
because it’s a more conventionally
male instrument, in some respects.
There’s a lot of solidarity around
people drumming together, too.”

Stealing Sheep have previous in 

terms of staging unique public
events with a strong visual impact.
The trio initially made waves with
their mix of psych-pop, pastoral folk
and post-punk, but distinguished
themselves with their second LP,
2015’sNotReal. It set their heavenly
vocal harmonies against dreampop
backdrops of a more experimental
bent, with synths and electronics
taking the lead. Visuals, including
facepaint and matching outfits,
are an important part of Stealing
Sheep’s aesthetic: 2015’s tripped-out
“Mythopoeia” shows found them
exploring dream states and optical
illusions via mythical characters.

WhenUncutspeaks to Hawley, the
Sheep are still working on a bespoke
piece of music for the procession, but
she does reveal they’re “taking a lot
of inspiration from Kraftwerk for the
electronic, mechanical side of it and
listening to a lot of minimal techno.
We’re doing quite a lot Steve Reich-
style patterns that work with the
choreography, so it should have a
strong visual and sonic presence.

But we like the arpeggios in Phillip
Glass and are looking to incorporate
those with our synths. The piece is
between contemporary classical
and electronic techno.”

Aside from unknown quantities
like the 15 drummers themselves
(still being recruited online at the
time of writing), how are the band
grappling with the logistical
challenge of playing instruments
while marching? “We’ve conceived
the performance so that it’s versatile
and can travel to festival sites,” says
Hawley. “It doesn’t require a stage 

and everything is fully mobile. We
actually carry the amps as specially
designed rucksacks and the synths
are on harnesses. At past festivals
we’ve done quite a lot of procession-
based work and marching bands,
although this is the largest scale
version of it and none of them has
had such a powerful theme.”

Asked if the Suffragette Tribute has
required the three to set aside their
identity as a band to serve a greater
purpose, Hawley says not. “It feels
like an extension of what we’re
doing as Stealing Sheep; as three
women with an equal role in the
band and always wearing uniforms,
we’re already becoming one. This
project feels like an empowering
expansion of that: it’s lots of people
standing together for the same
purpose – to celebrate women. To
lose yourself within that is very
liberating.” SHARON O’CONNELL

Stealing Sheep’s Suffragette
Tribute will premiere at Liverpool 
Sound City on May 5

THE CLASSIFIEDS

This month: Post-punk extravaganza. Taken from theNME, April 19, 1980

Shebangs
thedrums
Tocelebrate100yearsof
women’ssuffrage,Liverpool 
bandStealingSheepare
marchingthroughfestivals
witha33-strong,all-female
percussion and dance troupe

Stealing Sheep,
rustling up some
dream states: (l-r)
Rebecca Hawley,
Lucy Mercer and
Emily Lansley

“Everything is
fully mobile.
We carry the amps
as rucksacks and  
the synths are
on harnesses”
REBECCA HAWLEY 



“I
N a time of arena rock, we
wanted to do something
different – so why not try

trippy venues?” Minutemen’s Mike
Watt is remembering the time his
band played in the middle of the
Mojave Desert, surrounded by LA
punk kids on acid. Along with Sonic
Youth, Meat Puppets, Redd Kross
and Einstürzende Neubauten,
Minutemen took part in a series
of unique guerilla events in the
mid-’80s called Desolation Center
– also the name of a new film
documentary, put together by their
original promoter Stuart Swezey.

Sick of the police shutting down
shows in LA, Swezey decided to
start his own where the cops
couldn’t find them. A fan of local
post-punks groups Minutemen and
Savage Republic, he asked if they
would play a dry lake bed in the
Mojave Desert and they agreed.
There were no permits, no toilets
and no stage; just a clearing in the
sand. “I got sand in my fucking
teeth!” Watt recalls of the first 1983
show. The audience was made  

up of wild LA kids who arrived on
requisitioned yellow school buses,
freaking out truck-stop attendants
along the way. Minutemen even had
to syphon gas from one of the buses
when the generator ran out. “It was
just youthful recklessness and
hubris,” says Swezey, who was only
20 at the time of the first Desolation
Center event. “I didn’t really think
anything could go wrong.”

For the second show, he booked
German power-tool abusers
Einstürzende Neubauten. Along
with cyberpunk performance artist
Mark Pauline and his Survival
Research Labs, who brought a stack
of dynamite and a home-made
Gatling gun, it made for a literally
explosive lineup. “I did trust Mark,
despite the fact that he had
previously blown the fingers off his
own hand,” laughs Swezey.

Even though the gunfire made
for a few bad trips, he felt the
event was always under control.
“People were in danger at regular
shows from the cops and the
neighbourhoods they were in,
where people got shot or stabbed.
The desert was chill compared to
that.” As soon as Neubauten
struck up, Swezey knew it was
worth the hassle. “When they
started their set, it just felt like this
incantation. It was so much better
than seeing them in a concert hall.”

There were fewer explosions for
the next show but a hell of a lot
more LSD after someone brought 

500 doses – more than enough for
everyone in attendance. Redd
Kross, Sonic Youth, Meat Puppets
and Perry Farrell’s first band,
Psi Com, played under the desert
moon to a tripped-out crowd.

“It was a miracle that all three
[events] came off,” reflects Watt,
although after the third one Swezey
felt he had done the desert, so he put
the Minutemen and the Meat 

Puppets on a boat around San Pedro
harbour instead. A 1985 warehouse
show with Sonic Youth and Swans
followed, but the very same night,
Minutemen’s D Boon was killed in a
road accident. This tragic event
prompted Swezey to withdraw from
the scene and he never promoted
another show, moving into book
publishing. However, he’s hoping to
revive the Desolation Center premise
to coincide with the release of the
film. “The Meat Puppets and Mike
Watt are in, so we’ll see,” he says.

“It’s not all just corny-ass
nostalgia for the old days,” adds
Watt. “It’s a way for young people
to see how things can be done and
as a launchpad for their own out-
there trips.” DANIEL DYLAN WRAY

Check desolationcenter.com  
for future screenings  

“I got sand in my teeth!”

Einstürzende
Neubauten
performing in
Box Canyon
near Mecca,
California, 1984

Perry Farrell and then-
bandmate Aaron
Sherer of Psi-Com
arrive at Mojave
Auszug, near Mecca, 
California, 1984

“People were in
danger at regular
shows from the
cops. The desert 
was chill
compared to that” 
STUART SWEZEY

Punksonacid!
Explodingfridges!
DesolationCenter

tells theamazing
storyoftheoriginal
Californiadesert 
sessions…
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W
AYNE Kramerturns70at
theendofApril,but the
hard-livingMC5guitarist

hasnoplanstoslowdown.Tomark
the50thanniversaryof theseminal
KickOutTheJams,he’sembarkingon
aworldtourwithareconstitutedMC5
supergroupdubbedMC50,aswellas
publishinghisautobiography,The
HardStuff.Drawingaparallelbetween
1968andthecurrentpoliticalsituation
intheUS,Uncutsuggests itmightalso
behightimetorelaunchKramer’s
WhitePantherParty, theoutfit formed
byMC5managerJohnSinclair,who
advocateda“totalassaultonthe
culturebyanymeansnecessary,
includingrock’n’roll,dopeand
fuckinginthestreets”.Kramerlaughs
at thethought.“Youngpeopleare
doingafine jobthemselves,marching
ongovernment,soI trust thefutureto
them.Thesituationisuglybeyond
belief.FiftyyearsagoI thought itwas
touchandgoif theEarthwould
survive;nowit’sworsethanever.”

Kramer’sautobiographyrelives
thoseenergisingdaysof thelate ’60s,
when Detroit’s MC5 mixed rock and 

revolutionwithfree jazzand
exceptionalhair.Hesaysoneofhis
prioritieswastoadmiterrors.“Ican
nowseewhereImadebaddecisions
andtheconsequences.Decidingto
financemyband[Radiation]by
dealingdrugs[in1974]wasnotawise
move.WhereIblewit, Icoptoit."

Overall,however,TheHardStuff is
aninspiringandredemptivetale.“It
wasilluminatingtoput itall together.
I tried to zero in on the big-ticket items,

theformativemomentsofmyyouth,
theemergenceof theMC5,mydescent
tothegutterandexperiencesasa
criminalandinprison, thenfiguring
outhowtolivewithoutdrugsand
alcohol andbuildingalifewith

meaning.”That
includes his work
with Jail Guitar Doors,
for whom he leads a
weekly songwriting
programme at an LA
prison. It was through
this initiative that
Kramer met former
Fugazi drummer
Brendan Canty, who
will play on the MC50 

tour. “I had friends in the prison
reform movement who introduced
me,” says Canty. “Cut forward another
couple years and Wayne called me up
and said he wanted to put together a
band for the 50th tour and would I be
into it.” Canty didn’t need to be asked
twice. “MC5 mean the world to me. In
terms of influence, they are right at the
top. They play with soul and groove
but have the heaviness of a rock band
without feeling bullshitty. Their
politics are front and centre and yet
realise you can’t win the day by being
didactic. Wayne is a real player. I think
he wants a band who can improvise
enough to make the night special and
different in every way.”

Joining Canty and Kramer will be
Soundgarden guitarist Kim Thayil,
King’s X bassist Doug Pinnock and
“secret weapon” Marcus Durant,
once of Zen Guerrilla, who has the
unenviable task of channelling Rob
Tyner on vocals. MC5’s only other
surviving original member, drummer
Dennis Thompson, also hopes to join
them for some shows. When the new
quintet first got together, reveals
Kramer, “We didn’t play songs – we
had to improvise to see if we could play
together organically. Then the songs
become a joy. They’re a portal to get in
and out of the experience. They all had
a great appreciation for the MC5, so
they understood that sense of
unlimited possibility and energy. This
isn’t going to be a laid-back gig; they 
have to get sweaty.” PETER WATTS

The Hard Stuff is published by Faber
in August; Kick Out the Jams: The
50th Anniversary Tour kicks off on
Sept 5 in Ft Lauderdale, Florida and
runs through October, concluding 
with two nights in Detroit 

Testify once more

The MC5: a total
assault on the
culture… with
exceptional hair

Preparetohaveyour jamskicked:
MC5’sWayneKramer isbackwith
a new lineup of the incendiary band

AQUICKONE

AlsofromtheUncut
family this month,
our deluxe, updated
FleetwoodMacUltimate
MusicGuide– featuring
theusual wealthof
archival interviews from
Melody MakerandNME,
a recentcatch upwith
Buckingham andMcVie
and in-depthreviews
ofeveryalbum – is in
shopsnow.Meanwhile,
hotontheheelsofour
Glamspecial, ournext

UltimateGenreGuide
isdevotedto all things
Britpopandgoes on
salefromApril 27. It’s
25years since Suede’s
debutalbum,withthe
Manics and Jarvis on
tour,NoelandLiam both
gearingupto play… so
whatbetter time, then,
to recall the heady days 
of the ’90s?

Rejoice!Cowboy
Junkies’ return inJuly
withtheir firstalbum
ofnewmaterial since
2012’s TheWilderness.
AllThatReckoningwill
be released intheUK
on ProperRecords.
Talking toUncut atthe
endof last year, Michael
Timminsexplained,
“We’re in our latefifties
now, sothis album
isaboutuswithour
partners, with our kids
having grown up, and
the weird place we find
ourselves in the world 
right now.”

OurfriendsatEndOf
TheRoadhaveadded
aclutchofnewartists
tothisyear’sfestival
bill– includingWhite
Denim, IceageandThe
Posies.TheyjoinVampire
Weekend,YoLaTengo,
StVincent,Feist,Jeff
Tweedy,JohnCaleand
moreatLarmerTree,
DorsetbetweenAugust
30andSeptember2.
Youcanfindmoreinfoat
endoftheroadfestival.
com. Tickets on sale now.

“Deciding to
finance my band by
dealing drugs was
not a wise move” 
WAYNE KRAMER

MC50
(Kramer
centre):
no plans
to slow
down
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B
ITCHIN Bajas are the Chicago trio who

set the controls for the heart of the synth,

finding the sweet spot between the playful

repetitions of minimalism and the lambent

flicker of the best New Age music, accessing the

unspoken revelations buried deep in the psyche.

Their latest and best album, 2017’s hallucinatory

BajasFresh, plays out like an unspooling weave

of electronics, its seven meditative songs

spiralling in and out of each other: long, hypnotic

tones swoop over lightly shuffling percussion,

while flutes glide in long arcs across the waves.

They’re a tight-knit unit, even though they often

open their music up to collaborators such as

Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy, Haley Fohr of Circuit

Des Yeux and Ben Chasny of Six Organs Of

Admittance. “We all live in the same building,”

lead Baja Cooper Crain reveals, explaining why

Bitchin Bajas move as one. “There’s a

storefront we use as a practice space,

and we do most of our recording there.

It’s like a kibbutz!”

The Bajas began late last decade as a

solo project for Crain, the guitarist and

organist in drone-rockers Cave. But

with the addition of Dan Quinlivan

and Rob Frye, Bitchin Bajas have

evolved at a fierce clip, embedding

their music within minimalism’s

rich history by taking cues from the

mesmeric repetitions of Terry Riley

and Ariel Kalma and the sensuous

sound patterns of Pauline Oliveros.

They haven’t been shy about

crediting their influences, with 2013’s

Bitchitronicsnamed in obvious tribute

to Robert Fripp’s Frippertronics.

“On that one, we just had two tape 

machines, and we set it up like the diagram on

DiscreetMusic, where Eno’s like, ‘Here’s what you

do!’ It’s bound to sound a bit like what they’re

doing, because it only does that one thing.” Not

that audiences were necessarily too bothered

about the band’s fidelity to the original tenets of

minimalism. “We did a show once where we

brought the two tape machines out and used them

live,” Quinlivan reflects. “No-one cared at all.”

Subsequent albums have expanded their

pallette without compromising their approach.

“We record tons of stuff, and at one point, when

you go through it, your ears perk up: ‘Oh, that’s

the part!’” says Crain. They’re all for flow and

flux, capturing the moment when the music takes

to the air and riding that out as long as they can.

Given the way they embrace duration,

repetition and interlocking patterns, their 2016

collaboration with Bonnie ‘Prince’ Billy,Epic

JammersAndFortunateLittleDitties, might

come as a surprise. But anyone who’s caught

Will Oldham on mercurial form, improvising

responsively through his live shows, will know

that he’s able to ride the moment, too. “We were

just in Louisville, and we went over to his house

and recorded it all in one afternoon,”

Crain says. “He had the idea of using

fortune cookies as the lyrical conceit

for the whole record.”

Adds Frye: “He came into our world

a bit, but he brought his own thing.”

The result is a beautiful set of loose,

open-ended songs that build from

a simple process and yet manage to

access something completely new.

Like all Bitchin Bajas records, the

framework is familiar but the end

result is a mystery. “We know the

process,” Crain concludes, “but we

have no idea what it’s actually going  

to sound like.” JON DALE

BitchinBajas
Recommendedthismonth: 
Bonnie ‘Prince’Billy
collaboratorsofferingup
hallucinatory synth jams

NATALIE PRASS
The Future And The Past
ATO RECORDS

ThebestSpacebombLPyet?

Prass’smellifluousmelodies 

gainasleekdiscopulse.

GRUFF RHYS Babelsberg ROUGH TRADE

So it’snotanewSFArecord....Butonly

Gruffcouldspintalesofselfiesand

coughingupblood intoasetofglorious,

LeeHazlewood-styleorchestral pop.

THE 4TH MOVEMENT
The 4th Movement DRAG CITY

Youdigproto-punkersDeath?Well

nowdigtheirotherband:proselytising

rock’n’soul from1980, themissing link

betweenShuggieOtisandTheMake-Up.

BLOOD WINE
OR HONEY
Fear & Celebration
PLASTIC PAGAN/ DO RIGHT! MUSIC

Headygumboofpost-punk,

Afrodelic jazzandersatztribal

chantsfromHongKong-basedoutfit–

ledbytheex-cellist fromTheAuteurs!

DOCTOR OCTAGON
Moosebumps: An Exploration Into 
Modern Day Horripilation
BULK RECORDINGS

Yearsafterbeingstruckoff forserious

malpractice,KoolKeith’s renegade

medicreturnswithafreshdose of 

addictive,dystopian rap. 

LUMP Lump DEAD OCEANS

LauraMarlingtakesan intriguing left turn,

teamingupwithTuung’sMikeLindsayfor

droll lyricsandcrespecularsynth-folk.

KAMAAL WILLIAMS
The Return BLACK FOCUS

Anotherdazzlingtestimonyfrom

London’sbustlingnewjazzscene:10

tracksofglimmeringRhodesmagic from 

the formerYussufKamaalman.

SHY LAYERS
Midnight Marker BEATS IN SPACE

HotontheheelsoftheE

RuschaValbum,Beats

InSpacekeepthegood

vibrationscomingwiththis

enticingvisionofStereolabgone Balearic.

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Paris In The Spring ACE

SaintEtiennesurveytheFrenchpop

scene inthewakeofthe ’68uprising.  

Sous lespavés, laplage!

PRIMITIVE WORLD
White On White ECSTATIC

Electronicfreakoutofthemonth:

asuitablyangulartributetoBritish

constructivistartistMarlowMoss,

improvised on a 1980s PPG Wave synth.

UNCUT PLAYLIST
On the stereo this month...

WE’RE
NEW
HERE

“I feelas great or
greater akinship
to themethods
andcreations of
BitchinBajasas
Idotoanyother
musicalentity.
As humans, they
areawesome.
Asatrio,
unplumbable.”
Will Oldham

I’M YOUR FAN

Bajas Fresh is out now on Drag
City; the band tour the UK from 
May 14 N
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1 COURTNEY BARNETT
City Looks Pretty
We begin this month’s CD with

a highlight of the Melbourne

songwriter’s strong second album;

kicking off with the endless

propulsion of ““Heroes””, it ends,

thrillingly, in a swinging Pavement-

style jam. Review on p29.

2 BEACH HOUSE
Dark Spring
Victoria Legrand and Alex Scally’s

seventh album is a reliably hazy

work filled with shoegaze textures,

melancholy harmonies and

slowcore drones. Opener “Dark

Spring”, complete with some

gorgeous key changes, is one of  

the most captivating cuts.

3 JESS WILLIAMSON
White Bird
This Austin-born singer-songwriter

has already released two albums,

but her new long-player, Cosmic

Wink, is a huge leap onwards,

mixing spacey Americana with an

evocative writing style that recalls

PJ Harvey and Angel Olsen as much

as it does The Byrds. Reviewed at 

length on p36.

4 SHAKEY GRAVES
Backseat Driver
Alejandro Rose-Garcia’s fifth album

as Shakey Graves finds him leaving

behind country, blues and folk for

a lo-fi pop sound – the sublime,

spooky “Backseat Driver”, then,

suggests XO-era Elliott Smith 

hanging with Calexico.

5 STEPHEN MALKMUS 
AND THE JICKS
Shiggy
It’s business as usual on Malkmus’ 

reliably excellent seventh album as

a solo artist – wry, multi-layered

songs, a dynamic band and just

the right balance between indie,

classic and psychedelic rock.

“Shiggy” is one of the heaviest and

most immediate excursions on

Sparkle Hard, reviewed as our

Album Of The Month on p18.

6 YONATAN GAT
Fading Casino
Originally hailing from the fiery

Israeli band Monotonix, guitarist

Gat has now mixed surf-rock and

free jazz on his second album as

a solo artist. The subtle, organic

flow of “Fading Casino” suggests

Connan Mockasin jamming with 

Animal Collective.

7 SIMONE FELICE
The Projector
The title track of Felice’s latest

album is an enticing example of his

record’s many charms: an angry,

raw ballad carried by Felice’s lonely

guitar strums and Natasha Khan’s 

distant backing vocals.

8 DYLAN CARLSON
When The Horses Were Shorn 
Of Their Hooves
The former Earth lynchpin

conjures up more wind and fire on

Conquistador, his proper debut as

a solo artist. This six-minute cut

is a slowly building tapestry of

distorted guitar that’s as accessible 

as it is cinematic.

9 RYLEY WALKER
Can’t Ask Why
Across five minutes and 45 seconds,

Walker here essays the breadth of

his new album, Deafman Glance, 

reviewed at length on p34: we have

ambient electronica à la Popol Vuh,

John Martyn-esque jazz-folk and a

mighty, devilish outro that sounds

like prime King Crimson. Out-there, 

but perfectly in the pocket.

10 ELEANOR FRIEDBERGER
Everything
After the earnest, analogue New

View, Friedberger’s new record,

Rebound, revels in drum

machines, synths and eccentricity;

“Everything” gloriously recalls

The B-52s, Fleetwood Mac and,

for once, The Fiery Furnaces.

Friedberger is the subject of this

month’s Album By Album on p70.

11 WAND
Pure Romance
With a work ethic almost as

puritanical as their friend Ty

Segall’s, Cory Hanson’s quintet

are back with a mini-album,

Perfume. “Pure Romance”, with

its intertwining lead guitars and

anthemic chorus, continues the

band’s transformation into a

psychedelic, West Coast version  

of Bends-era Radiohead.

12 DANIEL BLUMBERG
Stacked
Battling heartbreak and mental

illness, the former Yuck and

Hebronix man has returned with

a deep, dark solo debut which,

typified by the broken, beautiful

“Stacked”, recalls Talk Talk’s

Laughing Stock and Neil Young’s 

‘Ditch Trilogy’.

13 DIE NERVEN
Neue Wellen
The opener to the Stuttgart noise-

rock trio’s fourth album, Fake,

“Neue Wellen” perfectly captures

their angular fury, bringing to mind

Gang Of Four, Mission Of Burma

and early, ear-bleeding Tocotronic.

14 THE SEA AND CAKE
These Falling Arms
On their first album in six years,

Sam Prekop’s collective are in fine

form, their melodic post-rock as

subtle and sensitive as ever on this 

closing track.

15 MARY LATTIMORE
It Feels Like Floating
To round off this month’s CD, a

quasi-ambient, New Age harp epic

from Los Angeles’ finest wrangler

of the 47 strings, and sometime

collaborator with Thurston Moore, 

Kurt Vile and The Clientele.
Ryley
Walker

Courtney
Barnett

Daniel
Blumberg
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Pleasedto
meetyou…
15 tracks of the month’s best new music
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his typical method for crating that initial

spark into a inished song. “I take a lot of

walks... I ind that if I lie down and close

my eyes and take a 20-minute nap, it’s

like putting a bucket down into a well

and some ideas will come back up.”

What was it like to audition for Paul
McCartney and George Harrison?
HayleyCross,Uxbridge
I remember it only very sketchily. It was

in Baker Street where Apple had its

oices before they moved to Savile Row;

a small room on the third or fourth loor.

Peter Asher brought me by. It was an

otherworldly experience because

I was a complete Beatles devotee, I’d

studied every song and every chord

change. McCartney was a real hero to

me. He and George Harrison were in

this small room and they gave me ive

minutes of their time. Imagine that!

I was thrilled and delighted but also

extremely nervous. When I let the

room they talked to Peter Asher for a

moment. Essentially Paul said, “Do you

feel like making a record with this

guy?” and Peter said, “Yeah, I think

he’d be good.” So they signed me

to Apple. It was an unbelievable

experience. I was incredulous. 

Which of your songs still has the
greatest impact on you emotionally
when you sing it?
JosephNield,Avon, Indiana,USA
It varies. How a song impacts me has a lot

to do with how it’s afecting the audience,

because I sort of feel what they feel. But

there are lesser-known songs of mine that

still have private meaning to me: “Letter

In The Mail”, “Everyone She Knows”, “If I

Keep My Heart Out Of Sight”, “I Was A Fool

To Care”, “Only For Me”... these are tunes

that are of the radar, and for that reason

I look at them as personal possessions 

rather than public property.

How did you feel when you first heard 
“All I Want” and other Joni Mitchell
songs you knew were about you?
RichardWeissmann,York
I don’t think that song was written about

me. Joni already had that song when we

met. I did back her up on guitar when she

recorded it. I thought it was a beautiful

song... I wished it was about me! It’s a

strange thing to be referred to in other

people’s work, but it’s inevitable if you’re

writing from personal experience. But I

still feel detached from songs I know are

about me. I don’t take it that seriously.

What are your memories of trying
to break into music with The Flying
Machine in New York in the mid-’60s?
MartinCarruthers,Kent
Flying Machine was essentially a band

formed by Danny Kortchmar and myself.

Kootch and I knew each other from

summering together on the Atlantic coast.

Initially we borrowed space to rehearse

in the basement of a hotel on the Lower

East Side. Then we got a job in a nightclub

in the West Village and started playing

there six nights a week, three sets a night.

We modelled ourselves on people like

Bufalo Springield, The Lovin’ Spoonful.

In those days, you had to get a record 

As the quintessential singer
songwriter prepares for

another world tour, he talks
candidly about addiction,

auditioning for he Beatles,
travels with Joni, and why

he’s proud to be a navel-gazer

Taylor in
September
1968, and
(above) his
Apple album 

J
AMES Taylor’s former manager

Peter Asher once remarked that

the singer had been through so

much by the age of 20 that he sang

with the conviction of someone

more than twice his age. Asher was

referring to Taylor’s spell in a psychiatric

institution, his ongoing heroin addiction,

a debilitating motorcycle accident and

the death of a close friend, struggles he

poured into 1970 breakout hit “Fire And

Rain”. The mellow vibe that made Taylor

a superstar was particularly hard won.

Having just celebrated his 70th birthday,

Taylor now enjoys the tranquility he once 

found so hard to come by.

Thirty-ive years clean,

he lives in the liberal

western Massachusetts

enclave known as The

Berkshires with his wife

Kim and their 17-year-old

twin sons. He rehearses

and records in his

property’s custom-built 

barn, which is also

the scene of his DIY

projects – in a charming

recent video on his

Facebook page, Taylor

demonstrates how to

make a humane mouse trap with a bucket 

and a water bottle coated in Nutella.

These days he is more likely to be

troubled by the identity of his president –

“I’m appalled by what’s happened” – than

anything personal, though he has found

it beneicial to keep working as much as

possible. This summer’s extensive world

tour will soon be followed by an album of

jazz standards he’s currently tracking in

the barn. “I have my own arrangements on

the guitar of about 20 of these songs and

we’re working our way through them.”

That’s not to say the songwriting muse

has deserted him. “The inspiration still

comes regularly,” he reassures, relating 

Inever
trustedcelebrity 

or fame
ANAUDIENCEWITHJAMESTAYLOR

Interview by SAM RICHARDS
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“I thought Joni Mitchell’s
‘All I Want’ was a beautiful
song... I wished it was about 
me!”
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out – that was the brass ring, the threshold
over which you had to step. We got into
the studio, but only for two days. When
the guys who signed us backed out of the
deal, we fell apart. I had some addiction
problems, so did the drummer, and it
was getting impossible for us to move
forward without having a record out there.
We called it of and I went back to North
Carolina in the fall of ’67 to lick my wounds
and eventually talk my folks into buying
me a ticket to London, and that’s where the
story picks up with Apple. It was exciting
to be in New York in 1966, but it was also
dangerous. It was terror incognito. When
I think of having two 17-year-old kids,
letting them go to the West Village would
seem like a criminally negligent thing to 
do. I was really lucky to survive it.

I saw you at an acoustic festival in
Lincoln in 1971 when you seemed
to be in a foul mood, telling the
photographers to “get the hell away
from me with those cameras”. Did you
struggle to come to terms with fame?
JohnTondeur,viaemail
Being a cloistered and very private person,
which is my creative process, and the
oxymoron of making that public… of
course you’re hoping for recognition,
for people’s attention. But if you’re
lucky enough to get it, it’s the second
major challenge: with something that’s
extremely private, how do you take that
to market? The fact is that I never trusted
celebrity or fame; I still don’t. I’m much
better of with the job I have than the job  
of being a professional celebrity.

How did you feel when Frank Zappa
referred to singer-songwriters like
yourself as “navel-gazers”?
RobFrinton,Montpellier, France
I thinkthat’saccurate.That’sanadequate
descriptionofme.It’sallaboutmy
personalexperience, that’swhatIwrite
on.OccasionallyI’llwriteasongthat’s
motivatedbysomethingorsomeone
outside of myself, but generally it’s 

personalexperience,
andsometimesit’ll
resonatewithother
peopletoo.Asong
like“FireAndRain”
isanexampleof that.
It’saverypersonal
song–whenIwroteit
Ihadnorealconcept
ofanyoneotherthan
myselfandmaybe
twoorthreeother
peoplehearingit.But
it turnedoutthat,as
personalas itwas, it
wasuseful topeople.
Asmuchaspeople
talkaboutbeing
outwardlyfocused,
everyoneistrapped
intheir individuated
consciousness.Navel-
gazingmaynotbe
particularlyadmirable,but 
it’sashonestasweget.

What do you remember 
of filmingTwo-Lane
Blacktop?Graham
Templeton,Sunderland
It was my only movie. I’ve
never seen it, I just felt it wouldn’t be
helpful to me… I had no control over it, I’m
not an actor, I was basically going through
the motions. We only got one page of script
at a time and the non-actors in the ilm
weren’t allowed to take responsibility for
our own characters. It was a hectic time
but it was a great time, mostly because I
was travelling with Joni Mitchell and we 

spent a lot of time with my co-star, Warren
Oates. We rode from location to location
in Warren’s RV and had a fantastic time. I
came away from that experience knowing
that I was better of focusing on music and 
I didn’t need to become a ilm star.

I find the song “That’s Why I’m
Here” really inspiring. Is addiction
something you still have to battle with 
every day and how do you do it?
HannahMcIntyre,viaemail
Yeah,youdo.Itnevergoesaway.Butthere
arewaysofgettingsupport:12-stepgroups.
Youhavetosurrendertothefactyou’rean
addictandyouhavetopraytobewilling
toindawaythroughit.Andyouhaveto
buildenoughofasoberlife.Theonething
that’shelpedme,asidefromAlcoholics
AnonymousandNarcoticsAnonymous,
isphysicalactivity. Ibecameaworkout
junkie, I trainedthreehoursadayfor15
years.That’swhatmadeitpossibleforme
toliveinmyownskininthosedaysofearly
recovery.Andthenjustmyfriends,the
recoverycommunity…yougotomeetings
andprioritiseyourrecoveryonadaily
basisor it’llcomebackandgetyouagain.
It’sassmartasyouare,bydeinition,
andit’llcomebackandgetyouinaweak

moment. Itwas1983whenIinally
gotthe[12-steps]programandI
credit itwithsavingmylife.

What are the physical
challenges for both your
singing and your guitar playing 
as you’ve grown older?
TomGlynn,viaemail
Ageing has an efect on your
dexterity and also one’s voice does
age. Tony Bennett, who is my role
model on this, said that you have to
do your vocal exercises every day,
when working or not. Tony used to
say, if you skip your vocal exercises
for one day, you will feel it; if you
skip it for two days, the band will
feel it; if you skip it for three days, the
audience will feel it; and if you skip it
for four days, the critics will feel it!

After the American election result,
do you still have faith that music
can help change the world for the
better?ClemFoster,Wimbledon
Musicdoeshelpus. It’s foodforthesoul
andaconnectionwiththeuniverse. I
don’t thinkmusicwillsave theworld,
it’s justabeautifulpartof it.Thefact
that [Trump’selection]happenedat
allandistoleratedisveryalarming.
You’reaskingsomebodywhoworked

onbothofObama’scampaignsandIwas
ontheroadforHillaryfor threemonths,so
wewereactiveparticipantsandI’mreally
gladwewere.ButeverydayIshakemy 
headandwonderwhat’sgoingon.

James Taylor tours the UK from
July 9, including an appearance at
Barclaycard British Summer Time 
2018 in Hyde Park on July 15

With Laurie Bird and
Dennis Wilson in
Two-LaneBlacktop;
(below) his 11th
album, from 1985

With Joni Mitchell during
the recording of Carole
King’sTapestryat A&M
Studios, LA, January 1971  
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NEW ALBUMS
JUNE 2018 

TAKE 253

1 RY COODER (P22)
2 ARCTIC MONKEYS (P25)

3 COURTNEY BARNETT (P29)
4 RYLEY WALKER (P34)

ALBUM
OFTHE
MONTH
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F
OR two icons of American
alternative rock’s golden age
to unite for their irst ever
duet somehow feels like a
more momentous occasion
than it probably should.
Ater all, it’s been a while since

Gen Xers of a certain slack disposition were the
pinnacle of cool. Nearly a quarter-century has passed
since Stephen Malkmus and Kim Gordon – who trade
the mic on “Refute”, a loopy highlight of the former
Pavement frontman’s seventh album with his band
the Jicks – shared stages on the same Lollapalooza
tour, a rite of passage for any act that curried the
favour of the lannel-clad masses. What with the many
cultural revolutions (and one big digital one) that have
taken place in the intervening
years, those times ought to feel
several lifetimes away.

Somehow, though, the ’90s
have edged back into the
present. Original articles like
The Breeders and Weezer are
onsurprisinglyineformoflate,
and relative youngsters such
as Courtney Barnett, Speedy
Ortiz, Parquet Courts and Wolf
Alice have been tearing pages
out of their scrappy playbook.
And while “Refute” may ofer
a milder kind of pleasure than
the noisier ones of its singers’ 

old bands or these newer successors, this
ambling, afably middle-aged piece of
ragged country-rock is still a testament to its
performers’ stubborn commitment to their

own idiosyncrasies. Malkmus, for one, is
content to do things pretty much as he’s always 

done, albeit a little bit diferently so there’s a
reason to come back for more.

The man’s never been much for radical reinvention,
anyway. Over the course of his career with the Jicks –
who have now outlasted Malkmus’s previous group by
two albums and seven years, not counting Pavement’s
2010 reunion tour – he’s essentially oscillated
between two prevailing tactics. One is to further reine
his aptitude for almost-power-pop in the mould of
“Box Elder”, the jagged wonder on Pavement’s irst

EP, “Slay Tracks (1933-1969)”,
and the earliest sign of his
casual lair for sticky melodies.
The other is to let his freak
lag ly in ragged jams full of
lorid guitar solos, all while
spouting the sort of inscrutable
non sequiturs that suggest
the most profound inluence
on Malkmus’s sensibility
was always American poet
John Ashbery, no matter what
Mark E Smith ever had to say
about Pavement.

WhereasMalkmus’s2001
self-titled solo debut and 

THE UNCUT GUIDE TO THIS MONTH’S KEY RELEASES

“Men are scum, I won’t deny/May you be shitfaced the day you die”
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STEPHEN MALKMUS  
& THE JICKS

Sparkle Hard
DOMINO

Eccentric but accessible – his best yet? By Jason Anderson
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2011’sBeck-producedMirrorTraic
weresometimesoverlyhemmed-in
examplesof theformer,PigLib (2003)
andRealEmotionalTrash (2008)were
moresprawlingsuccessorstoWowee
Zowee (1995),aworkwhoseabsurd
overabundancemadeit themostdivisive
buttherichestofPavement’sLPs.Like
2014’sWigOutAtJagbags,SparkleHard
existsatacomfortableplacebetween
thosetwopoles; infact itmaybethemost
satisfyingsynthesisof thoseextremeshe’s
everachievedintheJicks.

Recordedlastyear inPortland’sHalling
StudioswithTheDecemberists’Chris
Funkservingasproducer, thenewalbum
alsoboastsawiderrangeofsoundsthan
he’sgenerallyusedonhisrecordingswith
theJicks:bassist JoannaBolme,guitarist
andkeyboardistMikeClarkanddrummer 
JakeMorris.Thestringcontributions
byKyleenKingarethemostdramatic
exampleof theadditionalcolourshere.

Malkmus’sdreamytumbleof tranquil
andmoreturbulent imagesin“Solid
Silk”takeonamoreetherealaspect
thankstoKing’s lovely,RobertKirby-like
arrangement.“Brethren”isafurther
suggestionof themusicMalkmusmight’ve
madehadhetradedhisallegiance
fromlo-itoorch-popbackwhenthose
designationswereubiquitousamongthe
indiecognoscenti.While“Refute”beneits
fromsomegentleembellishmentsof
lap-steelguitarbyFunk,othersongsget
burlier thanks to the swirls of Mellotron 

andblurtsandburblesofvintagesynths.
Malkmusevendistortshisvocalswith
Auto-Tunetweakingon“Rattler”,which
maybethemostsurprisingthinghe’s
donewithhisvoicesincehisstabatan
IsleyBrothersslowjamontheWigOutAt

Jagbagsstandout“JSmoov”.
Of course, he also gets to bring out his

favourite guitar pedals and make like it’s
an aternoon jam at Bonnaroo. “Shiggy”
– a nonsense word that nonetheless feels
like the right one to describe the sounds
he likes to make – is another superb
showcase of his loopy and oddly languid
playing. One ofSparkleHard’s two songs
to pass the six-minute mark, “Kite” slinks
along in a funkier, more wah-wah-heavy
manner until he lips the “Dark Star”
switch and covers it all in a distorted,
psychedelic smear of cascading licks (not
for nothing was the Jicks’ medley of “China
Cat Sunlower” and “I Know You Rider”
a highlight of Aaron and Bryce Dessner’s
Grateful Dead tribute projectDayOfThe
Dead).SparkleHard’s inale “Diiculties/
Let Them Eat Vowels” is equally expansive
and enthralling. What begins as a stately, 
synth-heavy channelling of Bowie in
Berlin culminates in anEgeBamyasi-
worthy slice of space-rock boogie.

All of those reference points may
comprise a familiar sweet spot for
Malkmus, but even the lengthier, wilder
songs feel more carefully considered in
their construction. Likewise, he makes the
efort to give some het and complexity to

ones that may have stayed throwaways on
previous albums. Built on the herky-jerky
rhythm that’s long been one of his default
modes, “Future Suite” evolves into an
ebullient piece of cosmic pop thanks to
its detly arranged thicket of guitars and
Malkmus’s multi-tracked vocals.

Surprises abound in the lyrics, too.
While Malkmus has never been much for
sociopolitical concerns in his writing, he’s
evidently disturbed by the turbulence,
divisiveness and general cruddiness of the
Trump era. Full of rumbling, fuzzy guitars
and an oddly jaunty electric piano part by
Clark, “Bike Lane” is uncharacteristically
direct in its take on the story of Freddie
Gray, the young man whose death ater
injuries sustained during an arrest
prompted anti-police riots in Baltimore
in 2015. “Theygotbehindhimwiththeir

truncheonsandchokedthe life rightoutof

him,” cries Malkmus in this dark, strange
song. A younger cousin to “Gold Soundz”,
“Middle America” is milder in nature but
thick with references to the contemporary
climate of blame, fear and anxiety. “Men
arescum,Iwon’tdeny,” he sings in one
of many barbed couplets. “Mayyoube
shitfacedthedayyoudie.” His frustrations
may run highest in “Diiculties/Let Them
Eat Vowels”, in which Malkmus likely
becomes the irst songwriter to ever deploy
the word “microaggress” before describing 
the world as “acavalcadeof reactive
morality”, which sounds like the way
Nietzsche might have described Fox News.
In any case, there’s more than enough here
to suggest he’s awake even if he’s far too
sardonic to ever be what the kids call woke.

Despite its sometimes laidback nature,
SparkleHardalso bristles with an energy
that proves he’s got a place in the present,
and a new accessibility that compromises
none of his eccentricities. Perhaps he its
best next not just to the likes of Courtney
Barnett, but also Kurt Vile and Father John
Misty, two less ’90s-centric artists whose
work still bears the inluence of his reliably
acerbic sensibility and eagerness to be
anomalous. Just goes to show that it pays
to be one of a kind, at least if you’re able to 
outlast most of your peers.

SLEEVE NOTES
1 Cast Off

2 Future Suite

3 Solid Silk

4 Bike Lane

5 Middle America

6 Rattler

7 Shiggy

8 Kite

9 Brethren

10 Refute

11 Difficulties/Let

Them Eat Vowels

Produced by:

Chris Funk

Recorded at:

Halfling Studios, 

Portland

Personnel:

Stephen Malkmus

(vocals, guitar),

Joanna Bolme

(bass, vocals),

Jake Morris

(drums, vocals),

Mike Clark (piano,

synthesiser,

electric piano),

Kyleen King

(strings), Chris

Funk (lap steel

guitar), Kim

Gordon (vocals

on “Refute”)

Stephen Malkmus
MATADOR, 2001

Intended as a Jicks album but
ultimately self-titled in the
tradition of solo debuts since
time immemorial, Malkmus’s

first post-Pavement release is far sprightlier in
spirit than his former band’s tense swansong,
Terror Twilight. The Stockton native may have 
never sounded more quintessentially
Californian than he does on “Phantasies”,
a jaunty stab at beach-party pop. “Jenny &
The Ess-Dog” adds a surprisingly poignant
note with its tale of mismatched lovers who 
can’t make it last. 9/10

Pig Lib
MATADOR, 2003

Malkmus’s second album
introduces the looser,
jammier tendencies that
come to the fore on his

releases and at his concerts for the rest
of the decade. At nine minutes, “1% Of One”
captures him in epic mode. But he keeps it
relatively tight on gems like “Vanessa From
Queens” and “Us”, an entrancing closer that
has the feel of a Springsteen classic even
if it evidently involves “chatting up a panda  
in a bar”. 
8/10

Wig Out At Jagbags
MATADOR, 2014

The Jicks begin their current
hot streak with a consistently 
entertaining outing that
commences with a jokey

reference to Cream’s “I Feel Free”, continues
with “Lariat”’s quips about Tennyson and The
Grateful Dead, and delivers some genuine
glam panache with “Chartjunk”, before
capping it all off with “Surreal Teenagers,”
which roughly resembles all the highlights
of Faust IV as performed by The Cars. Quite 
the feat, really.
8/10

HOWTOBUY...

KINDLINGFROMTHEMASTER
Three essentials by Stephen Malkmus & The Jicks
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The Jicks in 2018:
(l–r) Joanna Bolme,
Stephen Malkmus,
Jake Morris and 
Mike Clark 
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“Ourdigitalselves
havefullybecomeour
selves;it’sbecomepart
of us in a deeper way”

NEW ALBUMS

Sparkle Hard might be your best
album with the Jicks – what felt
different about making this one?
It felt better this time in a certain way.
With the last few, I just went about my
business and stuck my head down and
made the albums and toured without
considering anything beyond that.
That’s sometimes a good thing – if
you’re creating stuf people like and
nobody’s really questioning what you’re
doing, you just plough ahead with your
masterpieces or whatever! But with this,
I had more time of to think about things,
and although this may be totally present-
day-biased, the world feels diferent
in the last few years. It’s not because
of Donald Trump – it’s maybe my
interaction with the internet or the way
people think now that feels diferent. It’s
our digital selves have fully become our
selves; it’s become part of us in a deeper
way. That seems especially true of young
people. It’s nothing I care to sing about
in a dystopian manner – I’m just talking
about the culture in general and I’m 
inding my way through it.

Does that explain the more
anxious and political aspect
to some of the new songs?
I found this quote in a new book by my
friend Patrick deWitt. When people ask
me what these songs are about, I want
to tell them this even though it’s kind of
pretentious of me. “Certain of their days
were devoted to unanswerable auto-
queries relating to the mean stupidity
of existence, the fallibility of romantic 

Stephen Malkmus on
the age of anxiety, Kim
Gordon and Pavement 
reunion rumours

love, her suspicion that dissatisfaction
and shortcomings were constants of
the human condition…” I saw that and
thought, ‘Yeah, that’s the subtext of all
my music!’ But I don’t want the music to
beat you over the head with that. It’s all
still good times – being with the band,
making songs, physically playing
music. That’s the joy of production in  
a post-Fordist world!

Is fun a big reason the Jicks  
have lasted longer than
Pavement now?
It’s a more adult relationship probably
than it was in Pavement. We were in
our early twenties then and we burned
the candle at both ends, though when I
irst started in the Jicks, I still toured like
a maniac. Speaking hypothetically, if
everyone quit the Jicks, I could still keep
that name, I suppose. But the name is just
the name – the people are real. Joanna
Bolme is a great bass player and an even,
mature person who can deal with me.
And Mike Clark, the keyboard player,
likes the role of adding to the tunes and
we get along. I think we’re all searching
for a song that we like and they’re still
surprised a little bit by what I do. And
maybe a better gig hasn’t come along!

How did Kim Gordon come  
to guest on “Refute”?

I didn’t imagine it for her originally. It’s
a song that pokes fun at marriage being
an untenable arrangement or not useful
in a way in our modern society, the
way the family is changing. It had he/
she lyrics, so we thought we should
get somebody to sing the other part. I
initially had some more country-style
singers in my mind, but then I was like,
“Kim’s my friend too – we could invite
her.” I wasn’t necessarily sure a country
song was right for her but she was really
up for it. I’m really grateful. She is an
iconic person, for sure. She owns that
voice, too. When I think of her, I think:
“Sonic Youth”, “fashion”, “art”, “clever”.
So it was kinda cool just to see her in the 
role of a session singer.

It’s great that you balance the
spare songs like that one with
some much wiggier ones.
Yeah, we’ve got ive songs that are really
straight-ahead – just relatable, catchy
songs. Then there’s some trippy stuf on
it too that pushes the envelope a bit. It’s
indie-pop that subverts itself – hopefully 
it does a little of that.

Were you surprised about
the recent wave of rumours
that Pavement was planning
a reunion for the band’s 30th
anniversary next year?
I was a little bit surprised people were
asking me about it. I didn’t say anything
about it and I haven’t heard anything
about it. When I tried to ind the genesis
of this idea, all I could ind was in
one Italian phone interview by Scott
Kannberg, the guitarist in the band,
when he was on tour supporting his
solo album. It’s obviously nice to know
people are psyched about the concept –
I just haven’t thought about it that much,
being so involved with doing this music
and other projects. I really don’t feel like 
I’m the person to ask somehow.

Is it odd for Pavement to
become such a focus of ’90s
nostalgia, which even some
younger fans seem to have?
That’s true. Because the way we take in
entertainment and listen to music is so
diferent now, there is a bit of nostalgia
for that time. The pre-internet era can
seem rosy to people. It seems a little
unique now, like looking at analogue
photographs instead of pictures on your
iPhone. I’m certainly open to people
thinking that, ’cos it beneits me! I
thought the ’90s were back in seven
years ago, but I’m hearing from people
now that the ’90s are really great. As
someone who lived through them, I
didn’t know that was the case. That said,
I had a great time, though I think people
are having a great time now even when
times are totally anxious. Life can be
pretty fun even when it’s kinda bleak. 
INTERVIEW: JASON ANDERSON J
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R
Y COODER is not a 
religious man – on the 
contrary, he casts a cold 
eye on its organised 
form – but he has  
just made an album 
stufed with gospel 

music and hymns, all from the best part  
of a century ago. What gives? As the 
greatest curator and interpreter of 
Americana in all its diversity, Cooder has 
always loved this music; go back to his 
very irst album (there are well over 30) 
and you’ll ind devotional songs by Alfred 
Reed and Blind Willie Johnson, who both 
igure on The Prodigal Son. He’s never 
done God, but he’s always played God’s 
music. Cooder calls it ‘reverence’.

The eight ‘reverend’ cuts here – there 
is also a trio of originals – take assorted 

forms, from the dreamy visions of the ater-
life on Carter Stanley’s “Harbor Of Love” to 
the rip-snorting title track, where Cooder 
is joined by a trio of gospel vocalists. 
Every cut gets a diferent setting, for which 
Cooder credits his son, drummer and 
visioner Joachim. The pair have become 
quite a team, recording this album in a 
matter of days on what Cooder describes 
as a “one-take live vocals” approach.

The exuberance shines through, one 
reason The Prodigal Son oten feels like 
something from Cooder’s 1970s canon, 
another being that while reverence 
provides a theme, Cooder is no longer 
boxed in to a concept album like I, Flathead 

or Pull Up Some Dust 

And Sit Down. 
The parade of 

fretboard styles 
Cooder brings 
to the album is 
masterly. Take 
“Shrinking Man”, 
the album’s real 
starter once Cooder 
and his singers 
have ambled down 
“Straight Street” 
to a low-key banjo 
accompaniment. It’s 

a rollicking blues chopped out on a spiky 
electric guitar, with a solo that comes 
across as a tribute to Chuck Berry.

Something entirely diferent drives 
“Gentriication”, the only number that 
gives voice to Cooder’s political anger, 
albeit with humour. Cooder punctuates 
its catchy rhythmic tic with slabs of 
West African soukous guitar, bright and 
boisterous. By contrast, Blind Willie’s 
“Everybody Out To Treat A Stranger 
Right” comes with a murky slide part that 
honours its composer’s abilities, while 
“The Prodigal Son” boasts a barking fuzz-
tone solo.

If the album has a centrepiece – and its 
moods keep shiting – then it’s another 
Johnson number, “Nobody’s Fault But 
Mine”, which Cooder slows down to a 
melancholy contemplation of human error, 
studded with his trademark slide, sparse 
and eerie. Efective, if over-extended. 

There are other versions of holy life on 
ofer. Alfred Reed’s “You Must Unload” 
preaches the way of the straight and 
narrow: who knows who Reed had in 
mind when he admonished “money-

loving Christians who refuse to pay their 

share”, but Cooder must surely have in 
mind Bible-toting Republicans when 
he deplores their hypocrisy with the 

RY COODER
The Prodigal Son
FANTASY

8/10
he gospel according to Ry – a reverent 
selection of spiritual songs. By Neil Spencer

Preaching 
to the 
converted: 
Ry Cooder
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SLEEVE NOTES
1 Straight Street

2 Shrinking Man

3 Gentrification

4 Everybody

Ought To Treat

A Stranger Right

5 The Prodigal

Son

6 Nobody’s Fault

But Mine

7 You Must Unload

8 I’ll Be Rested

When The Roll

Is Called

9 Harbor Of Love

10 Jesus And

Woody

11 In His Care

Produced by:

Ry and Joachim

Cooder

Recorded at:

Sage and Sound

Hollywood and

Wireland, CA

Personnel:

Ry Cooder

(vocals, guitar,

banjo, mandolin,

bass, keys),

Joachim

Cooder (drums,

percussion),

Robert Francis

(bass), Aubrey

Haynie (violin),

Terry Evans,

Arnold McCuller,

Bobby King

(vocals)

warning, “You’ll never get to heaven in your

jewel-encrusted high-heel shoes.” Reed’s 
hymn is given due decorum, with a stately
violin part from Aubrey Haynie.

“I’ll Be Rested When The Roll Is Called” 
is a spiritual with a triumphal ring written 
by Blind Roosevelt Graves, another voice 
from the 1920s and ’30s, and is whooped 
along by the trio of backing voices to 
Cooder’s sprightly mandolin playing. 

Closer “In His Care” is similar in mood,
a celebration of heavenly blessings, from
another pre-Second World War African-
American composer, William L Dawson.
Cooder plays things both side of the wire
here; the sentiments may be righteous,
but the clanging rif that Ry and Joachim
lay down is from the sinners’ side of the
tracks, with all the visceral power of
Howling Wolf.

Bluegrass, of course, has its own history
of Christian metaphysics. “Harbor Of
Love” imagines death as a glorious
reunion with God, the austere tone of
the original sotened by Cooder’s sotly
shimmering guitar. “Jesus And Woody”
perhaps takes us closer to Cooder’s
own beliefs, an intensely personal
tribute to one of his heroes, delivered
solo, sometimes dropping to not much
more than a murmur; one feels like an
eavesdropper. Ofering homage to
Guthrie the “dreamer” for his songs and
his ight against fascism, Cooder hits a
forlorn note for our current time, relecting
that, “They’re starting up their engine

of hate.”
One might expect more in the way of

bile and anger from Ry Cooder, but an
album that meditates long on mortality
is perhaps his response to the darkening
of the political landscape. He describes
the music as “a conduit for feelings and
experiences from other times”, but also
as “a sense of force beyond the visible”;
religion of a kind, then.

Ry Cooder talks about The Prodigal Son

Why an album of religious songs?  
I fell in love with this stuff when I was a teenager – “In

His Care”, for example, was on a Sonny Terry/Brownie

McGhee 10in album on Folkways. I snuck the odd one in

on previous albums, like “How Can A Poor Man Stand Such

Times”. I am sick to death of politics so it was time for it.

We have just been on tour with Ricky Scaggs playing this

material and it got a tremendous response.

You and Joachim have become a real team,
playing and producing together.  
He’s developed his own musicality over time – he’s 40 now

– and he likes ambient material as well as songs, which fed

into this LP. He can take pieces of my material and sample

them, blend them, and he provides ethereal settings, like

the spooky Fritz Lang thing for “Nobody’s Fault But Mine”,

and I used ambient material for “Harbor Of Love”.

And Chuck Berry for “Shrinking Man”? You’re

sharp! I put the solo for “Johnny B Goode” in there; it was

one take.

How did “Jesus And Woody” arrive? Woody had

a hard-bitten optimism, and after World War II, people

believed that fascism had been defeated, that people

would be kind, as Jesus likewise hoped. But a song like

“This Land Is Your Land” is the opposite of what is going

on right now.

It’s a record about mortality. You’re not planning
on checking out are you? No, I’m in good shape, and

we have two beautiful grandchildren next door, so I’m

sticking around.

Do you believe in an afterlife?
Oh no. I can’t imagine that.

INTERVIEW:NEILSPENCER

Q&A

IDRIS ACKAMOOR
& THE PYRAMIDS
An Angel Fell STRUT

7/10

Reactivated Afro-American
cosmic jazz veterans still blowing

In 2012, Ackamoor
& The Pyramids
unleashed their irst
new music since
the 1970s, and this
third instalment

in their reincarnation completes
a striking comeback trilogy – and
means the reborn collective has
now made as many albums as in its
original heyday. Recorded in London
and sympathetically produced by
Malcolm Catto of The Heliocentrics,
Ackamoor’s vision of fusing free-jazz
blowing, African tribal grooves
and spiritual black-consciousness
musings remains unwavering as
his sax weaves phantasmagorically
through the dense rhythmic
undergrowth created by original
PyramidspercussionistBradieSpeller
on the title track, ventures into Fela
Kuti territory on “Warrior Dance” and
cries mournfully on “Soliloquy For
Michael Brown”. NIGEL WILLIAMSON

STEVEN ADAMS &
THE FRENCH DROPS
Virtue Signals
HUDSON

6/10

Broken Family man returns with
new band and old laments

Following the
demise of Broken
Family Band, with
2014’s House Music
Steven Adams
seemed to have

completed his journey from hard-
drinking cowboy of the Fens to wistful
east London indie troubadour. Recent
developments (Brexit, online trolls)
have got his dander up, however,
and he returns with a new band
and fresh intensity – particularly on
the furiously Neu!-like “Ex-Future”
and “Free Will”. He’s at his best
addressing the state of his heart
rather than the state of the nation,
however, as on “Desire Lines” with
its beautifully rueful conclusion, “all
we have are these moments of joy”.
STEPHEN TROUSSÉ

AtoZ
This month…

P24 BEACH HOUSE
P25 ARCTIC MONKEYS
P26 ASHLEY MONROE
P28 DAMIEN JURADO
P29 COURTNEY BARNETT
P32 JON HOPKINS
P34 RYLEY WALKER
P36 JESS WILLIAMSON

NEW ALBUMS

This music is  
“a conduit for 
feelings, a 
sense of force 
beyond the 
visible…”
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BEACH HOUSE
7
BELLA UNION

7/10

Seventh album from Baltimore
dreampop duo

Ater releasing
two full-length
albums in 2015 and
following those
with a collection of
rarities and B-sides,

Victoria Legrand and Alex Scally are
hailing7as a “rebirth” ater a process
of “cleaning out the closet”, both
literally and metaphorically. In truth,
it’s more of a subtle restyling than a
full-on reincarnation, the sot-edged
weightlessness, sumptuous tones
and gauzy vocals still instantly
recognisable on songs such as “Woo”, 
the drop-dead gorgeous “Dive”
and “Drunk In LA”, albeit with a
marginally less polished sense of
friction and greater immediacy,
qualities attributed to the input of
guest collaborator Spacemen 3’s
Sonic Boom. NIGEL WILLIAMSON

BELLY
Dove
BELLY

8/10

Twenty-three years on, a fine third
album from Donelly and co

It is no disrespect to
Tanya Donelly’s solo
works to suggest that
Belly always felt like
uninished business:
they split in 1996

ater their second album,King, failed
to turn them into the megastars they
were widely anticipated to become.
They reformed to tour in 2016, and
enjoyed themselves suiciently to
write and recordDove. It sounds, to its
considerable credit, very much like the
record that might have followedKing:
highlights include the giddy power-
pop shimmy “Artifact”, the sweet
but barbed acoustic ballad “Sufer
The Fools”, and a frankly overdue
voyage into near-outright country
on “Heartstrings”. ANDREW MUELLER

BLOSSOMS
Cool Like You
VIRGIN EMI

4/10

Stockport rockers follow up
Mercury-nominated debut

It’s odd, given their
anodyne sound, that
Blossoms should be
such a divisive band.
To some they’re the
post-post dregs of

“landill indie”; to others, the latest
torchbearers in the north-west’s
notable traditions of making guitar
music for communal enjoyment.
The Stockport outit say they write
songs for big crowds, not technicians,
and they don’t claim to innovate.
Which is honest, becauseCoolLike
You is largely a synth-heavy rehash
of New Order, Sot Cell and The 

Kooks iltered through leader Tom
Ogden’s romantic experience. Well
constructed, yes, but countless
others have done a variation of the
same, and it’s rarely this dreary.  
GREG COCHRANE

DANIEL BLUMBERG
Minus
MUTE

8/10

Introspective explosion from
former Yuck man

Blumberg made
creditable false
starts with Cajun
Dance Party and
Yuck; his solo debut
is the culmination

of ive years among the community
of improvisational musicians around
London’s Cafe Oto. Working with
violinist Billy Steiger, double-bassist
Tom Wheatley and Dirty Three
drummer Jim White, this seven-song 

album has the neurotic insistence of
Josh T Pearson’sLastOfTheCountry
Gentlemen, though the backdrops to
the lyrical repetitions are scratchier,
more deconstructed. The bruising
“Madder” betrays the inluence of
Scott Walker producer Peter Walsh,
but there are lickers of respite,
notably “The Bomb”, which tethers
its emotional unravelling to a lovely 
piano igure. ALASTAIR McKAY

LEON BRIDGES
Good Thing
COLUMBIA

7/10

Follow-up confirms debut’s lack
of fluke-ish qualities

Leon Bridges’ 2015
debut,ComingHome,
was a set of soul
ballads so perfectly
poised that they
transcended charges

of pastiche: the album’s great strength
was that it sounded like something
actually recorded in 1968, rather than
something that wished it was.Good
Thingcontinues in that classicist
yet meticulous vein, with terms of
reference advanced perhaps half a
decade: just as it’s a struggle to name
parallels beyond Marvin Gaye and
Stevie Wonder, it’s equally diicult to
imagine why anybody would want to.
The noirish funk of “Bad Bad News”
and the gleeful boogie of “You Don’t 
Know” are especially svelte.
ANDREW MUELLER

DYLAN CARLSON
Conquistador
SARGENT HOUSE

8/10

Heavy desert sounds on Earth
founder’s solo LP

Carlson, founder of
doom rockers Earth,
plays guitar like he’s
slowly trying to kill
it, andConquistador
plays out against a

cavalcade of dark, intense, downward 
thrusts that linger and fold back
on themselves, each time getting
slightly deeper and more daunting.
Carlson has previously been inspired
by Cormac McCarthy’s dense and
bloody prose, andConquistador is
cut from that same cloth: “When The
Horses Were Shorn Of Their Hooves”,
“Reaching The Gulf” and “Scorpions
In Their Mouths” are the sound of
desert and death, shorn of normal
rhythm but not lacking in their own
austere, clanging beauty. PETER WATTS

CHAS & DAVE
A Little Bit Of Us
ROCKNEY/COOKING VINYL

7/10

Pathos-filled comeback from the
godfathers of Britpop

Their irst album of
new material in 31
years features some
knockabout comedy
but a lot more pathos.
“Wonder Where He

Is Now” is a beautiful reminiscence
about a childhood ishing friend;
“Modern Robin Hood” sounds like
an episode ofOnlyFoolsAndHorses
rewritten by Lionel Bart; “Nothing
You Can Do” is a terriic, heart-tugging
6/8 rock’n’roll ballad; while uke-led
interwar standards like “Nagasaki”,
“Dry Bones” and “My Little Grass
Shack” showcase the roots of their
Tin Pan Alley songcrat. JOHN LEWIS

NEW ALBUMS

Daniel
Blumberg

T
he title of Beach
House’s latest is both
prosaic and freighted

with significance. “It’s our
seventh full-length record and
we have now written and
released a total of 77 songs
together,” explains Victoria
Legrand, the duo’s vocalist
and keyboardist. “But most
early religions also had a
fascination with seven as the
highest level of spirituality,
and at our best creative
moments we felt we were
channelling some kind of
heavy truth. Our goal was
rebirth and rejuvenation.”

Past albums have been
limited by only recording parts
that could be performed live.
On7 they rejected such self-
imposed limitations in favour
of a more textured sound  

and layered production,
guitarist Alex Scally explains. 
Paradoxically the album
has no producer “in the
traditional sense”, so that
“the ideas drove the creativity,
not any one person’s process”,
although vital outside input
came from Spacemen 3’s
Sonic Boom (Pete Kember),
who assisted in “the shedding
of conventions and in helping
to keep the songs alive,
fresh and protected from
the destructive forces of
over-perfection”.

As for the “heavy truth”, the
songs reflect “societal insanity
and a pervasive dark field that
we had little control over”,
several of them addressing
the questions being posed by
the #MeToo and #TimesUp
movements. NIGEL WILLIAMSON

BEACH HOUSE
Going producer-free in pursuit of “rejuvenation”
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SNUG in his robe, he
relaxes in his suite.
No longer an outsider
but a welcome guest,
he relects how all
the doors to this and
other establishments,

formerly closed, now open to welcome
him. He endorses the place with his edgy
celebrity; it endorses him with exclusivity.
But just because he has arrived, doesn’t
mean he is completely at ease. Now when
he looks around, he does so a little more
wryly – and writes his thoughts down at
the piano.

And of course that is very much Josh
Tillman, who makes luxurious and ironic
records as Father John Misty, locating his
persona in some detailed and decadent
modern LA. It’s odd, though, that within
a month of the arrival of a succinct and
amusing new Tillman single, we should
now be listening to the new Arctic Monkeys
album and inding it to contain many of
the same qualities.

Of course it says Arctic Monkeys on the
cover, but this is an album more close-
mic’d around its singer. Alex Turner
has ever been the face and creative
powerhouse of the Sheield group, but the
band has evolved together: through desert-
rock experimentation to the masterpiece 

of 2013’sAM– a work that paid homage to
heavy rock, to music of black origin and to
the band’s adopted home in Los Angeles.
As much as the record told of Turner’s
heartbreak and cultural dislocation, the
album felt very much the fulilment of a
collective process.

Five years on, Turner and drummer
Matt Helders are the only band members
who remain in LA – and the new Arctic
Monkeys album feels, if not exactly like a
solo LP, then very much more the product
of an artist working in isolation. Composed
for the most part on a grand piano gited as
a birthday present, and with many vocal
takes apparently remaining from Turner’s
original home demos,TranquilityBase…
is a wordy, interior monologue of a record,
with about the same sort of relationship to
his previous work asTheBoatman’sCall 
has to Nick Cave’s.

This is no kind of guitar album.
TranquilityBase…has some of the
classicism that Last Shadow Puppets were
shooting for, a cinematic Jean-Claude
Vannier feel – it’s the irst Arctic Monkeys
work you can imagine anyone sampling.
Turner plays the dry, worldly-wise Serge
Gainsbourg of the piece (the album
begins with the line “I justwantedto
beoneof theStrokes…”), delivering
(particularly on “American Sports” and the

title track) some wonderful, Bowie-esque
vocal performances.

It’sanalbumyoureadasmuchaslisten
to.Against thebackdropofthemoon
andspace(“TranquilityBase”is thesite
of theoriginal1969moonlanding;most
of the11songsmentionspaceinoneway
oranother),Turnerroamsanimagined
LA,apersonawithonetoeinaCharles
Bukowskibarcrawlandanother ina
seaweedwrapatthedayspa.Threads
fromonesong(aloungesinger;Batman;
USpolitics;abriefcase)willshowupin
another,givingitallanappealingcohesion
andmystery.

It’s a timeless, dream-like kind of space,
ancient and modern, an efect much
assisted by the music. Subdued, but warm 
and classic in the way that musicians
who seek out storied mixing consoles
aspire to, the album begins the loose
space/fame analogy with “Star Treatment”
and Turner channelling a Major Tom/
Bowie-style character who was “alittlebit
toowild inthe ’70s”.

However much it uses its vocabulary,
this is not simply an investigation of
the fame condition, but about a bigger
American picture. No longer an outsider
looking in, Turner has now completely
tuned in to big American themes:
power, freedom, a perceived golden
age. Bombarded with a surplus of
information and distraction, however,
it can be diicult to focus on what’s of
enduring value.

Onthesingle“FourOutOfFive”,a
Bowie-ishglamsong,hedeconstructs
achievements, luxuriatinginthe
vocabularyofreviews. In“OnePoint
Perspective”(musicallyasuper-simple
hip-hopbeat), there’sahookthatoutlines 
theproblemoffocusmoreprecisely:
“Bearwithmeman,I lostmytrainof
thought.”Hisownplaceinthis,asanartist,
hesendsupwithastringofspectacular
lourishesin“ScienceFiction”:“Iwant
tomakeasimplepointaboutpeaceand
lovebut inasexywaywhereit’snotobvious/
Highlightdangersandsendout
hiddenmessages…”

What’sparticularlyengaginginthis
endlesslyquotablealbumisthewaythat
Turnerwillemergefromdeepimmersion
inthefantasiaofthesongsandresurface
toremindyouthathe’snotbeensucked
inbyanyof it.Attheendoftherousing
“SheLooksLikeFun”,a’60s-stylenovelty
track,hestopshimselfdead:“I’msofull
ofshite, Ineedtospendlesstimestood
aroundinbars.”Attheendofthealbum,
there’sagrandballadthatreprisesthe
LostWeekendvibesofthegreat“No1Party
Anthem”fromAM.Turner,obviously,has 
calledthis“TheUltracheese”.

Low-keybutengrossing,Tranquility
Base… isaslow-burner,self-doubtingbut
pushingeveronwards. It’sabravenew
step,evenif itcanbealittle one-paced, and
a little withholding. In such a landscape,
though, it’s worth following Alex Turner’s
example. Make yourself at home – see if
you can’t get to know the place a bit better.

1 Star Treatment

2 One Point

Perspective

3 American

Sports

4 Tranquility Base

Hotel + Casino

5 Golden Trunks

6 Four Out Of Five

7 The World’s

First Ever Monster

Truck Front Flip

8 Science Fiction

9 She Looks

Like Fun

10 Batphone

11 The

Ultracheese

Produced by:

James Ford and

Alex Turner

Recorded at: La

Frette, La Frette-

sur-Seine, France;

Vox, Los Angeles;

Lunar Surface, LA;

London

Personnel: Alex

Turner (vocals,

bk vocals,

guitar, baritone

guitar, bass,

drums, piano,

organ, synth,

Orchestron,

harpsichord,

dolceola), Jamie

Cook (guitar,

baritone guitar,

lap steel), Nick

O’Malley (bass,

guitar, baritone

guitar, bk vocals),

Matt Helders

(drums, timpani,

synth, Farfisa, bk

vocals), James

Ford (drums,

perc, vibraphone, 

Farfisa,

harpsichord,

synth, RMI

Rocksichord,

baritone guitar,

acoustic guitar,

pedal steel,

Orchestron,

timpani), Tom

Rowley (electric

guitar, acoustic

guitar, piano),

Zach Dawes

(baritone guitar,

piano), Tyler

Parkford (piano,

Farfisa), Evan

Weiss (acoustic

guitar), Loren

Humphrey

(drums),

James Righton

(Wurlitzer),

Josephine

Stephenson

(piano), Cam

Avery (bk vocals)

SL EE V E NO T E S

ARCTIC MONKEYS
Tranquility Base Hotel + Casino
DOMINO

7/10
Bet he looks good on the keyboard. A brave reinvention 
from Alex Turner and co. By John Robinson
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GAZ COOMBES
World’s Strongest Man
HOT FRUIT/CAROLINE INTERNATIONAL

8/10

Former Supergrass singer,
now simply super

If 2015’s Mercury-
nominatedMatador
semi-successfully freed
Gaz Coombes from the
legacy of 17 years in
Supergrass, the follow-

up should further establish him as a solo
artist of some standing. A bold, brisk,
rather beautiful zip through multiple pop
genres, it careens from squelching funk
(“Talk The Talk”), lushly tripped-out soul
(the title track; “Weird Dreams”), small-
hours torch songs (“Slow Motion Life”)
and anxious acoustica (“Oxygen Mask”),
without dropping a beat. Best of all is
“Deep Pockets”, a hard, motorik pulse
that gleefully channels Robert Fripp’s 
guitar work on Bowie’s “Heroes”.
GRAEME THOMSON

DIE NERVEN
Fake
GLITTERHOUSE

7/10

Stuttgart’s sonic youth go widescreen
on their fourth LP

Of the many German
acts now iltering across
the world, the vast
majority are electronic
and cerebral; not
Stuttgart trio Die Nerven,

however, who channel US noise-rock and
German punk to document their rage at
the 21st century.Fake, their fourth album,
continues the onslaught of 2015’sOut, but
their wiry power has been switched for
a more cavernous, reverb-heavy sound;
the martial shock-rock of “Alles Falsch”
is a little too on the nose, perhaps, but the
(slightly) more tuneful moments – the
bittersweet rush of “Niemals”, or the
nimble, Banshees-esque “Explosionen”
– perfectly capture the anxieties of our 
overloaded, troubled era.
TOM PINNOCK

DIE WILDE JAGD
Uhrwald Orange
BUREAU B

7/10

Düsseldorf dreamer’s gothic grooves

Die Wilde Jagd – The
Wild Hunt – trampled
into view in 2015 as a
duo of Sebastian Lee
Philipp and Ralf Beck,
peddling a self-titled set

of handsome industrial new wave that
drew on Rhineland luminaries such as
Neu! and DAF. This time Philipp leads
the charge from Beck’s well-appointed
Uhrwald Orange studio (uhrwald
translates as “clockwood”, a place of
dreams and sounds), concocting a soter
and more tuneful collection of lysergic
electronics that saunters from the louche
pop of “2000 Elefanten” to the narco-
boogie of “Flederman” and “Kreuzgang”.
Decadent and druggy, it all sounds
suitably expensive and Philipp excels
as the strung-out bohemian. PIERS MARTIN

AMERICANA ROUND-UP

AMERICANA
Another country

NEW ALBUMS

While we await further news
on John Hiatt’s next album
(Robber’s Highway, named
after the Natchez Trace Trail
in the American South and
due later this year), June sees
the return of two more old
travellers. Dave Alvin and
Jimmie Dale Gilmore team
up for Downey To Lubbock YEP

ROC, tackling songs steeped in
classic traditions: R&B, old-time
folk, early rock’n’roll and Texan and Cali
country. Alongside covers of Lightnin’ Slim,
Brownie McGhee, Woody Guthrie and
others, Alvin adds a couple of originals in the
shape of the title track and US outlaw tale
“Billy The Kid And Geronimo”. Another
veteran in rude health is Del McCoury. To
mark the 50th anniversary of solo debut Del

McCoury Sings Bluegrass, he
and his (mostly) family band
deliver the neatly titled Del
McCoury Still Sings Bluegrass at
the back end of May. The singer-
guitarist adds, “I consider myself
traditional at heart, but I don’t
have any boundaries.” Look out,
too, for Things Change NEW WEST, 
the latest from fellow North
Carolinians American
Aquarium. Leader BJ Barham

has an entirely new lineup for the country-
rocking set, produced by John Fullbright.
And there’s still time to catch the inimitable
Courtney Marie Andrews’ UK tour, which
ends at Islington Assembly Hall on April 24.
And don’t miss folk-country duo Kacy &
Clayton, who begin a two-week jaunt
across these shores on May 1. ROB HUGHES

Sparrow feels like a watershed
moment in Ashley Monroe’s
artistic life. Having slipped
various bits of autobiography
into prior work, most notably
2013’s LikeARose, on this fourth

album she examines her past in a way that seems
designed to allow her the freedom to move on.

Now in her early thirties, Monroe arrived in
Nashville from Knoxville as a 15-year-old, two
years ater her father had died from cancer. The
family had fallen apart as a result, her mother
sufering a breakdown. This psychic terrain is
revisited onSparrow’s opening track, “Orphan”,
on which Monroe intones over piano and
mournful cello. It’s a sad, beautiful song that
inds her reaching out for some form of directive
that never actually comes.

But that’s only part of the spiritual narrative
that unfolds. By the time we get to penultimate
tune “Daddy I Told You”, set to a delicate country
shule, Monroe is carrying her dad’s memory
like a torch, lighting the way through a career
that’s brought Grammy nominations and 

big-selling success as one third of all-female
supergroup Pistol Annies. Such emotive depths
require a similarly rich musical framework.
The liberal use of strings by producer Dave
Cobb, who’s overseen minor classics by Sturgill
Simpson, Jason Isbell and Chris Stapleton in
recent years, gives these songs added scale and
grace, especially on more vigorous outings like
“Wild Love” and “Rita”.

Monroe’s voice, meanwhile, remains a thing
of wondrous restraint, her aching quiver always
stopping shy of easy sentimentality. There are
varying moods here too, perhaps attributable
to a battery of co-writers that includes Brendan
Benson, Anderson East and Pistol Annies
bandmate Angaleena Presley. “Hands On You” is
the tale of an unconsummated one-night stand,
Monroe regretting the decision to put a lid on
lust. And “Keys To The Kingdom” is downright
glorious, a dramatic string arrangement illing
out a travelogue ballad that gives thanks to
“everyoneI’veever lovedandthensome”. What
lingers longest on this remarkable record is an 
upliting sense of resilience. ROB HUGHES

ASHLEY MONROE
Sparrow
WARNER NASHVILLE

8/10
Golden countrypolitan vibes from Nashville songwriter
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MIKE DONOVAN
How To Get Your Record 
Played In Shops
DRAG CITY

7/10

Second solo outing, rife with
melancholy surprises

A lifetime ago,
Mike Donovan was
a member of lo-i
psych-pop weirdos
Sic Alps; there, he
perfected a kind

of dissolute, vague wonder at the
world, through songs that were equal
parts fuzz overload and Kinksian
melody. His new album starts in a
similar zone, but the surprises come
when he spins a web of melancholy
from the piano, a clunky cello pre-set
underneath “Sadinger”, Donovan
sounding like Tymon Dogg, or Liam
Hayes of Plush (but on a budget).
No-one seems to know quite how he
does it, but Donovan keeps going,
quietly, from strength to strength. 
JON DALE

DR DOG
Critical Equation
WE BUY GOLD/THIRTY TIGERS

8/10

Less proves to be more as
Philly indie-rock veterans
seize the moment

The deep, pulled-
back grooves of
CriticalEquation
reveal the harnessed
intensity of the songs
and performances

so deliberately that their myriad
pleasures and embedded hooks will
sneak up on you. The decision by
producer Gus Seyfert (Bedouine,
Beck) to record to 16-track tape
challenges the band to make each
part count, as Scott McMicken
pushes his upper register and Zach
Miller squeezes out Garth Hudson-
like Hammond drama, while Toby
Leaman’s bass and Eric Slick’s drums
interlock with Sly & Robbie tautness.
The album’s key songs – the unsettled
“Listening In”, the hopeful “Coming
Out Of The Darkness” and the deiant
anthem “Go Down Fighting” –
allusively capture the roiling anxiety
of present-day America. BUD SCOPPA

SIMONE FELICE
The Projector
NEW YORK PRO

9/10

Alt.country songwriter/producer
unveils exotic guestlist and sings
songs of the lost and damaged

Simone Felice
keeps interesting
company onThe
Projector, notably
on its title track. Bat
For Lashes’ Natasha 

Khan (whose last album Simone
co-produced) lends windswept
vocal support and Four Tet provides
electronic efects, murmuring
disturbances that here and elsewhere
make this Simone’s most musically
expansive album since the two
he made with the unfortunately
short-lived The Duke And The King.
The songs, oten as angry as they
are tenderly beautiful, describe, as
ever, the marginalised, dispossessed
and lost, damaged lives in a ruined
world, where love is the only amnesty. 
Go dig. ALLAN JONES

ELEANOR FRIEDBERGER
Rebound
FRENCHKISS

8/10

Former Fiery Furnaces singer
goes on a mellow, reflective
Aegean odyssey

In her own laconic
fashion, Eleanor
Friedberger is
rejuvenated on
fourth solo album
Rebound. Having

seldom made life easy for herself
ater The Fiery Furnaces’ laboured
art-rock and her increasingly mature
solo albums, the singer sought
salvation in Greece and spent much
of last year in Athens assessing her
options. The result, alluded to in
“Nice To Be Nowhere” and “My
Jesus Phase”, is her most satisfying
record yet: a cool-headed collection
of whisky-soaked ruminations
furnished with warm synthesisers
and an easy-going, melodic swagger.
On “In Between Stars” and “The
Letter” there are shades of Fleetwood
Mac’sTango InTheNight; a surprising
– and gently reckless – throw of the 
dice. PIERS MARTIN

GAS
Rausch
KOMPAKT

7/10

Back after a long hiatus – ambient-
techno guru Wolfgang Voigt

Designed to be heard
as one continuous
piece of music,
Rauschemploys
the same orchestral
palette as last year’s

long-awaitedNarkopop, though
it’s far more restrained, foreboding
and ultimately efective. About
10 minutes in, a threatening martial
pulse emerges from the oppressive
hum; later, distant trumpets wail as if
counting the dead. An accompanying
poem talks of bells tolling and seas
of lames.Rausch is the German
word for ecstasy or intoxication, but
it’s also a near-homonym for rauch,
meaning smoke. By the end of this
album, it feels as if Voigt is razing his
famous Königsforest to the ground. 
SAM RICHARDS

YONATAN GAT
Universalists
TAK:TIL/GLITTERBEAT

9/10

Crazed secular and sacred
mashup from Israeli maverick

Yonatan Gat played
guitar in the revered
Tel Aviv garage
band Monotonix
(renowned for setting
themselves alight

on stage), and since going solo and
moving to New York his music has got
even weirder. The opener here, “Cue
The Machines”, mixes Mystère Des
Voix Bulgares-style vocal harmonies,
shamanic glam-rock drums and
surf-rock guitar, and the entire LP
continues this slightly manic fusion
of international styles. The tribal
chants of “Medicine”, the terrifying
thrash-jazz howls of “Cockight”, the
Animal Collective-style glitch rock of
“Projections” – on paper this should
be a mess; on record it’s a thrillingly
chaotic sonic voyage. JOHN LEWIS

HOLLY GOLIGHTLY & 
THE BROKEOFFS
Clippety Clop
MEGAFORCE/TRANSDREAMER

8/10

Ex-Headcoatee reunites with
multi-faceted Lawyer Dave

Setting tentacles
deep into vintage
Americana, a world
where Wanda
Jackson and Marty
Robbins remain

superstars,ClippetyClopdivests
itself of the literal and topical. In fact,
horses – by the dozens – emerge as
the allegorical centrepiece. Guitars
clank, drums sputter, the singers
oten harmonise like John Doe/Exene
Cervenka of X. Elements of rockabilly,
hillbilly and folk swirl into the mix, but
gritty, emotionally fervent blues, on
loan from Big Maybelle (“Jinny Mule”)
and John Lee Hooker (“Two White
Horses”), are the bedrock. “I Ride
An Old Paint”, the pair pouring their
souls into a rickety, century-old piece
of cowboy poetry, somehow achieves 
pure transcendence. LUKE TORN

SHAKEY GRAVES
Can’t Wake Up
DUALTONE

7/10

Radical dreampop makeover
for Texan troubadour

The slow-built success
of 2014’sAndTheWar
Came, allied to being
voted Best Emerging
Artist at the following
year’s Americana

Awards, has created an expectant buzz
around Alejandro Rose-Garcia, aka
Shakey Graves. Slightly perversely,
this third LP does away with the gnarly
folk-blues that made his name, Graves
instead choosing to reinvent himself as
wistful purveyor of psych dreampop.
Ithappenstosuithim,too, fromthe
electro-noirof“BigBadWolf”tothe
ElliottSmith-like“BackseatDriver”
andof-kilter“DiningAlone”,withits
whistling-cowboyintroandportraitof 
an inner fantasy life. ROB HUGHES

NEW ALBUMS

Yonatan Gat:
rock of the surf,
glam, glitch and
tribal varieties

Simone
Felice
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GROUPER
Grid Of Points
KRANKY

7/10

Concise collection of piano-
focused ambience

Picking up where
2014’sRuins let of,
Liz Harris’s 10th
album continues her
slow ascent out of the
appealingly murky

haze of her early releases towards
structured, if still frail, songwriting.
Heavy on reverb but these days lighter
on tape hiss, its mere 22 minutes
begin with an unaccompanied choral
vignette, “The Races”, before she adds
piano to the other six tracks, tracing
out “Parking Lot”’s soothing melody
and turning “Birthday Song” into an
acoustic Cocteau Twins experiment.
Atmosphere is paramount, its peace
interrupted only by passing traic
on the closing “Breathing”, and
the skeletal beauty of “Driving” is
undeniable. WYNDHAM WALLACE

LUKE HAINES
I Sometimes Dream Of Glue
CHERRY RED

6/10

How the ex-Auteur lost it to Bostik

Psycho for sex and
glue, the two-and-
a-half-inch-tall
denizens of Glue
Town – as depicted
in Luke Haines’ latest

homemade mini-world – ill their
shrunken lives with child sacriice and
repeats of 1970s kids showPottyland.
However, the mildewed-Bagpuss
whimsy of ISometimesDreamOf
Gluebarely masks real-life anguish:
a failed marriage on “I Fell In Love
With An OO Scale Wife” and male-
pattern entropy on “Solvents Cure The
Ego”. The best postcoital hope pretty
closer “We Could Do It” can ofer is
“welive fora fewmorehours”. Haines’
mean-spirited gits abide, but Airix
cannot mend a broken spirit. JIM WIRTH

FRANÇOISE HARDY
Personne D’autre
PARLOPHONE/WARNER MUSIC FRANCE

7/10

Mortality and melancholy on
Hardy’s first LP for six years

Ater 2012’sL’Amour
Fou, Françoise Hardy
became gravely ill
and lost interest in
writing songs. Last
April, though, she was

creatively revitalised when she heard
“Sleep” by Finland’s Poets Of The
Fall. Her own version is here, but the
majority of the songs feature Hardy’s
own lyrics, examining mortality,
ageing and regret. Musically, there are
gauzy ballads so coated in reverb they
could almost be shoegaze (“A Cache-
Cache”), acoustic pieces (“Un Mal Qui
Fait Du Bien”) and a jaunty throwback
to her early albums (“Trois Petits
Tours”). Though some of its textures 

could do with a little more edge, the
result is undeniably poignant, with
Hardy’s voice elegant and expressive 
as ever. TOM PINNOCK

JOSHUA HEDLEY
Mr Jukebox
THIRD MAN

8/10

The arrival ofanewhonky-tonkhero

Florida native
Hedley’s savvy
songbook catches the
new-traditionalist
country wave that
shone a light on

Sturgill Simpson and Third Man
labelmate Margo Price, although his
honky-tonk hues are closer in spirit to
another astute archaeologist, Dwight
Yoakam. The title track of this debut
is the kind of saloon-bar two-stepper
George Jones would have killed for
back in the day, while “Counting All
My Tears” and “These Walls” echo
with vintage Nashville Sound elegance
and Willie Nelson poetry. Pedal steel
and iddle waltz around a crystal-clear 

baritone on a succession of laments
to hillbilly heartbreak that ooze class 
from every pore. TERRY STAUNTON

ICEAGE
Beyondless
MATADOR

8/10

Once-precocious Danish punk
sensations hit their stride

Like their fellow
Scandinavians in
The Refused back
in the ’90s, Iceage
have experienced an
unusually swit and 

successful maturation period,
hurtling from the snarling retro-
punk of 2011’sNewBrigade to sounds
that are more sophisticated but no
less compelling than their output as
ornery teens. On their fourth album,
their means of tempering that early
fury include adding horns and backup
vocals by Sky Ferreira to the stormy,
Saints-like “Pain Killer”. Elsewhere,
the band’s newfound eagerness for
moodier tempos and treatments allows
frontman Elias Bender Rønnenfelt to
dig deeper into his Gun Club fetish on
“Under The Sun” and make like he’s
stumbling out of a Kurt Weill musical
on “Showtime”, a stunning piece of 
punked-up cabaret.  
JASON ANDERSON

PARK JIHA
Communication
GLITTERBEAT

7/10

Solo debut from boundary-crossing
Korean avant-gardist

The Korean post-rock
scene is a rich and
fascinating one
awaiting wider
western discovery.
Jambinai and

Black String have already made
inroads, and now comes Park Jiha
with an extraordinary instrumental
album full of hypnotic rhythms and
minimalist melodies that are both
stunningly beautiful and at times
oddly unsettling. She composes for
traditional instruments, including piri
(bamboo lute), yanggeum (hammered
dulcimer) and saenghwang (mouth
pipes), but the addition of sax, clarinet
and vibraphone root the music as
much in western classical sensibility
as in oriental tradition. The glib
comparisons would be Terry Riley or
Steve Reich, but the melodic ebb and
low probably makes Michael Nyman
a closer analogue. NIGEL WILLIAMSON

DAMIEN JURADO
The Horizon Just Laughed
SECRETLY CANADIAN

6/10

Seattle singer-songwriter strips
back to acoustics

Having dispensed
with producer
Richard Swit, who
helped shape the
esoteric psych-pop
of hisMaraqopa

trilogy, Jurado has returned to the
unmediated folk stylings of his earlier 
work. The mellow-soundingThe
HorizonJustLaughed– the irst
entirely self-produced album of his
20-odd-year career – is a series of
memories and impressions, the
smoky warmth of his voice taking
the forlorn chill from themes of regret
and relection. It sometimes feels a
little pedestrian, though Jurado excels
when upping the pace, particularly
on the witty sophistication of “Percy
Faith” and the almost casual jazz
swing of the gorgeous “Florence-Jean”. 
ROB HUGHES

T
HE notion of home has
always been a key
element of Damien

Jurado’s work. Latest album
TheHorizon Just Laughed
finds the US singer-songwriter
digging deeper into what it
means to belong. “A lot of it’s
tied to my own experiences,”
he explains. “When I grew up,
my father wasn’t present and
my mother was chasing him
around the country, towing my
siblings around from state to
state. I really had no sense of
home, so I would say I’ve been 
looking my entire life for a
sense of it.” This restless
spirit feeds directly into the
luminous folk-rooted songs
that tie the album together, 

particularly the likes of “The
Last Great Washington State”
and “1973”. “I’ve just recently
moved, having been a resident
of Washington State for 33
years,” he continues. “These
songs are about starting over,
having that place to land.”

They also tie in to the
existential concerns of his
recent sci-fi trilogy with
producer Richard Swift: “It’s
a lot likeMaraqopa [2012],
where a guy boards a plane in
the 1950s and lands decades
into the future. The character
feels out of touch because he
can’t connect with the world
around him. I didn’t know
where I was going either.” 
ROB HUGHES

DAMIEN JURADO
The singer-songwriter’s still looking for a place to land  
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NEW ALBUMS

“SPRAWL”, according
to the country’s
unoicial laureate
Les Murray, is that
quintessential
Australian quality
of cheerfully casual

excess. It’s “full-gloss murals on a council-
house wall” and “the rococo of being
your own still centre”. Across a couple of
EPs, her 2015 debut album and last year’s
collaboration with Kurt Vile, it’s why we’ve
grown to love Courtney Melba Barnett –
the gooily exuberant loose magic with
which she has re-enchanted grungey ’90s
garage rock.

It’s there still on the comeback single
“Nameless, Faceless”, where, in her zen
insouciance, she even inds it in her heart
to sympathise with comment-box trolls.
“I couldeatabowlofalphabetsoup
andspitoutbetterwords thanyou,” her
detractor claims, but it’s part of her great
charm that Barnett gives the impression
of managing exactly that: efortlessly
transmuting the quotidian details of
Melbourne life – swimming, gardening, 
looking at a new lat – into casually
profound, delirious pop art.

But it’s the album’s second advance
track, “Need A Little Time”, that really
indicates where she’s heading on this
diicult second album. It’s a slow, patient
number, led by a humdrum strum and
unfussy Hammond organ, that builds
patiently and very deliberately refrains
from wisecracks or wordplay. “Shaveyour
headtoseehowit feels,” she sings with
tender weariness. “Emotionally it’snot that
diferent/But to thehandit’sbeautiful.”
It feels like a key line on an album that
endeavours to pare back unnecessary
extravagance, to speak boldly and baldly. 

The song is most eloquent in the way
Barnett’ssprainedvoicecracksintofalsetto
on the simple words “me…andyou”, and
the ragged, sad glory of her guitar solo.

The album begins with
“Hopefulessness” – a typically happy/
sad Barnettish coinage – and a rif
that’s a kissing cousin of Nirvana’s “All
Apologies”. “Youknowwhat theysay:
no-one’sbornwithhate”, she sings. “We
learn it somewherealongtheway.” Putting
such a dejected, downbeat number at
the start of the record could lead you to
think thatTMHYRFmight be Barnett’s
InUtero– an album about the soul-
destroying, dementing consequences of
sudden international fame, at a time when
anonymous misogyny is emboldened as
never before. But in fact this is a jumping-
of point. The track ends with the sound
of a kettle boiling, and the album that
follows is the sound of someone trying to
reconnect to the marvels of the mundane

ater months stoking the star-making
machinery behind popular song.

It’s hard not to hear these songs in
the context of Jen Cloher’s self-titled
album from last summer, where she
pitilessly described the pain of watching
Barnett – her partner, fellow label boss,
and sometime guitarist – be swept
away on waves of global acclaim (on
“Forgot Myself”, Cloher magniicently
appropriated Jagger: “You’re ridingaround
theworld/You’redoing thisandsigning
that…I’mdriving inmycar/Yoursong
comesontheradio/AndI rememberwhat
Ialways forget: loneliness.”)

It’s not a comparison that necessarily
latters Barnett. “Friends treatyou likea
stranger/Andstrangers treatyou like their
best friend,” she sings on “City Looks
Pretty”, one of a couple of songs that
tries to rock without its heart really being
in it. At her worst, Barnett’s lyrics can
feel like ironic motivational posters for
slackers – the album is full of entreaties
to “pull yourself togetherandcalmdown”
and reminders that “darknessdepends
onwhereyou’restanding”. Admittedly,
Kurt Cobain might still be with us if he’d
sat down with a cuppa and looked on the
bright side, but they can feel a little trite
without the usual shaggy-dog wit or vim.

Thealbumcomesintoitsowninthe
secondhalf,aterthemuch-needed
spleenof“I’mNotYourMother, I’mNot
YourBitch”(“I try tobepatientbut Ican
onlyputupwithsomuchshit”).“Walkin’
OnEggshells” isafrazzled,bittersweet
balladthatmighthavefoundahomeon
theKurtVilecollaboration,but theclosing
“SundayRoast”takestherecord,and
Barnett’sart, toanewdimension. Itstarts
outasashuling,dreamyREMreverieof
reconciliation.Butthenthekeychanges
andit’s likethesuncomingoutat theend
ofadismalweek:“Keeponkeepin’on/
Youknowyou’renotalone/Iknowallyour
storiesbut I listentothemagain.”Barnett
ishopefullynevergoingtomatureintoa
straightforwardlypo-facedconfessional
singer-songwriter,but it feelsas ifshenow
truststhepowerofhermusictoimbueeven
clichéwithemotionalpower.Thehardest-
workingwomaninslackerrockdoesn’t
looklike slowing down any time soon.

Courtney Barnett
“Humour covers up a
much darker feeling”

“Hopefulessness” is
a bold choice for an
opening track…
For so long it was going to be

the last song. The tracklisting

always gets me stuck. It can

make or break the listening

process, which is such a pity

when you’ve put so much

effort in.AttheendoftheKurt

Viletour,Jen[Cloher]andIdid

this road trip across America

and we listened to the album

in 10 or 15 different orders 

until it felt right. Putting that

song at the start seemed to

make sense. It gave me the

feelingoftheorchestratuning

up and everything slowly 

falling into place.

This feels like a much
more direct album –
there are fewer gags or
puns. Are you becoming
a grown-up singer-
songwriter?
I dunno – it’s hard to tell from

my position. I definitely faced

up to a lot more emotions

and tried not to fall back on

easy humour to mask things 

as much. Any time I’ve used

humour before was to cover

up a much darker feeling. It’s

probably a more vulnerable

representation of it now.

For someone
characterised as
a slacker, you are
incredibly productive.
Do you feel on top of
your game right now?
I feel there’s always

something you can be doing

better. But yeah, I feel lucky

to be able to create all this

stuff with people I love.

INTERVIEW: STEPHEN TROUSSÉ

SLEEVE NOTES
1 Hopefulessness
2 City Looks
Pretty
3 Charity
4 Need A
Little Time
5 Nameless,
Faceless
6 I’m Not Your
Mother, I’m Not
Your Bitch
7 Crippling Self-
Doubt And A
General Lack Of
Confidence
8 Help Your Self
9 Walkin’ On
Eggshells
10 Sunday Roast

Produced by:

Courtney Barnett,
Burke Reid and
Dan Luscombe
Recorded at:

Soundpark
Studios,
Northcote,
Victoria, Australia
Personnel:

Courtney Barnett
(guitar, vocals),
Bones Sloane
(bass, backing
vocals), Dave
Mudie (drums,
percussion),
Dan Luscombe
(keys, organ,
guitar, backing
vocals), Kim Deal
(backing vocals,
guitar), Kelley
Deal (backing 
vocals) 

Q&A

COURTNEY BARNETT
Tell Me How You Really Feel
MARATHON ARTISTS/ MILK! RECORDS

8/10
Return of the hardest-working slacker in showbiz. By Stephen Troussé
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KING TUFF
The Other
SUB POP

8/10

Fine return to form from reimagined
LA singer-songwriter

KyleThomas’slatest
albumasKingTufis
theirstsince2014’s
BlackMoonSpell,
Thomashaving
decidedtotakeabreak

andrethinktheKingTufpersona,
whichhadrunintoadeadend.The
OtherseestheslackergooballKing
Tufrebornasaspiritualthinker,
albeitonewithanexcellentgroove.
“RaindropBlue”and“BirdsOf
Paradise”andthefantastic“Circuits
InTheSand”allcombineglammy
discobeatswithsoul-searchinglyrics,
whileslowernumberssuchasthe
acoustic“ThruTheCracks”andstately,
neo-pysch“NoMan’sLead”come
loadedwithenoughpunchtopuncture 
anysuspicionsof self-indulgence.  
PETER WATTS

LA LUZ
FloatingFeatures
HARDLYART

7/10

A surf-noir takeontheLAdream

Ifsomeofthesource
materialfor2015’s
TySegall-produced
WeirdoShrinewas
nightmarish(Charles
Burns’grotesque

graphicnovelBlackHole), thethird
long-playerfromthesurfoutitis
quitetheopposite.Thethemeof
dreams–oftheslumber,aspirational
anduniquelyCalifornianvariety–
isbroughttolife.Inspirationwasn’t
inshortsupplyoncethefoursome
movedfromSeattletoLosAngeles
–supericiallythesesongssmile
sweetlylikethebartenderwithilm-
staraspirations,buttheyconceal
daggers.That’sLaLuz’sknack–
there’sanappealingAmerican
cynicismlurkingbeneaththeir
enchanting’60sdoo-wop-indebted 
sound.GREG COCHRANE

LAKE STREET DIVE 
Free Yourself Up
NONESUCH

6/10

Eclectic Bostonians expand their
musical gene pool

Having made their
name with a Jackson
Five cover that scored
ive million YouTube
hits, LSD boldly
announced their

intention to “sound like The Beatles
and Motown had a party together”. The
addition of keyboardist Akie Bermiss
to the original quartet seems to have
grown their scavenging ambitions yet
further. “Baby Don’t Leave Me Alone
With My Thoughts” sounds like Steely
Dan might’ve done if they’d come from
Memphis. “Shame Shame Shame”
inds charismatic lead singer Rachael
Price sounding like a female Lowell
George, and “Hang On” would make a
classic Bonnie Raitt ballad. Magpies,
for sure – but rather brilliant ones. 
NIGEL WILLIAMSON

DANIEL LANOIS &
VENETIAN SNARES
Venetian Snares X  
Daniel Lanois
TIMESIG / PLANET MU

8/10

Electronic titans share an
Alien Vs Predator soundclash

Two Canadian
soundscapers from
wildly diferent
hinterlands share
a pleasingly issile
musical chemistry

on this collaborative efort, which was
recorded live inside a former Buddhist
temple in Toronto. Veteran U2 and Bob
Dylan producer Daniel Lanois sculpts 

his pedal-steel guitar into warm
ambitronic treacle, which breakcore
beat-mangler Venetian Snares, aka
Aaron Funk, then bombards with
cacophonous electro-punk artillery. It
may sound like a gimmicky stunt but it
produces mostly beautiful results such
as “Mag11 P82” or “Mothors Pressroll
P131”, whose sun-drenched palaces of
Floydian guitar gloop shine through
the ferocious crunch and clatter, like
cathedrals rendered more beautiful by
bullet holes and graiti. STEPHEN DALTON

MARY LATTIMORE
Hundreds Of Days
GHOSTLY

7/10

Enchanting third from
LA-based harpist

Mary Lattimore is
the go-to harpist
for the discerning
indie artist, having
recently plucked
her 47-string Lyon &

Healy harp for Kurt Vile, Steve Gunn
and The Clientele, but it’s on her solo
albums that she fully indulges her
talent for the romantic, windswept
gesture. Composed during a residency
in San Francisco, the predominantly
instrumental Hundreds Of Days is
a more expansive afair than 2016’s
At The Dam. Lattimore embellishes
the 12 minutes of “It Feels Like
Floating” with keyboards and a
celestial vocal, concocting a kind
of rococo kosmische, for example,
while “Baltic Birch” is a fragrant
lullaby sure to soothe any restless 
infant. PIERS MARTIN

LORD HURON
Vide Noir
WHISPERING PINES/REPUBLIC

6/10

LA-based quartet hones its sound
on panoramic third LP

Formed in 2010 by
Michigan transplant
Ben Schneider, Lord
Huron can now ill
amphitheatres thanks
primarily to the ballad

“The Night We Met”, which became a
hit ater appearing in the 2017 Netlix
series 13 Reasons Why. Like its two
predecessors, Vide Noir unspools with
cinematic seamlessness, as quicksilver
psychedelic bufers bridge its 12 tracks,
which shit between folk, country and
heartland rock. The band enters new
terrain with the spaghetti-western
vibes of “Secret Of Life” and the Tame
Impala-like swirl of “Ancient Names
(Part I)”, but the stickiest cut is the doo-
wop-inlected slow-dance song “Wait
By The River”, which is doubtlessly
destined to become a go-to tune for 
music supervisors. BUD SCOPPA

THE MELVINS
Pinkus Abortion Technician
IPECAC RECORDINGS

7/10

Two bassists bring new dimension 
to veteran punks

The Melvins bring the
swing to their latest
record, with two bass
players providing a
whole lot of bottom
end, and giving

Pinkus Abortion Technician a real
lavour of its own. The title is a nod to
the presence of Butthole Surfer bassist
Jef Pinkus, and the band top and tail
the LP with the Buttholes’ “Moving To
Florida” and “Graveyard”. They also
break out a freakish take on “I Want To
Hold Your Hand”, and add some new
originals, including the country twang
of “Flamboyant Duck” and the ZZ Top-
esque “Break Bread”. There’s nothing 
here not to love. PETER WATTS

MODERN STUDIES
Welcome Strangers FIRE

8/10

Melancholic magic from
Scottish troubadours

Following 2016’s
debut, Swell To Great, 
Modern Studies’
Emily Scott, Rob
St John and their
cohorts once again

supplement their brackish folk with
tape loops, harmonium, a Mellotron
and more to create songs both ancient
and modern. The landscape is a
semi-mythic Albion, “ringing from
the dark places, rising from the hills”.
Anchored by a guitar jangle that
recalls Johnny Marr’s hazier reveries, 
“Mud And Flame” celebrates the
richness of the soil, “where the
sky meets the sea meets the land”.
Elsewhere, the wheezy hubbub
of “Horns And Trumpet” recalls
the febrile, electriied folk of Polly
Harvey’s Let England Shake.
“Phosephene Dream”, meanwhile,
is Nancy and Lee via Sarah Records;
a mournful love song to people and
places “where hills and roads become 
ribs and bones”. MICHAEL BONNER

AIDAN MOFFAT &
RM HUBBERT
Here Lies The Body
ROCK ACTION 

8/10

Glasgow pair cook up a gloriously
mangled feast

These two go back to
the earliest days of
Arab Strap, though
they irst hooked
up on record in
2012, when Mofat

guested on Hubbert’s award-winning
Thirteen Lost & Found. This greater
collaboration involves a digressive
narrative about a lost relationship,
Mofat’s pithy tones laying bare all
kinds of heart-thumping joys and
quiet tragedies over busy percussion
and dry acoustic guitar. Meanwhile,
guest vocalist Siobhan Wilson helps
smooth some of the sharper edges.
It’s droll, evocative and occasionally
moving, switching tenor like
unpredictable weather, from the
libidinous “Party On” to the dissolute
“Keening For A Dead Love”. ROB HUGHES

King Tuff:
goofball
turned
groovy
guru
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ACHIEVING a kind

of stealth stardom

over the past decade,

Jon Hopkins has

amassed a stellar

portfolio of projects

without ever quite

edging into the pop mainstream. This

classically trained composer from the

south London suburbs released his

breakthrough fourth album, Immunity,

in 2013, a sumptuous blend of analogue

techno belters and lush electro-acoustic 

audioscapes that earned rapturous

reviews and a Mercury nomination.

But his real big break came years before,

as a session player barely into his twenties,

when Hopkins irst caught the ear of Brian

Eno. This led to co-production credits on

three Coldplay albums, ilm scores and

multiple joint ventures with Eno. He has

since remixed and collaborated with a

prestige gallery of artists including King

Creosote, Four Tet and David Lynch.

Hopkins and Eno have not worked

together for years, but the ambient

godfather’s inluence clearly still lingers,

and is arguably more manifest on

Singularity than on Immunity. Blending

danceloor dynamics with richly layered

sound paintings, this album is designed

to low as a single musical journey that

loosely maps the stages of a psychedelic

experience, from fuzzy irst tingle to

ecstatic peak to woozy comedown. It was

partly inspired by Hopkins spending a

year in California, where he deepened

his interest in transcendental meditation 

and embraced the breathing methods of

Wim Hof, a Dutch “extreme athlete” who

preaches a kind of extreme mindfulness

rooted in conscious hyperventilation and

self-immersion in freezing water.

As on Immunity, the thrusting kinetic

energy of club music is a key thread

running throughSingularity. Emerging

from a fog of phased drone efects, the

opening title track builds into a kind of

lavish electro stampede in Underworld

or Chemical Brothers vein, a chugging

danceloor locomotive that also works as a

luxuriant collage of twangs, shudders and

glitches. But more than on any previous

album, Hopkins frequently wrong-foots

our expectations with compositions

that morph in tempo and texture as they

progress.Nothingbeginsasitends;shapes

shit, arrangements dissemble, rhythms

bend. All that is solid melts into air.

Several tracks begin like club bangers

before blossoming into more exotic

musical hybrids midway through. Tunes

like “Neon Pattern Drum”, which opens

as a functional EDM stomper before

Hopkins applies ear-blocking ilter efects,

slicing up the audio low into pulsing

rhythmic chunks that eventually dissipate

into dreamy chimes; or “Everything

Connected”, a 10-minute epic that starts

with the leet-footed bounce of a classic

Ibiza trance anthem, then mutates and

corrodes into a stew of circuit-bending,

pitch-tweaking,acid-glitchsizzle.Hopkins 

calls this marathon track a “massive

techno bastard”, not inaccurately.

Vocals feature sparingly onSingularity,

for emotional and melodic shading rather

than lyrical engagement. A ghostly siren

voice calls from the depths of “Emerald

Rush”, a perfumed efusion of twinkly

piano arpeggios and elasticated rhythms

that gradually coalesces into half-speed

techno. Then the beats drop away entirely 

on “Feel First Life”, which begins as

a cloud of weightless melody before a

celestial choir of heavily treated voices

becomes increasingly audible through the

ambient white-out, recalling Sigur Rós at

their most beatiic. Both are lush listening

experiences, full of cinematic mystery and

unexpected swerves.

But this kind of pristine sparkle is best

used sparingly. Ater a very strong start,

Singularitybecomes a little too eager

to soothe our senses in its latter stages,

beginning with “COSM”, a measured glide 

through vivid colour bursts of Eno-ish

abstraction. The efect is pleasing but

anodyne, a gleaming sonic backwash for

a Coldplay song that never materialises.

There are similar passages of tinselly

bliss in the symphonic 11-minutes-plus

processional “Luminous Beings”, which

moves through mildly abrasive electro

before hitting a sustained peak of bubbling

trance euphoria, followed by mellow

ambience and tingly piano aterglow. The

two short Satie-esque piano pieces that

bookendSingularity, “Echo Dissolve”

and “Recovery”, reinforce this sense of

soul-cleansing New Age meditation music. 

Eternal sunshine for spotless minds.

Hopkins, ultimately, is too smart and

versatile a composer to letSingularity

drown in a bubble bath of serotonin. This

is a deeper and more ambitious album

than Immunity, with a sonic richness that

transcends its loose psychedelic concept,

andadenseattentiontodetail thatrewards 

repeated play. Even if the landscape is

occasionally a little too pleasant, the 

overall trip is well worth taking.

Jon Hopkins on CA,
collabs and Coldplay

Whathaschanged in
your life in the fiveyears
since Immunity?
I spent a bit of time in

California, had way more

open space in my life. But

also moving to Ableton from

Logic changed very much my

way of writing. I became very

interested in more unusual

song structures. In the past

I’ve been bound to tracks

working their way back to

the beginning. But this time

I wanted tracks to be like a 

story, a journey that ended

up in a different place from 

where it began.

Afteryearsasasession
playerandcollaborator,
howdoes it feel to
becomeacult star?
This was always the plan,

really. Collaborations and

films scores came my way,

and I was grateful to do

them, but the goal ultimately

was to make my own music.

I wouldn’t have been able

to make Immunityhad

I been doing other things  

at the same time.

Coldplayarehuge,but
notamongcritics.Some
electronicaartists
mighthavebaulkedat
workingwith them…
They are the only major band

I’ve ever worked with, and

they are very good friends.

I thinkthat levelofsongwriting

is extremely rare – you don’t

get to that position by being

rubbish. It really doesn’t

bother me how people react

to them – they are my friends

and it’s been a relentlessly 

amazing experience

working with them.

INTERVIEW: STEPHEN DALTON

SLEEVE NOTES
1 Singularity

2 Emerald Rush

3 Neon Pattern

Drum

4 Everything

Connected

5 Feel First Life

6 C O S M

7 Echo Dissolve

8 Luminous

Beings

9 Recovery

Produced by:

Jon Hopkins

Recorded at:

Café Music

Studios, London

Personnel: Jon

Hopkins (piano,

keyboards,

programming),

Emma Smith

(strings), Leo

Abrahams

(guitars), Lisa

Elle (vocals), Jon

Thorne (double

bass), Austin

Tufts (drums),

Clark and Cherif

Hashizume (drum

programming),

Sasha Lewis

(sound design),

Tim Exile (patch

design), London

Voices choir
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JON HOPKINS
Singularity
DOMINO

7/10
Versatile collaborator follows up
Immunity with ambitious psychedelic 
epic. By Stephen Dalton
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VAN MORRISON WITH
JOEY DEFRANCESCO
You’re Driving Me Crazy
SONY LEGACY

6/10

Hammond vet DeFrancesco
helps Van’s hat-trick of jazz and
blues albums

“ThingsIusedtodo,
I justwon’tdothem
anymore,”Morrison
singshere.Despite
thepresenceof
AstralWeeks’“The

WayYoungLoversDo”amongthese
versionsofhisownsongsandjazzand
bluesstandards, thosethingscurrently
includetranscendentsongwriting.
Thoughhis jazz instinctscanstillsend
himintoincantatoryliveorbit,allhe
wantsherearetheboyhoodcomforts
ofhisearlyrecordcollection.Hisvoice
remainsadmirablysupple, though,
relishingitsswoopandstutteringscat
throughsolenewsong“CloseEnough
forJazz”. Itsowner justdoesn’tcare to 
saymuchwithit. NICK HASTED

MT EERIE
Now Only
PW ELVERUM & SUN

6/10

Album nine – an uncompromising
exercise in raw grief

Phil Elverum’s last
album, A Crow
Looked At Me, was an
unsparing immersion
in the grief that
followed his wife’s

death in 2016, at 35, from cancer.
Now Only inds him circling the same
terrible terrain, “living in the blast zone
with our daughter”. These long, luid,
half-spoken pieces at times recall
Sun Kil Moon and Sujan Stevens, but
Elverum is more uncompromising.
Parts of the title track are deceptively
pretty – even while reminding us that
“people get cancer and die” – but the
abrasive “Earth”andmeandering
“Distortion”,whisperedtohisdead
wife,aremoretypical.Youfervently
hopetheprocessprovestherapeutic,
buttheresultsarealmost toointimate 
tobear. GRAEME THOMSON 

MUGWUMP
Drape
SUBFIELD

6/10

Belgian DJ fronts a spiky post-punk 
collective

Formorethan
20years,Belgium’s
GeofroyMugwump
madehisnameasa
tophouseandtechno
DJ,buthasrecently

assembledafour-piecerockband,
inwhichhegroans,non-tonally, in
ablank,heavilyaccentedbaritone
overminimalpost-punkbacking.The
openingtrack,“NoTrepidation”, is
actuallytheonetrackherethathasany
senseof trepidation,withMugwump
growlingoverapulsating,arrhythmic
backing of doomy synths and Wire-y 

guitars.Nothinghereisquiteasgood
asthis,althoughtheJohnnyMarr-ish
rockabillyof“TheMechanism”gallops
alongnicelyand“TheFlag”hasalow-
keymajesty,while“Rain/Frame”hitsa
certainCure-likegrandeur. JOHN LEWIS

WILLIE NELSON
Last Man Standing
LEGACY

9/10

One of Nelson’s best, and hopefully  
not one of his last

It is intendedas
nothingbuta
complimenttoremark
that,giveortake
someminorquirksof
production,LastMan

Standingcouldbeslottedseamlessly
anywhereintoaboutthepast
40yearsofNelson’snigh-incalculable
catalogue.Nowwell intohismid-
eighties,Nelson’svoicehaslostnone
of itswrywarmth,his fretboardingers
littleof theirastonishingagility.And
thesongshereareterriic,bothspirited
andrelective, fromthesardonic
upbeatbluesof“IAin’tGotNothin’”
and“SheMadeMyDay”tooneofhis
inestballads,“SomethingYou Get 
Through”. ANDREW MUELLER

DAMIAN O’NEILL AND 
THE MONOTONES
Refit Revise Reprise 
DIMPLE DISCS

7/10

Undertone goes back to the garage

Asco-writerof“My
PerfectCousin”,
amongother
Undertonesclassics,
DamianO’Neillhas
little toprove.He

continuestoplayintheFeargal-free
group,aswellasproducingmore
experimentalwork,sometimeswith
hisThatPetrolEmotionbandmates.His
debutsoloalbumisanexperiment in
tone,anexplorationofpathsnottaken,
andatreat.TheUndertones’“Love
Parade”isrebornasgaragerock,TPE’s
“Gnaw Mark” has the playfulness of 

EdwynCollins’solowork.Theclosing
demoof“Compulsion”outshinesTPE’s
releasedversion,beforedissolvinginto
aplayfulstrumof“It’s Gonna Happen”.
ALASTAIR MCKAY

OKKERVIL RIVER
In The Rainbow Rain
ATO

7/10

Will Sheff’s gently spiritual new
direction

Okkervil’s lastalbum,
Away,wasWill
Shef’selegyforthat
band’sformerlineup,
recentlydeadrelatives
andtherockage

itself.Twoyearson,Quakerworship,
micro-psychedelicsandawishto
reject theTrumpmalaisehaveledto
thishopefulnewbeginning. Itstarts in
morefamiliarstyle,withthedeadpan
showbizepic“FamousTracheotomies”.
Elsewhere,Okkervil’s recentchamber-
rockisreplacedbysynth-heavyBig
Music,while“HumanBeingSong”is
lyricallytypical initshumblyphrased,
hymnalefort toconnect. IfShef’s
stillindingthebestwaytospeakthis
newlydirect, lovinglanguage, its
nakedconviction is touchingly plain. 
NICK HASTED

ONCE & FUTURE BAND
Brain
CASTLE FACE

8/10

Triumphant progressive pop
from Oakland foursome

As you would expect
from a label co-run
by John Dwyer of
Thee Oh Sees, Castle
Face have marked
themselves out as

purveyors of garage rock of a fast
and mischievous stripe. Even in this
context, though, this mini-album feels
like an elegant curveball. A four-piece
comprising alumni of Drunk Horse
and Howlin Rain, Once & Future Band
play a generous progressive rock
that balances tricksy instrumental
proiciency with a warm, songwriterly
spirit – think Fragile-era Yes fronted
by Harry Nilsson, or similar. In the
’70s, songs such as “Destroy Me” or
“Heavenly Bodies” might have been
massive; today they’re more likely to
be of cult concern, but this is a cult  
worth joining. LOUIS PATTISON

PARQUET COURTS 
Wide Awake! 
ROUGH TRADE

8/10

Punk meets funk on Danger Mouse-
produced fifth from NYC crew

Parquet Courts’ ith
album in seven years
sees them continue
with proto-punk
propulsion while
managing to evade

predictability. There’s a focus on rich
songcrat, with an added sparkle from
Danger Mouse’s production, exploring
the political and the personal. This
manifests in the agitated guitar strut
of “Total Football” and the straight-up 
good-time funk of “Wide Awake”,
whereas “Violence” feels like a
Funkadelic-tinged reworking of Gil
Scott-Heron’s “The Revolution Will
Not Be Televised”. Parquet Courts have
always possessed a seamless energy
and infectious intensity, but here they
sound truly alive, impassioned and
buoyant on their inest LP to date. 
DANIEL DYLAN WRAY

CHRIS PRICE 
Dalmatian
OMNIVORE

8/10

LA-based throwback unearths
more gems from his hard drive

While notching
his bona ides as
a producer (Emitt
Rhodes, Linda
Perhacs, Jefrey
Gaines), Chris Price

showed he could stand alongside
his heroes with 2017’s Stop Talking,
a beguiling evocation of early-’70s
LA songcrat and sonics. Dalmatian,
a grab-bag of heady power pop and
bittersweet balladry culled from the
same sessions, further spotlights
Price’s supple vocals, instrumental
prowess and studio wizardry. “The
Dream Is Over (But We’re Just Waking
Up)” conjures a fantasia out of nothing
more than Beatles-style percussive
piano and swooning harmonies,
“Discount Love” harnesses razor-
sharp wordplay and Beach Boys-
borrowed ommm-dot-didits to a
pumping Motown groove, and the
dazzling “Peculiar Lake Superior”
could be mistaken for a Nilsson 
Schmilsson outtake.  
BUD SCOPPA

Parquet
Courts: wake
up, Bootsy!

Morrison and
Defrancesco
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FOR a number of
years now – ever
since 2015’sPrimrose
Green, really, a luid,
languid daze of an
album, a driting
jazz-folk odyssey

– people have been waiting for Chicago
singer-songwriter Ryley Walker to make
the one, the album that would capture his
spirit and essence, that would mark him
out as one of the greats among his peers
– and of his times. It’s something that
Walker seems a little uncomfortable with,
particularly given his tendency to torch,
or at least actively disown, the music of
his recent past. In 2016, for example, in
an online interview around the release
ofGoldenSingsThatHaveBeenSung, he
pretty much crossed a line through his
early guitar soli and folk-song years: “It
wasn’t my strong suit. I did that for a few
years, and I was like, ‘Goddammit. Why
am I doing this? It’s not me.’”

For Walker, locating the self in one’s
own music has landed him, in 2018, with
DeafmanGlance, another album where
he’s inding his feet, exploring what’s
possible within the new world of song
he’s tracking, and enjoying the liberties
gited when you ind musicians who really
seem to be on your wavelength. There
have been a number of diversions along
the way – two lovely collaborative albums
with guitarist Bill MacKay (who is central
toDeafmanGlance, and who released
a low-key solo gem,Esker, last year),
an album with Chicago jazz drummer
Charles Rumback (who’s also played with
MacKay), and a guest appearance on Six 

Organs Of Admittance’s latest,Burning
TheThreshold.

But you’d be forgiven for thinking
Walker was caught in the complex fug
of self-analysis, especially ater reading
his notes to accompanyDeafmanGlance,
where he’s typically laconic about the
struggles of the album’s sessions, and
his aims to make something “anti-folk…
something deep-fried and me-sounding”.
To that end, then, Walker’s succeeded
admirably.DeafmanGlancepicks up the
thread he’d laid down with the stronger
songs onGoldenSingsThatHaveBeen
Sung– notably, the tangled beauty of
its opener, “The Halfwit In Me” – and
moves further forward with its strange,
oxymoronic, blissed-out tension.

WhenGoldenSings…appeared, both
Walker and critics talked a lot about the
relationships between the album’s songs
and the tricksy, complex structures of
Chicago post-rock, groups like Gastr Del
Sol, The Sea & Cake and Tortoise: music
that was in the air when Walker was
growing up in Chicago. But he seems to
have more fully absorbed thepossibilities
ofered by those groups now – it’s less
about relecting their sound, and more
about understanding the terrain they
blasted open. You can certainly hear

their experimental approach relected in
the open circuits of “Accommodations”,
with its clattering, tightly scrawled
interruptions from lute and synth, the
latter played, with a typically det touch,
by Cooper Crain of Bitchin Bajas (who also
recorded and mixed the album).

But those moments also place Walker’s
music in a much longer historical
trajectory, where songs meet freedom,
and the edges of structure get beautifully
blurred – think of Chris Gantry jamming
with folk-jazz trio Oregon; Tim Buckley
getting loose onLorcaandStarsailor; the
liquid reveries of Willis Alan Ramsey’s
lone, self-titled album from 1972, whose
voice and writing Walker’s oten recalls.
The songs repeatedly spiral out of and
back in to focus: “Can’t Ask Why” sends
Walker’s humbled melodies out on
tinkling percussion and spinning tops
of electronic incident; “Telluride Speed”
glistens with a kind of limpid melancholy,
its lagoon of repose suddenly disrupted
by a distinctly prog-esque break, all fast-
ingering rifs and descending sequences.

Thosemomentsareotenthestrongest
onDeafmanGlance,butnotall the
experimentswork,still.Thecresting
structuresof“22Days”feelsabit forced
andanticlimactic,andsometimesthe
playingandwritingcangetunnecessarily
tricksy–noteverythinghereis inserviceof
thesong.Butthosemomentsarerelatively
rare.Andmostoten, thecompelling
momentsarewhereWalkerefortlessly
managestobalancesimplicityand
complexity–see“OppositeMiddle”,where
heindsaweirdsweetspotsomewhere
betweenTheSeaAndCake,Kirwan-era
FleetwoodMacandMarkEitzel.

Walker seems to have set himself one
of the hardest tasks any artist can ask
themselves: what would happen if we let
down all our defences and made the art
that really resides inside? You can tell that
he’s still searching onDeafmanGlance,
but even its occasional missed steps feel
instructive, somehow, as though Walker’s
getting closer to the core of the matter. As
he himself relects: “I just wanted to make
something weird and far-out that came 
from the heart inally.”

Ryley Walker on “the
punching bag of reality”

On the first play of
DeafmanGlance,
I thought, ‘This is a
Chicago record.’ How
do you connect the city
with the songs – what’s
the psychogeography
ofDeafmanGlance?
The whole city is a cracked

sidewalkwithweedsgrowing

out of it. Sort of an off-blue

hue to everything. I take long

walks at night. There was a

lot of inspiration drawn from

the frozen-over cold nights. 

Chicago has everything to 

do with the tunes.

The team on the album
is a motley crew
– Chicago jazz players,
Cooper Crain... What
kind of stew were you
wanting to create?
Old style, Malört, OxyContin,

Xanax, cocaine, American

Spirits, no sleep. Nowadays

I prefer red wine and the 

occasional English  

breakfast tea.

The album’s come out
of a rough patch for 

you, and the sessions
were tough. Listening
back, does the album
feel worth the fight?
It certainly sounds
as though you’ve
broken through to
somewhere new.
It’s really weird to say “tough”

when recording music.

I’m stupidly lucky to be in a

position where indie-rock

pays the rent. Life is an uphill

battle because I so choose it.

Music makes the punching

bag of reality worth the

struggle. It’s all worth it.

INTERVIEW: JON DALE

SLEEVE NOTES
1 In Castle Dome

2 22 Days

3 Accommodations

4 Can’t Ask Why

5 Opposite Middle

6 Telluride Speed

7 Expired

8Rocks On

Rainbow

9 Spoil With

The Rest

Produced by:

LeRoy Bach and

Ryley Walker

Recorded at:

Minbal Studios,

Chicago; USA

Studios; LeRoy

Bach’s kitchen

Personnel includes:

Ryley Walker

(guitar, vocals),

Bill MacKay

(guitar), Brian J

Sulpizio (guitar),

LeRoy Bach (guitar,

piano, keyboards),

Matt Lux (bass),

Andrew Scott

Young (bass,

double bass), Mikel

Avery (drums,

percussion), Quin

Kirchner (drums,

percussion), Nate 

Lepine (flute,

saxophone),

Cooper Crain

(synthesisers)
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RYLEY WALKER
Deafman Glance
DEAD OCEANS

8/10
Quixotic chamber folk jazz from Chicago’s 
questing six-stringer. By Jon Dale
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JESSICA RISKER
I See You Among The Stars
WESTERN VINYL

6/10

Former social worker provides
hauntingly melodic comfort

With a voice that
wavers between
childlike wonder,
precious frailty and
weary resignation
– but more Stina

Nordenstam than Joanna Newsom or
Coco Rosie – Chicago’s Jessica Risker
demonstrates a supernatural ability
to lit between worlds. It’s matched
by her arrangements, built upon
little more than acoustic guitar and
keyboard but punctuated by moments
of understated psychedelia, tape hiss
and ambient sounds. At times she
wats too far towards the fey, as on
the unremarkable “Shallow Seas”,
but the title track ofers a bewitching,
music-box innocence, and the delicate
“Reassign Me” will delight Sibylle
Baier admirers. WYNDHAM WALLACE

SARAH LOUISE
Deeper Woods
THRILL JOCKEY

7/10

Woodsy folk tunes from a North 
Carolina guitar picker

A det and
imaginative 12-string
picker, Sarah Louise
Henson makes music
that is deeply rooted
in the Appalachian

folk tradition as well as in the dense
North Carolina woods where she
lives. Ater a handful of solo guitar
albums, Deeper Woods foregrounds
her vocals and songwriting to create
prismatic meditations on nature and
solitude. On songs named for native
lora and fauna, she strikes a mood
of contemplative wonder, which she
reinforces through iddle drones,
gentle footstep percussion, and even
the occasional birdsong (a Carolina
chickadee gets a performing credit).
Like a long walk in the woods, it’s
richly and deeply transporting.
STEPHEN DEUSNER

THE SEA AND CAKE
Any Day
THRILL JOCKEY

8/10

Urbane Chicago trio stick to their
guns on unruffled 11th

Across a quarter-
century of reined,
jazz-lecked indie-
pop, The Sea And
Cake’s evolution has
been so gradual as

to be almost invisible. Since 2012’s
Runner they have lost a bassist and
gained an occasional clarinetist,
though at this stage you feel it would
take an earthquake to knock them
of course. Any Day is their sharpest
set of songs to date, but Sam Prekop’s
languid melodies still prove deiantly
elusive: “I haven’t given up nothin’/ 

I never will,” he sighs with attitude on
“I Should Care”. This is not big-picture
stuf; rather it’s very small-picture
stuf, perfectly capturing the exquisite
ennui of fumbled conversations and
wasted aternoons. SAM RICHARDS

SIMIAN MOBILE DISCO 
Murmurations 
WICHITA

6/10

Electronic duo explore choral
techno on immersive fifth LP

Collaborating with the
Hackney-based vocal
collective The Deep
Throat Choir, SMD
here ofer up nine
tracks that explore

minimal beats alongside ethereal
multi-layered vocals to create a blend
of choral techno. There’s almost an
undercurrent of gospel on songs like
“Caught In A Wave”, as voices rise and
crash against the pulsating beats. The
collaboration is largely a success, with
“Gliders” feeling texturally rich and
“A Perfect Swarm” sputtering with
lively electronics, but the album could
sometimes beneit from a shit in pace
from its oten locked-in, mid-tempo 
state. DANIEL DYLAN WRAY

SONS OF KEMET
Your Queen Is A Reptile
IMPULSE!

8/10

Idiosyncratic UK jazz quartet salute 
the “alternative queens”

The London jazz
scene is undergoing
a precipitous burst
of activity, and one
of its prime movers
is the saxophonist

Shabaka Hutchings, leader of The
Comet Is Coming and Sons Of Kemet.
Your Queen Is A Reptile is as incendiary
as its title might suggest. Its track titles
shout out courageous black women,
from abolitionist Harriet Tubman to
Hutchings’ own great-grandmother
Ada Eastman, while its distinctive
musicianship – Hutchings on
tenor sax, backed by tuba and twin
drum kits – leads to some powerful
moments. “My Queen Is Mamie
Phipps Clark” is a dubwise lope ired
by Rasta sermonising, while “…
Doreen Lawrence” excoriates a racist
establishment to music that builds
unbearable tension. LOUIS PATTISON

STING & SHAGGY
44/876 POLYDOR

4/10

They meant well, but….

They came together to
record just one song,
but “hit it of so well”
that they created
an entire album.
Why they bothered

is unfathomable, for the result has
to be the blandest record in which
either Sting or Shaggy has ever been
involved. The lyrics are beyond banal
(“The ghost of Bob Marley haunts me 

to this day,” Sting sings with all the
sincerity of a voicemail message) and
the music drits between deracinated
supper-club reggae (“22nd Street”) and
the sort of throwaway you might ind
on a Craig David B-side (“Gotta Get
Back To My Baby”). So innocuous it’s
positively ofensive. NIGEL WILLIAMSON

EMMA TRICCA
St Peter DELL’ORSO

7/10

Italian émigrée’s alluringly low-key
fourth outing

Singer, songwriter
and guitarist Tricca’s
peripatetic tendencies
(lately, she’s been
shuttling between
her London home,

Rome and NYC) have now extended
to collaborative adventuring. Howe
Gelb and Steve Shelley are among the
guests on a deep-rooted but expansive
set that strikes Tricca’s target of “The
Velvet Underground meets Fairport
Convention” only once, with any
obviousness – on “Buildings In
Millions”. Which is no reprimand:
there’s widespread subtlety and quiet
strength in both the ensemble playing
and arrangements, notably on the 

Astrud Gilberto-ish “Julian’s Wings”
and mournful, whistle-accented
“Green Box”. And although Judy
Collins’ voice is central to “Solomon
Said”, she, Perhacs and Denny are
only touchstones; Tricca’s easy grace  
is all her own. SHARON O’CONNELL

HAILEY TUCK
Junk SONY

8/10

Exquisite debut from globe-trotting
Texan jazz chanteuse

It takes a special voice
to interpret songs by
the likes of Leonard
Cohen,JoniMitchell,
PaulMcCartneyand
RayDaviesandmake

themsoundautobiographical,butTuck
notonlyhasthechopsbutthecharacter
andbackstorytopull itof.Produced
inLAbyLarryKleinandbackedbya
bunchofveteranjazzsophisticates,
shesingsthesedozensongs–which
alsoincludeanextraordinaryversion
ofPulp’s“Underwear”andshowtunes
fromCabaretandOnTheTown–with
adelicious,risk-takingguilethat is
darkandaddictiveandyetwittyand
playful, likeHollyGolightlymeets
Billie Holiday. NIGEL WILLIAMSON

NEW ALBUMS

W
hen Hailey Tuck
decided she wanted to
make a jazz album, she

looked at the small print on her
favourite records by singers
such as Madeleine Peyroux
and Melody Gardot and found
the credit “produced by Larry 
Klein”. “So I got his email
address and sent him a
message saying I thought we
could make a great album
together,” she tellsUncut
during a 24-hour whistle-stop
visit to the UK for a showcase 
at London’s Arts Club.

Knocked out by her
characterful voice, Klein –
whose other production
credits include Tracy
Chapman and his ex-wife  

Joni Mitchell – concurred, and
although the result is titled
Junk, the LP is a masterclass
in sophisticated artistry.

“Junk is the theme that ties
the songs together,” explains
Tuck, who ran away from
Texas at 18 with what was
supposed to be her college
fund and found a different kind
of education singing in the jazz
and burlesque clubs of Paris.

Although the songs on her
debut are mostly covers,
she sings them as if she has
lived them. “All sorts of
emotional baggage is on
there, tons of fucked-up
times,” she says. “Topics on
which, believe me, I’m an
expert.” NIGEL WILLIAMSON

HAILEY TUCK
…on emotional baggage and “tons of fucked-up times”
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UNLIKELY
as it seems,
confusion,
self-doubt
and the
feeling of
being utterly

at a loss can be a spur to creativity,
rather than a serious stumbling
block. At least, that’s how it
panned out for Jess Williamson.

In2016,thesinger,songwriter
andguitarist tookaleapoffaith
andmovedfromhernativeTexas
toLA,whereshestartedwriting
thesongsforherthirdrecord.
She’dfollowedherheartthere–an
unexpectedlyprofoundlovehad
laredintolifelikeasupernova–
andwasnewlyintentonliving“ina
moremagicalway”,inspiredbyher
readingofCarlJung’sManAndHis
Symbolsandanastrologywebsite’s
advicetopayattentiontolife’s
synchronicities.ForWilliamson,
thatmeantchoosingtoseeevents
(andherdreams,whichshestarted
writingdown)asmeaningfulsigns
thatmightguideherthroughthe
fog–hencethealbum’stitle.

Allofwhichmightsoundwilfully
naïve,but itservedWilliamson’s
purpose–toshitthemoodand
toneofherwritingandgiveher
songs a newly dynamic expression.

Sheself-releasedherdebutalbum,
NativeState, in2014:Williamson
playedbanjo(shetookitupater
seeingAustintraditionalistRalph
Whitelive) insongsofaspareand
slightlygothicnature,redolentof
cottonieldsanddesertscrub,with
abandfeaturingdulcimerand
celloandabluesytwangborrowed
fromtheParis,Texassoundtrack.
The2016follow-up,HeartSong,
alsoonherownBrutalTruthlabel,
washeavyonthereverbedelectric
guitarandmadetheopenroadits
miseenscène,butWilliamson’s
voice–lustrousandedgedwith
forebodinginthemannerofAngel
OlsenandCatPower–wasagain
hersongs’spiritualheart.

However, having her records
interpreted time and again in
one particular way had become
restrictive for the singer, who
wanted her new LP to relect
the “peaceful easy feeling” of
California: “I used to be into
making music that was sad and
dark, and it was always described
as ‘haunting’. Then I moved out
here and just didn’t want to do
that any more. I used to be afraid
to come of as anything even
remotely resembling mainstream.
I think it’s because I always felt
like I wasn’t freaky enough for the 

freaks, but also not normal enough
for the normals. I didn’t know
where I itted in. Then I moved to 
LA and just let all that go.”

Ratherthanamainstream
reinvention, though,CosmicWink
isaninspiredrecalibration,with
Williamsonrelaxingintoalooser,
moreexpansiveandsensualband
soundthatconjuresdreamstates
viaabstractcountryrock,gospel
soulandpsych/desertblues,while
her lyricssimultaneouslycelebrate
deeploveandacknowledgeits
twin–vulnerability.Thesongs
suggestKevinMorby(another
LA-basedTexan,withwhom
Williamsonhastoured)andAmen
Dunesaskindredspirits,alongside
HoweGelbandOtherLives,
freeingWilliamsonfromstrict
genreboundaries.Co-producedby
RFShannon’sShaneRenfro,who
also plays guitar, piano and organ,

someofthesesongsfeel likeablast
ofcleanwhite light,othersagentle
lowering,butallareasprofound
inthoughtastheyareemotionally
direct.Opener“ISeeTheWhite”,
withitsechoesofTheByrdsand Is
ThisDesire?-eraPJHarvey,starts
withWilliamsondemanding,
“Tellmeeverythingyouknow
aboutconsciousness/Idon’tknow
wherewego,but Ineedyoutobe
there.”Thetitlerefersnot tothe
fabledwhite-lightexperienceprior
todeath,but tothegreyinghair
aroundherdog’seyes–apoignant
reminderthat timeisrunningout
forbothof them.“DreamState” is
moreopaque,hallucinatoryand
sensual initsheat-hazelanguor,
atasteofwestTexasinCalifornia
bywayofaFenderRhodes,while
“Forever”pinspealsofreverbed
guitarandorgantogauzy
abstractioninabalancingof
romanticismwithrealism.

Very diferent are the sprightly,
Gram Parsons-ish “White Bird”,
the majestically minimal “Wild
Rain” – which builds like a desert
storm around a funereal beat and
has an anguished Williamson
wondering, “Whatdid Idoto
deserveamangoodasyou?”,
even while she’s giving thanks
– and “Thunder Song”, a slo-mo,
compellingly panoramic sweep
that’s the album’s pivot point.

Sultry,compellingandeverso
slightlyspooked,CosmicWink
lickersandlasheslikeaseriesof
time-lapselandscapephotographs,
buttheplaceitdocumentsisthe
heart.“Haunting”isnolonger
accurate–itssweetaterglow
pointsWilliamson to her future, 
not the past.

JESS WILLIAMSON
Cosmic Wink MEXICAN SUMMER

8/10
Sweet ecstasy and anguish in equal parts on
Texan’s stellar label debut. By Sharon O’connell

DISCOVERED
Searching out the best albums new to Uncut

Jess Williamson on musical
heroes and life crossroads

What sound did you have in
mind forCosmicWink?
I wanted it to be uplifting music… an

album that would make people feel

good, something that felt classic and

that would be a lot of fun to play live

– I had started touring more, and that

was huge for me. Shane’s production

was key to making this happen.

You chose Nina Simone, Chan 
Marshall and Townes Van
Zandt as spirit guides…
Theyaresomeofmyheroes:Nina

Simone forherfierce, unapologetic

passion and the power she has when 

shesings;ChanMarshall for her

vulnerability and sensitivity married

with strength; TownesVan Zandtfor

his ability todivedown tothe darkest

depthsof humanity and always

maintainasenseofhumour andease.

Allof themfortheirdeepcommitment 

to andrespect for music.

What lies at the heart of
“Mama Proud”? There was

a time right before I started writing

this album where I had to make

some big decisions… It was the first

time in my life where I was truly at a

crossroads. Ultimately, I took a leap.

“Mama Proud” is about dealing with

the consequences and lingering

unknowns. INTERVIEW: SHARON O’CONNELL

Q&A
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TWIN SHADOW
Caer
WARNERS/REPRISE

5/10

Soft-rock auteur treads water
on familiar fourth album

George Lewis Jr’s
delirious 2010 debut,
Forget, was ahead
of the curve with its
craty infatuation with
PurpleRain,Tango

InTheNight, “Boys Of Summer” and
David Lynch soundtracks. Eight years
on, though, this is a pretty exhausted
soundworld. Fellow travellers Haim
show up to add backing vocals to
“Saturdays”, but even they can’t
help shake the nagging feeling that this
is a mid-’80s Bryan Adams cast-of.
“Little Woman” is the best thing here,
a nicely atmospheric melodramatic
meld of Auto-Tune and orchestration, 
and suggests a future as a Lana
Del Ray co-writer. STEPHEN TROUSSÉ

VIVE LA VOID
VivaLaVoid SACRED BONES

7/10

MoonDuomemberspotlights
her synths

Despite having
released two albums
in 2017 as one half
of Moon Duo, Sanae
Yamada’s still found
time these past two

years for this impressive solo debut.
Largely focused on synths, it still
leans on hypnotic, motorik rhythms,
if more relectively than her band,
and at times sounds like it’s pairing
krautrock with Desireless’ evergreen
“Voyage Voyage”, especially on
“Devil”, whose restrained tension
builds over eight long minutes. Respite
from the cultivated monotony of
tracks like the Vangelis-lavoured
“Red Rider” can be found in Yamada’s
breathy vocals and closer “Atlantis”,
with its keyboard doodles and bird-like
noises. WYNDHAM WALLACE

THE VOIDZ
Virtue
CULTRECORDS/COLUMBIA

7/10

JulianCasablancascuts loose
with his otherband

In his endearingly
guileless way, Julian
Casablancas recently
declared his mission
to “build a world
where Ariel Pink is 

as popular as Ed Sheeran”.Virtue
plays its part by leading Strokes
fans into weirder zones, marrying
Casablancas’s lazy melodic gits to
mutoid synth-punk and schlocky
yacht rock as The Voidz make out like
the house band fromEscapeFrom

NewYork, or something the Beastie
Boys would have signed to Grand
Royal. “Lazy Boy” is the best song he’s
written since “You Only Live Once”;
there’s also some nonsense. As with
Casablancas’s worldview, this 15-track
album is dat, sprawling, naïve and
full of contradictions – but rarely less  
than entertaining. SAM RICHARDS

WAND
Perfume
DRAG CITY

8/10

LA psych upstarts maintain their
momentum with mini-album

Like their friend Ty
Segall, Wand are
determined to ill the
world with as many
of their psych-pop
marvels and mayhem-

strewn garage nuggets as humanly
possible. Not content to release four
increasingly strong albums since
2014, they follow up 2017’sPlumwith
another 30 minutes of top-drawer
action. Their more muscular tactics
come to the fore inPerfume’s opening
seven-minute title track and “Town
Meeting”, which evokes The Sot Boys
at their most frenetic. Yet as beits the
EP’s title, there are many soter aspects
to the music here, too. A bucolic duet
between frontman Cory Hanson and
singer-keyboardist Soia Arreguin,
“I Will Keep You Up” ends this outing
somewhere closer to Laurel Canyon
than Spahn Ranch. JASON ANDERSON

KELLY WILLIS
Back Being Blue
THIRTY TIGERS

7/10

Alt.country heroine returns with 
broken heart still in place

Kelly Willis’s
bittersweet twang
and country fatalism
made her a major-
label also-ran in
the early 1990s and

an alt.country heroine later in the
decade, and her det navigation of
the industry straits has made her a
model for a generation of younger
Nashville artists. Her irst solo album
in a decade sounds almost too breezy,
too insubstantial for a comeback, but
BackBeingBlue reveals richer shades
of sorrow with each spin. Especially on
the title track and “Aternoon’s Gone
Blind”, Willis conveys heartache and
fortitude in equal measure, as though
she’s ighting a deep hurt just to get her
words out. STEPHEN DEUSNER

JENNY WILSON
Exorcism
GOLD MEDAL RECORDINGS

8/10

Swede channels sexual assault into 
a powerful #MeToo statement

Swedish singer-
songwriter and The
Knife collaborator
Jenny Wilson has
a lair for turning
personal trauma

into emotionally charged music.
She recorded her previous album,
the award-winningDemandThe
Impossible!, during treatment for
breast cancer.Exorcism is darker
still, chronicling a real-life sexual
assault and its atermath in
unlinching detail. There is no
mistaking the meaning of “Rapin*”
or “Disrespect Is Universal”, on which
Wilson endlessly replays her ordeal
in a numbed monotone over nervy,
pulsing, heart-thumping electronica.
On later tracks, she chronicles the
fragile psychological recovery that
followed. Harrowing subject matter,
and yet these raw confessionals
have a stark, compelling beauty
that ultimately feels bravely deiant.  
STEPHEN DALTON

JAH WOBBLE & MOMO 
Maghrebi Jazz
JAH WOBBLE

7/10

North Africa meets east London on
ex-Pil bassmaster’s latest global
fusion project

Proliic collaborator
and PiL veteran Jah
Wobble self-releases
at least one album a
year, sometimes more.
Noteverythingisgold,

but Wobble’s inclusive, wide-open,
globalised approach usually yields
ine results. And so it proves again in
this special Record Store Day release,
which partners the veteran bass
virtuoso’s regular band with Tahar Il
Idrissi and Hussan Niania from the
UK-based Music Of Moroccan Origin
(MoMo). These ive expansive tracks
range across simmering Afrofunk,
dubby trance, silky lounge jazz and
even a kind of North African krautrock
on the 11-minute epic “Jillali”.
Il Idrissi’s cascading Arabic vocal
lines serve as a silvery thread
throughout, ideally suited to sunny 
aternoons at WOMAD.  
STEPHEN DALTON

XOR GATE
Conic Sections TRESOR

8/10

Brand-new pseudonym from
veteran Detroit Afrofuturist

Perhaps more than
any other igure in his
ield, Gerald Donald
has been responsible
for imbuing Detroit
techno with a sense

of mystique. One half of Drexciya, and
the sole creative force behind projects
like Dopplerefekt and Arpanet,
Donald approaches dance music as a
conceptual space – a place of futurism
and fantasy – as much as fodder for
danceloors. His new pseudonym, XOR
Gate, debuts with a 30-minute piece
that covers impressive ground: from
Kratwerkian techno-pop to pale synth
ambience to twinkling systems music,
it’s a brisk shit through styles, but all 
the better for it. LOUIS PATTISON

NEIL YOUNG +
PROMISE OF THE REAL
Paradox (Original Music 
From The Film) WARNERS

6/10

Patchy, scratchy soundtrack for
Young’s Netflix film

Young’s latest project
is an eco-sci-i-
western that casts
the musician and
Promise Of The
Real as cowboys

prospecting out in the wilderness.
At its best, Young’s bleakly poetic
solo score recalls his work on Jim
Jarmusch’sDeadMan. But such pieces
are interrupted by other music – some
old, some new. Highlights include
an instrumental jam from “Cowgirl
In The Sand” at the 2016 Desert Trip
festival and a handful of instrumentals
like “Running To The Silver Eagle”,
driven by some ferocious interplay
between Old Black and a harmonica,
and “Hey”, which sounds like a distant
cousin to “Love And Only Love”. Some,
like “Oferings”, are little more than
light sketches. You’ll also ind Willie
Nelson, Jimmy Reed and Lead Belly
covers. The ramshackle, campire vibe
is endearing, but this is neither a fully
immersiveexperiencelikeDeadManor
a third LP with POTR. MICHAEL BONNER

The Voidz: Julian
Casablancas
(second right)
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I
N 1993 Liz Phair seemed to come out

of nowhere to upend indie rock. She

had a deal with Matador Records,

which was then home to Pavement

and Superchunk, and she had a

debut,Exile InGuyville, which was a hit

before it was even released. The album

was audacious in every way: musically, lyrically,

emotionally, sexually, even visually. She appeared

nearly topless on the cover, her let nipple half-

cropped out of the frame, but she revealed even more

of herself in songs like “Fuck And Run” and “Divorce

Song”, her unrestrained confessionalism recalling

Fleetwood Mac and her careerism at odds with a

generation still highly sceptical of success. Billed as

a song-for-song response toTheRollingStones’ 1972

double epicExileOnMain

Street,Guyvillebristled and

bared its teeth, daring you to

dismiss it or its creator.

Such a meteoric rise from

nobody to Gen X mouthpiece

churned up a backlash that

made her “the most hated

woman in Chicago”, as her

friend and drummer Brad

Wood told theChicagoTribune

in 1994. But Phair was no

overnight success. She’d been

deining and reining her music

for years, although she took a

circuitous route to notoriety that bypassed 

all the ways her peers had paid their dues. 

What’s remarkable about this new boxset 

is its emphasis on the build-up to her debut 

rather than its atermath, portraying her as  

a very deliberate artist striving to raise her voice 

in a scene that oten drowned out women. 

Initially, Phair’s ambitions were hardly musical. 

In college she studied visual art and interned with 

feminist artist Nancy Spero and painter Ed Paschke, 

and those experiences would eventually inform 

her recordings as much as any musical inluence 

would. Returning home to suburban Chicago ater 

an inauspicious year in San Francisco, Phair taught 

herself to play guitar, devising her own tunings and 

techniques she describes as painterly. Holed up in 

her bedroom at her parents’ 

house, Phair wrote songs the 

way others might keep a diary, 

setting her most intimate 

thoughts to rough guitar 

chords. That privacy allowed 

her a greater sense of candour 

than she would have mustered 

if she’d been fronting a band or 

performing at open-mic nights. 

She recorded some of these 

early compositions on a four-

track and made cassettes for 

a few friends. She christened 

the tapes Girly Sound, which 

JUNE 2018
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1 NEIL YOUNG (P42)
2 WIRE (P44)

3 JOHN FOXX (P45)
4 PETE TOWNSHEND (P46)

5 BRIAN ENO (P48)

LIZ PHAIR
Girly-Sound To Guyville:  

The 25th Anniversary Box Set
MATADOR

Excavating the tapes behind Phair’s era-defining debut. 
ByStephenDeusner

REISSUES | COMPS | BOXSETS | LOST RECORDINGS

“I lock my door at night/I keep my mouth shut tight”
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wasn’t so much a band name or musical
identity – more like a sardonic jab at genre
labels in what she recognised as a male-
dominated ield. That initial collection was
never intended for commercial release, but
the feedback was so encouraging that she
made two more Girly Sound collections to
circulate well beyond her circle of friends.

Many of the songs onGuyvilleand later
studio albums started out in primitive –
but not tentative – form on these cassettes,
which made them something like a holy
grail for Phair’s fans. Until now, however,
they’ve been more legend than reality.
A few of the recordings ended up on the
“Juvenilia” EP in 1995, and a few more
were appended to the 15th-anniversary
edition ofGuyville in 2008. Another
handful were included on a bonus disc
with her otherwise forgotten 2010 album
Funstyle. Mostly the tapes were distributed
as bootlegs, although the format changed
with the technology: irst as cassette, then
on burned CDs, then as MP3s.

The Girly tapes have the documentary
quality of old ield recordings –
unpolished, unproduced, unpretentious.
It’s just Phair alone with her thoughts
and her guitar, and on most of the
tracks, particularly those recorded in
her bedroom but even a few later studio
cuts, the hum of the room is audible, as
though she’s captured her own solitude
on magnetic tape. Her songwriting
is irreverent and sometimes caustic,
hilarious and occasionally sombre,
horny and angry and dramatic and even
melodramatic. “Free love,” Phair sings on
“Hello Sailor,” “isawhole lotofbullshit.”
Neither love nor art is free in these songs
or in the world they depict. Everything is
transactional. Someone always pays.

“It’snice tobe liked,but it’sbetterby far
togetpaid,” she sings on “Money”. “Iknow
thatmostof the friends that Ihavedon’t

reallysee it thatway.” She retitled the song
“Shitloads Of Money” when she recorded
it for 1998’sWhitechocolatespaceegg, but
it sounds steelier, far more transgressive
in this lo-i version. There’s a sharp crackle
in her voice, a withering brush-of to
the keep-it-real crowd. Less efective is
“Wild-Thing”, a sour diss of a materialistic
woman that’s most notable for the way 

Phair rewrites the Troggs’ radio staple of
the same title. That’s one of so many rock
and soul references embedded in her
songs. “Slave” commandeers the chorus of
The Jesus & Mary Chain’s “Head On” and
melds it to an old jump-rope rhyme. “Easy
Target” includes snippets of both Betty
Everett’s 1964 hit “Shoop Shoop (It’s In His
Kiss)” and The Contours’ 1962 smash “Do
You Love Me?”. Phair slyly alters them as a
plea to a lover to shut up: “Sothenext time
wemake love,dropthewords, justdothe

stuf/Speaksotlyandusethatbigstick.”
Almost fromthebeginningsheis

interrogatingrockhistory,usingittheways
hip-hopMCssampledoldbreakbeats.She
wouldexpandthatapproachonExile In
Guyville,appropriatingnot justasongbut
afulldoublealbumbytheStones–who
wereequallyschooledinappropriating
older tunes.Heroicialdebutmighthave
itsconceptualroots intheworkofSpero
andPaschkeandothercontemporary
artists,as itshowsPhair thinkingabout
whatthealbumcanbeasanartobject–
not justhowitsounds,butwhat itdoes.
Guyville isakindofsculptureorperhaps 

anavant-gardeinstallation,aworkthat
laysbaretheplaceofwomeninrock’n’roll
byusingthelanguageof that form.Songs
like“FuckAndRun”and“Flower”(with
itsnotoriouspromiseto“beyourblowjob
queen”)castmenwithbigsticksasthe
objectsofherrock’n’roll lust.Perhaps
that’swhyGuyvillesoundssorichand
evenexciting25yearsater itsreleaseand
10yearsater its last reissue. Itdoesn’t just
alignitselfwiththe#MeToomovement
oragainst thesexualpredatorAmerica
electedtoitshighestoice.Morecrucially, 
itofersapossiblestrategybywhich
womenmightcombatsuchinequity
throughartandmusic.

Perhaps the most notable aspect of this
reissue ofGuyville is the fact that it’s not
really a reissue ofGuyville. By gathering
all these early recordings into one place
for the irst time,Girly-SoundToGuyville
is something much more revealing than
an anniversary commemoration. It’s a
document of an artist inding and raising
her voice: a souvenir from an era that
questions long-held assumptions about
the sex and the business of rock’n’roll.

SLEEVE NOTES
1 6’1”

2 Help Me, Mary

3 Glory

4 Dance Of The

Seven Veils

5 Never Said

6 Soap Star Joe

7 Explain It To Me

8 Canary

9 Mesmerizing

10 Fuck And Run

11Girls!Girls!Girls!

12 Divorce Song

13 Shatter

14 Flower

15 Johnny

Sunshine

16 Gunshy

17 Stratford-

On-Guy

18 Strange Loop

YoYoBuddyYup
YupWordToYa
Mutha (Girly-
SoundCassette1)
1 White Babies

2 Shane

3 6 Dick Pimp

4 Divorce Song

5 Go West

6 Don’t

Holdyrbreath

7 Johnny

Sunshine

8 Miss Lucy

9 Elvis Song

10 Dead Shark

11 One Less Thing

12 Money

13 In Love W/Yself

Girls!Girls!Girls!
(Girly-Sound
Cassette2)
1 Hello Sailor

2 Wild-Thing

3 Fuck And Run

4 Easy Target

5 Soap Star Joe

6 Ant In Alaska

7 GIRLSGIRLSGIRLS

8 Polyester Bride

9 Thrax

10MissMaryMack

11 Clean

12 Love Song

13 Valentine

Sooty (Girly-
SoundCassette3) 
1 Gigolo

2 Flower

3 Batmobile

4 Slave

5 Open Season

6 Suckerfish

7 California

8 South Dakota

9 Bomb

10 Easy

11 Chopsticks

“Open Season”
This harrowing song from her third
Girly-Sound cassette has stuck with
Phair over the years. “It’s really tough
subject matter,” she says. “It’s about the
exploitation of female sexuality i op
culture. It’s about som
getting raped o
for a TV prog
and we’re l
it into our h
as if it’s ju
entertain

“Flower”
With its nursery-rhyme melody,
overlapping vocals and ejaculations
of industrial noise, Phair’s most
experimental tune was one of the
most notorious tracks on Guyville. In its
original incarnation, it was slower and

more austere, with Phair playing a
relentless one-note guitar

theme as she lists
all the things she
wants to do to a

particular guy.

“Suckerfish”
(aka “Go Speed Racer”)
Phair frequently incorporated the
lyrics and melodies of other songs into
her own compositions. On “Suckerfish” 
she deploys the theme song to the
popular Japanese cartoon Speed
Racer to block a dude’s sexual
propositions: “The very first car in
a race around the world has got to
wipe out somewhere,” she sings in a 
devastating deadpan. “That 
somewhere isn’t me.”

HOWTOBUY...

THESOUNDOFGIRLY
Three gems from Phair’s early cassettes
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W
hat does it mean to you
to be back on Matador
for this reissue?

It means a lot, actually, because that’s

where it all started. It’s hard with

something that’s 25 years old. A lot

of people have very strong opinions

about the album, so it’s reassuring to

work with people who will treat it

very carefully. They won’t tarnish the

legacy, but they won’t be too precious

either. They understand the context,

so we can be playful with it.

I could trust them and the decisions

they made, and they could trust

me. As you’ll see in the oral history

[included in the liner notes], everyone

has a different opinion about it and

what went down. And we encourage

that in a weird way, because no one

side of that story is the right one. To

me it just brings everything from the

past into greater focus to give you a

sense of the Chicago scene as one

big, bickering, dysfunctional family.

That seems to be the subject
of the album as well – these
disagreements and different 
perspectives within this
particular scene.
That was the impetus behind me

wanting to use another record as

a template. I wanted to take the

definitive rock’n’roll album, and Exile 

On Main Street certainly set the

bar high. It’s a band at the height of

their powers. To take that on was

audacious to begin with, but it also

says: ‘Hey, Rolling Stones, the girl in

your song could be me.’ I wanted to

respond to that, to show what it’s like

to be around rock stars. The guys in

the Chicago scene, and specifically  

Liz Phair

“I absolutely had every
right to take a swing”

in Wicker Park, weren’t necessarily

rock stars, but it applies to any scene.

There are the cool kids and then there

are the people who want to be them 

or hate their guts.

What was that scene like in
the early 1990s?
It was really just a bunch of bands

together on the west side of Chicago

taking advantage of cheap rent and 

large spaces where they could

rehearse in a pre-gentrified

neighbourhood. It was a community

that was all about: who played last

night? Where did they play? Are they

going to get a record deal? Those

were our daily concerns. Everybody

knew everybody, and it was very

raucous and rowdy to me. But it was

also very innocent and naïve in a way,

because success hadn’t really come 

to anybody yet.

You were one of the first people 
in that scene to have a lot of
success. Did that create any
backlash against you?
It did. I had come into an already

formed scene. Smashing Pumpkins

were already big. Material Issue and

Urge Overkill already had followings.

It was very quick, me entering that

scene and then having success. I think

it rubbed people the wrong way who 

had been paying their dues and 

waiting for that kind of attention. But

when I was making Exile I was pissy

and tired of being the girlfriend of the

guy in the band. I was tired of being

told my musical tastes were subpar.

A lot of things were really chapping

my ass, and I absolutely had every 

right to take a swing.

You make a point in the liner
notes that you based your guitar
playing on visual art.
That was my background, and it’s still

a major part of my life. When I look at

a fretboard, I’m not thinking in terms of

key or note; I’m just making shapes in

my mind. If I’ve been working at the

low end of the frets, I’ll switch things

out and move up to the top. What if

I put this finger here? Can I move my

pinky somewhere to find an extra

note? I’m very aware of that visual

aspect of guitar-playing, and I think

the imagery in my lyrics is very visual.

I’m dropping you into a small moment

in my life and making it important,

but really it’s just a moment – an

interaction between two people that

becomes monumental after a couple 

or seven verses.

According to the liner notes, you
weren’t thinking about releasing
these early songs commercially.
Did that free you up in terms of 
what you wrote about?
Absolutely. I was so stream-of-

conscious about it. I would come home

at night after a couple of beers and

just sit around in my room, fucking

around and making stuff up. Some

of the songs I got really into, like “Open

Season”. That stuff wasn’t really

written about very much. It went from

hair bands and male-dominated

arena rock in the ’80s to grunge bands

and male-dominated indie rock in the

’90s. Women got passed over… just like 

in the election.

And it’s interesting to hear
this album in 2018 for that
very reason. Do you think indie
rock has changed much since
Exile InGuyville?
It’s distressingly similar, but what

really makes me optimistic is how

many young women are getting

into music. I’m excited that they

feel like they can do it and just start

writing songs and releasing them.

So it’s far, far better in terms of how

many young women are out there

playing shows. In that regard, it’s

enormously different. But is it easy

for them? Do they have a free ride?

Hardly. Nobody does. But these

women are complaining about the

same things I was complaining about.

Culture hasn’t moved as far as we 

would have thought.

INTERVIEW: STEPHEN DEUSNER

“Iwastiredofbeing
toldmymusicaltastes 
weresubpar.Alotof 
thingswerereally
chapping my ass…”
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Q&A

Liz Phairand Beck 
at McCabe’s
Guitar Store,
Santa Monica,
December 8, 1993
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“W
ELCOME to Miami 
Beach,” Neil Young told 
a Los Angeles audience 

on the September 1973 opening night of 
an eight-show stand at the swanky new 
Roxy, on Sunset Strip. The go-go dancers 
had just done their gyrating thing. He was 
standing in front of a stage set featuring  
a withered palm tree, a wooden Indian, 
fake moon, a piano festooned with boots, 
here to premiere Tonight’s The Night, an 
album his record company had recently 
refused to release.

He was supposed to be recording a 
new CSNY album that summer, but the 
interminable squabbling during sessions 
in August made him wonder what he was 

doing with those fucking bufoons. On his 
way to a band meeting, it occurred to him 
there was music he needed more urgently 
to make that addressed recent trauma, 
speciically the death from a drugs 
overdose of Crazy Horse guitarist Danny 
Whitten, for which he felt a dreadful 
responsibility. So Tonight’s The Night, the 
album he made instead, became a blasted 
requiem for Whitten, CSNY roadie Bill 
Berry, another recent drug casualty, and 
the many like them.

When Reprise heard it, they were 
aghast. Where was Linda Ronstadt, Willie 
Nash? Where were the beloved winsome 
melodies? What they’d wanted, of course, 

was a follow-up 
to the homespun 
virtues of Harvest. 
What they were 
listening to was a 
bunch of tuneless 
dirges about 
drugs and people 
dying from them, 
apparently played 
by a group of stoned 
drunks, which was 
actually the case. 
They refused to 
put it out, but they 

couldn’t stop Neil taking the show  
on the road. And so here we are at the  
Roxy on September 20, 1973, Neil on  
stage welcoming the audience to Miami 
and ofering a silver boot to the irst 
woman to walk topless across the stage 
(the boot going to his then-girlfriend, 
actress Carrie Snodgress). 

What followed was most of Tonight’s The 

Night, played slightly out of sequence, plus 
a ghoulish snatch of “Roll Out The Barrel”, 
linked by Young’s deadpan asides to the 
audience, mostly lame one-liners that 
barely deserve track titles.

The original studio album had been 
recorded live on a sound stage in a grubby 
LA rehearsal space at Studio Instrument 
Rentals. Producer David Briggs taped 
everything, as it happened, no second 
takes or overdubs, just the ugly sound of 
anger and grief, a howling bereavement. 
A lot of bands at the time were taking such 
full advantage of developing recording 
techniques that they struggled to replicate 
on stage the complexities cooked up 
in the studio. Young and the band he’d 
christened The Santa Monica Flyers had 
something of an opposite problem – how 
to sound as slovenly, dank, malodorous 
and blearily of-the-cuf as they had at 
SIR, where they sounded as if they were 

NEIL YOUNG
Roxy – Tonight’s The  
Night Live
REPRISE

10/10
Painstakingly ramshackle reconstruction 
of a then-unheard classic. By Allan Jones
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playing live to a room full of ghosts. It 
turned out not to be much of a problem. 

Young had come a long way from the 
perfectionist psychedelic technician 
of “Expecting To Fly” and “Broken 
Arrow” and had reached a point in 
his career where one note was as 
good as any other, however fucked 
up it sounded. In every respect, the 
performance captured here is as raw 
and un-redacted as the original record.

Unusually for a Young live album, the 
songs here don’t take on an extended 
aterlife. There are no Live Rust or Arc/
Weld blowouts, the kind of guitar 
marathons that leave you feeling 
like a logged husky. Even Lofgren’s 
showier instincts are reined in. The 
versions here are in fact eerily exact 

duplicates of the SIR performances, as
if the band had rehearsed the original
imperfections, a typical Neil mind-
fuck, when you think about it. Even
the apparently discursive piano and
guitar solos on the swampy “Speakin’
Out” on closer comparison are nearly
identical to the album arrangement
– down to Neil’s ad-libbed original
shout-out to Nils. The key to it all for
Neil was to stay in character, fully
inhabiting the brute loneliness of
“Albuquerque”, the dishevelled self-
disgust of “Roll Another Number”,
a highlight here, along with a scarily
spaced-out “Tired Eyes”, the two-part
death-rattle squawk of the title track,
and a rousing early version of the
then-unrecorded “Walk On”. Forsaken
piano ballad “Borrowed Tune” and
two late Tonight’s The Night additions,
“Lookout Joe” and “Come On Baby
Let’s Go Downtown”, were the only
album cuts missing from the set.

As the tour rolled on, audiences in 
America and Europe were confounded 
by the band’s ramshackle racket – 
no-one had heard the original album, 
which wasn’t released until June 1975. 
To make matters worse, Young was 
nightly drunk on stage and worryingly 
started playing parts of the set wearing 
a Richard Nixon mask. 

He seemed to be becoming the thing 
he was writing about. The feeling 
generally was that pretty soon he 
wouldn’t just be singing about drug 
casualties like Whitten and Berry, he’d 
be one of them. His father, Scott, later 
recalled hearing that Neil had died of 
an overdose in Paris. He called his son. 
“Are you dead?” he asked. “Not that  
I know of,” Neil replied. What times. 

Ditch black: Young and 
the Santa Monica Flyers 
play tracks from Tonight’s 
The Night at the Palace 
Theatre, Manchester, 
November 3, 1973

BARK PSYCHOSIS
///Codename: Dustsucker
(reissue, 2004) FIRE

8/10

Neglected, belated follow-up to
genre-defining debut

WhenGrahamSutton
swappedBarkPsychosisfor
Boymerang’sdrum’n’bass
in1994,hewasn’ttoknow
thatpurveyorsofpost-rock
wereabouttolourish.It

tookhimadecadetorevivetheband–now
ostensiblyasoloproject,thoughsamplesof
formerdrummerMarkSimnettwereemployed
alongsidefurtherassistancefromTalkTalk’s
LeeHarris–butthemutedreceptionaforded
///Codename:Dustsuckersuggestedhe’d
missedhisownboat.Themusicaluniversein
whichtheyoperatednonethelessremained
distinctlytheirs,itsmelancholynebulous,
itsgraceupliting,notleastonthesubdued,
liminal“FromWhatIsSaidToWhenIt’s
Read”.Furthermore,Sutton,whoseown
vocalstendedtowardsamumbledwhisper,
atpointshandedthemictocontributorsAnja
BuecheleandpianistandlautistRachel
Dreyer,lending“400Winters”awelcome
femininereinementandemphasisingthe
contrastbetween“Shapeshiting”’smeek
opening,noisymidsectionandpercussive
inale.Admittedly,Suttonpursuedthejazzier
aspectsofthelush,cymbal-heavyHex,but
thiswastothebeneitofthebrittlehushof
“BurningTheCity”,whileTJMackenzie’s
trumpetshinesonanornate“TheBlackMeat”.
Extras: None,thoughthedouble-album
isagatefold.WYNDHAM WALLACE

COCKNEY REBEL
The Human Menagerie/The
Psychomodo (reissues, 1973, ’74)
CHRYSALIS

8/10 / 8/10

Killer opening one-two from Harley and co

CockneyRebel’spastel-
shadedsilksuits looked
gratuitouslyefete,even
inthewakeofBolanand
Bowie’sgender-luid
successes.ThatSteveHarley

wasalsoachippyautodidactwithideasabove
hisstationdidnothelpthe“CockyRabble”in
theirquixoticquesttobetakenseriously,but
theirirst twoLPs–nowreturningtothewild
onvinyl–werejustlyseenascar-bootclassics
untildemandout-strippedsupply.1973’sThe
HumanMenagerie isalyweightAnglicisation
ofLouReed’sTransformer,withakillercloser,
“DeathTrip”, thatsoundslikeMantovani’s
takeonprog,whiletheWeimardarknessof
ThePsychomodo transcendsanunfortunate
useoftheN-wordon“Cavaliers”,with“BedIn
TheCorner”,“SlingIt”and“TumblingDown”
oneofthegreatalbum-closingsalvosof its
age.(Vain)glorious.
Extras: 6/10.BothLPsremasteredforvinyl,
butCDbuyerscouldpurchaseacopyof2012’s
Cavaliersbox,whichincludesTheHuman
MenagerieandThePsychomodo,plusnon-LP
singles“Sebastian”and“JudyTeen”,radio
sessions,demosandaliveset. JIM WIRTH

AtoZ

ARCHIVE

1 Intro

2Tonight’s

TheNight

3RollOut

TheBarrel

4MellowMyMind

5WorldOn

AString

6Band intro

7Speakin’Out

8CandyBarRap

9Albuquerque

10PerryComo

Rap

11NewMama

12DavidGeffen

Rap

13RollAnother

Number (ForThe

Road)

14CandyBar

2Rap

15TiredEyes

16Tonight’sThe

NightPart II

17WalkOn

18Outro

Produced by:

DavidBriggs

Recorded live at:

TheRoxy,

LosAngeles

Personnel:

Neil Young

(guitars, vocals,

harmonica), Billy

Talbot (bass),

RalphMolina

(drums), BenKeith

(pedal steel),

Nils Lofgren

(guitars, piano)

It’s as if they had rehearsed 
the original imperfections  
– a typical Neil mind-fuck 
when you think about it
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WIRE’S irst three LPs
chart an evolution that
appears so accelerated, you
typically only see its like
displayed by rogue AI in
sci-i potboilers. In the space
of three short years, the
London quartet learned how
to play their instruments,
released one of the great
major-label punk records,
perfected the art of the
obtuse pop song, and then
let the orbit of rock’n’roll
entirely. Wire’s tone could
be loty – arrogant, even.
But their early music is also
hugely generous, packed
with unusual melodies,
smart studio tricks, unusual
concepts; a Wire song might

be about swimming, or insects, or air travel, or
something altogether more enigmatic and obscure.

Thisnewratofreissuescollectingremastered
versionsofWire’sirst threeLPscomeintwo
lavours–asarunofsingle-disceditionsthat
faithfullyreplicatethedesignschemeofthe
originalrelease,andinexpandededitionsthat
addahostofextras.1977’sPinkFlag isexpandedto
twoCDs,while1978’sChairsMissingand1979’s154

growtothreediscsapiece.Eachisaccompaniedby
an80-pagehardbackbookthesizeofa7insingle,
whichisilledwithinterviewsandsleevenotes
fromJonSavageandGrahamDufandexcellent,
mostlynewlyuncoveredphotosfromoicialband
photographerAnnetteGreen.

Freshly remastered, the albums themselves still
thrill. Pink Flag, oikish punk rock with a pack of
Brian Eno’s Oblique Strategies cards in its back 

pocket. Chairs Missing, a hallucinatory blend of
post-punk melody and art-school surrealism. And
inally, 154: sophisticated, enigmatic, extremely
European. Arguably, the least essential of these
expanded editions is Pink Flag, if only because
its additional content diverges least from that
which made it to the inal LP. The lion’s share of the
bonus tracks are yielded from six demos that the
group recorded for EMI, and while it’s interesting
to hear work-in-progress takes on “Reuters” and
“Ex Lion Tamer”, the elements – Colin Newman’s 
insouciant hooligan drawl, grinding electric
guitars, Robert Grey’s drums beating like an
angry metronome – remain broadly the same.

Chairs Missing is where things get interesting.
This was Wire’s lowering as a studio group,
marking their irst real experimentation with
sequencers and synths. In Graham Duf’s
informative sleevenotes, he quotes Newman
talking about “the dream sequence”, band
parlance for the moments where a song got
suddenly, psychedelically, strange – a tactic he
points to in “Sand In My Joints”, the vocal debut of
bassist Graham Lewis. A very substantial 32 bonus
tracks explore the album’s fastidious groundwork.
It’s fascinating to see some of the inished LP’s
more outré, synthesised pieces delivered as Pink

Flag-style thrashes. There are also a handful of
demos that remained tantalisingly undeveloped –
angular new-wave charges like “Culture Vultures”
and “It’s The Motive” prove Wire were discarding
the sort of material other bands would hold close.
Mind you, nothing was entirely forgotten. Another
demo here, “Underwater Experiences”, inally
found inished form on 2013’s Change Becomes Us.

Come 154, Wire had exchanged their punky pop-
art concision for something more open-ended and
conceptual, with multiple – and oten competing
– voices in play. The demo material proves just how
profoundly they – aided by producer Mike Thorne
– would reshape songs in the studio. “The Other
Window” began life as a familiar punky thrash,
Newman relating an existentially gloomy tale of
a foreign train journey (“The seat was hard/The

carriage fetid…”). By the time it made it to 154 itself,
though, it had become a haunting soundscape
with a sombre spoken-word vocal by Bruce Gilbert
and drums looped in from another album track,
“Single KO”. It wasn’t all about queering the
pitch, though: the demos of “A Mutual Display”
and “Map Ref. 41°N 93°W” – a dazzling airborne
travelogue that became the album’s irst single
– show how Wire had become adept at using the
studio to transform already inely wrought songs.

Additional here are a handful of tracks released
around and just ater 154, when they had been
released from their EMI deal. “A Question Of
Degree” and “Our Swimmer” are poppier than
almost anything on 154, showing of the band’s
interest in forward propulsion. The abrasive,
noise-strafed “Former Airline” gives a glimpse of
the diicult territory Wire would venture into in
the ’80s, while “Go Ahead” turns an arch sarcasm
to the music industry that had tried – and failed
– to market a band as innovative and unusual as
Wire. Even today, 40 years ater these records were
released, they still have the capacity to bewilder.
But if listening to Wire can sometimes make you
feel like you’re struggling to keep pace, it’s still a 
thrill to follow in their slipstream.  

ARCHIVE
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WIRE
Pink Flag/Chairs 
Missing/154
(reissues, 1977, ’78, ’79)
PINK FLAG

9/10 | 9/10 | 9/10
hefirst threealbums

remastered.By Louis Pattison

PINKFLAG
Vinyl/CDdisc1
As original album

CDdisc2 (demosessions) 
1The Commercial 

2Mr Suit

3Pink Flag

4Surgeon’s Girl

5Field Day For The Sundays 

6106 Beats That 

7Fragile

8Reuters

9Different To Me

10Ex Lion Tamer

11Mannequin

12Champs

13Start To Move

14Three Girl Rhumba (Alt)

15Ex Lion Tamer (AltMix) 

16 12XU (Mono Mix) 

17Mannequin (MonoMix)

18 It’s So Obvious (Alt Mix)

CHAIRSMISSING
Vinyl/CDdisc1
original album

CDDisc2
1 I Am The Fly (single) 

2Dot Dash

3Options R

4Outdoor Miner (single)

5Practice Makes Perfect

(single)

6Underwater Experiences

(Advisionversion)

CDDisc3 (studiodemos)
1Practice Makes Perfect 

2Oh No Not So

3Culture Vultures

4 It’s The Motive 

5Love Ain’t Polite

6French Film Blurred (v1) 

7Sand In My Joints 

8Too Late

9 I Am The Fly

10Heartbeat

11Underwater Experiences

12Stalemate

13 I Feel Mysterious Today

14Dot Dash

15French Film Blurred (v2) 

16Options R

17Finistaire (Mercy)

18Marooned

19From The Nursery

20 Indirect Enquiries (v1)

21Outdoor Miner

22Chairs Missing (Used To)

23Being Sucked In Again 

24 Men 2nd 

25Another The Letter 

26No Romans

154
Vinyl/CDdisc1
original album

CDDisc2
1A Question Of Degree (single)

2Former Airline (single)

3Go Ahead (single)

4Our Swimmer (single)

5Midnight Bahnhof Cafe

(single)

6Our Swimmer [2nd Length] 

(single)

7Catapult 30 (single)

8Song 1 (154EP)

9Get Down 1 + 2 (154EP)

10Let’sPanicLater(154EP)

11 Small Electric Piece (154 EP)

CDDisc3 (demosessions)
140 Versions

2 Ignorance No Plea

(I Should Have Known Better) 

3Blessed State

4A Touching Display

5The 15th

6A Mutual Friend

7Once Is Enough

8The Other Window

9Stepping Off Too Quick

10 Indirect Enquiries v2

11Map Ref 41°N 93°W 

12Single K.O.

13On Returning

14A Question Of Degree

15Former Airline

16 Two People In A Room
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ENTOURAGE
Ceremony Of Dreams:
Studio Sessions & Outtakes, 
1972–1977
TOMPKINS SQUARE

8/10
Dance-troupe-friendly US
ambience chasers, compiled

Happilyobscureis
probablythephrase
forEntourage,
whosetwoalbums
forFolkwayshave
sincetheir1970s

releasebecomeacrate-digger’sgrail
(their“NeptuneRising”, included
here,wassampledbyFourTetforthe
lovely“SheMovesShe”in2003). In
their lifetimetheyenjoyedaneven
moreselectiveaudience,working
chielyincollaborationswithdancers.
Notthatthisseemslikelytohave
troubledthemmuch.Abandwhose
workaimedtomake,accordingtothe
ive-piece’ssolesurvivingmember,
WallMatthews,“cliché-free”travels
betweenfolk,classicalandjazz
idioms,theirswasacareerspentbeing
commissionedbytheDanishNational
Balletandexploringwithmusicthe
dreamstatebetweenconsciousness
andunconsciousness.Asevincedby
thethreediscshere(thetwoalbums
releasedintheir lifetime,athirdthat
wentunreleasedandaccompanying
demosfromMatthews’archive), that
wasaverychillwaytospendtime.
Somematerialmighthavemadea
bitmoresenseinitsoriginaltheatre
context,butagoodhour-and-a-half
passeshereinabucolicambience,part
PopulVuh,partGeorgeWinston,part 
natureilmofswooping eagles. 
Extras: None.
JOHN ROBINSON

JOHN FOXX
Metamatic: Deluxe Edition
METAMATIC

8/10
Never mind the Ballards, as
synthpop classic expands  
across three discs

AlandmarkinBritish
analogueelectro-pop,
JohnFoxx’sirstsolo
albumaterquitting
Ultravoxsuccessfully
caughtthedystopian

post-punkmoodin1980.Packed
withstridentsci-imini-movieslike
“Underpass”and“No-OneDriving”, it
becameaTop20hit,servingasakind
ofmusicalbridgebetweenBowie’s
chillynew-waveEurocentrismandthe
embryonicNewRomanticmovement.
Withitspitch-bendingARPOdyssey
monophonicsynthsandBallardian
visionsoffuture-shockurban
alienation,muchofMetamaticsounds
stiltedandoverwroughttoday,butit
remainsaseminaldesignclassic.Easily
parodiedbutneverbettered.
Extras: 8/10.Metamatichasbeen
reissuedmultipletimes,mostrecently
asa2014remasterthatservesas
thebasisforthislavishlypackaged
triple-albumset.Thebonustrackson
theseconddiscindFoxxanticipating
adecadeofelectronicBritpop,from
HumanLeaguetoSigueSigueSputnik.
Butfordie-hardfans,thethirddisc
yieldsthemosttreasure.Itchiely
featuresarchiveinstrumentalpieces
recentlyunearthedfromtheMetamatic
sessions,someofthemreassembled
andtweakedintoshape.Fromthe
lyricalKratwerkianretro-futurism
of“FragmentaryCity”and“AMan
Alone”tothesinisterBladeRunner-ish
gleamscapeof“CriticalMass”,this
ishigh-calibrematerial,addinga
signiicantnewdimension to its parent 
album.STEPHEN DALTON

GOMEZ
Bring It On: 20th
Anniversary Reissue
UMC

7/10
Four-disc celebration of Britpop’s
out-of-kilter comedown album

Awinnerofthe
MercuryMusicPrize
in1998(joining
SpeechDebelleand
Antonyasuseful
answersonPointless),
BringItOnsounded
utterlyoutoftime

onitsrelease.Asthecountrywasstill
gettingwastedtoEnglish-accented
Britpopandbigbeat, theseive22-year-
oldsfromSouthportseemedtohave
beenbeamedinfromavirtualOldGrey
WhistleTestepisodefrom1972,playing
rootsy,muso-friendlyAmericanaon
dobrosandwoozyslideguitars.The
band’smostdistinctivesinger,Ben
Ottewell,remainsanacquiredtaste:
hisdryheaveofavoicepitched
somewherebetweenEddieVedder
andCaptainBeeheart.ButBringItOn
featuressomeundeniablyexcellent
songs–beitthejaunty,McCartney-
meets-Beckelectronicaof“Whippin’
Piccadilly”,theWhiteAlbum-ish“78
StoneWobble”ortheslow-burning
PinkFloydvibethatcharacterisesthe 
backendofthealbum.
Extras: 7/10.Extradiscsinclude
earlydemos,arootsyGlastonburyset
(featuringaversionofTheDoors’“Soul
Kitchen”),rif-basedB-sides(some,
likethePentangle-ish “WhamBam”

orthebossa-tinged“Flavors”,asgood
asanythingonthealbum)andan
interestingRadio1sessionwherethey
steamthroughSmokeyRobinson’s
“TheWayYouDoTheThingsYou Do” 
and“StagOLee”.JOHN LEWIS

ROBERT
GÖRL
The Paris Tapes
GRÖNLAND

6/10
Synths in exile: lost demos from
German post-punk pioneer

AsonehalfofDAF,
RobertGörlwas
amongaNeue
DeutscheWelle
ofGermanpost-
punkmusicians

dispensingwithrock’n’roll tradition
andembracingthepossibilitiesof
thesynthesiserandsequencer.Ater
abraceofalbumsthatreinedtheir
pneumaticproto-technosound,they
split,andGörlmovedtoNewYorkto
studyacting,commencingaperiod
ofaccidentalexile.Turnedaway
byimmigrationcontrol,onreturn
toGermanyhewasdetainedfor
dodgingmandatorymilitaryservice
someyearsearlier,andbeforebeing
chargeddecidedtoleetoParis,new
ESQ-1synthesiser tuckedunderhis
arm.Thenextyearwasspent lying
lowinaParisianboardinghouse, in
whichtimeheworkedonthemusic
collectedhere, for theirst time,asThe
ParisTapes.ThereareechoesofDAF
here–thesteelymodernism,thecrisp,
almostmartial rhythms.Butthesenine
numberedinstrumentals lacktheduo’s
libidinousplayfulness, insteadaiming
fornotesofnocturnal introspection
andplaintivemelancholy.Thestory
continues:aterhisexile,Görl intended
tousethesetracksasthebasisofa
newsoloalbum,beforeanear-fatalcar
accidentconsignedhimtoahospital
bed.Thestoryisagoodone,butThe
ParisTapesremainsacurio, diverting 
butnotquiteessential.
Extras:None.
LOUIS PATTISON

Entourage:
leading crate-
diggers a
merry dance

HOWTOBUY...

ULTRAVOX
Systems of
Romance
ISLAND, 1978

Torn between the
post-glam New

Wave signifiers of the first two
Ultravox albums and his cinematic
electro-futurist vision, Foxx called
time on the band’s original lineup
with this transitional collection,
co-produced by Conny Plank.
With synths and drum machines 
prominent in the mix, “Slow
Motion” and “Dislocation”
anticipate the Ballardian psy-fi
alienation that Foxx would perfect
on later solo releases. 8/10

JOHN FOXX
The Golden 
Section
VIRGIN, 1983

This glossy stab
at mainstream

commercialism is nevertheless a
fascinating example of an art-rock
outsider being groomed for major-
label synth-pop stardom. Drawing
on his love of vintage psych, church
music and old-school crooners,
Foxx reveals a manicured tremolo 
warble to rival Bryan Ferry on
lustrous Europop anthems like
“Endlessly” and “Like a Miracle”.
Dated and stilted in places, sure, but
still a Top 30 guilty pleasure. 8/10

JOHN
AND T
MATH
Interpla
METAMATIC,

A return
after extended sabbatic
and low-key projects, Fo
found the perfect studio
in Ben “Benge” Edwards,
analogue keyboard colle
producer. Streamlining th
future-shock aesthetic
his classic post-punk LPs
Interplay finds Foxx surv
vivid new vistas in a glea
electropop universe he h
design. 8/10 STEPHEN DALTO

JOHNFOXX
The electro-futurist outsider
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INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
Remains
SILENCE

8/10

Two albums and deep archival digs from
Swedish psych-out kings

TherootsofInternational
Harvestergrowdeepin
Swedishsoil.Theirguitarist
BoAndersPerssonwas
involvedwithexperimental
music,realisingthewild

“Proteinimperialism”onasplitalbumwith
composerFolkeRabe;Perssonhadalso
beenmakingblastednoise-rockinPärson
Sound,whocameacrosslikeTheDeadC,20
yearsearly.OthermembersofPärsonSound
moonlightedwithproggersMerckiMarkMen;
theywereallpartofasmallbutfeverishscene
ofheadsandfreaksleadinganunderground
culturalrevolutioninandaroundStockholm.
BythetimePärsonSoundhadturnedinto
InternationalHarvester(for1968’sSovGott
Rose-Marie),andthenHarvester(1969’s
Hemåt), they’dfoundtheirmetier–quietly
wastedfree-rockthatwasbasicashell,and
glorious.SovGottRose-Marie is theclassic–
wrung-out,Fugs-likechantsof“HoChiMin”
minglewithcavernous,fuzzed-outstompers
like“TheSummerSong”,with“IMournYou”
and“HowToSurvive”swallowingtheentire
secondsideofthealbum,twolanguorous
stumblesintothelight.Hemåtstretchesits
limbs,reachingforprimitivefolkformsand
sluggishbluesrambles:theextralivematerial 
isgreattolistento,butyouprobably only 
reallyneedthetwoalbums.
Extras: 6/10.Poster, interview.
JON DALE

STEVE MILLER BAND
Complete Albums Vol 1 - 1968-76 
CAPITOL

9/10

First eclectic nine albums collected in
a vinyl boxset

Fityyearsago,Miller
releasedatranscendent
debutalbumChildrenOfThe
Future thatstandsasoneof
thelandmarksof1960sWest
Coastpsychedelia.That

posterityhasn’tafordeditthetotemicstatus
of,say,ForeverChangesorSurrealisticPillow,
issurelydowntoMiller’schameleonnature.
SubsequentalbumsfeaturedBeatlesque
melodies(BraveNewWorld),country-rock
(NumberFive),extendedbluesworkouts
(RockLove),epicsongcycles(AJourneyFrom
Eden…RecallTheBeginning)andglorious
three-minuteclassicrockradiojingles(“Take
TheMoneyAndRun”and“Rock’nMe”from
1976’squadrupleplatinumFlyLikeAnEagle).
Thentherewastherole-playing.Invarious
songsMillerposedas‘TheSpaceCowboy’,
‘TheGangsterOfLove’and‘TheJoker’,which
ledtoasuspicionthathewasn’tquiteserious
atatimewhenrockmusictookitselfvery
seriouslyindeed.Yetasabodyofwork,itwas
brilliant,dazzlingstufasheabseiledacross
thefaceofpopularmusic,embracingand
discardingstyleswithdizzyingspeedand
ease.A‘greatesthits’collectionreleasedat
theendofhisirstdecadesoldastaggering
13millioncopies.AndyetMillertodayhas
becomesomethingaforgottenman.Thisset
suggestsit’stimefora major reappraisal.
Extras: None.
NIGEL WILLIAMSON

SANDWICHED betweenWho’s
NextandQuadropheniaon
Townshend’s timeline, this
debut solo efort is partly
comprised of demos dating
from the recording of the irst of
those group albums, initially
earmarked for the guitarist’s

aborted ‘Lifehouse’ project. Consequently, the
record, though a modest success upon its release,
retains the feel of a patchwork collection of loose
ends, more folksy than his band ever were.

Were such things in existence at the time, it
might feasibly have irst seen the light of day as
a bonus disc on a more cohesive, substantial
release. The Who were arguably the irst rock
band to explore the inancial possibilities of
out-take material, a willingness to share works
either in progress or abandoned, with the 1974
compilationOddsAndSods, butWhoCameFirst
nonetheless has enough merit to warrant its own
entry in the Townshend canon.

“Pure And Easy” is distinguished by a gentle
jangle and Pete’s plaintive yelp, but the rustic
charm of the Ronnie Lane-penned “Evolution”
inds him relinquishing the lead vocal mic to
the Faces bassist, as a kind of curtain-raiser to
their 1977 joint albumRoughMix. It may come
across as a haphazard or scattergun ofering,
although it’s also refreshing that a musician of
Townshend’s standing didn’t feel the need to
make his irst move beyond the group dynamic  
a headline-hungry grand statement.

As it stands, the record’s humble lack of
intention (or pretension) proves to be its greatest
strength. There are few things as tedious as a 

musician writing about how beset with misery
his glamorous existence can be, but Towshend
gets away with it on the jaunty and frivolous
“Sheraton Gibson”, a cute snapshot of life
as a long-distance rock’n’roller in another
interchangeable hotel room.

Nods to his guru Meher Baba come in the
form of the ponderous “Parvardigar” (based
on Baba’s own “Universal Prayer”) and a strait-
laced country cover of Jim Reeves’ “There’s A
Heartache Following Me”, supposedly one
of the spiritual man’s favourite songs.

It’s always been hard to argue a case forWho
CameFirstas a substantial, pivotal work, despite
how much this elaborate repackaging might
have us believe. However, as an illustration of
Townshend’s maverick personality and clues as
to where his head was at it’s still an intriguing
listening experience, and is perhaps more
signiicant in the context of today than it was
when it irst graced record racks.
Extras: 7/10. A bonus disc of rich pickings
demos and alternate versions, including nine
previously unreleased recordings. “Nothing Is
Everything” is a taut acoustic version of the song
that would become “Let’s See Action”, its shit
in tempo less incongruous than on the more
familiar group recording. “There’s A Fortune In
Those Hills” rattles along at the strumming pace
of “Join Together”, but geared towards the sepia-
toned rustic vibes of The Band. “Meher Baba In
Italy” is a brief instrumental, with Townshend’s
delicately plucked guitar embellished by
intermittent drits of mandolin and violin, like
something Ennio Morricone might fashion for a 
movie montage sequence. TERRY STAUNTON

PETE TOWNSHEND
Who Came First (reissue, 1972)

UMC

7/10
Repackaged, unpretentious solo debut still intrigues

REDISCOVERED
Uncovering the underrated and overlooked
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NEW YORK DOLLS
Personality Crisis: Live Recordings 
& Studio Demos 1972-1975
CHERRY RED

6/10

Mixed bag of outtakes, demos and
live recordings

There are several existing
albums of the Dolls’ various
pre-Mercury studio demos,
but this collection brings
together songs from three
major sessions in 1972 and

1973 over two discs. It then adds a further
three discs of live shows from gigs recorded
across Europe and the US between 1973 and
1975, some taken from radio broadcasts.
Given the timeframe and the band’s limited
repertoire, this obviously makes for a lot
of repetition, but the irst two discs reward
close listening as the band rapidly develops.
You can hear in something close to ine detail
how they get tighter and more conident on a
song like “Bad Girl” from its initial raw demo
in New York’s Blue Rock Studio demo in June
’72 through a beeier, zesty version from the
UK in October and then the perhaps-too-
solid take delivered back in New York in
March 1973. Are any of these versions better
than that on the Rundgren-produced debut
album? It’s questionable, but they certainly
aren’t worse. Unfortunately the same can’t be
said for the live shows, which largely sound
awful albeit with moments – Long Island,
April 74; Vancouver, June/July 74 – when the
band’s sheer audacity and joie de vivre just 
about punch through the sonic soup.
Extras: 5/10. Remastered with new 
sleevenotes. PETER WATTS

STARS OF THE LID
Gravitational Pull Vs The Desire 
For An Aquatic Life
KRANKY

7/10

Second album from Texan drone
luminaries, remastered

Drone groups are 10 a
penny these days, but when
Brian McBride and Adam
Wiltzie formed Stars Of The
Lid in Austin, Texas in the
early ’90s, their ultra-slow,

gorgeously textured soundscapes were a
clear outlier in the American indie-rock
irmament. Following the word-of-mouth
success that greeted 2001’sTheTired
SoundsOfStarsOfTheLid, their sound has
even edged into the mainstream – Wiltzie
composed for the Oscar-nominatedThe
TheoryOfEverything– and today vinyl copies
of their early catalogue go for silly money.
Their second album,GravitationalPull vs
TheDesireForAnAquaticLife, captures
the group in vestigial form. Recorded to
a cranky reel-to-reel four-track in a Texas
basement, it’s a sort of US DIY take on Eno’s
ambient experiments and the mystic drones
of Terry Riley, processed guitars stretching
out into foggy golden vistas. “Jan ’69” and
“Lactate’s Moment” are shimmering ragas
that every now give a sense of guitars being
played – the strum of strings here, the twist
of a tremolo arm there. But the 19-minute
“Cantus II; In Memory Of Warren Wiltzie”
is more abstract still, an ambiguous reverie
that swings from contemplation to grief to – 
inally – nothingness.
Extras: None. LOUIS PATTISON

IN February this year, Brian
Eno unveiled his latest project:
an immersive installation
modelled onBloom, his 2008
generative music app co-created
with Peter Chilvers. Using

virtual reality headsets, visitors toBloom:Open
Spacecould fashion ‘blooms’ – Augmented
Reality bubbles – that burst into being with a
musical note before loating heavenwards. Like
all good art, the installation asked a number of
searching questions of its participants. Chief
among these regarded the hierarchy of the
creative process: what is more important here,
the people, the music they made via ‘blooms’ or
the technology that enabled them to make it?

Similarly,MusicFor Installationscomes
with its own set of questions for the listener.
Assembled over six discs, it mostly features
material Eno used in his installations from 1986
to the present day. How do these particular
pieces interact and overlap with Eno’s other
creative disciplines? Eno’s 2016 album,TheShip,
for instance, began life as a music installation
at Barcelona’s Fundació Antoni Tàpies that
was, he outlined, an attempt to unite the “three
diferent threads of [his] career: the creation of
pop music, with songs; creating ambient music,
without lyrics; and installations”. The Ship itself 
was one of Eno’s very best records; but at
what point did music for an installation
become an album?

It’s possible to detect something ofThe
Ship’s submarine tones in “Kazakhstan”
(they’re roughly contemporary pieces),
particularly the electronic creaks and
glum sonar pulses. “Atmospheric
Lightness” and “Chamber Lightness”
are both from a 1997 installation at the
State Russian Museum in St Petersburg
and unfold in the same mournful, minor-
key register. Originated for Helsinki’s
Kiasma Museum Of Contemporary Art,
“Kites I” through to “Kites III” are meditations
on the same four-note sequence. But for the
most part, these are otherwise unconnected 

pieces assembled from installations in London,
Tokyo, Italy and elsewhere. Regardless, they all
have a shared textural feel and a slow unfolding
like rolling electronic fog. Only on “77 Million
Paintings” might you suddenly discern a heavily
treated human (?) voice in the background, or
what sounds like someone sawing wood.

Some of the material here has already been
released as limited-run CDs – like 2010’sMaking
Space, which takes up Disc Five and was irst
sold at venues exhibiting77MillionPaintings.
It is unique here in featuring actual musicians
– Leo Abrahams on guitar and Tim Harries on
bass – although their organic contributions are
ghostly scratchings on the bed of electronica
shiting beneath them. This being Eno, Disc
Six comprises music for future installations;
titles including “Unnoticed Planet” and “Sour
Evening (Complex Heaven 3)” suggest the
hand of a computer algorithm, an extension
of Eno’s generative music experiments. These
experiments, which dotMusicFor Installations, 
present yet another line of inquiry: can
artiicially generated compositions be as
efective as pieces made by human hand? It is a
question you suspect that Brian Eno – always
one step ahead of the game – already has an 
answer to.
MICHAEL BONNER

BRIAN ENO
Music For Installations

UMC

9/10
Zentastic times with the ambient grandmaster
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THE STREETS
Original Pirate Material/A
Grand Don’t Come For Free 
(reissues, 2002, 2004)
LOCKED ON/679

9/10 | 8/10
UK garage poet laureate’s first two,
back on wax

Sixteen years have
passed since the
release ofOriginal
PirateMaterial, but it
still sounds unique.
Mike Skinner’s

calling card drew on the upbeat and
aspirational garage sound that was the
toast of London clubland in 2001, but
his lyrical ingenuity and punter-level
perspective positioned him miles from
his peers: a sort of Ian Dury for the
pills and PlayStation generation. The
Streets’ debut LP moves detly through
sounds and moods, taking in bouncy
Specials skanking (“Let’s Push Things
Forward”), luvved-up love letters to the
danceloor (“Weak Become Heroes”)
and sharp social commentary (“The
Irony Of It All”, which pits a beered-
up geezer against a splif-smoking
student type – both played by Skinner,
natch). Its follow-up, 2004’sAGrand
Don’tComeForFree, can’t quite match
the debut hit for hit, but its ambitions
are elsewhere. A sprawling concept
album that traces the loss and recovery
of £1000 against the backdrop of a
faltering love afair, it occasionally gets
lost in soap-opera exposition, but still
contains some The Streets’ very best
songs – namely epic weepie “Dry Your
Eyes” and “Blinded By The Lights”, a
vividly realised tale of clubbing and
chemical misadventure. Both albums
are reissued on double vinyl with the 
original artwork.
Extras: None.
LOUIS PATTISON

U2
All That You Can’t Leave 
Behind (reissue, 2000)
ISLAND

8/10
A 180g double-vinyl remaster of 
millennial landmark

When the Big
Bonographyisinally
carvedinstone,U2’s
10thstudioalbumwill
likelybeheraldedas
their lastsustained

brushwithglory. It famouslyfound
them“reapplyingforthejobofbest
bandintheworld”aterthedance-rock
curveballs of the ’90s had culminated 

inthehubristicsprawlofPop (also
beingreissuedonvinyl,alongside1985
mini-albumWideAwakeInAmerica).
Shininginthiscrispremaster,AllThat
YouCan’tLeaveBehindstillsoundslike
ahighlypersuasivesubmissionforthe
post.Theeuphoric“BeautifulDay”,
rowdyrave-rockof“Elevation”and
yearning“WalkOn”arecustom-built
forsummerstadiumnights,while“InA
LittleWhile”displaysahithertohidden
knackforcrunchyR&Bballadry. It
sagsatadduring“WhenILookAt
TheWorld”and“PeaceOnEarth”,but
“WildHoney”exhibitsaraggedenergy.
Bonoevenofersanastuteprecisof
theband’spredicamentonthedeiant
“Kite”:“Thelastof therockstars/When
hip-hopdrovethebigcars/Inthetime
whennewmedia/Wasthebig idea.”U2
canalreadyseediminishingreturnson
thehorizon,butthey’re not going down
without a ight.
Extras: None.
GRAEME THOMSON

VARIOUS ARTISTS
Burning Britain: A Story
Of UK Independent Punk 
1980-1984
CHERRY RED

8/10
The droogs don’t work; dole punx  
of the ’80s anthologised

If speed was the
mean-spirited drug of
choice for the punks
of 1977, glue and
homebrew had taken
command by the time
Margaret Thatcher’s
election brought

the Sex Pistols’“no future”mantra
home for huge swathes of smalltown
teenagers. Violence, unemployment
and nuclear war are the overwhelming
themes of this 4CD redux of early
’80s punk, Oi!, D-beat and anarcho,
and while sixth-formNME readers
wrote of the likes of The Exploited,
the Angelic Upstarts and Discharge
as bottom-set ickos, there are mighty
songs as well as generic, biscuit-tin
clatter here: the Clash-ultra of the
Cockney Rejects’ “Bad Man”, Anti
Pasti’s churning “No Government”,
the Destructors’ moronic “Northern
Ripper”, the Mob’s mournful “Witch
Hunt”. The absence of Crass and
allies Flux Of Pink Indians, Zounds
and Rudimentary Peni lowers the 

collective IQ level, but amidst the
leather, bristles, studs and acne lurks
cheeky fun aplenty – Threats’ “Go
To Hell”, Disorder’s “Rampton Song”
and the Notsensibles’ other song, “I
Thought You Were Dead”. In similarly
apocalyptic times, it’s a badly spelled
banner of hope.
Extras: 6/10. Enthusiastic sleevenotes 
by UK82 true believer Ian Glasper,
though no explanation of the
compilers’ decision to include the
‘wrong’ Chaos UK track. Wot no “Four 
Minute Warning”?
JIM WIRTH

ARCHIVE

COMING NEXT 
MONTH...

I
N June, Natalie Prass
returns with her second 
albumTheFuture

AndThePast, Gruff Rhys
unveils the lushBabelsberg,
and Melody’s Echo Chamber  
are back after a long wait,
with the release of second
albumBonVoyage.

Meanwhile, Neko Case
releasesHell-On, while
Dr Octagon is back with
the wonderfully named
Moosebumps:AnExploration
IntoModernDayHorripilation. 

In the dusty world of
archival releases, there’s
Otis Redding’sDockOfThe
BaySessions, exciting reissues
from The Gun Club, The
Cure and Ornette Coleman,
and Bruce Springsteen’s
TheAlbumCollectionVol 2:
1987-1996.
TOM.PINNOCK@TIMEINC.COM

U2: the last
of the rock 
stars…

The Exploited:
“bottom-set fickos”
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“ People think  
I’m mad.  
If it wasn’t for 
that, I don’t 
know what 
would happen...”

Space-dub 
pirate: Lee Perry 
at the London 
offices of Palm 
Pictures, 1997 
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LEE ‘SCRATCH’ PERRY
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The man himself requires no such encouragement. His

beard and hair are dyed a garish chemical red. His hat is

festooned with badges, sphinxes and mirrors, while his

multi-patterned jacket has a cartoon alien on the front

and a huge psychedelic sunflower on the back. The

epaulettes are the colours of the Ethiopian flag. His

fingers are ringed with massive rocks, his neck adorned

with beads and jewellery. His vibe is imperial imp, a

mercurial and slightly menacing space-dub pirate. Perry

gained his nickname from his first recording, “Chicken 

Scratch”, cut in 1961, but his other nom de plume, the Upsetter, is

perhaps more fitting. “My style is to criticise, to warn with rain and 

fire,” he says. “Is a fire-style! I am the burner.”

During the show there were off-beam eulogies to Haile Selassie, 

ganja, vegetables and monkeys, balanced by fierce words of

condemnation for cigarettes, meat-eating “cannibals”, Marley and

Island Records boss Chris Blackwell. The audience – ranging from

star-struck teens to grizzled campaigners – passed him spliffs while

a young woman joined him to skank along to “Sun Is Shining”, the

song Perry first recorded with Marley and The Wailers in 1971. The 

light glinted off the mirrors on his hat as he shuffled around,

demanding that we “grin like the monkey” and toasting his “divine 

fans” with ginger wine.

It was good theatre, but there was also some fine

music – deep, dark and heavy. We heard a terrific

“Super Ape”, from The Upsetters’ 1976 album of the

same name, a spacey rendering of Marley’s anti-

establishment anthem, “Crazy Baldheads”, and

a soulful interrogation of The Staples Singers’ “If 

You’re Ready (Come Go With Me)”.

Yet it amounted to a mere sliver of the legacy of one

of music’s few genuine game-changers. Perry was

a pioneer at the legendary Studio One in the early

’60s, mentored Marley before he became a superstar,

and made some of the most sonically innovative and

enduring reggae records of the ’70s at Black Ark, the

low-tech, high-concept studio he built in

his back garden which boasted “four

tracks on the machine, 20 from the extra-

terrestrial squad”. Later, his unique

talents were sought by everyone from

John Martyn and The Clash to the Beastie 

Boys and The Orb.

Now, as his band sprawl on sofas and

his tour manager arranges Chinese food,

Perry turns his attention toUncut. “You 

say this is an interview, I say this is

anouter-view,” he proclaims in an

unvarnished Jamaican accent. Cases

of cider and Guinness sit on the table,

untouched. On top of a small blue suitcase

lies a twiggy bush of pungent weed. A few

years ago, Perry claimed to have stopped

smoking. If so, he has clearly reconsidered.

He stuffs the bowl of his pipe, which glows

like a Belisha beacon, draws in the smoke, 

and leans back.

Conversing with him backstage – and

again three days later, from his home in

Switzerland – involves negotiating a

blizzard of puns, rhymes, riddles,

scatological riffs, detours and non-

sequiturs. He makes a series of lurid

allegations about the British royal family

and suggests thatUncutchange its name

to “Good Luck”. As he meanders through

his singular career, you begin to better

understand how Perry has created such

a unique and innovative catalogue. His

thought process is entirely his own. “I was

a human being, now I’m an animal,” he

states matter-of-factly. “Now I am a fish.

Right?” I nod solemnly. He smiles. “OK. You 

ready to do the outer-view?”

What were your earliest musical loves?  

I loved dancing. Right at the start, I love

dancing to the sound system. I use me own

sound system to dance. Then I start to love

music. Mostly foreign music, good artists. I

was listening to rhythm and blues and a little 

“Nobody
fuckthe
Upsetter’s
batty-hole 
forsilver
and gold” 
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WO weeks shy of his 82nd birthday,

Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry pokes and potters

around the tiny dressing room of an

Edinburgh club. Moments ago, backed 

by the most recent iteration of his

band, The Upsetters, he finished an

hour long set with a pounding version

of Bob Marley’s “Exodus”, exhorting 

the audience to “get crazy”.T
LEE ‘SCRATCH’ PERRY
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steal them, me gave them to him. People think him steal

the boys, but no, he didn’t steal them. Some of them were 

corrupted, too. They were really rotten inside. Them

looking like human beings, walking up and down, but  

them cannibals.

You still perform Bob Marley songs: “Crazy Baldhead”,

“Sun Is Shining”, “Exodus”. Are you proud of the work you

did with him? Yeah, “Crazy Baldhead” is very good. I love it, I am

addicted to that tune! I’m proud of the fantastic music, it couldn’t be

better. He was one of the best artists I’ve ever met. He’s one of the

artists that you think, he’s not going to do anything unless it

follows what you did and improves on it. You can depend on them.

He was something very good. I don’t know the bad part of him. 

The real bad part of him was his soul.

On stage tonight, you said that he sold his soul. What did

you mean? Well, man do things for money. Human beings do

things for money. Him didn’t do what was right, so God killed him.

If he had given me his soul and not sell it to Chris Blackwell, he

would be here still. It’s a shame he had to do that. They got  

him corrupted. His fault, not mine.

Bob Marley took to manifest himself as being a rebel.

Bob Marley became reassured that everything would

be OK, that him be a rebel and be a devil, but him

were paid to be God! When he hear that he was like

a preacher and a prophet, I think that mess with him

big. Him were judged to be Godly. Some big problem 

happened there.

jazz, but I loved soul music very much. Otis Redding used

to be one of my best artists – you know the way Otis Redding

sing? Beautiful. Gladys Knight And The Pips; The Impressions, 

and Curtis Mayfield.

You came to Kingston from the countryside. In 1961 you

started working with producer Clement ‘Coxsone’ Dodd 

at Downbeat Sound System and then at Studio One,

alongside people like Prince Buster and U-Roy. Was that

a good time? Me and Coxsone get together because at the time

he was a bit better than the rest, he was on the top. But they never

liked my style. My style was too judgemental. Prince Buster was a

nice guy, but you never hear about him. He was a friendly person.

You fell out with Coxsone finally over the lack of money

and credit. Me like to create justice. Coxsone only can copy. If

you want him to compose a song, it take a million years, but if you

want him to copy a song, he can do that. He wasn’t really a promoter

or a producer, he just a user. Coxsone was a user, U-[Roy] was a user.

Most Jamaicans are users. Most of them are politicians. See, I’m not  

a Jamaican, I’m an African-Ethiopian. But Coxsone have no 

influence, he was not bright enough.

With tracks like “People Funny Boy” and “Run For Cover”,

which you cut in 1967 and 1968 after parting with Coxsone, we

hear the seeds of reggae. Yes, you’re right. It’s the start. “People

Funny Boy”, “Run For Cover” and [ThePioneers’] “Long Shot”, songs

like that. Then “Return Of Django” was a hit. It bring me to London,

that song. They use it in a chocolate commercial, and it become a hit.

It come out of a blue sky and into the chart. I like London very much, 

but bear in mind everything didn’t go right for me in England.

Everything is about people going crazy about things that me saying.

What did you say? What me say in England, is that the Queen

is a bad mind! The Queen of England is a cannibal. The Queen not  

in my dream.

In the late ’60s you set up the Upsetter label and established 

your house band. What were your aims? Me come into it

with a spiritual toast. Dancehall is dangerous people with 

gun and ratchet knife and all them things. Me decide  

to make different music. Me start to make holy,

righteous, Godly music. Jesus music. I had to

choose different things from other people, I had to

choose the things that I love. See, I wasn’t born in

Kingston. I was born in Hanover, so why should

I make Kingston music? I’m not a rebel, so why

should I make rebel music? I’m not a devil, so why

should I make devil music? And I’m not from the 

ghetto, so why should I make ghetto music?

Do you remember the first time you met Bob 

Marley? Yeah, he was singing for a guy they

called Beverley, a Chinese guy [thiswasLeslie

Kong,aprominentChinese-Jamaicanproducer

whosetupBeverley recordsanddiscovered

JimmyCliff]. Bob was singing a Coxsone tune,

ska music. He was not in the spiritual world,

he was in a rude boy world! A rebel world. Very 

close to the devil’s business.

What made you want to work with him? Maybe

me want to help him. To me, he was just like a little boy

who needed help. I think he did need some spiritual help

and some spiritual knowledge. So I take him to my spiritual

college, and tried to teach him spiritual knowledge. I did

not have any rebel business to teach him. I could teach 

him about Jesus.

The story is that Marley stole Aston and Carlton

Barrett from The Upsetters for The Wailers. He not ©
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JAMAICA’SMOTOWN 
The history of Studio One

S
TUDIO One was a label,
songwriting and recording
facility established by producer

and entrepreneur Clement ‘Coxsone’
Dodd in Brentford Road, Kingston,
in 1963. Throughout the ’60s and
’70s it was at the vanguard of the
evolution of Jamaican music, from
ska, dancehall and bluebeat to
reggae and dub. Perry worked there
from 1963–66, initially as general
dogsbody, later as (uncredited)
songwriter and recording artist on
bawdy early tunes like “Doctor Dick”
and “Wishes Of The Wicked”. After
five years of being “exploited” by
Dodd, Perry departed with a grudge
and the following year released
the menacing “I Am The Upsetter”,
aimed squarely at his former boss.
Dodd’s legacy remains impressive,

however. Studio One was
responsible for a string of 

seminal records by a who’s who of
Jamaican music, including Toots &
The Maytals, The Skatalites, Burning
Spear, Horace Andy and Sugar
Minott, as well as Bob Marley And  
The Wailers.

With
Coxsone
Dodd:
“Just a
user…”
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all my records are angels. They are not flesh and

blood, they are spirits. Junior Murvin, “Police

And Thieves”. Very good. I worked also with

The [Wailers]. [Perry cackles] Bunny Failer. You

write his name ‘Bunny Failer’. I did a song with

Bunny named “Dreamland”. From the bed in 

dreamland you don’t stop dreaming.

I loveHeartOfTheCongos… Well, The Congos,

them all right. Let me say that everything would be

perfect but some of the people, they go so far into

cannibalism they can’t come out. It pains me. All

the rude boys have locks in them hair, dreadlocks,

you know, very Holy, then they came and eat meat.

How did you come to work with John Martyn? 

How is John?

He’s dead. He dead? Oh. Who killed him? I meet

him with Island Records. He was full of fresh ideas.

I write “Big Muff” [from Martyn’s 1977 album, One

World] with him, and we also have big puff. He was 

a good artist, musician,

singer. Not all the people are

honest like John. All those 

Bob Marleys…

Your antics in Black Ark 

became legendary:

blowing smoke on the

microphone, lighting

ires, rubbing the tape

head. Do these rituals

work? Cliff Richard?

Rituals! Ah. Everything I do

n the studio is rich. Everything me

elieve in, it works. The reality is

all that craziness, all that madness,

made it work, because it’s nature.

t’s natural grace. In nature we

ave the big space overhead, the

big sky, the orbit. Nature is crazy! I

ant my records to sound as crazy

as nature. You see the bass? The 

You sound angry at him. Why should I be angry?

Revenge is manifest. Why should I hate him? What

I give I get, and what him give him get. If Bob Marley

loved Selassie I, he would not die. I think he should be

here. It’s not nice that he’s not here now, but if he’s not 

here it’s because he made a mistake, or his family

made a mistake. And it’s not a good mistake to make,

because I like him very much. He was my best artist. 

He was too good.

You also condemned Chris Blackwell from

the stage tonight, calling him the devil. Island

distributed your own productions, and many

people would praise the contribution he made

to reggae. Of course, he did something good, he tried 

to help reggae music. He did help reggae music. It

wouldn’t have been so big without him. He put

his money in reggae music and he deserved to

get back his money. But devil don’t have ’nuff

money to pay me. Nobody fuck the Upsetter’s 

batty-hole for silver and gold.

P
ERRY has lived near Zurich in Switzerland

since 1989, with his Swiss wife, Mireille

– who’s also his manager – and their two

children, Gabriel and Shiva. Laying roots in

Europe marked the end of an unsettled period 

in the early ’80s.

In 1973, Perry had set up a studio in the yard

of his home in Kingston’s Washington Gardens. 

He named it Black Ark. From this base, he

forged new frontiers in spaced-out dub production,

becoming a crazed midwife to some of the greatest 

reggae records every made, among them

groundbreaking albums by Max Romeo (War In

A Babylon), The Upsetters (Super Ape), Junior

Murvin (Police And Thieves), The Heptones (Party 

Time) and The Congos (Heart Of The Congos).

By the late ’70s, however, the golden age was

starting to fade. Black Ark became an HQ for dark

vibes and local heavies. His health and music

suffered. The studio fell into disrepair and was

eventually destroyed in a fire in 1983. Perry claims

he burned it down himself to clear out bad spirits

that had infested the studio, his music and his life.

“Black Ark went to sleep,” he says, his voice

rising. “There was too much parasite, as regards to

when natty dreads was in the Black Ark. I unlocked 

the Black Ark, I unlocked the black arts, and I

unlock my black heart. I don’t want no poor reggae.

Poor reggae is poverty. Poor reggae is not good for

our Imperial Majesty Selassie I. It’s bad luck. So, by

the power invested in me, I destroy poor reggae.”

Other sources insist the culprit was faulty wiring.

As ever, the truth arrives liberally remixed with the

legend. It’s true, however, that the Upsetter’s life is

steeped in flames. A fire at his Swiss home in 2015 

destroyed another of his studios.

Somewhat revived by the mid-’80s, Perry

embarked on a series of collaborations, notably

with Adrian Sherwood’s Dub Syndicate, the

Beastie Boys and The Orb. A recent documentary, 

Visions Of Paradise, proved his instincts as a

mischievous provocateur remain intact, as he cast 

mad magic over his music: tooting car horns,

donning yellow Afro wigs, painting with his feet

and banging stones. “Yes, I do things perfect,” he 

smiles. “I do perfect things.”

Who are your favourites of the artists you

worked with at Black Ark? All my records I like, 

THEUPSETTER
&TUFFGONG

Clash of the titans…

P
ERRYandBobMarleybecame
friendly inthe late ’60s,meeting
atPerry’sUpsetterrecordshop

inKingston.WhenTheWailers’early
successtailedoff,Marley, impressed
bythesuccessof“ReturnOfDjango”
overseas,sethissightsonPerry’sband,
TheUpsetters.Afterastandoff,Perry
agreedto letMarleyusethegroup,but
only ifhecouldproducethesessions.
Theresultsweretwovibrantearly
Wailersalbums,SoulRebels(1970) and 
SoulRevolution(1971),
mixedwithtypicaldaring
byPerry,whoplacedthe
vocals intherightchannel
andtherhythmsonthe
left.Thealbumsfeatured
original renditionsof
signatureMarleysongs
like“DuppyConqueror”,
“Kaya”, “MrBrown”and
“SunIsShining”.The
partnershipbetweenthe
twovolatilecharacters
wasn’tdestinedto
last.Marley jumped
ship in1971, taking
Upsettersrhythm
sectionCarlton
andAstonBarrett
withhim,although
heworkedwith
Perryagainduring
sessionsfor1976’s
RastamanVibration, 
and inLondon, in
1977,on“Punky
Reggae Party”.

Perry outside
his studio:
“Black Ark
went to sleep” 

The Wailers:
“Marley didn’t
do what was
right, so God
killed him…”
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part that the bass play in dub – boom boom boom

– that mean the bass poop, right? The drum is the

heartbeat – boof-boof, boof-boof – and the bass is the

brain cells. This song is the beat of your heart and your

gut. That’s dub, that’s how it works.

In1977youworkedwithTheClashon“Complete

Control”,after theyhadrecordedaversionof

“PoliceAndThieves”...No, The Clash work with me.

I don’t work with Bob Marley, Bob Marley work with

me. I never work with The Wailers, The Wailers work 

with me. OK?

OK.DidyoulikeTheClash?The Clash was

fantastic. Fantastic, because they want to know and

want me to teach them sense. They were playing

ignorant loud music, so me tell them, “You be

preaching like a preacher, like you want to be like

a priest? Then be like a teacher, teaching people

peacefully.” They start playing loud guitars and not

listen to me. I go rush down and then something

happened, me have to illustrate to them. I lift them up

and say, “OK, are we ready?” They got to want to be 

willing. Then I start to work with them.

Didyoulikepunk?Of course, me like punk! Me a

punk more than a reggae artist. Me addicted to punk music. It’s pretty

reality, a pretty perfection. It was fun, everybody could speak any

way they want to speak. If the punks want to piss, then they piss.

They spit anywhere they want to spit. That’s punk. People want to do

anything that would make them free.

Wasitadifficult timeforyouafter theendof

BlackArk?Me not have a hard time, me had a little

problem with money. The thing about me, me is not too

much of a businessman. So, people rob me and rip me

off very easy, but after a while they die. I leave them to

take what they give and give what they take, and if 

they want to die they can rob me.

Inthemid-’80syouworkedwithAdrian

SherwoodandTheDubSyndicate,which

seemedtorejuvenateyou.Yes, it was a very good

relationship, and we made very much good music. He

has a good heart. Adrian is a very good person. Him

think of me maybe like a brother or a father. He see me

with the original recipe, and then me see him take the 

recipe and cook for himself.

Later,youworkedwiththeBeastieBoys,and

recently,AlexPatersonfromTheOrb.Areyou

proudtohaveinfluencedthesepeople?All them

guys talk to me like they have known me for 2,000

years or something. They are talking to me like they

are kids, and like me is a kid, too. I have a beard, and

grey hair, but them see me like kids, and me see them

like kids too. They understand to get through life you

have to have a good spirit. You can’t copy people with

bad spirit. You must only copy people with good spirit.

If you want to copy, copy God. Don’t copy the devil, the 

rebel. Don’t copy bad luck, copy good luck.

Youhadaterrible fireatyourhomein2015.

Haveyourebuiltyourstudio? I don’t think I want

to rebuild everything. I think what happened was the

judgement. There was nothing I could do about the things 

thrown at me.

Does ithelpyou, thefact thatpeoplethinkyou’remad?

Of course! That’s how me get so lucky, because people think

I’m mad. If it wasn’t for that I don’t know what would happen.

God keep me mad. God is mad, see? The real God 

is totally mad. Mad, but not crazy.

Doyouworrypeoplemightmisunderstand

you?Whoever not understand, it not my fault,

it’s theirs. I over-stand everything I say. If you

enlighten the people, give them something

simple, you can go on forever to teach them. So,

everything is good. Tell the magazine that Lee

‘Scratch’ Perry not like the rest. Me different from

the rest. Me wish not to be like the rest, and never 

will be. You see? Me have no reason to bow.

SCRATCHRECORDS
Four classicLSP collaborations

THE CLASH
COMPLETE
CONTROL (1977)

Impressed by The
Clash’s cover of

“Police And Thieves” on their debut
album (he reportedly hung up a
picture of them in Black Ark), Perry
agreed to work with the band. The
anti-corporate “Complete Control”
echoes Perry’s anti-establishment
ethos, although reportedly many
of his more spaced-out production
flourishes were culled from the  
final version.

ADRIAN
SHERWOOD
& DUB
SYNDICATE
SECRET

LABORATORY (1986)

Perry’s twoalbumswiththeOn-U
Soundmaestro–SecretLaboratory
and1990’sTimeBoomXDeDevil
Dead–rejuvenatedhispost-Black
Arkcareer.Theformer isoneofhis
greatestdiscs,with lovingechoes
ofhis ’70swork inthedark,heady
rhythmsandeccentric lyricsof “I
Got The Groove” and “Vibrate On”.

BEASTIE BOYS
DR LEE PhD
(1998)

In 1996, Perry
opened for the

Beastie Boys in Japan. A year later,
they collaborated on this warm,
slow cut on 1998’sHelloNasty.
“He came down and heard the
song not even a whole time,” Mike
D recalled. “He had a poster upon
which on the back he had written
a lot of lyrics. Then he did, like, two
takes. We mixed it much later  
and… boom!” 

ALEX
PATERSON
THE ORBSERVER 
IN THE STAR
HOUSE (2012)

A simpatico union induband
minimalist technobetween
TheOrb’s Paterson,Thomas
Fehlmannandan in-the-mood
Perry,whoprovides aseriesof
characteristicallywild vocals.
Loose,summeryandobviously
extemporised, it hasreshapings
of “Police AndThieves” and “Little
Fluffy Clouds” (as “Golden Clouds”).

“Melikepunk! 
Meapunk
morethana
reggae artist”

LEE ‘SCRATCH’ PERRY

Live at The Village
Underground,
London, 2017

Scratch
collaborators:
the Beastie Boys
and (above)
The ClashR
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Dandies in the 

underworld: the 

Stones in 1968   

THE ROLLING STONES
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“It was like
being let out

of a cage”
a
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Three fire engines are eventually required to stop

the blaze. Such tales do little to dispel the late ’60s

mythology of The Rolling Stones as a Luciferian

proposition, quite literally playing with fire. Closer

inspection of the band’s activity over the course of this

remarkable year, however, reveals a more complicated

and altogether more human picture.

It’s a portrait of a band bruised by recent misfortunes

– drug busts, messy relationships, creative confusion,

establishment hostility – yet regrouping with ruthless

resilience and intense focus. “Remember,” says their 

former manager, Andrew Loog Oldham, “what drags 

the mere man down only propels The Rolling Stones 

further.” If ever there’s an example of a band making  

a virtue out of adversity, the Stones in 1968 is it.

Early in the year they write and record the song Keith 

Richards still regards as their greatest achievement. 

Yet “Jumpin’ Jack Flash” is only the prelude, its 

propulsive riff the starting pistol on a 12-month period 

during which the Stones make Beggars Banquet, the 

LP that launches a five-year run of golden music. They 

participate in three controversial films, each of which, 

in different ways, captures something of the prevailing 

mood. They lead the cultural shift from psychedelia 

back to earthier pleasures and reflect the tumultuous 

times with equally tumultuous music. As the year 

draws to an end, they perform for the final occasion 

with their rapidly deteriorating founder member.

“Beggars Banquet was going back to their blues 

roots,” engineer Eddie Kramer tells Uncut. The album 

is often described as return to first principles, back to 

basics, and it’s easy to hear why. It sounds rough, raw 

and spontaneous. Yet it is a work of deceptively 

sophisticated primitivism. Its 10 songs took five 

months of intense labour, painstaking attention  

to detail and obsessive rigour: shaping layers of 

artfully warped guitars, hunting day and night for 

the perfect groove, deploying new sonic innovations 

and strategic exotic touches, all the while ruthlessly 

planing away everything extraneous.

Beggars Banquet isn’t a return to anything. It is 

instead a deepening, an immersive exploration of the 

band’s bedrock sources. It is not, in any sense, pop 

music. “Beggars Banquet was the amalgamation of 

Their Satanic Majesties: 
Jagger, Richards and  
Wyman rehearse “Sympathy 
For The Devil” at London’s 
Olympic Studios,1968
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T is an auspicious day for The Rolling Stones. The band are 

in residence at Olympic Studios, west London where, 

under the watchful eye of film director Jean-Luc Godard, 

their song “Sympathy For The Devil” is shape-shifting 

into something extraordinary. Now, in the early hours of 

June 11, 1968, Marianne Faithfull looks out from the 

control room into the brightly lit studio. With red lipstick 

she writes “BURN BABY BURN” – backwards, so that her 

boyfriend Mick Jagger can read it – on the glass. Moments 

afterwards, “A piece of paper on the roof caught fire from the film-

crew lights,” recalls assistant engineer Phill Brown. “A few bits 

started falling, then the whole thing just took off.” “The first we 

knew about it was when one of these massive neon lights came 

crashing down, and missed Keith literally by inches,” says 

engineer Glyn Johns. “It would have killed him if it had hit him, 

without question.”
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frustration, dead flowers, acid, velvet and not enough

songs or money”.

“Mick felt they were under pressure because of

Sergeant Pepper,” says Glyn Johns, who engineered

the album. “I remember him sitting me down before

we started and saying that he wanted me to come up

with more innovative sounds. I said, ‘As far as I’m

concerned, I’m here to record what you do.’ I thought

that record was actually embarrassing.” He laughs

grimly. “A complete crock of shite.”

On Satanic Majesties, the Stones traded in their

core identity to service the demands of a passing fad.

“It wasn’t awful, just twee,” says Jethro Tull’s Ian

Anderson, who worked with the band on The Rock

And Roll Circus. “Trying to ignite the dying embers of a

hippie era that was already past its bedtime. By trying

to show they weren’t second fiddle to The Beatles, they

ended up doing exactly that.” Suddenly, rock’n’roll’s

arch rebels seemed dated, detached, complacent, and

out of touch. “You can’t write down to the public,” says

Oldham. “They can smell it.”

For a band not necessarily inclined to admitting their

mistakes, the Stones’ saving grace was to own up to their

predicament. When they convened for three weeks of

rough rehearsals on February 21, 1968, at RG Jones

Studios in Morden, Jagger was no longer interested

in playing the hippie princeling. The mantra from

Richards, meanwhile, was, “Let’s strip this thing

down.” The basis of the next album would be the

acoustic guitar and acoustic piano, exploring not

just blues but folk and country. “We’d run out of

gas,” Richards wrote in Life. “We had to pull out the

good stuff. And we did.”

Crucially, they also accepted the necessity of

having a producer. When the sessions began

at Olympic’s Studio One in mid-March, Jimmy

Miller was behind the desk, working alongside

his assistant, Eddie Kramer and Glyn Johns.

Seventeen-year-old Phill Brown – later to record

with everyone from Bob Marley to Talk Talk –

was tape operator.

A 26-year-old New Yorker who’d cut his teeth

producing The Spencer Davis Group, Traffic and

Family, Miller – who died in 1994 – was a drummer

who responded directly to rhythm and groove.

He bonded immediately with Richards, both

musically and personally. “Jimmy created a

really good atmosphere in the studio,” says

Johns, “in as much as he got high with Keith.

That was the key, really.”

everything the Stones had been trying to do,” says 

Dave Mason, the ex-Traffic guitarist who played on the 

LP. “It all came together in a unique, very cool form.”

It’s the work of young men creatively energised, 

socially engaged, slyly humorous, and in love with 

their own music. “There were a lot of casualties around

the Stones, a lot of weird things, but that vibe hadn’t 

really kicked in yet,” says Brown. “It was before all  

that death and darkness came around them. Beggars 

Banquet was very up, very focused. It was magical.”

The Stones in 1968 are a band with something to 

prove, pursuing a hot new streak to new heights. By  

the end of the year, which culminates with the much-

misunderstood Rock And Roll Circus, there has been a 

profound and permanent shift in their dynamic. Before

Beggars Banquet, The Rolling Stones are one thing. 

Afterwards, they are something else entirely.

T
HE Summer Of Love had been tough on The 

Rolling Stones. There had been ethically 

dubious drug busts meted out on Mick Jagger, 

Keith Richards and Brian Jones, resulting in media 

hysteria and custodial convictions. Their sentences 

were later quashed, although not before Mick and 

Keith had spent a night in jail.

If they felt hounded by outside forces, the 

internal logic of the band was also under pressure. 

Jones was increasingly lost in a fog of drink and 

heavy drugs. In March 1967, during a trip to 

Morocco, his girlfriend, the German-Italian actress 

and model Anita Pallenberg, had switched her 

allegiance to Keith Richards – badly damaging 

both Jones’ fragile ego and his relationship with his 

friend. He became the Stones’ whipping boy, 

slipping down the hierarchy. When their manager 

and producer, Andrew Loog Oldham, left abruptly 

in August 1967, they took up with Allen Klein, a 

New Jersey music-biz hustler whose antics were 

already arousing the suspicions of Jagger.

And then there was the music. Their Satanic 

Majesties Request, self-produced in scattered 

moments during a troubled year, had been released 

on December 8, 1967. Hindsight has afforded  

its half-hearted, derivative psychedelic daubs 

something close to respectability. At the time, 

however, it was widely dismissed as catastrophic. 

Shortly after its release, Jann Wenner, in Rolling 

Stone, described it as “disastrous… a recording 

episode as unfortunate as any for any group in the 

world”. It was, says Oldham, “a pitstop fuelled by 

“Satanic 
Majesties was 
a complete 
crock of shit…” 
GLYN JOHNS
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LEFTOVERS FROM THE BANQUET
Four outtakes from the Stones’ ’68 sessions

“HAMBURGER TO 
GO” (AKA “STUCK 
OUT ALL ALONE”)
Richards’ soulful, fluid electric 
guitar lines dominate this half-
formed but beautiful ballad, 
with its echoes of “Sway” and 
“Wild Horses”. Jagger slurs the 
lyrics and stumbles around 
the edges of the melody, 
writing the song as he hears it.

“HIGHWAY CHILD”
Recorded at Redlands and 
featuring only Richards, 
Jagger and Watts, this terrific 
rocker boasts a scything 

electric guitar riff and the 
air of raw malevolence later 
perfected on Sticky Fingers 
and Exile On Main Street.

“DOWNTOWN 
SUZIE” (AKA  
“SWEET LUCY”)
An agreeable if slight nod 
towards The Small Faces’ 

Ogdens’ Nut Gone Flake. 
Written by Wyman, with 
a jokey Greek chorus and 
a chirpy Cockney vocal 
from Jagger, it ended up on 
1975 Decca compilation 
Metamorphosis.

“AND I WAS A 
COUNTRY BOY”
A fully fleshed-out 
instrumental backing track, 
with Nicky Hopkins’ driving 
piano and Watts’ excitable 
drums to the fore. Sounds like 
the foundation of an unwritten
country-blues classic.

She smiled 
sweetly: Anita 
Pallenberg 
with Brian 
Jones, 1966

At Keith’s
Redlands
retreat,July
5, 1967

THE ROLLING STONES
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“Jimmy brought great energy,” 

says Mason, who worked with him 

on the first two Traffic albums.  

“He was great at keeping the right 

atmosphere going with a bunch of 

egomaniac young personalities!” 

“Jimmy was a vibe merchant,” says 

Brown. “He wasn’t interested in 

saying, ‘Add more top.’ That’s  

why he had Glyn, who was a great 

engineer. Jimmy was about coming 

up with ideas, humour, and 

keeping the vibe really positive.”

Beggars Banquet was recorded  

in three discrete chunks between 

March and June. From the start, 

the mood was upbeat. “I don’t

remember anyone actually saying

they had made a wrong turn [with

Satanic Majesties],” says Johns.

“I think that was pretty obvious,

but there was no sense of, ‘Wow,

that went awry, we need to

salvage this!’” There were hints,

however, that they relished feeling

like outsiders again. One new song, “Jigsaw Puzzle”,

captured something of the collective sense of defiance.

“Oh, the singer he looks angry/At being thrown to the

lions,” sings Jagger. “The guitar players look damaged/

They’ve been outcasts all their lives.”

Olympic was a record-making cathedral, a high-

ceilinged former theatre in Barnes that had become

the Stones’ home from home. Early in 1968, a new

Ampex eight-track machine was installed, replacing

the old four-track. The extra space, perhaps counter-

intuitively, allowed the group to be less beholden to

technology. “When you’re working with eight-track, so

much happens live,” says Brown. “A typical take 

would be a guide vocal from Jagger, drums, bass and 

main guitar. Maybe some keyboards. A lot of the stuff 

happened pretty much straight off.”

Though ultimately left off the album, “Jumpin’ Jack 

Flash” unlocked Beggars Banquet. It was based on a 

piano motif that Bill Wyman stumbled upon – he later 

groused about the usual lack of credit – and was 

shaped by Richards into a killer riff, an ingenious 

inversion of the guitar phrase on “Satisfaction”. The 

title was inspired by Jagger waking up one morning  

at Richards’ country pile, Redlands, to the sound of  

the gardener, ‘Jumping’ Jack Dyer, stomping around 

outside in his wellies. On a deeper level, the lyric was 

an articulation of hard times in 1967, and the need to 

forge a more robust identity after “all the acid things”.  

“I was drowned, I was washed up and left for dead,”  

he sings. “But it’s all right now, in fact it’s a gas.”

The finished track possessed a turbo-charged sense 

of upward motion, as though an engine were revving 

beneath the band. It was quickly agreed to peel away 

the song from the album and release it as a stand-alone 

single. As the NME’s resident Stones-man, journalist 

Keith Altham was given a preview at RG Jones.

“I was the first [outside] person to hear ‘Jumpin’ Jack 

Flash’, in a Surrey studio, one afternoon,” he says.  

“It was just me and Jagger at one point, then they  

all drifted in. They were desperate to find out what I 

thought of the record. They were [nervous]. They knew 

the previous album was a bit of a headless chicken, 

and that this single and album were very important.  

I thought it was fantastic, but I played it quite cool!”

Back at Olympic, during the March sessions the 

Stones also recorded “Parachute Woman”, “Stray Cat 

Blues”, “Jigsaw Puzzle” and “No Expectations”, as  

well as several outtakes. The first pair were the most 

sexually rapacious songs they’d ever recorded, 

pushing the boundaries of the new permissive society.

The former was a nasty Chicago blues stomp nailed  

to a lyric (“Parachute woman, will you blow me out?/

Well, my heavy throbber’s itchin’…”) that left little to the 

imagination. Brown recalls listening to the finished 

track at 3am in a crowded control room and being 

transported by its chugging energy. “Stray Cat Blues”, 

meanwhile, detailed a fictional liaison with a 15-year-

old groupie. The opening guitar line was inspired by 

“Brian was 
just a mess.  
He was shot, 
really…”
PHILL BROWN

An isolated Jones
at the sessions for 
“Sympathy For The 
Devil”, Olympic, 1968

Jagger and 
Jones backstage 
at the Empire Pool 
in London with a 
smokin’ Marianne 
Faithfull, May ’68 
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first sighting of the band in six months. The mood 

music had changed markedly from the cover of 

Satanic Majesties, which, in the words of Keith 

Altham, “looked like a fancy-dress party for 

kiddies aged under seven”. Now, they wore dark, 

heavy eye make-up and muted colours. Jagger was 

daubed in tribal face paint and Runic symbols. 

Richards and Jones looked menacing in superfly 

shades. The entire band projected a surly, blank-

eyed superiority; a considerable distance from the 

peace and love vibes of the previous year.

T
HE Rolling Stones’ shift to a more primal 

musical direction wasn’t happening in a 

vacuum. Even as Pink Floyd’s A Saucerful Of 

Secrets, the first Soft Machine album and The

Incredible String Band’s The Hangman’s Beautiful

Daughter took psychedelia to more progressive

heights, a heavier, earthier transformation was

taking place elsewhere.

Released at the close of 1967, Dylan’s John Wesley Harding was

a talisman for a newer, simpler ethic. After the cool reception to

Magical Mystery Tour, The Beatles began piecing together ‘The

White Album’’s often-raucous patchwork, featuring heavy-duty

workouts like “Yer Blues”, “Why Don’t We Do It In The Road?”

and “Revolution”.

In the spring, The Who played an explosive 33-minute

“My Generation” at Fillmore East. Released later in the year,

Cream’s Wheels On Fire and Jimi Hendrix’s Electric Ladyland

were considerably deeper, heavier incursions than their

predecessors. Before the year was out, Glyn Johns recorded the

first Led Zeppelin album. “We all wandered off into psychedelia

land,” says Dave Mason. “Then it became more

grounded.” The Stones were at the vanguard of

bringing things back down to earth.

By the time they re-entered Olympic in May for the

second extended stint on Beggars Banquet, the working

methods had been established. “We’d book a session

for seven o’clock and most of them wouldn’t show up ’til

midnight if you were lucky,” Eddie Kramer told Uncut.

“Then they’d go ’til five or six in the morning.”

Girlfriends, gophers and musicians all added to the

atmosphere. “It wasn’t unusual to go over and hang

out,” says Mason. “I dropped in and out while they

were doing the album to hear what was going on.”

Eric Clapton came and didn’t play; Ry Cooder

came and did, reportedly adding mandolin to the

country-fied “Factory Girl” and guitar to some

of the outtakes like “Downtown Suzie”. In contrast to

…Satanic Majesties, this time the more exotic musical

touches were deployed as supporting colours rather

The Velvet Underground’s “Heroin”. In both respects, it 

was about as far from “We Love You” as it was possible to 

travel in six months. The impressionistic sprawl of “Jigsaw 

Puzzle”, meanwhile, owed plenty to Bob Dylan. “There’s a 

tramp sitting on my doorstep/Trying to waste his time/With 

his methylated sandwich/He’s a walking clothesline…” 

Most of the early batch of songs were laid down quickly, 

according to Brown. “Some were straight blues and  

they knew what they were going to do straightaway. ‘No 

Expectations’ was 80 per cent there on that first take.”

As well as being perhaps the most haunting and heartfelt 

ballad the band ever recorded, “No Expectations” 

contains Brian Jones’s last truly meaningful 

musical act as a Stone. His health and influence 

had continued to deteriorate. When he was in the 

studio – and he frequently wasn’t – he was often 

distanced and distracted, a shadow of the intuitive 

musician who could once pick up any instrument 

and make it sing. “Brian was not particularly 

together,” says Johns. “Quite tricky, really. He made 

an extraordinary contribution to the band initially. 

Unfortunately, as his health declined, his ability to 

contribute – to play, even – diminished, and it 

became a hell of a struggle.”

“I’ve always felt sorry for Brian,” says Brown.  

“He had a reputation as quite a tricky guy, but when 

I met him, he was just a mess. I know he was taking 

other things – speed, whatever – just to stay alive, 

but alcohol was the main problem. He’d put on  

a lot of weight, was quite sweaty, and he’d been 

ostracised. He was shot, really. He was having an 

incredibly tough time.”

On the sessions, “he’d come in with his guitar and 

half an hour later he’d keel over and be out cold,” 

Nicky Hopkins later recalled. A stellar session 

musician, Hopkins practically became a sixth 

Stone. The prominence of his piano on Beggars 

Banquet was partly due to the fact that the band 

were an instrumentalist down and needed  

to colour in the gaps. “Nicky was very quiet,  

very reserved, but he was putting in the most 

amazing piano parts,” says Brown. “He hung out 

a lot, trying out things on Hammond, Rhodes or 

Wurlitzer. He was pretty important.”

Hopkins did not completely supersede Jones. 

On “No Expectations”, his gorgeous Floyd 

Cramer-style fills lock in with Jones’s heart-

rending slide guitar. As the band sat in a circle  

on the floor, singing and playing into open 

microphones, Jones conjured a wonderfully 

empathetic accompaniment. Within a year, it 

sounded like an elegy.

There were other brief flashes of his waning 

genius, but for most of the sessions Jones was 

symbolically apart from the band, stuck in a booth 

with an acoustic guitar. He had wanted “Child Of 

The Moon” to be the A-side of the new single but was 

voted down. On May 21, the week that “Jumpin’ Jack 

Flash” began its march to N0 1 in the UK, he was 

arrested on yet another drugs charge, and was 

bailed to appear in court. The prospect of another 

trial, and possible imprisonment, ate away at him 

through the year.

In the lead-up to the release of “Jumpin’ Jack 

Flash”, the Stones made their first live appearance 

for more than a year to preview the single during  

a surprise appearance at the NME Poll Winners’ 

concert at Wembley’s Empire Pool on May 12. They 

were rusty but enthusiastic. For the rest of the 

world, the atmospheric performance video – shot 

by Michael Lindsay-Hogg at Olympic – marked the 

ONE PLUS 
ONE = WHAT?
Behind Godard’s Stones film

B
EFITTING his reputation as 
Europe’s most daring auteur, 
Jean-Luc Godard (Breathless, 

Pierrot Le Fou) attempted to capture 
the tone of 1968 with this entertaining, 
if borderline incoherent, fusion of art, 
rock and revolution. The in-studio 
Stones scenes are interwoven with a 
series of Situationist set-pieces: Black 
Panthers mobilising and terrorising a 
group of white women; readings from 
Mein Kampf; Marxist hippies and urban 
warriors spouting their muddled credos. 
The film’s producer changed the title to 
Sympathy For The Devil for its release, 
receiving a punch from Godard for his 
pains. It didn’t help: the film was panned 
critically and flopped commercially 
but remains afascinating insight into
theStones’workingmethods,andthe
radicalchicagendaof theage.

Lost in translation: 
Jagger with Jean 
Luc Godard, July 
30, 1968

Jones on his
way to court
after his arrest
on drugs
charges, May
21, 1968

“Sixth Stone”, 
pianist Nicky 
Hopkins,  
circa 1970
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than primary textures. On “Factory Girl”, the folksy mandolin and

Ric Grech’s country fiddle are married to an Eastern rhythm; the

breakdown in the middle is raga-like. Like much of Beggars Banquet,

it’s not quite as simple as it sounds.

Between sessions, the band divided their time

between London and their grander country homes:

Jagger at Stargroves in Hampshire; Wyman at Gedding

Hall in Suffolk; Watts in Lewes and Richards in his

Elizabethan manor house, Redlands, in Sussex, where

he, Jagger and Watts would often meet to bash through

ideas. At Olympic, the partners of the three leading

Stones – Marianne Faithfull, Anita Pallenberg and

Suki Potier – regularly paid court. “It was a great

team,” says Brown. “Marianne was such a fantastic

woman, very friendly. And the odd roadie would come

over and give you a toke. Everyone was smoking spliffs

back in those days, even Charlie, but it was very

focused.” Even so, Johns reckons “the most work got done when

we were on our own and there weren’t people hanging around”.

In the vacuum created by Jones, a new power dynamic took shape.

Watts and Wyman were, says Johns, “extremely nice and pliable, but 

Mick and Keith were a really strong double act. They contributed

enormously, not just by writing and performing the material, but by

having a massive say in the production. They were very much in 

control of what they wanted.”

The musicians played in a loose semi-circle, often sitting on the

floor. Though the amplifiers were screened off, the setup encouraged

ensemble playing. Several of Jagger’s final vocals were recorded live

with the band. “They were experimenting to a degree,” says Brown.

“Keith moved around. He played guitar on some tracks, bass on

others, he might tell Bill Wyman to play percussion. Charlie is playing

kit, but he might also be messing around on African drums. Jagger

was very professional, very sorted. Whatever his limitations, he knew

what he could do with his voice. There was a lot of dancing around in 

the studio as well.”

While the hokey shaggy dog tale of “Dear Doctor”, written wholly

by Jagger, was in good shape from the first take, others took an age.

The process would typically start with a snatch of a riff, a provisional

groove, a sliver of melody. From there, it had to be kneaded slowly into 

shape. As Richards later told Guitar World: “The thing with a good

band is not to put them in a studio and say, ‘It goes like this.’ Put them

in there and see what they come up with. If we’ve got the song, we’ll 

chase the damn thing all around the room, up to the ceiling…”

There was plenty of chasing on Beggars Banquet. “There was lots

of experimentation,” says Johns. “Very rarely did anybody turn up

with a song written. The process would all take place in the studio.

That was pretty unusual, I didn’t work with anyone else who would

use the studio as a demo situation. Also, it would depend on how

together Keith was whether you got anything done. He would sit and

play an idea for two days, over and over again. Charlie would play

along with him, and everybody else would come up with ideas as

that progressed. It was quite a lengthy process, but it worked.” The

approach could be hugely frustrating – and intensely boring – but it 

paid high dividends, particularly on the album’s most

famous, and infamous, tracks, “Street Fighting Man” and 

“Sympathy For The Devil”.

P
ART of the power of Beggars Banquet is that it is the

sound of The Rolling Stones stepping out into some

turbulent sociopolitical weather to take a reading.

Some of it was personal. The humorous “Factory Girl”

and rousing “Salt Of The Earth” idealised working-class

experience; after their brushes with the higher

echelons of the establishment, these might be

considered the sound of the Stones picking

sides. On “Jigsaw Puzzle”, when Jagger

informs us that “The Queen is bravely

houting, ‘What the hell is going on?’”  

t feels like a variation of Dylan’s

generational taunt on “Ballad Of A Thin

Man”, that “something is happening here, 

ut you don’t know it is”.

Other songs had a more direct

resonance. On March 17, Jagger had been

mong the crowds marching on the US

Embassy in London to protest the Vietnam

War. In New York, Mexico City, Tokyo and Paris,

thousands more were doing the same. In April, Martin

Luther King had been shot dead in Memphis, raising

the heat of the Civil Rights protests in America. In

Czechoslovakia, the Soviet tanks had crushed the

Prague Spring with ruthless efficiency. Little wonder

that “Street Fighting Man” fizzes with the hot-metal

tang of reportage, driven by the “sound of marching,

charging feet”. Yet however spontaneous it feels,

the song exemplifies the Stones’ painstaking approach 

to recording.

Richards at
Olympic during
the filming of
Godard’sOnePlus
One, June 1968
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“Mickand
Keithwere
verymuch
incontrol”
GLYN JOHNS

Marching, charging
feet: Jagger attended
this antiwar demo
outside the US Embassy,
London, March 17, 1968
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them. The song was the

reason you recorded.

I didn’t think that slaving

36 hours to compose and

sing a song on a finished

track was magic, but I was 

not a Rolling Stone.”

“Did Everybody Pay

Their Dues?” used the

same backing track as

“Street Fighting Man”,

with added electric guitar

and violin. The melody

was similar, the lyrics

entirely different. Jagger

took it away and returned 

with “Street Fighting

Man”, tweaking the chorus

melody and writing words

that referenced the anti-

Vietnam protest and

embraced the roar of the

world around him. The

insurrectionary feel of the

verses – “Think the time is

right for a palace revolution!” – is tempered by the

cautionary realism of the chorus: “What can a poor

boy do, ’cept to sing for a rock’n’roll band?” Through 

the second half of 1968, the question echoed

on the pages of countercultural journals and

underground meeting rooms. “Street Fighting

Man” pulls off the trick of sounding like classic

Stones while being something entirely new. “It

might be my favourite track that I ever did with 

them,” says Johns.

The momentous times also found their way into

the final song recorded for the album. Originally

titled “The Devil Is My Name” and inspired by

Mikhail Bulgakov’s novel The Master And

Margarita, “Sympathy For The Devil” began as an

acoustic folk song written by Jagger, in which he

assumed the role of a seductive devil, casting a dark

spell through history, from the crucifixion of Christ

to the Russian Revolution, the Second World War

and the murder of JFK in 1963. Incongruously,

Charlie Watts recalled first hearing it one spring 

evening on the doorstep of his Surrey home.

Its evolution typifies how the Stones inched

towards greatness, circling their prey from all

available angles until it yielded what was required. 

Recorded between June 4 and 10, its tortuous

progress was tracked by French film director Jean-

Luc Godard and his crew, who spent two days in

Olympic making One Plus One while the band

were working on “Sympathy For The Devil”. Their

cameras, blinding lights and dollies made for a

surreal atmosphere, even before the studio burst

into flames. Afterwards, as the firemen doused the

blaze, Jimmy Miller calmly spooled off all the tapes,

put them in their boxes, ordered a cab, and drove 

into the night. Godard,

meanwhile, “stood in the

doorway of the studio with a

16mm camera with a rather odd

grin on his face, filming everyone

running around like ants,”

says Johns. “It was pretty

extraordinary. Unbelievably, we

were back in there the following

night. There was a bit of a stink,

but other than that it was fine.”

According to legend, “Street Fighting Man” was

built on the crackling foundations of Richards’

overloaded guitar riff, captured at home on his

Philips recorder. “Keith had this idea, this sound,

and the plan was for the band to play to it,” says

Brown. “In the end, a big chunk of [the demo]

is the record.” Eddie Kramer recalled it slightly

differently. “Jimmy Miller brought in his Wollensak

– basically a cassette machine with one mic built in

– and said, ‘Let’s try this,’ stuck it in the middle of

the band on the floor, pressed record, and the band

made a circle around it. When it played back we

hooked up a little six-inch Philips loudspeaker and

put one mic in front of it and recorded that onto one

track of the four-track machine, and that became

the basis for that track. Now, of course, Keith says it

was his idea and his tape machine, but I don’t quite 

remember it that way…”

Not unusually on Beggars Banquet, the band

cut the backing track before they’d written a song.

Visiting the studio, Dave Mason was drafted in to

help. “Me, Charlie and Brian sat around playing a

hotchpotch of drums to the track, with Keith laying

down [another] acoustic guitar part. Charlie had

this little briefcase and inside there was a tiny little

snare drum.” This was a 1930s toy drum kit that

Watts had found in an antique shop. “I played this

big Afghan drum, basically the bass drum, and

Brian had a slightly smaller one,” Mason continues.

“The three of us created that groove for Keith. That’s

the way the track was cut. Then I played that weird 

horn on the play-out, the shehnai, an Indian

[woodwind] instrument. I guess Brian was

supposed to do it, but I don’t know whether

he was particularly coherent at that point.”

Another old friend witnessed the next stage in

the song’s evolution. Andrew Loog Oldham hadn’t

seen the Stones since he’d left almost a year earlier.

While visiting The Small Faces in Studio Two, he

“nervously” popped in to say hello. “Keith and

Mick were alone in the studio around a mic trying to

finish what would become ‘Street Fighting Man’,”

he recalls. “It had a different title at that time: ‘Can

Anybody Do Something Or Other’ [“Did Everybody 

Pay Their Dues?”] I thought it was rather alien,

because it was the opposite of how I’d worked with 

In a field of their own:
Swakestone near
Derby, June, 1968
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JUMPIN’
JACKFLUSH!
The truth behindBeggars
Banquet’s ‘banned’ cover!

O
N June 7,1968, theStones
took abreakfrom recording
“SympathyForThe Devil” to be

photographed byMichaelJoseph at
SarumChase,aMock Tudor mansion
inHampstead.Thepicturesof the band
indandifiedVictorianfinery, projecting
astate of post-prandial dissolution,
were used – intreatedform–onthe
inside gatefold sleeve.Capturing the
cover image was more complex. Having
stumbled acrossaparticularly grotty
toilet inLosAngeles,onJuly26Jagger
and Richardsdispatched photographer
BarryFeinstein toshoot thescene.
Feinsteinaddedsome choicescrawls
of his own, includingsongtitles and
assortedcredits.All wasset for an
Augustrelease,untilDeccadismissed
thecoverongroundsofextremepoor
taste.The Stonesheld firm, andthe
standoffdelayedthe albumfor three
months. Theyfinallyagreed torelease 
thealbuminaplain whitesleeve, 
featuring thenameof
theband and the record
inanornatescroll, with
the lettersRSVP inthe
bottomleft-hand corner.
Arrivingtwoweeks after
TheBeatles’newalbum,
resplendentlymodish in
apure white gatefold
sleeve, it looked, once
again,as if theStones
were following, rather
than leading, their rivals. 

THE ROLLING STONES
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From folkish origins, “Sympathy For The Devil”

had become a sparse, slow country drag, with

layers of acoustic guitar, heavy Hammond and

an oddly syncopated drum beat. “It’s a bit dead,”

reckoned Jagger, not incorrectly. Much shuffling

ensued. New rhythms, fresh configurations. Days

passed. Finally, Ghanaian percussionist Rocky 

Dijon was drafted in on congas. Richards

switched to bass and Hopkins to piano. Wyman

picked up some African shakers and Jones stayed 

out of harm’s way, welded to acoustic guitar.

Dijon fell upon the menacing tattoo that opened

the LP; Watts chimed in with a Latino jazz groove

inspired by Kenny Clarke’s playing on Dexter 

Gordon’s “A Night In Tunisia”. The pace

quickened, energy levels rose, and the song

mutated into a pulsing rock’n’roll samba. This

was where the days and weeks of seemingly

aimless noodling paid off. The music had soaked 

deep into their muscle memory. When the

crucial moment arrived, they were ready.

The song’s final act was written by fate. On

June 6, Robert Kennedy was assassinated in

the Ambassador Hotel in LA. Jagger quickly

adapted the lyric, “I shoutedout, ‘Whokilled

Kennedy?’” to “Whokilled theKennedys?”

Phill Brown’s lasting image is a happier one:

recording the backing vocals with the band and

their girlfriends. “I loved that,” he says. “Everyone

in a circle, around one mic, in their hippie robes. Keith 

is pointing up in the air for the key changes. It’s so

rough and ready, but brilliant. They were all so young 

and positive. On the record it sounds fantastic.” 

“S
YMPATHY For The Devil” was the last

song cut forBeggarsBanquet. The LP was

completed in mid-July in LA, where Glyn

Johns was now working with the Steve Miller Band at

RCA Studios. Jagger, Richards and Miller flew over 

with the tapes, and they spent a week mixing

between midnight and 4am. “They had a tremendous

influence on the way I mixed everything,” says Johns. 

“Mick would always want his voice buried!”

Jagger initially hoped that the album might be

released by the end of August, but a row with Decca 

over the “offensive” cover art [seepanel,previouspage]

caused a delay of several months. In the interim, “Street

Fighting Man” was released as an American single. Banned

by several radio stations for its “subversive” intent at a time

of great social upheaval, it barely scraped into the Top 50

but, as a declaration of the Stones’ newfound potency, it 

could hardly have been more effective.

With no tour planned and the album in limbo, the band

sweated while their lead singer spent the autumn shooting

Donald Cammell and Nic Roeg’s arthouse gangster movie,

Performance. Although Jagger’s rumoured involvement

with his co-star, Anita Pallenberg, Richard’s girlfriend,

momentarily soured the mood and reported scuppered 

plans for the Stones to contribute to the soundtrack

album, the film yielded another great song in a year full

of them. In November, Jagger recorded the first version –

there would eventually be three – of “Memo From Turner” 

for the soundtrack, most likely with Ry Cooder and 

Charlie Watts assisting.

AlthoughPerformancewasn’t released until 1970,

its exploration of London’s criminal underworld and

daring depictions of graphic sex, fluid sexuality, extreme

violence and drug use chimed with the transgressive 

ambience of the Stones in 1968. Jagger’s

characterisation of the mysterious, reclusive

rock star, Turner, meanwhile, bore relation to the

personae he’d recently created in “Jumpin’ Jack

Flash” and “Sympathy For The Devil”. Glyn Johns, 

for one, scoffs at the notion that Jagger was

cultivating some kind of demonic alter ego. “Darker?

More dangerous? What nonsense! He was playing a

part. I don’t remember any dark side to Mick at all.”

Perhaps not, but it was brilliantly effective theatre.

BeggarsBanquetwas finally released on December

6, 1968, almost exactly a year afterSatanicMajesties. 

It was launched the previous day with a mock-

medieval banquet in the Elizabethan room at

Kensington’s Gore Hotel, an event that ended in a

mass food fight, somewhat underscoring Johns’ point.

“There was quite a bit of cake flying around,” recalls

Keith Altham. “I spent a lot of time under the table.”

The reviews widely heralded a rebirth, celebrating

the Stones’ decision to indulge their most primitive

urges while enhancing their underground credentials. 

Time recognised thatBeggarsBanquet fitted the

prevailing mood for “raw vitality” and “authentic

simplicity”.ChicagoSun-Timescalled it “beautiful…

their rawest, rudest, most arrogant, most savage

record yet”.RollingStonesimply heralded the return of

rock’n’roll. “It was an absolute return to form,” says Ian

Anderson. “BeggarsBanquetwas what we might call

progressive blues. It wasn’t just 12-bar imitation white-boy 

blues. It takes a step forward.”

T
APED less than a week after the album release,

The Rolling Stones Rock And Roll Circus was an

ambitious live-in-the-studio extravaganza filmed

for future transmission on the BBC. Directed by Michael-

LindsayHogg,whoalsomadeLetItBewithTheBeatles, the

ideaofamusicalbig-topcircusshow,completewithfire-

eaters, jugglersandhucksteringringmasters,waspartlya

hangover from the original plan to involve The Small Faces

in the lineup; Ronnie Lane had a deep love of the carnival

life, and enthusiastically pitched the idea. This would not

simply be a Stones performance, but a tasting menu for the

sounds of 1968. From the title down, it was every inch a

rock’n’roll show, featuring Taj Mahal, Jethro Tull, The Who

and a cameo from John Lennon, Eric Clapton and Mitch

Mitchell, billed as The Dirty Mac, at their most savage on The 

Beatles’ “Yer Blues”. The Stones were cast as cultural 

curators, leading from the front.

The LP launch banquet
gets rowdy in the
Elizabethan room, the
Gore Hotel, London,
December 5, 1968

Jagger on
the set of
Performance
with (from left)
Michèle Breton
and Anita
Pallenberg
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“I thought the concept was really clever,” says Glyn

Johns, who recorded the concert and was involved in

every production meeting. During the planning, he

made one intriguing suggestion. “I’d just done the

first Led Zeppelin album and took an acetate of it to

one of the meetings. I said, ‘I really think you should

have them on, they’re going to be fantastic.’ Mick 

didn’t get through one side! There was no

conversation, it was, ‘Shut up and go away.’”

There was genuine enthusiasm, however, for the

artists involved. The Stones had first met Taj Mahal

after his show at the Whisky A Go Go in Hollywood in

mid-July, around the time they were mixingBeggars.

A few months later, eight first-class round-trip tickets

to London arrived. “They said they were doing the

Rock And Roll Circus and would like us to be part of

it,” says Taj Mahal. “They took care of everything,

treated us royally. They were the most gracious hosts.”

With Intertel Studios in Wembley decked out as a

down-at-heel circus tent, taping began at midday on

December 11, 1968, spilling over into December 12,

finishing around 5am. “It was moderately shambolic,”

says Ian Anderson. “It was a long couple of days, spent

waiting in a TV studio. Jagger was buzzing around,

very involved, working with the director. You could 

tell it was his baby. It was a Jagger initiative.”

The Stones had prepared a six-song set to close the

show, consisting of “Jumpin’ Jack Flash”, “Parachute

Woman”, “No Expectations”, “You Can’t Always Get

What You Want”, “Sympathy For The Devil” and

“Salt Of The Earth”. Nothing predated 1968 and, in

the case of “You Can’t Always Get What You Want”,

they were previewing a song attempted during the

BeggarsBanquetsessions, which would not be 

released until a year later, onLet ItBleed.

The material was strong, but they were ring rusty,

and effectively down a man. In rehearsals, they were

sluggish. “Brian was struggling,” recalls Taj Mahal.

“If you talked music with him it seemed he could come

out of whatever [trauma] he was in, but we all could

see he was having difficulties. I assumed he was doing 

some pretty strong drugs.” With Bill Wyman, Taj

Mahal enjoyed a rather different conversation. “Bill 

belonged to the [Royal] Horticultural Society, and

I was a Future Farmer of America,” he says. “We

talked a bit about bass and boogie, and then we had  

a conversation about plants.”

The recording was beset by technical hiccups, and

there were five full run-throughs before the final

taping. When the Stones hit the stage, it was 4am, and

band and audience were leaking energy. “Jagger was

an example to all of us in terms of commitment and

energy,” says Anderson. “Unfortunately, he ’d given

so much in rehearsal he was sung out by the full run

through. He was doing it for the guys in his band, to get

them to pick up the pace, but he sang himself out a bit.”

The result was not quite the climactic triumph they

had hoped. The following day, the band convened

to review the tapes, and decided to shelve the BBC

transmission. They felt their performance didn’t

measure up; they may also have winced at some of the

creaky comedic interludes. “Mick said he wasn’t at all

happy with what they’d done, so they sat on it,” says

Johns. “It wasn’t that bad at all, it was just their mood

at the time. The rumour was that they felt they were

upstaged by The Who, but I don’t think they were 

blown away by what The Who did.”

“The Who were in good shape, fighting fit and road

ready, but the highlight for me was ‘Yer Blues’,” says

Anderson. “That was good. Harder-edged, a bit angry. 

But the Stones were still very credible. They were

back, that was the important thing. They hadn’t been

performing together for a while, it was a bit rickety, but

they were finding their feet. It was a return for them.”

The evidence backs him up – yet the show was as

much a departure as a return. Finally released in 1996,

TheRollingStonesRockAndRollCircus is not just, in

Anderson’s words, a “documentary of temporary

insanity”, nor the oddly triumphant denouement of a

landmark year. It also an act of secession from the past.

The film documents Brian Jones’s final performance

as a Stone. Within six months he’d been thrown out of

the band he founded and then dead a month later. The

next time the world caught sight of the Stones, playing

a ramshackle free concert at Hyde Park on July 5, 1969,

with debuting guitarist Mick Taylor, they’d completed

a transformation into a different 

band for a different time.

The change began with

BeggarsBanquet, where the

Stones fashioned an entirely

new working dynamic, creating

their now inimitable music in

an entirely self-regulated world.

“It was the start of the way they

would work in the future,” says

Phill Brown. “Taking over a

chateau or moving the mobile

studio to a house. Having time to

experiment and mess around.”

It resurrected a faltering band,

launching a five-year spell of

unparalleled magnificence –Let

ItBleed,StickyFingers,ExileOn

MainStreet– a reign in which

all self-doubt was excised.

“Beggars is the highlight of what

they achieved,” says Glyn Johns.

“It led to a magical period in

their discography, transformed

them into something completely

different from what they had

been before. It was like being  

let out of a cage.” M
A
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THESOUND 
OF’68

Keith’s new “dirty tone” 
revealed!

K
EYtothenewmusicthe
Stonesmade in1968was
the“grinding,dirtysound”

Richards coaxed fromhis Gibson
acoustic guitar.Hehad started
usinghisnewPhilipscassette
playeras amini studio,over-
loading its tinyspeaker tocreate a
ferocious,unruly tone, “with a little
tingle on top”, as Richardswrote in
Life. On“Jumpin’ Jack Flash” and
“StreetFightingMan”,hishome
recordings of theirmightyorigin
riffs were woven intothe finished
track. Onthe latter, theStones
builtanentire songaround the
demo, playingtotherecording
and adding layerafter layerof
distortedacoustics. “We copied
things fromoneformattothe
othermuchmore thanpeople
realise,” says PhillBrown. “Thiswas
earlyon incassettes.The wow-
and-flutter was wild!” 

The show
must go on:
recording
the Rock And
Roll Circus,
December
11, 1968

THE ROLLING STONES
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BAND NAME

Keith,CharlieandRon talktouring,
decompressionritualsandthemoodin
theStonescamp:“It’sacreativehub!”

S
TART ’em up! On May 17,
The Rolling Stones play
Dublin’s Croke Park –
the first of nine UK shows
that include stop-offs

for the Tongue & Lips in London,
Southampton, Coventry,
Manchester, Edinburgh and Cardiff.
A continuation of the No Filter tour
that ran on mainland Europe last
autumn, this latest leg also marks
the first time the Stones have played
the UK since their Glastonbury/Hyde
Park triumphs of 2013.

As ardent Stones watchers will
know, the band have revised
their touring practices since
2007’sABiggerBang. Out are the
gargantuan, continent straddling
treks of old and in are sharp,
localised bursts of activity – like the
América Latina Olé tour and the Fall
2016 US tour. Around that time, they
toldUncutabout the challenges and
opportunities facing the world’s
greatest rock’n’roll band as they 
entered their sixth decade.

Are these bite-sized tours a more
manageable way of working?
CHARLIEWATTS:That’s age. Also
it gets boring after a while. When
you look at a sheet with 150 dates on
it, it’s like, “Bloody hell.” Now I
wouldn’t get on the train to get to
London to start the thing let alone
go on the road… it’s all based on a
willingness and desire to play.
RONWOOD: It’s a different
emphasis now. The input that we
have now in live gigs is more of a 

drive. We want to keep it going all
the time. There’s hardly any time.
We used to have years off between 
tours, didn’t we?

But the tours lasted years!
WOOD:That, too! Some of our
promoters in the past were slave
drivers. Playing in 5ft of snow in
Chicago, in the open air. We
thought, ‘Hang on, we’re not getting
any younger!’ There’s a limit to how 
much you can do comfortably.

What’s the mood in the Stones’ 
camp at the moment?
WOOD: It’s a creative hub.
Everyone’s enjoying it and they
don’t want it to stop. ‘Hang on, that’s
not a very long tour. What are we
doing?’ We’re still waiting for the big
thing, but nobody’s saying what it
is. But I suppose that’s what keeps
our ambition fired up. No one knows
where it’s going to lead us next.

Who plugs in first?
WOOD:Charlie, because he’s
not electric. Charlie put the 
challenge with the
different tempos.

How does it
work with you
and Keith live;
how do you
share out the
lead lines?
WOOD: It’s in the
moment. If it’s a
long-established 

song, where Keith had the solo in the
original, he might say, “You take it.”
As long as you have a guide-post. Or
I will say, “I think I should do this.” 
He’ll go, “OK, I’ll agree.”

What’s your favourite song to
play live?
WOOD:Oh, God – theSomeGirls
time was so much fun. I had a lot of
input. A lot of the songs we play live,
although I wasn’t on the original,
I’ve now played for so long that I’ve
played them far more than Brian
ever did. But there’s still nothing like
being in at the inception of a song.

Charlie, you do a lot of design
work for posters and T-shirts.
WATTS:Mick and I have always
been aware of what you look like. So
I usually get asked. But most of it is
yessing and noing – yes, no, yes, no.

But it’s what I
used to do before I
joined them. At
the time you do it,
you think, ‘Oh
blimey, is it any
good?’ But looking
back, you’ve got a
whole wodge of
stuff and you
think, ‘Yeah, we
designed that.’   

Do you have a decompression
ritual when you come off tour
these days?
KEITHRICHARDS:Very much.
Every tour, when it ends, you’re
so much in the groove of it you
suddenly realise there is nothing
to do, nothing you have to do. It’s
always been like that, the wind goes
out of your sales for a bit. Anyway, I
kind of enjoy being lethargic. I catch
up with the family, do some reading.

Although you’ve cut back your
tour itineraries, the South
America run was substantial.
What did you learn from that?
RICHARDS:South America?
Incredible. And we got a very good
movie out of it. I’m not a big fan of
filming, but Paul Dugdale came out
with ¡Olé,Olé,Olé!– yeah, it’s the
Stones, but it’s more about South
American people, the energy and
optimism, which we need a lot more 
of in this world right now.

Exhibitionism is still running
[it’s currently on its final US stop 

in Nashville]. Were you
surprised at its success?
RICHARDS:Yeah, I didn’t think
anybody would want to go and see
that flat of mine – or our flat. You 
should have smelled it!

After Blue & Lonesome,
expectations are high for a new
studio record. How’s it going?
RICHARDS:We’re working on some
new stuff right now. We recorded
some last year. Blow the cobwebs
aside. We’re not talking Madonna
here. And obviously we’re not
looking to set the world on fire with
some great big new pop hit. This is
the Stones… MICHAEL BONNER

“THIS IS
THE STONES…”

“We’re
workingon 
newstuff
rightnow…”
KEITH RICHARDS
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THE ROLLING STONES

The Stones in Paris,
October 25, 2017, to
announce Part Two
of the No Filter tour
in Europe and the UK,
starting in Croke Park, 
Dublin, May 2018 
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THE FIERY FURNACES
GALLOWSBIRD’S BARK
ROUGHTRADE,2003

The Fiery Furnaces’ hastily

recorded debut, a warped

version of bluesy garage-rock

I think the first

thing somebody

does is

somehow the

most authentic

version of

themselves,

and to me, this was such a special

time. We made this in a vacuum, we

didn’t have a record label, we had a

bunch of songs we really liked and

we knew how they should sound.

So we borrowed money from friends

and did the recording very quickly.

I still remember that after the first

day we sat in our car – which had

belonged to our mother, it was a

Nissan Ultima – and listened to the

rough mixes. That still stays with me

as the most exciting, satisfying,

gratifying moment. My brother and

I were so pleased with each other,

and I feel like he and I have never

been as close and happy as we were

that day. It was never really the

same again, to be honest, but I think

it would be impossible to be. We

recorded it at the Rare Book Room

in Greenpoint, which was the

neighbourhood where we lived. We

did the basic tracking in three days.

I would love to go back and re-record

the whole album, despite everything

I just said! It makes me cringe a little

bit, listening to the singing. The way

that I first started playing music was

by finding blues lyrics that I liked

and changing the perspective –

usually from a male to a female point

of view. My brother and I did that a

little bit to start with; “Single Again”

started off like that. In hindsight,

I wouldn’t call Matt dictatorial –

every band has a leader and a music

director, and he was that. He’s just

incredibly prolific, and he wasn’t

always very good at sharing what he

was working on. Later, I would have

to just wing it in the studio, which 

was pretty difficult.

THE FIERY FURNACES
BLUEBERRY BOAT
ROUGHTRADE,2004

The duo’s second album is an

ambitious technicolour epic,

and one of the weirdest records

released this century

We started

recording this

before the first

album had even

come out. We

had more

confidence

because Rough Trade had signed

us, but I think they were really

shocked byBlueberryBoat. The

only time I remember having a real

conversation with my brother about

this album was with “Straight

Street” – the lyrics are all about

cellphone companies, crazy stuff

that I could never imagine singing,

and I remember him handing me

a piece of paper and me looking at it

dumbfounded. He said, “You’re

gonna sound so great singing this!” 

And he was really convincing.

We had more time in the studio

compared to our first album – some

of those songs used like 50, 60, 70

tracks, and we were experimenting

for the first time combining tape and

ProTools. My brother always wanted

to make these mini-rock operas –

as a kid, he was obsessed with The

Who, and the opportunity presented

itself. But Geoff Travis and everyone

at Rough Trade were really

supportive. It wasn’t until the next

record that we had any A&R advice,

which we… didn’t take. We recorded

some of the songs forEPand were

about to go on tour supporting Franz

Ferdinand, and Keith Wood – who

now manages LCD Soundsystem –

said, “There’s no reason for you to

be supporting Franz Ferdinand.

Go and record six more songs that

sound like this.” But we didn’t

take that advice – instead, we just

put together some more absurd

songs that we loved, to stick on the

rest ofEP, and then went about

making the album with our

grandmother. And we know  

how that turned out!

THE FIERY FURNACES
REHEARSING MY CHOIR
ROUGHTRADE,2005

Eleanor and Matt recruit their

grandmother for this concept

album based on her life

My brother and

I are so grateful

for having done

this, just on a

personal level,

because our

grandmother

died shortly afterwards. We loved

her very much. At the time, it did

seem kind of crazy. She had just had

heart surgery and she kept saying,

“You don’t want me to do it, get your

mother to do it,” but when it came

time to be there, she was like,

“No-one else could do this but me!”

Just getting to record vocals with her

for a few days in John McEntire’s

studio on the west side of Chicago

was really one of the coolest things.

Almost all of the album was based

on her life, and on stories she had

told us over the years. She was a

great storyteller, and great vocalist

– if I get my enunciation from

anybody, it’s from her. The process

was again very secretive, on my

brother’s part – to be honest, I think

Matt was making it up as he went

along, some of it! For me, the most

beautiful, iconic song is the first one,

“The Garfield El”, and it starts off

with my grandmother saying, 

“I
HAVE no musical training, and I could barely play the

guitar,” says Eleanor Friedberger, thinking back to the

beginning of her solo career. “It really forced me to learn

how to write a song.”

The singer and guitarist is perhaps being too humble,

though: through her years as half of The Fiery Furnaces

alongside her older brother Matt, Friedberger created

some of the strangest, most labyrinthine and infectious indie-rock of this

century. Since their split in 2010, she has embarked on an increasingly

impressive solo career, with this year’sRebound– led by drum machines

and synths – the polar opposite of the Laurel Canyon lilt of 2016’sNewView.

If Friedberger’s solo career is going from strength to strength, though,

she’s still proud of all the records she’s made, especially the Furnaces’

2003 debut.

“Part of me wishes that The Fiery Furnaces had had maybe a little bit

more success,” she explains, “so we could have continued making more

extreme and experimental albums, and then I could have done my own 

thing simultaneously.” TOM PINNOCK

From Fiery Furnaces’ invitingly odd
indie-rock to wildly diverse solo LPs

Friedberger in 2018,
up to solo album
number four with
the processed-
sounding Rebound
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“Faster,hammers!” It’s such an

emotional sound, it makes me

almost cry just thinking about it –

hearing her say that and hearing the

hammers of the piano. I sometimes

think if this LP had come out now,

it would be received so differently.

But at the time, nobody wanted to

hear an old person talk. And we

were poised to be this cool band, 

then people rejected it.

THE FIERY FURNACES
WIDOW CITY
THRILLJOCKEY,2007

Joined by a new, powerful rhythm

section, The Fiery Furnaces record

their heaviest album, with help from

some vintage tape loops

I don’t listen to

any of these

albums with

any frequency,

but this one I’ve

occasionally

gone back to

and listened to for some kind of

pleasure. On a personal note, I feel

like I learned how to sing on this

album. This is the first one where I

knew what I was doing. We’d started

playing with Bob D’Amico and Jason

Loewenstein, our rhythm section,

and Bob was a very strong drummer,

and suddenly we could play in this

hard-rock ’70s style that my brother

and I loved. So we went about

making a very ’70s hard-rock album.

We went back to the Key Club in

Benton Harbor, and since we had

been there last, Bill Skibbe had

acquired two Chamberlins, which 

are like Mellotrons, and that again

defined the sound of the album –

my brother was drawn to these new

gadgets like candy. So if you hear

flutes or strings, it’s all from these

Chamberlins. We had a few different

ways of writing, but we were trying

to write the lyrics together. I had

found a huge stockpile of ’60s and

’70sHouseAndGardenandHouse

Beautifulmagazines in my

grandmother’s basement, and

a lot of the lyrics came out of these

magazines. I think we were just

trying to make a ’70s prog album,

which would have those little suites

in them. That’s really the music that

we grew up listening to on the radio 

in Chicago, and to me we really 

captured that.

THE FIERY FURNACES
I’M GOING AWAY
THRILLJOCKEY,2009

The final Fiery Furnaces album to

date featured more streamlined

songs, and a greater writing role

for both members

I started writing

a bunch of

songs, and

doing recording

at home, for the

first time in a

long time. I’m

GoingAwayalmost could have been

a solo record, I guess, but we did it

together. We recorded this on our

own, at my house, at Jason’s house,

at Bob’s house, and Jason recorded

it himself. I would say this was the

most collaborative album since our 

first one, it’s safe to say. We had been

playing epic sets in 30-minute blocks

or 60-minute blocks without

stopping, but for this album’s live

sets we went back to playing songs

and then stopping, maybe saying

something or not, letting the

audience clap and then playing

another song. When I look back now,

saying this out loud, it sounds a little

boring to be honest! We’d been

through a hell of a lot in a short

amount of time, and we’d made a

huge amount of material, and done

a lot of touring. We were still at a level

where my brother and I would share

hotel rooms because we didn’t have

enough money to get our own rooms.

That’s a hard thing to sustain, and

that’s just on the personal side –

musically speaking, it’s hard to keep

making things for somebody else,

you know? But to me, it seems like

the beauty of having a band with

your sibling is that we could make

albums in our fifties and sixties and

that wouldn’t be weird, that would

be cool. So we’ve got another decade

to go, ’til the fifties, at least!

ELEANOR FRIEDBERGER
LAST SUMMER
MERGE,2011

Suddenly a solo artist, Friedberger’s

debut was tentative and charming

It was a nice

gateway for me

to then make

my first album

on my own,

with the

experience of 

I’mGoingAway. I don’t know if

I would have been able to do it

without having done that album.

We did a lot of touring after I’m

GoingAway, and then in the

summer of 2010 I made this album.

Suddenly I was hiring people to

play on my album, and people are

looking at me to tell them what

to do. I worked with a producer,

Eric Broucek, and it was mostly just

he and I working together. It was

very calm, very organised; he

was always trying to figure out

a way to service the song. I think

he did a really great job. I paid for

the album myself, and gave it to a

few people, and Mac from Merge

Records said he liked it and he’d put

it out. And that was it. I wanted to be

as quiet about it as possible, because

I wasn’t particularly confident

about it. I knew it was good, but I

wasn’t like, ‘This is my big artistic

statement – I’ve been waiting 10

years to get out from under the

wrath of my brother, and this

is it!’ I didn’t feel that way at all,

I wanted to make a nice little

record. I know that sounds

incredibly lame. When I first

moved to New York years ago,

I was working temp jobs and then

getting drunk or smoking pot or

taking ecstasy at night and on the

weekends. And a big part of that was

recording songs. So in that way, the

album was me going back to that

23-year-old version of myself and

making an album for that person

who I was. Then I’ve been slowly 

building from that point.

With brother Matt,
Fiery Furnaces’
“secretive”,
“prolific” music
director, in 2007
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ELEANOR FRIEDBERGER
PERSONAL RECORD
MERGE,2013

Building on the success of Last

Summer, Eleanor teams up with

Wesley Stace, aka John Wesley

Harding, for this follow-up

After the first

album, that

went so well

that I wanted to

see how much

better we could

make a second

record. I had also been touring with

these guys who I wanted to do some

recording with, so the second one

was very much an extension of the

first. I didn’t want to play Fiery

Furnaces material live, so I had to

immediately start writing new songs

just to have a longer set. Half of

PersonalRecordwas written while

we were touringLastSummer.

Wesley is someone I met in New

York beforeLastSummercame out

– he does this variety show with

musicians and writers and

comedians. We became fast friends

and started an email penpal-ship,

and started writing songs through

emails, which is something I never

imagined doing. Now, with some

time, I can see it a little bit

differently… Maybe I was looking  

for someone like that, because

my brother and I stopped having

that relationship a long time ago

– Wesley was quite an aggressive

friend, he was very much in my

virtual face. He is a massive record

nerd who really enjoyed showing

me things over a period of a couple

of years, and because I had this

newfound role for myself as a

‘singer-songwriter’, I was playing

with the idea of that. I didn’t know

anything about that role and the

history of that, so he introduced me

to a lot of singer-songwriter-y music.

ELEANOR
FRIEDBERGER
NEW VIEW
FRENCHKISS,2016

Her most sophisticated work

to date, tracked live to tape

with a full band

I moved upstate at the end of

2013. It was a big change! It is

nice, although I’ve turned into

a cold-blooded killer of mice.

I was a total city kid and city

person, but it’s me against nature

here. I recorded this about 40

minutes from where I live, so it’s

pretty close in upstate New York

terms. Everything’s about 40

minutes away. The guy who has

the studio is called Clemens 

Knieper, he’s German but he moved

to the US when he was a teenager to

live with his godmother, who is a

German folk singer called Sibylle

Baier. I met Clemens through

someone I was playing with at the

time – they had gone to college

together. We met, I liked him

instantly, but the big kicker was that

he lived in the house that my brother

and his ex-wife had briefly lived in –

so I’d been to this house many times.

At the time, as my relationship with

Clemens has matured, I’ve come to

think that he’s definitely the little

brother that I never had. I thought

this was really the best album I

could make that was in that singer-

songwriter tradition. And I did it

with my touring band – we spent

two months in LA and I presented

them with the songs and we

arranged them together, and then

we played them live, did all the

things that bands do, but that

I’d never done before. Then

we went upstate, recorded 

in a barn live to tape, and it was just

the perfect example of that kind of

record. The perfect thing I could do

to continue that singer-songwriter

tradition. By the end of 2016, I never

needed to revisit that record – I’m

completely done with that! That year

was really difficult; I did more

touring than I’d done in years, and it

ended with me playing some shows

in Europe and being in Tel Aviv

playing on the night of the election,

and then going to Rome to do one

more show by myself – just feeling 

the weight of all that was a lot.

ELEANOR FRIEDBERGER
REBOUND
FRENCHKISS,2018

A left-turn, towards a more

electronic, quirkier sound

reminiscent of The Fiery Furnaces

My mother

is Greek-

American. I’ve

always wanted

to spend more

time in Athens,

and after the

election I didn’t wanna be here for

the inauguration. So I left for Athens,

and the idea was I was gonna write

the album there – but instead I

formed a Greek band, played some

shows, and had a really interesting

time. So much of my experience in

Athens is not like any other city I’ve

been to. I don’t know whether to

blame it on the cultural moment,

but I felt like I didn’t want anyone’s

help, I wanted to do the whole thing

myself. So I made these demos when

I came back from Greece that were

much more elaborate than anything

I’d ever done. Bradford Cox and I had

talked about him producing me for

a while, so I ended up going down to

Atlanta, and it was a disaster. What

happened? Nothing! We fought like

cats and dogs, and the first demo

I played him, he was like, “This is

done. Anything I do is going to take

away from that.” He boosted my

confidence, but the demos still

weren’t good enough for me, so

I recruited Clemens to help me finish

it. We kept the idea of not having real

drums, to have it sound artificial

and the opposite of the warm, 

live-to-tape sound of the

previous record. The LP is

named after a goth club in

Athens, and “It’s Hard” is about

going there. The city has a great

nightlife, most people don’t even

at dinner until 10pm. Because

everyone smokes everywhere

still, it feels like you’re in the ’90s.

Weirdly, this sounds more like a

Furnaces record than my other

olo albums, I don’t know why.

Rebound is out May 4 on Frenchkiss  

“Athens has a great nightlife…
Because everyone smokes everywhere 
still, it feels like you’re in the ’90s” 

UNCUT
CLASSIC

Friedberger in
2016, at the time 
of New View
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Welcome to DÜSSELDORF, 1978. As Stephen Dalton 
discovers, the city’s nascent new-wave scene incubated 
wild avant–garde happenings, conceptual artists and 
shocking public outrages. �ere is street violence, lost cult 
stars and terrorist paranoia – plus the tensions between 
radical new acts and local aristocrats Kraftwerk. Says one 
musician, “Music could be wild, it could be punk.”
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“The guys from the 
other side of the 
Rhine”: Kraftwerk 
at Düsseldorf 
railway station 

La Düsseldorf, 
featuring Klaus 
Dinger, Hans Lampe 
and Thomas Dinger

D
URING the mid-to-late ’70s, 

Kraftwerk became accustomed to 

unexpected visits from unwelcome 

guests. During the political turmoil 

of the time, the group had their 

homes in Düsseldorf and even their 

Kling Klang studio searched on 

several occasions by the police. “They didn’t come and 

knock on the door,” Ralf Hütter told Uncut. “They’d be 

coming in with pulled guns: ‘Where are the weapons?’ 

It happened again in some houses; they would climb 

the walls to the third floor, where we were working on 

the artwork for Radioactivity. So you had the whole 

paranoia of the situation. We travelled late at night and 

we’d be stopped just for controls. Düsseldorf is a very 

controlled city, so they would stop your cars and ask 

for your papers and permits.”

To the members of Kraftwerk, change was coming.  

A knock at the door might mean many things. The 

arrival of the police searching for evidence of terrorist 

activity – or perhaps the sound of a new generation  

of musicians seeking to make themselves heard. 

Kraftwerk had once been fêted as cutting edge,  

but now a new and more radical revolution was 

underway – and, it became clear, Kraftwerk were 

anything but welcome.

On June 3, 1978, the Carsch-Haus – a former 

Düsseldorf department store in the centre of the  

city – played host to Germany’s first punk festival. 

Bands on the bill included Male, frequently cited as 

Germany’s first punk band, and Charley’s Girls, a 

chaotic collective of fluid membership. At the door, 

meanwhile, two smartly dressed men in their thirties 

tried to gain entry.



“It was Ralf and maybe Karl,” recalls Ralf Dörper,

a teenage punk at the time. “They wanted to come to

the festival, and they were sent away. ‘You’re too old!

We do not want you people here!’ That was the attitude 

to Kraftwerk among most people.”

“They wanted to come in, but they were not allowed,

and then they were nearly beaten up,” adds another

eyewitness – musician, author and Düsseldorf rock

historian Rudi Esch. “Another friend of mine took care

of this situation. He said, ‘No, no, no! They are cool

people,youcan’tbeatthemup!’Sohehelpedthem.This

was Trini Trimpop, who later formed Die Toten Hosen.”

Punk arrived in Germany a little late, but its

supporters certainly made up for lost time. In 1978,

underground bands, venues, fanzines and labels

began to emerge from the key urban centres of Berlin

and Hamburg. But it was the more genteel, compact,

arty Rhineland city of Düsseldorf that led the charge.

Orchestrated by a tiny handful of ambitious amateurs,

the German new wave scene howled and hammered 

itself into existence. Even in a city as placid and

well heeled as Düsseldorf, the climate was ripe for

revolution – or perhaps several revolutions all at once.

During 1978, Düsseldorf was not only caught up in its

own punk insurgency, but also rocked by other forms 

of turmoil – creative, intellectual and political.

In the late 1960s, Germany had served as a giant

laboratory for a new wave of experimental avant-rock 

bands including Can, Kraftwerk, Popol Vuh,

Tangerine Dream, Amon Düül II, Neu! and Cluster.

Now, a decade later, a fresh generation of musical

dissidents were determined to forge a new German

identity of their own. They flocked to Düsseldorf from

as far afield as Munich, Frankfurt and Berlin to find the

city awash with riotous young bands, wild avant-garde 

happenings, armed police and wanted terrorists.

These were incendiary times, exciting but explosive.

“Everybody was doing something, everybody was 

looking for something,” says DAF’s Robert Görl.

“There was a lot of exchange happening at that time.” 

R
ALF Dörper turned 18 in January 1978. By this 

time he was already a key architect of the

embryonic Düsseldorf punk scene, playing with 

one of Germany’s earliest art-punk bands, SYPH.

Inspired by reading the English music papers and

listening to John Peel on the British military radio

network BFBS, he was eager to shake up his sleepy

hometown. “In Düsseldorf we had a punk scene, but we

were a step behind,” Dörper says. “More or less when

punk stopped in England, it started in Düsseldorf.”

Dörper admits the city’s initial punk inner circle 

numbered barely 10 or 15 people, but he was

determined to document it in the pages of Germany’s

first DIY punk fanzine,TheOstrich– named after a

pre-Velvets Lou Reed song. Launched in March 1977 by

Franz Bielmeier and Peter Hein, the magazine’s tiny

pool of writers used multiple aliases, mostly female, to

magnify their cultural impact. They also shamelessly

plugged their own short-lived amateur band, Charley’s 

Girls, who later played the Carsch-Haus festival.

With strong roots in the visual arts scene,

Düsseldorf’s first-generation punk clique included

several future prime movers in the German new wave

(Neue Deutsche Welle) movement that blossomed in

the early 1980s, spearheaded by electronic bands like 

Deutsch-Amerikanische Freundschaft, Der Plan,

Fehlfarben, Die Krupps. Rheingold and Liaisons

Dangereuses. Some lived in the city, others in nearby

towns like Solingen and

Wuppertal. In early 1978,

or instance, the founding

members of DAF were

iving in an eco-hippie

rtist commune in rural

Gevelsberg, an hour east of

üsseldorf. They were

ocused on progressive

azz-rock at the time, but

keyboard player Kurt

Dahlke was converted

after seeing proto-punk

collective Mittagspause

play one of their hilarious, 

combustible, wilfully

amateurish shows. In

particular, the group’s Spanish-born 

dancer-singer Gabi Delgado, a

bisexual livewire fired up on LSD

and Dadaism, Iggy Pop and Kurt

Schwitters, was a revelation. “The

drummer was an artist from the

Academy, he couldn’t play drums at

all,” Dahlke laughs. “They had only

wo guitarists as no one could play bass.

They played three-chord things with

funny lyrics. I thought at the time, ‘There

s no reason for playing jazz any more.’”

Düsseldorf certainly needed shaking

p in 1978. The pop charts that year were

dominated by Boney M, the Smurfs, and

novelty Dutch disco trio Luv. In May,

meanwhile, Kraftwerk scored a Top 12

lbum withTheMan-Machine. But

despite being widely hailed outside

Germany by bands like Joy Division,

Human League and OMD, Kraftwerk’s 

pristine brand of electro-futurism

ounded distinctly old hat to Düsseldorf’s 

bright young things.

“At that time I found them too clean, too

ccurate,” recalls Robert Görl of DAF, whose 
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The Man-Machine at 40

R
ELEASED40yearsagothis
month,TheMan-Machine is
Kraftwerk’smostfully realised

pop-artstatement,asuccinctand
melodiousroadmapforthe1980s
synth-popboom.WithKarlBartos
sharingfull songwritercredit for
thefirst timealongsideHütterand
Schneider, it featuresthetimeless
techno-utopiananthem“The
Robots”,droll satiricalvignettes like
futureUKchart-topper“TheModel”,
andthesublimelyromanticballad
“NeonLights”, latercoveredbyOMD
andU2.TheMan-Machine isalso
Kraftwerk’smostdisco-eracreation, 
noddingtoGiorgioMoroder’s
Eurodiscothrobontherippling,
gleamingsynthscapes“Spacelab”
and“Metropolis”.Thesilkyproduction
waspartlyengineeredbyLeanard
Jackson, renownedforhisworkwith
RoseRoyce,SmokeyRobinson and 
GeorgeClinton.
Featuringthefour
bandmembers
inmatching
militaristic
redshirts,Karl
Klefisch’sstriking
sleeveartwork
referencesboth
theSovietRussian
graphicartistEl
Lissitzkyandthe
androgynous
highcampofthe
Weimarera.Life isa
kabaret, old chum.

DÜSSELDORF ’78

“Too clean, too
accurate”: Kraftwerk
in 1978 – (l–r) Florian
Schneider, Ralf Hütte,
Wolfgang Flür and 
Karl Bartos
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happenings, flooding the dancefloor

with water and slaughterhouse waste.

“Early Kraftwerk played in art galleries, 

and that was something that also

happened with the first Düsseldorf punks 

due to the connections of Carmen

Knoebel,” Dorper explains. “She got all

the interesting, stranger bands into the

Ratinger Hof. She could have gone totally

commercial, but instead she got Pere Ubu, 

Tuxedomoon, people like that.”

Munich native and classically trained

drummer Robert Görl stumbled across the Ratinger

Hof on a stopover in Düsseldorf after spending the

summer of 1978 in London. Having caught the end of

punk in Britain, he was inspired to find a similar scene

just beginning in Düsseldorf. At the bar he met Gabi

Delgado, his future partner in DAF. “Many bands were

formed in the Ratinger Hof,” says Görl. “People were

hanging out there from the Art Academy, Beuys was

there, there were people making their own fanzines.”

When the old guard came to Ratinger Hof, the

generational divide was clear. Neu!’s Michael Rother

had already left the city for his rural retreat in Forst, 

but he still had family in Düsseldorf, and

occasionally dropped by the Hof. “From my

memory it wasn’t glamorous at all,” Rother says.

“It was just a place where these people hang out.

But I didn’t feel like I belonged to that crowd.

I was always sort of an outsider, and happy to  

be away in the country.”

Rother’s former Neu! partner, Klaus Dinger,

also liked to visit the Ratinger Hof. In June 1978,

his new band, La Düsseldorf, released their

second LP,Viva. It proved to be a big commercial

success, but reviews were mixed. The author of

one unfavourable review, Conrad Schalensick,

walked into the Hof at the wrong time. Dinger

cornered him, punched him in the face and

broke his nose. “Klaus was very eager to be

loved and admired,” Rother says ruefully. “My

mother really liked him, but she didn’t have to 

work with him.”

pulverising, jagged, techno-punk minimalism felt 

like a stern rebuke to Kraftwerk’s high-art

perfectionism. “It was too commercial for us.”

“I was not interested in Kraftwerk at all,” agrees

Kurt Dahlke. “For us they were hippies coming

from a totally other music world. They were

established. They made hit records, we didn’t. We 

saw ourselves as a new generation in music.”

This growing indifference towards Kraftwerk in 

Düsseldorf was not just generational but also

lifestyle related. As Wolfgang Flür records in his

Kraftwerk memoir IWasARobot, the band were

living a deluxe playboy lifestyle in the late 1970s,

with nights spent hopping between VIP dance

clubs like TV, Malesh and Sheila. This is the

glamorous celebrity world they both celebrated

and satirised on “The Model”, the standout single

fromTheMan-Machine; wealth, fame and privilege 

made them soft targets.

“We called them the guys from the other side of

the Rhine, from Oberkassel,” says Görl. “They came 

from rich families.”

“Kraftwerk were night people,” Dörper

says. “It’s important to understand, in the

mid-’70s, Düsseldorf was very much a disco 

city. We had a few of the most popular

discotheques in all of Germany. Posh ones.

Very hip. You had to be rich and beautiful to 

enter these places.”

S
O where did the non-rich, non-

beautiful people gather? The Ratinger 

Hof was a dive bar with a tiny

dancefloor tucked away in the cobbled back

streets of the city’s Old Town district, the

Altstadt. In 1974, Carmen Knoebel and

Ingrid Kohlhöfer took over the bar’s tenancy

and transformed it into a kind of living art

gallery for creative misfits, students and

teachers from the nearby Art Academy.

Two years later, Knoebel’s painter husband Klaus

“Imi” Knoebel redesigned the Ratinger Hof interior 

into a strikingly minimal concrete bunker. “He

changed the appearance totally,” Dahlke recalls. “If

you went there in ’75 it was like a totally hippie place

with palms and nice atmospheric lights. But they

threw everything out and made a white room with

neon lights. This was kind of the opposite of all the 

other bars in Altstadt.”

“It was modelled after CBGB in New York,” says

Rudi Esch, who was just 12 in 1978 but still clearly

remembers the Ratinger Hof. “It was the brand-new 

thing, everyone went there. The ’80s already

started in 1978 in the Ratinger Hof. That was the

first thing I learned at school, before I turned 15.”

Under Carmen Knoebel’s management, the

Ratinger Hof became the crucible of the German

new wave, developing a reputation to rival SO36

in Berlin and the Markthalle in Hamburg. The

Hof became a routine stop-off for like-minded

English and American bands, including Wire,

Pere Ubu, Bauhaus, Killing Joke, Fad Gadget and

XTC, who all played early European shows there.

But the Ratinger Hof also served as an

experimental arts lab, rehearsal room and

surrogate home for budding musicians,

painters, photographers, filmmakers, creative

troublemakers and future pop stars. Joseph

Beuys, who taught at the Art Academy, was a

regular. Sometimes painters and musicians

would share the stage in anarchic avant-garde 

“Itwasnotjust
likeaweekend 
partyatthe
RatingerHof”
ROBERT GÖRL, DAF
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Gabi Delgado (left)
and Robert Görl
of electro-punk
band Deutsch
Amerikanische
Freundschaft (DAF)

The Ratinger
Hof dive bar:
Düsseldorf’s
own CBGB

“I didn’t feel
like I belonged
to that crowd”:
Neu!’s Michael 
Rother
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Open seven days a week from mid-morning to the

early hours, the Ratinger Hof became a magnet for

the city’s punk crowd and hipster elite. Beer and

marijuana were the main drugs of choice, recalls

Görl. “It was not just like a weekend party,” he grins.

“We went out from Monday to Monday. The Ratinger

Hof every night, already starting at midday. I think 

we can truly say we were living in the club.”

D
ESPITE such high spirits, tensions between

the Ratinger Hof art-punk crowd and the

grungy, biker-friendly rock bars elsewhere in 

the Altstadt occasionally boiled over into

confrontation. Robert Görl remembers witnessing a 

smash-and-grab robbery on the cash desk, and

rowdy raids in which the whole venue would

end up trashed. Kurt Dahlke recalls another

night when art-punk provocateurs Minus

Delta T faced down an angry mob. “They made

a performance and that evening one of these

rocker gangs from the other side of the Rhine

came in with their bikes,” Dahlke says. “They

tried to storm the Ratinger Hof. But Minus Delta T

were totally prepared for that; they were turning

around the billiard cues and just hitting them.

So they went away. The battlefield was then

moved to another place called the Okie Dokie.”

The latent violence of the Altstadt took a tragic

turn on August 21, when musician Wolfgang

Riechmann was fatally stabbed by two drunken

strangers on his way home. The 31-year-old had 

previously played with Michael Rother and

Wolfgang Flür in their late-1960s covers band

Spirits Of Sound, subsequently joining prog-rock

band Streetmark. He died shortly before the release of

his debut solo album,Wunderbar– mostly a collection

of synthesiser instrumentals. Rother’s photographer 

girlfriend Anne Weitz took the sleeve shot of

Riechmann as an androgynous, blue-lipped alien.

“He was walking through Altstadt with his

girlfriend, not doing any harm,” says Rother. “These

two guys, they had been kicked out of several bars.

They were angry and frustrated. They put a knife into 

his chest and he bled to death. He died before the 

album was out. It was

devastating, the senselessness  

of something like that.”

Another, more politically

charged strain of violence also

visited Düsseldorf in 1978. The

Rote Armee Fraktion (Red Army

Faction) was a leftist terror group

founded by Munich-born activist 

Andreas Baader and radical

political journalistUlrikeMeinhof.

Nicknamed the Baader-Meinhof

Gang, their violent actions peaked 

with the “German Autumn” of

1977, when a ‘commando unit’ 

kidnapped and executed

industrialist Hanns Martin

Schleyer, killing his driver and

three bodyguards in the process.

On September 6, 1978, fugitive

RAF member Willi-Peter Stoll

died in a gunfight with police at

a Chinese restaurant close to the

Düsseldorf apartment shared by

Wolfgang Flür and Karl Bartos. Two 

weeks later, Stoll’s accomplices

Angelika Speitel and Michael Knoll

were arrested in nearby Dortmund. 

Knoll and police officer Hans-Wilhelm

Hansen both died from their wounds.

Because many youthful RAF members

adopted a long-haired, hippie-like image,

musicians became frequent targets of

police suspicion. Roadblocks and random

ID checks were routine in 1978. “It was like

a police state,” claims Ralf Dörper. “There

were a lot of police controlling you during the night on the

motorways. They were pretty young, totally nervous, with

machine guns. We had that quite often when we went to 

some punk events outside Düsseldorf, or we played

somewhere ourselves. We were controlled like that.”

Flür reported that Florian Schneider’s apartment had

once been raided erroneously by anti-terror police prior

to his joining Kraftwerk; Flür was even mistaken for

wanted RAF fugitive Christian Klar by armed officers 

who followed him home.

“That was a very troubling period,” agrees Michael

Rother. “I even remember earlier when we were with

Harmonia in Brussels, we were sitting in the car and we

had all these policemen surrounding us with guns. They

did a body search, looking for drugs or weapons. This

was the time of the Baader-Meinhof revolutionaries, or

terrorists, depending on your point of view… Something 

went terribly wrong with these people.”

JustasBritishpunkslikeTheClashhadborrowedurban

guerrillaiconography,sotheircounterparts inDüsseldorf

seizedontheRAF’sslogansandgraphicsfortheirown

disruptiveends.GabiDelgadoofDAFlaterwroteatribute

songtotheterrorists,“Kinderzimmer”, likeningthemto

hischildhoodheroesBruceLeeandEmmaPeelfrom

TheAvengers.RalfDörperhadthegroup’swanted

posterplasteredonhisbedroomwallalongsideAlice

Cooper.Hisfirstpunkband,SYPH,evenusedimages

fromtheSchleyerkidnappingonthecoveroftheir1979

debutalbum,VielFiend,VielEhr.Thesleevehadtobe 

alteredafterseveralprintersrefusedtohandleit.

These were not the earnest political statements of

the previous generation – like the international

student protests that exploded in Berlin in 1967 –

but adolescent gestures intended to provoke extreme

reactions. As Berlin punk pioneer Jaki Eldorado noted 

“Therewere
alotofpolice
controlling
you atnight”
RALF DÖRPER

Neu! spin-off La
Düsseldorf: in the
late ’70s, Bowie
called them
“the soundtrack 
of the ’80s” 

Industrialist
Hanns Martin
Schleyer,
kidnapped
and killed by
the Red Army
Faction,whose
ranks included
Willi-Peter
Stoll (below),
later shot
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co-founder Chrislo Haas hit on the ingenious scheme of

driving to Amsterdam and smuggling a carload of hashish

back to sell in Düsseldorf. Result: 3,000 Deutschmarks to 

spend on shiny new synthesisers.

The Ratinger Hof’s imperial phase ended when Carmen

Knoebel left in 1979, but it continued as an important music

venue for another decade. Some estimate between 20 and 30

bands formed there during its 18-month peak as Germany’s

avant-garde punk laboratory. Its legacy also endures in a

nationwide network of DIY labels set up at the end of the

decade, modelled on early British indies like Mute and Rough 

Trade. Knoebel herself launched Pure Freude (Pure Joy),

while Kurt Dahlke formed Warning, later renamed Ata Tak, to

self-release his early work with DAF, Fehlfarben and Pyrolator.

“We made so many contacts all over Germany with bands

who had the same kind of spirit,” nods Dahlke. “Not only in

Düsseldorf, also the scene that was going on in Hamburg and

Berlin. This was one thing that opened up the whole scene.”

As a new decade began, Düsseldorf’s punk scene became  

a global concern. DAF proved influential on artists

including Depeche Mode, Soft Cell and Frankie Goes To

Hollywood. Dörper, meanwhile, joined industrial rockers

Die Krupps before finding greater success as a founding 

member of Propaganda.

They may not be as fêted as the first krautrock generation,

but Düsseldorf’s late-1970s electro-punks have arguably had

more lasting impact across multiple subcultures from synth-

pop to techno to industrial metal. In Germany, their legacy has

been celebrated in films, exhibitions, compilation albums and 

books, notably Esch’s definitive oral history of the city’s

electronic scene,Electri_City. Esch calls Düsseldorf “the 

Memphis of electronic music”.

In recent years, many of these bands have been recording and

touring again. Der Plan, Die Krupps and DAF remain sporadically

active, still exploring the experimental fringes of rock, still

making music on their own terms. “Our aim was always to

become successful,” says Robert Görl, “but in an underground 

way. We wanted to get famous in a weird way!”

Electri_City by Rudi Esch is published by Omnibus Press.

Robert Görl’s previously unreleased 1987 LP The Paris

Tapes is out now. Die Krupps play the UK this summer

in Jürgen Teipel’s fêted 2001 ‘docu-novel’ about the

German new-wave scene,VerschwendeDeine Jugend,

“punk rock was so interesting precisely because there

was no longer any ideological baggage. You could go

crazy. Party. You wouldn’t care if someone walked

around with a swastika or if someone else supported 

the RAF.”

“It was kind of a terror chic,” acknowledges Rudi

Esch. “In hindsight you can’t be too fascinated by it.

But it was like rock’n’roll. ‘Street Fighting Man’.”

F
OR the Düsseldorf punks, a decisive shift took

place at the end of 1978, inspired by a run of

Ratinger Hof shows that passed into local

legend. One was by Wire, making their European

debut teetering atop a makeshift stage straddling 

two snooker tables.

“Everyone formed a band after seeing Wire in

November 1978 at Ratinger Hof,” says Esch. “The

best concert I saw there,” confirms Dahlke. “It

changed my life, actually. There was always

crazy-good concerts going on, so I changed the way  

I was doing music at that time.”

Another seismic Ratinger Hof debut came courtesy of

Pere Ubu the following month, whose prominent use

of synthesisers had a profound effect. “This really

fascinated me,” says Görl. “The Sex Pistols punks

were not attracted by this kind of electronic, weird, 

Pere Ubu thing. But I thought this was great,

electronics mixed with this new power music.”

Dahlke recalls the liberating shock value of

seeing Pere Ubu’s Allen Ravenstine playing a

primitive EMS VCS3 analogue synth. “Besides

Brian Eno, I had never seen anybody playing this

instrument on stage,” he says. “He was so cool,

just doing freaking noises. I thought, ‘Wow, that is 

a totally new style of making music.’ That was 

changing my style quite a lot.”

Exposure to more electronic post-punk bands at

the Ratinger Hof encouraged aspiring musicians

like Dahlke and Dörper to embrace new directions.

The launch of relatively cheap new synthesisers

and sequencers in 1978, notably the Korg MS-20, 

also helped fuel this electronic rebirth.

“Early Korgs and early Rolands made a lot of things

possible,” nods Dörper. “And it helped to see somebody 

like Fad Gadget playing Ratinger Hof. You realised

electronic music did not need to be bureaucratic on stage. 

It could be wild as well, it could be punk.”

These new-generation music machines were

affordable, but still not cheap. To raise funds, DAF 

BEUYSKEEPSWINGING:
Five key albums that shaped theDüsseldorfnewwave

MICHAEL ROTHER
Sterntaler (SKY)

Having leftDüsseldorf for the
pastoralhavenofForst,Rother’s
secondsoloalbumradiatesakind
ofsoul-soothingbucolicbeauty.
FeaturingCandrummerJaki
Liebezeitand legendarykrautrock
producerConnyPlank,Sterntaler
blendsHawaiianguitarandsparse 
percussionwith increasingly
prominentelectronicelements.

LA DÜSSELDORF
Viva (RADAR)

KlausDinger’spost-Neu!grabfor
leftfieldpopfamefound itsmost
lustyexpressiononthismodest
commercialhit,with itsEno-ish
shimmers,punkychants, fuzzy
guitarsandfizzingsynthesisers.
DavidBowiecalledLaDüsseldorf 
“thesoundtrackofthe ’80s”.

RIECHMANN
Wunderbar (SKY)

ADüsseldorfsceneveteranwho
onceplayedwithbothWolfgang
FlürandMichaelRother,Wolfgang
Riechmann delved into synth-pop 

futurismonhis firstsoloLP,astylish
electronicaffair thatpredictsmuch
oftheNewRomanticmovement.
Tragically,hewaskilled inarandom 
knifeattack before its release.

DAF
Ein Produkt Der Deutsch-
Amerikanischen
Freundschaft (WARNING/ATA TAK)

Thevolatileoriginal four-piece
incarnationofDAFrecordedtheir
self-releaseddebutaftersinger
GabiDelgadotemporarilyquit
the band. A fast-paced pile-up of 

metal-bashing instrumentals,all
untitled, itcalledtimeonkrautrock
andsignalledtheexhilaratingbirthof 
German industrialelectro-punk. 

PYROLATOR
Inland (WARNING/AKA TAK)

LeavingDAFafter justone
album,KurtDahlke launched
hissoloPyrolatoraliaswiththis
uncompromisingcollectionofear-
scrapingsynthscapes, foundsounds
andhorror-moviegloomtronica.Four
decades later, it still crackles with 
chilling sonic unease.
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“W
E were using

a bunch of

elements that

hadn’t been

put together

before,” contends Hank Shocklee of

The Bomb Squad, Public Enemy’s

production team. “It was socially relevant

consciousness in rap form, combined

with the artistry of all these diferent

samples we loved. And that’s not easy to

do. We didn’t care too much about artistic 

value; the key thing was that this thing

had to have miles on the street.”

Shocklee is relecting on the gestation of

’88’s ItTakesANationOfMillionsToHold

UsBack, the LP that took PE’s audacious

hip-hop grooves and biting polemic into

the pop charts. At its heart was a trio

of uncompromising singles – “Rebel

Without A Pause”, “Bring The Noise” and

“Don’t Believe The Hype” – that brought

their social commentary on the black

experience in America into brutally

sharp focus.

Led by MC Chuck

D, alongside Flavor

Flav, turntablist

Terminator X and

Professor Grif as

their appointed

‘Minister Of

Information’, the

ensemble layered

funk loops, drum

machines and

samples into a

thumping collage

of noise. “Don’t

Believe The Hype”,

their irst Top 20

hit in the UK, was

assembled from the

constituent parts of

James Brown, Melvin

Bliss, Whodini, The

Trix Kids, Juice and

Rufus Thomas. “We

were looking for that

something else,”

says Shocklee, who

co-wrote the song with

Chuck D, Flavor Flav

and fellow producer,

Eric ‘Vietnam’ Sadler. 

Howacollageofhip-hopgrooves,samplesandpolemicallyricsbecamea
1988 hit that’s still relevant today: “Sometimes the crowd picks the record…” 

Don’tBelieve
The Hype 

     byPublic Enemy

“Public Enemy couldn’t give you what LL

Cool J could give you, or what The Beastie

Boys or Run-DMC were giving you. It had

to be its own thing. And if it was going to be

the case, then it had to thebestat its own

thing. That’s what we were pushing for.” 

ROB HUGHES

ERIC ‘VIETNAM’ SADLER: There was a lot

going on at the end of the ’80s. There’d

been vigilante shooter Bernhard Goetz

on the subway, Reagan’s policies, the

outbreak of AIDS, the racial attacks in

Howard Beach in Queens, Oliver North

and the Iran-Contra scandal. And all the

radio stations and news agencies were

reporting the same things in the same

way. The same went for Public Enemy.

Whenever you’d give interviews or make

statements, they’d pick apart what you

said and spin it their own way.

PROFESSOR GRIFF:There was a lot of

confusion about Public Enemy – ‘What are

youdoing? Are you guys bodyguards? Are

you dancers?’ It was new, it was diferent.

We didn’t expect people to understand.

We weren’t dancers, we were S1W – the

Security Of The First World.

HANK SHOCKLEE: Ater you become

known, you get all these copycats. It got

to the point where the record companies

were putting out any artists they could

ind that were close to what Public Enemy

was trying to represent. And they were

coming with all the hype behind it.

SADLER: They were saying lots of things

about Public Enemy that just weren’t

true. It was annoying to Chuck and Hank

particularly, because they were constantly

out there doing interviews. Luckily, Chuck

always fought back in his lyrics.

GRIFF: It was shocking. We recorded some

of the stuf they were saying about Public 
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Professor Griff: 
Vocals

Hank Shocklee
Producer,
co-writer

Eric ‘Vietnam’
Sadler
Producer,
co-writer

Harry Allen
Activist and
journalist, vocals

Public Enemy, New
York, 1988: (l-r) Flavor
Flav, Professor Griff,
Terminator X, Chuck D  
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Enemy on the radio and we put it on It
TakesANationOfMillions…. They were
calling us suckers and a bunch of things.
SHOCKLEE: “Don’t Believe The Hype”
developed as an answer to all the fake
press people were getting. At the time, rap
was all to do with bragging about what you
had in terms of material possessions. And
I didn’t feel that; Chuck didn’t feel that. We
were more interested in issues.
HARRY ALLEN: Chuck says “don’t believe
the hype” was something his parents used
to say, as the family would discuss topical
days’ events, or news stories, at dinner. It
was their way of saying to Chuck and his
siblings, ‘Don’t go along with what they’re
saying on the news just because it’s on TV.’
SADLER: “Don’t Believe The Hype” came
about through Chuck. He fancied himself
as a scratchin’ DJ, but really stank at it. I
went into the studio one day and he was
spinnin’ on the turntable and listening to
“I Got Ants In My Pants” by James Brown,
trying to cut a sample of it and scratch it.
SHOCKLEE: “Don’t Believe The Hype”
started of real experimental. I was
looking for a diferent feel, so I pulled
everybody together in the studio and we
started jamming. Chuck might be on the
turntable, one of us would be moving a
reel-to-reel around, another would be on a
drum machine, just checking out sounds.
It was just random noise and everybody 
was playing at the same time.

GRIFF: There was a lot of experimentation
going on. If a drum beat sounded dope
backwards, then we played it backwards.
You’ve got to bring your spirit and soul to
it. So we were playing around in our pre-
production studio, trying to get an idea of
how it was all going to sound. We’d have
people around us – Johnny Juice [Rosado],
Terminator X – coming in and out of the
studio. It was a fun time.
SHOCKLEE: Everybody was just trying
to get a feel together. Meanwhile, I’m
recording all of this onto cassette, which
was the only medium you had to record
stuf on at the time. A couple of days later
I listened to the whole cassette and there
was this one little moment that was far out.
It was only maybe two bars, but it came
into a nice little groove. It felt organic and
luid, like it could be a good bassline. That
to me became the starting point. There
are lots of samples on there, and the most
recognisable is James Brown. That’s what 
gave it its melody.

SADLER: I sampled the James Brown piece,
but it was too smooth. So I had to sample
howChuck had been scratchin’ it, rather
than taking it straight from the record.
Then we had a few options for other stuf
and that gave us the crux of the song. Once
we had the basic track we made a cassette
demo to see how it sounded, then started
looking at the holes and gaps to be illed.
SHOCKLEE: The track was bottom-heavy.
It didn’t have the driving drums, so it was
closer to what we’d consider reggae. And
it was dark. So I had to add something
black on top of it – just to tag it to songs like
“Bring The Noise” and “Rebel Without A
Pause” – which ended up being another
little horn hit on top. That pushed it.
SADLER: That screeching sax sample
is from Chuck. We already had “Rebel
Without A Pause”, but Hank and Chuck
wanted to create something similar in
feel. Between them they came up with the
track, while I was going to be the scientist
who had to put it all together. I wanted to
make it sound relevant, music-wise.
GRIFF: The Bomb Squadwas the sound
of Public Enemy, the chaotic noise. And
of course there was Chuck’s vision, along
with Hank’s and Eric’s. I overheard Chuck
saying one time he wanted to make music
black women can’t dance to, so it forced
you to think instead. And it probably took
on a diferent meaning once black people 
in the hood heard it, as on a political 

“Americawasbeingexposed
forherevilwickednessand
theblooddrippingfrom her 
hands” PROFESSOR GRIFF
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he started talking about leaving part of
it blank, as that’s where Harry Allen was
going to come in ater being mentioned by
Flav and reply:“Don’tbelieve thehype.”
ALLEN: Chuck called me and said he had a
part that he wanted me to say on a record.
I didn’t even know what it was called.
Instinctively, I tried to say my part to the
beat. Chuck told me that was wrong, to
“Just say it this way”, then demonstrated
it. So I did exactly what he did. As I recall,
the whole thing didn’t take 15 minutes.
SHOCKLEE: When we irst made “Don’t
Believe The Hype”, we felt it was a total
failure. It came right ater “Rebel Without
A Pause”, which kind of blew open the
doors for us, but we thought it was slower
and didn’t have as much energy. It was
one of those records that we’d put in the
‘dump pile’. But for some reason, a tape
went out to Russell [Simmons] at Def Jam.
Then Jason [Mizell, aka Jam Master Jay]
and DMC [Darryl McDaniels] of Run-DMC
just happened to take it. DMC had a Ford
Bronco with this ridiculous boom system
that acted like a giant speaker. He drove
over to the Apollo in Harlem, where they
had amateur night on a Wednesday. As
everybody was iling out – there was a
couple of thousand people – he blasted out
the demo of “Don’t Believe The Hype”. It
was analogous to the phones lighting up.
I got a call, Chuck got a call, Run [Joseph
Simmons] got called, Rick [Rubin, Def Jam]
got a call. DMC was going: “Yo! You need
to hear this! We played this track on 125th
Street and everybody lost their minds!” So
the song forced its way into the airspace.
Sometimes the crowd picks the record.

level it was saying, ‘No, you can’t believe
everything that white America tells you,
because they rewrote the history books.’
Get the fuck out of here with that.
SADLER: PE were renegades. We never
had any radio play, it was all about getting
known on the street. Chuck had already
been out on the road and was quite well
known, so his perception of celebrity had
broadened his scope. That’s what lines
like“Reachthebourgeoisandrock the
boulevard”were about. He was suddenly
among the top celebrities and politicians
in the western world, out there all the time.
SHOCKLEE: Chuck’s more like a [Jean-
Michel] Basquiat or a Romare Bearden.
He can take something that’s completely
abstract and make it work so that it makes
sense. When a Bomb Squad track meets
Chuck and his vocals, it’s like mixing
ammonia and bleach. It becomes lethal.
SADLER: Hank and Chuck came up with
most of the ideas. Hank was a non-
musician whose genius lay in knowing the
industry, whereas I was the more musical
one. If it ever got toomusical, Hank would
say: “This needs to be kept uglier. It needs
to be more aggressive. Don’t ix it!”
SHOCKLEE: Chuck got to the point where 

TIME LINE

Written by: Chuck
D, Hank Shocklee,
Eric Sadler and
Flavor Flav
Recorded at:
Greene St
Recording,
Manhattan and
Sabella Studios,
Long Island, NY
Produced by: The 
Bomb Squad
Personnel
includes: Chuck D
(lead vocals),
Professor Griff
(vocals), Flavor
Flav (vocals),
Terminator X
(turntables),
Hank Shocklee
and Eric Sadler
(programming)
Released: April 5,
1988
Highest chart
position: UK 18;  
US -

FACT FILE

1986: Formed in Long
Island, New York, Public
Enemy sign to Def Jam
Recordings.
February 1987: Debut
album Yo! Bum Rush  

The Show is released, 
produced by The
Bomb Squad.
November 1987:
Following a European
tour supporting LL Cool  

J, UK debut “Rebel
Without A Pause” enters
the Top 40.
April 1988: “Don’t Believe
The Hype” is issued as a 
single, backed by 

“Prophets Of Rage” and
“The Rhythm The Rebel”.
It peaks at No 18 in the  
UK in July.
July 1988: Def Jam
release parent album It 

Takes A Nation Of Millions
To Hold Us Back, which
makes the UK Top 10 and
becomes Public Enemy’s
first platinum disc in the 
United States.JA
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Black power salutes: (far
right, l-r) Professor Griff,
Terminator X, Chuck D, 
September 1988

GRIFF: The timing of that song was a major
factor too. It gets right to the heart of the
issues we were facing. The truth was
getting out there and America was being
exposed for her evil wickedness and the
blood dripping from her hands. And all
the lies they were telling, especially about
black people, were inally being exposed.
SHOCKLEE: For me, music should always
be a forward progression. Public Enemy
was more of an experiment to see if you
could take socially relevant issues, put
them in record form and appeal to a new
generation. We never went out to make a
record for the radio or for people to dance
to in a club. It was made strictly for what
we considered to be the ‘heads’.
ALLEN: When I got back home ater the
session, I told my mom what I’d been out
doing and her immediate question was:
“Did they pay you?” I don’t know if I ever
got to tell her before she died, but “Don’t
Believe The Hype” has paid me so many
times over I can’t even make sense of it.
I’d like someone to tell me what part of
Chuck’s analysis has dated. That track is
still so relevant.
SADLER: Times change and people today
might not understand “Don’t Believe The
Hype” in the same way it was intended,
but that song still holds up pretty well.
GRIFF:We knew we were doing something
revolutionary, charting out new territory.
No one was taking Farrakhan, Malcolm
X, Jesse Jackson, Dr King and Ava
Muhammad and putting that stuf into
music for the world to hear. People would
come up to us and say, “I was dead in the
mud until I heard you guys.” It gave people
hope, it did a lot of things for a lot of people.
SHOCKLEE: It’s funny, because now we’re
going through the same era that “Don’t
Believe The Hype” was warning about.
It’s repeating itself, but the diference now
is that it’s gone mainstream. Everything
is being overly hyped, and because of
social media and mad duplication, you’re
getting hit with 300 times the saturation.
It’s making the statement become more
relevant as we start moving into this new
age. To me it feels Orwellian, like 1984.
GRIFF: I knew that Public Enemy was
going to withstand the times and that we’d
still be around 20 or 30 years later. And
here we are. Just don’t believe the hype!
SHOCKLEE: Nowadays things tend to
survive the test of time because they’re
hugely popular. But very rarely does
something underground, like Public
Enemy, manage to do that. That was
always the idea. We were going for Jimi
Hendrix as opposed to Elton John. What
we did with Public Enemy was create a 
new lifestyle, a new language. 

“WhenaBombSquadtrack
meetsChuck’svocals, it’slike
mixingammoniaandbleach 
– lethal!” HANK SHOCKLEE
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“Inmyhead I’m  
stillveryyoung…”

Far away guise: 
Françoise Hardy, 
June 17, 1969
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T
UCKED away on the back cover of 1964’s 

Another Side Of Bob Dylan is a poem.  

“For Françoise Hardy,” writes Dylan.  

“At the Seine’s edge/A giant shadow/Of 

Notre Dame/Seeks t’ grab my foot…”

Hardy has known about Dylan’s 

untitled poem for the past 54 years,  

but it was only a few months ago that  

she really began to understand it.

“Earlier this year, two Americans got in touch with me,” she 

says. “They had inherited some drafts of the poem that Dylan 

had left in a café. They sent me these drafts, and I was very 

moved. This was a young man, a very romantic artist, who 

had a fixation on somebody only from a picture. You know 

how very young people are… I realised it had been very 

important for him.”

It is early spring when Uncut meets Hardy at the chic  

Hotel De Sers, not far from the Arc De Triomphe. She prefers 

not to venture out of central Paris if she can help it, so our 

rendezvous is near Hardy’s home, and just two miles from the 

ninth arrondissement where the singer grew up. Just turned 

74, Hardy is still slim and bright-eyed, quick to laugh and as 

stylish as ever – today she’s wearing dark skinny jeans, a 

black top and a fitted blazer, with a bright-red scarf and gold 

necklace her only accessories.

Bob Dylan’s not the only artist to have been captivated by 

Hardy and her work, of course – The Beatles, The Rolling 

Stones, Nick Drake, David Bowie, Richard Thompson and 





“Dylanplayed
metwosongs…
Ineversaw
himagain”
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Graham Coxon have all paid tribute to her 
considerable musical gifts.

“My sister had a Françoise Hardy single,” 
remembers Richard Thompson. “I think it was 
‘Tous Les Garçons Et Les Filles’. My sister had 
other French records of the period – Richard 
Anthony, Hugues Aufray – so I was used to the 
intimacy of style. [But] this was sexier! If you 
put it together with the pictures of Françoise, it 
was a powerful package.”

Yet Hardy is not just a muse, but a compelling 
artist in her own right. She first came to 
prominence in 1962, aged just 18, with a mostly 
self-penned debut of infectious yé-yé – 
Europe’s pop take on rock’n’roll – and swiftly 
scored a massive hit with “Tous Les Garçons…”, 
which even cracked the UK Top 40.

“It was my first and most important hit,” Hardy 
says. “Unfortunately, as it’s not my best song!”

The tune was sprightly, but the lyrics were better 
suited to one of Émile Zola’s more miserable 
heroines than a young purveyor of Gallic pop: “I go 

alone through the streets,” Hardy sang. “The soul in 

pain… I go alone, because nobody loves me.”

“She was the opposite of all the French new artists 
trying to look and sound American,” explains 
renowned photographer Jean-Marie Périer, Hardy’s 
partner for much of the ’60s. “And her melodies were 
sad, she didn’t try to make them dance the twist.”

Hardy continued mining this seam of melancholy 
through a run of albums that quietly and tastefully 
explore styles from Brazilian jazz to English folk-rock. 
We’re in Paris to discuss these records, along with 
Hardy’s unexpected new album, Personne D’autre, in 
which she examines mortality and spirituality; in 
many ways, the record’s closest cousin may be 

Leonard Cohen’s final album, You Want It Darker.
“At my age the lyrics you are singing cannot be the 

same as the ones you were singing when you were 30 
or 40 or even 50,” explains Hardy. “They have much 
to do with your past, but also with the idea of another 
life, in another universe.”

A
S a teenager in late-’50s Paris, Françoise 
Hardy found herself carried away by the pop 
music of the time, much of it British and 

American. “It was extraordinary, because every week 
you had tremendous new songs,” she says. “I was 
very fond of The Shadows and Cliff Richard, and also 
Marty Wilde. In the States, Elvis Presley, Paul Anka, 
Neil Sedaka, all these young people. I was only 

interested in that.”
As intoxicating as this new music was, these pop stars 

also acted as something of an escape for Hardy, whose 
childhood was “humble”, as Jean-Marie Périer puts it: 
her parents were unmarried – scandalous at the time – 
and her father was mostly absent, “married to I-don’t-
know-who”, as Hardy explains.

“She lived in a very small family circle,” recalls Périer. 
“Her grandmother was always telling her that she was 
nothing, not even beautiful. When we started seeing 

each other, she had never even been in a theatre to  
see a movie.”

Hardy was intelligent, though, and by the time she 
passed her Baccalaureate at a younger age than usual, 
her interest in music was absolute. Her mother asked 
her father to buy her a gift, but Hardy had trouble 
deciding between a small radio and a guitar.

“I finally made up my mind for the guitar,” Hardy 
laughs. “Why did I want a guitar? I didn’t know 
anything about music! But I got the guitar, and I found 
out that with three chords I could make up quite a lot of 

With Bob Dylan 
and Johnny 
Hallyday, Paris 
Olympia, 1966
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tunes which were bad copies of the songs I was listening to all

the time on Radio Luxembourg – ‘your station of the stars’!”

That Hardy then began writing her own songs is impressive

– this was an era when pop stars generally employed

professional writers (such as a young Serge Gainsbourg) and

The Beatles were yet to release their first single. That much of

her work still sounds strangely modern, eschewing the

gaucheness of many of her yé-yé counterparts, is even

more striking.

“At this time, the new artists in France used to sing

American lyrics badly translated,” says Périer. “Let’s

face it, the translators were not Marcel Proust. So she

had no choice but to write her own – plus, she had

things to say.”

Hardy believes her desire to write came from French

singer Barbara. “She was a great artist, who was

writing all her own songs. I was a great fan of hers; I

went to see her live, and I always brought a rose to her.”

After signing with Vogue in late 1961, her debut – like

almost all her albums, self-titled, but known by its

most famous song, in this case “Tous Les Garçons…”

– appeared in 1962. Within three months, Hardy was

a major name in France, with her fame spreading

throughout Europe. Despite the hits, though, Hardy

was unhappy.

“I heard The Shadows behind songs like ‘Tous Les

Garçons…’, but I had such bad musicians, such a bad

producer… I thought those recordings were terrible.

But I was on tour with Richard Anthony, and he

said to me, ‘You have to record in England!’ My first

recordings had such a huge success that my recording

company didn’t want to change it, but finally we went

to London, and for the first time I had a musical

production I was happy with.”

From 1964’s Mon Amie La Rose onwards, Hardy was

a regular at Marble Arch’s Pye Studios, working with

arrangers Charles Blackwell, Arthur Greenslade and

John Paul Jones and musicians including Jimmy Page.

Hardy is effusive in her praise for most of those she’s

worked with, but Jones’ arrangements come in for

some stick. “Terrible production, terrible! He wanted

to do a French production, and I was expecting exactly

the contrary.”

The girl with  
a guitar, circa 
1966; (right)  
in the white 
trouser suit she 
wore during a 
residency at 
the Savoy in ’65
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INITIALS FH
Françoise remembers 

Serge Gainsbourg

“H
E was a close friend, but 
I didn’t work very much 
with him, no. After he died, 

[Gainsbourg’s partner] Bambou 
told me, ‘Serge said sometimes 
that he didn’t understand why 
you never asked him to make a 
whole album with you.’ I was very 
flattered – but I had never asked 
him because I preferred to make 
my own album, even if it was not 
as good as an album written and 
produced by him – because when 
you were recording with Serge, it 
was his album, not yours. He was 
a very strong personality; he was 
absolutely charming, almost like a 
child sometimes when he had not 
drunk anything, but when he had 
drunk alcohol – he was very fond of 
cocktails, sweet liquor – he could be 
very different [laughs]. Yes, when 
he was a little drunk, he became 
‘Gainsbarre’.”

As the decade swung into the 

mid-’60s, Hardy’s music began 

to sound lusher and richer, 

from the 12-string jangle of “Ce 

Petit Coeur” and the glacial, 

orchestral glide of “Il Se Fait 

Tard” (both written by Hardy) 

to the maverick fuzz-tone  

blues of “Je N’Attends Plus 

Personne”, featuring Page.

“From when she was 18, she 

knew she was different,” says 

producer Erick Benzi, who has worked regularly with Hardy over 

the past 20 years. “She was capable of going in front of big artists 

like Charles Aznavour and saying, ‘Your song is crap, I don’t want to 

sing it.’ She never made compromises.”

Accessible, but never pandering to trends, her first five albums 

were enough for Hardy to be seen as a serious artist, but it was her 

refusal to play the showbusiness game that made her something  

of an icon. She modelled, sure, but only for the most modern 

designers such as Paco Rabanne or André Courrèges, and it’s  

a fair bet that she would have been welcome at almost any  

high-society party; but Hardy preferred to mix in quieter 

circles, or stay at home and read.

“My job as photographer used to bring me into contact with acts 

like The Beatles and the Stones very often,” says Jean-Marie Périer. 

“All the Anglo-Saxons used to ask me to introduce them to Brigitte 

Bardot and to Françoise! When I toured with Bob Dylan he was 

asking me questions about her all the time.”

While she was performing a residency at London’s Savoy in the 

mid-’60s, Périer organised a dinner with Paul McCartney and 

George Harrison. “I remember this day because Jean-Marie had  

no tie,” says Françoise, “and so we couldn’t get into the club, one 

The Beatles used to go to often. It was a huge stress! Finally, 

somebody found a tie and gave it to him.”

Another sartorial debacle stymied a meeting with 

Burt Bacharach during Hardy’s Savoy run in 1965 – it 

seems the UK wasn’t quite ready for the futurist 

fashion Hardy preferred.

“In the audience was Burt Bacharach,” Hardy 

recalls. “I was a huge fan of his beautiful songs, and he 

wanted to meet me. I was in my stage dress, which was 

magnificent – it had been made by André Courrèges, 

and it was trousers and a top, all white, so elegant and 

modern, even today. I went down to the audience to 

see Burt, but the people from the Savoy didn’t let me  

in – I had been singing for three-quarters of an hour, 

but I couldn’t have a drink with Burt Bacharach 

because I was in trousers! Things have changed!”

On May 24, 1966, Hardy met Bob Dylan for the first 

time when he played the Paris Olympia. Hardy was 

now a huge admirer of Dylan’s songs, but the 

American’s opening acoustic set was a disaster, with 

Dylan visibly unwell and struggling to tune his guitar. 

During the interval, Hardy was told that the singer 

would only return for the second half if she came to see 

him in the interval.

“So I went to meet him,” says Hardy. “[After the 

concert] we were with some other French artists, like 

Johnny Hallyday, in Bob Dylan’s suite at the Georges V 

Hotel. Usually I never do this, it’s very embarrassing! 

Bob Dylan was already in his room, he wanted me to 

come in, and he played me two songs from his last 

album, which wasn’t yet released in France [Blonde On 

Blonde’s ‘Just Like A Woman’ and ‘I Want You’]. And 

that was it! I never saw him again.”

Alongside the hippest artists of the day, Hardy 

attended the Isle Of Wight festival in 1969. “I wanted 

to go and congratulate Bob Dylan after his set,  

but it was so crowded, it was impossible. I’m very 

surprised myself that I made the trip to an island for 

FRANÇOISE HARDY
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it, in the worst conditions! Was I camping? No, I don’t 

think so!”

If her presence in the festival’s VIP enclosure was

the pinnacle of her acceptance by the international 

rock scene, Hardy soon moved out of its circles

altogether. By this point, she was in a relationship

with the more rebellious Jacques Dutronc, singer and

songwriter and, as the ’70s dawned, Hardy pursued 

a rarer, stranger sound.

I
N autumn 1970, Françoise Hardy flew to Rio De 

Janeiro to sit on the jury for the

city’s Fifth Popular Song Festival. 

Her fellow judges included Lalo

Schifrin, Marcos Valle, Ray Conniff 

and Paul Simon, with the latter

acting as chair. “Every personality 

had a hostess,” she explains.

“I had, I don’t know why, a very bad

reputation, so the festival sent me

their best hostess. But we very quickly

became the best friends in the world.”

Hardy’s hostess, Lena, soon

introduced the singer to a Brazilian 

singer-songwriter, Tuca, then

performing in a Parisian restaurant,

La Feijoada. Hardy fell in love with her music, especially the song

“Même Sous La Pluie”, and the two began writing a new album

together. The result,LaQuestion, driven by Brazilian-influenced

nylon-string guitar, double bass and strings, introduced a new sound

for Hardy: heady, sensual and atmospheric, with her voice floating 

above the meandering baroque backings.

“This album is one of my best souvenirs,” says Hardy. “We started

with Tuca on the guitar and a very good jazz bass player – I recorded 

the voice at the same time as them, then we went to Corsica on

holiday with Tuca to decide if we would have strings or not on this

record. When we were back in Paris, she played all the songs and for

each song she proposed ideas to me for the strings. It has been the 

only time I have worked like that.”

While she was working with Tuca, Hardy was also on the lookout 

for other musicians to collaborate with. One songwriter that

interested her was Nick Drake. “He had read how enthusiastic I was

about one of his albums,” Hardy explains, “and so he came to the

studio where I was recording in London, and he sat in the corner, 

almost hidden, and he never said one word. I was so full of

admiration for his work, so I didn’t dare to say anything, and he 

didn’t dare to say anything [laughs].”

“Joe Boyd came up with this brilliant idea that Nick was going to

write an album of songs for Françoise,” says producer and arranger

Tony Cox. “I was going to produce it. So we travelled over to Paris – it 

was all pretty weird because Nick was a painfully shy bloke.

Françoise is incredibly neurotic. She won’t do things like shaking 

hands, because she’s scared of catching germs from people.”

The Drake collaboration never happened, but Cox was keen to work 

with Hardy regardless. So, in late 1971, the singer travelled once

again to London, this time to Chelsea’s Sound Techniques, to record  

a full album with Cox and a crack team of British folk-rockers, 

including Richard Thompson and Pat Donaldson.

“I remember they were allverykeen to play on the Françoise

sessions,” remembers Cox. “Particularly Richard Thompson, which 

was kind of surprising because he wasn’t someone who really 

volunteered to play on sessions much.”

“We did the tracks as a trio,” recalls Thompson, “and strings were

overdubbed later. Françoise sang guide vocals on all tracks. We all

got to hang out during breaks, in the Black Lion pub across the street. 

She was friendly and charming.”

Chosen songs included Trees’ “The Garden Of

Jane Delawney”, Neil Young’s “Till The Morning

Comes” and two Beverley Martyn songs. The

results were akin to an English version of the

Brazilian-influencedLaQuestion: intimate,

moonlit, eerie and quietly experimental, as

shown by the backwards guitar running through

her take on Buffy Sainte-Marie’s “Take My Hand 

For A While”.

“‘If You Listen’ was a pretty enough song, but

there wasn’t anything to really get your teeth into.

So I gave all the string instruments a choice to play

any notes in any order, but playingcol legno, with 

the wooden back of their bow, and it sounded

great. I remember everyone, including Françoise,

getting very excited when that sound emerged.”

Shy, reserved, yet strong-willed – it’s this 

Françoise in
Brazil, 1970

Hardy with singer
Georges Moustaki
at the Isle Of Wight
festival, 1969: “Was
I camping? No, I don’t 
think so!”

In her home studio,
December 1980
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albums,” says Benzi, “but on this one in

particular, because of her recent history.

She was nearly dead, she came back to life,

so on two or three songs it’s about this – 

like ‘Train Special’.”

“I thought, at my age, to take a ‘special

train’ can only be a train which brings me

to the infinite, to the cosmos,” explains

Hardy. “I’m afraid of dying, because most

of the time you’re suffering very much

physically, but it’s not sad – for me, death

is only the death of the body. I’m sure that

the link between the soul, and the loved 

ones who are still alive, stays.”

“She likes it when the chords are a little

weird,” adds Erick Benzi, “she likes things

not tobetoosimple.Sotherearerestrictions 

– but at the same time she is capable of 

doing a duet with Julio Iglesias!”

Personne D’autre was unplanned by its

creator until she stumbled upon “Sleep”,

a song by Finland’s Poets Of The Fall on

YouTube, and was inspired to work on her

own French adaptation. The speed of the

new album’s production – Hardy only

began writing last April – bodes well for more new

music in the future. “It’s the first time in my life I am so

quick writing lyrics, recording the songs and releasing

them,” she explains. “I didn’t think I’d do anything

else, but a lot of tunes and melodies came to me and

I couldn’t resist. I don’t understand English enough

to understand Leonard Cohen’s words,” admits Hardy,

when Uncut compares the subject matter of some of

Personne D’autre with Cohen’s final work. “But I know

he believed in spirituality, and I also have read a lot my

whole life. There are many forms of spirituality, but

when it is clever, there are many common points. I

think Buddhism is very near to the truth… But the 

truth? We will discover it after we die.”

The interview almost over, Hardy takes Uncut’s pen

to excitedly write down for us the name of Oren Lavie,

an Israeli singer-songwriter who she admires, and who

reminds her of Nick Drake. “My body is very old, but in

my head I’m still very young,” she says, as she spells

out his name in capitals. “I have a fan’s heart, still.”

Personne D’autre is out now on Parlophone/Warner

France. For Tony Cox’s Arco-X visit arco-x.com

peculiar combination of qualities that seem to

have sustained Hardy throughout her career. 

There are certainly analogues with Nick

Drake, in their personalities, voices and even

a similar taste in chords and harmony. Yet,

while Drake didn’t have the chance to even try 

his hand at real fame, Hardy has survived

decades of it. “The last time I saw Nick Drake,” 

she says, “he called me at the end of one

afternoon. I had always been feeling there was

something wrong with him, but I didn’t know

exactly what. I was going that evening to the

restaurant of the Tour Eiffel to have dinner,

because Véronique Sanson was performing

there. But I felt I couldn’t leave him alone, so I

said, ‘Come, and I’ll take you to the Tour Eiffel.’

“I don’t recall how the night ended, probably

in a very normal way. But I was not surprised

when I heard… He had everything going for

him; he was very good-looking, mysterious

and talented. There are always many reasons

[for depression], but maybe one of them is the

fact he had no success at all. C’était la goutte

d’eau qui a fait déborder le vase [it was the 

straw that broke the camel’s back]…”

H
ARDY has remained something of a trésor

national even as she’s experimented with

multiple genres – jazz on 1980’s Gin Tonic,

alternative rock on 1996’s Le Danger and orchestral

arrangements on 2012’s fragile L’amour Fou – and

collaborated with the likes of Air, Iggy Pop and Blur.

“She doesn’t take the past as a burden,” says Erick

Benzi. “She’s very precise. She knows what she doesn’t

like, so after a few times working with her I knew

exactly what she expects from me and the music. First

it’s about the capabilities of her voice – she has a very

small range – and then it’s about the sensibility. There 

is a certain style that she likes.”

“Françoise was good in that she liked things to be

slightly more adventurous than the norm,” says Tony

Cox. “There was a bit of the Left Bank about her – she’s 

not your average pop singer, that’s for sure.”

Personne D’autre, Hardy’s new album – her 28th –

came from trying times, with the singer suffering from 

health problems over the last few years. “I almost 

died,” she says, bluntly.

“There are always heartbreaking songs on her 

MYMY,YÉ-YÉ
The finest of Hardy’s long-players

TOUS LES GARÇONS ET
LES FILLES VOGUE, 1962

Asprimitiveas itsounds,Hardy’s
debut is packedfullof rock’n’roll
and yé-yé songsas infectious
as herfavourite tracks onRadio
Luxembourg,chief among them the
sashaying “TonMeilleur Ami”. 7/10

L’AMITIÉ VOGUE, 1965

Accompaniedbythe
CharlesBlackwell
Orchestra, Hardy
wasperhapsatthe

peakof herpoppowersonthis
lush,variedLP.The title track is
sublime, and Hardy’sown“TuPeux
Bien” reachesMorricone levels of 
melancholy. 8/10

MA JEUNESSE
FOUT LE
CAMP... VOGUE, 1967

Hardybeginsto
embrace subtler,

folkier textures on hersixthalbum
proper, withthetitle track(‘My
Youth Is FlyingAway’) and the
grand torchsong“Voilà” especially 
devastating. 8/10

LA QUESTION
SONOPRESSE, 1971

Themasterpiece,an
otherworldlymixof
Frenchchanson and

bossanova, wonderfullystripped
downtofullyshowoffHardy’svoice
and peerless delivery. 9/10

IF YOU LISTEN 
KUNDALINI, 1972

Lazily titled 4th
EnglishAlbum
in someterritories,

this isHardy’s take onBritish
folk-rock.Her version of Trees’
“The GardenOf Jane Delawney”  
isparticularly striking.   
7/10

LE DANGER
VIRGIN, 1996

Teamingup with
writerAlainLubrano,
Françoisediscovers

thepowerofthe electricguitar
andretains hertrue character  
at the same time. 7/10

L’AMOUR FOU
VIRGIN/EMI, 2012

TheMacedonian
Radio Symphonic
Orchestra join Hardy

for this low-key, piano-heavyset
of melodramatic, super-Gallic
ballads, including “Si Vous N’Avez 
RienÀ Me Dire…”. 7/10

PERSONNE D’AUTRE
PARLOPHONE/WARNER FRANCE, 2018

Death, regret, theusual, this
timefeaturing gorgeously
gauzy and reverb-heavy
textures;closer “UnMalQui
Fait DuBien”doesrecall
La Question, though.  
7/10 

“Ihad,Idon’t 
knowwhy,
averybad
reputation…”

Hardy in
2018: “I
have a fan’s
heart still”

FRANÇOISE HARDY
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“I’M STILL 
SINGING FOR 

PEACE 
 AND 
JUSTICE
EVERY NIGHT”
As ERIC BURDON prepares for what will “likely be my last” 
homecoming show in his native Newcastle, he looks back 
on a remarkable career – as frontman with �e Animals, 
psychedelic warrior in late-’60s San Francisco and his current 
guise as indomitable elder statesman. Michael Bonner enjoys 
some wild yarns about John Lennon “singing obscene lyrics”, 
dropping acid with Janis Joplin and a Springsteen collaboration 
that never was. An old hippie at heart, Burdon tells us: “I still 
believe in the power of music to change the world…”

ERIC BURDON
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Speaking his mind is very much central to

Burdon’s MO. An interview with the singer 

covers a lot of ground – including his

friendships with contemporaries including

Jimi Hendrix and John Lennon, his appetite

for psychedelics and more – but these tales

are delivered with the clear-eyed candour

of a battle-scarred veteran reflecting on

numerous campaigns, some successful,

others not. He is still saddened by the

acrimonious break-up of the original

Animals – attributed to conflict with keyboard

player Alan Price over royalties for the band’s

peerless version of “House Of The Rising Sun” – but

critically Burdon sees The New Animals, the band he 

formed in San Francisco during the white heat of

cultural revolution, as a more positive and expansive 

creative force. He continued through the barrier-

breaking funk group War, although his own solo

career has moved at a rather deliberate pace: his most

recent solo album, ’TilYourRiverRunsDry, was his first 

album of original material since 2004.

Today, Burdon still adheres to the values he first

encountered in America during the mid-’60s: to mark

his 76th birthday last year, he released a version of

Buffalo Springfield’s “For What It’s Worth”. Intended

as a rallying cry against the forces of darkness, Burdon 

considers the song’s relevance undimmed by the

passing of time. “I’m proud to have been a part of

a movement of artists who stood – or stand – for

freedom, peace and self-expression,” he confirms.

“I still believe in the power of music to change the

world – or, at least, people’s hearts. I’ve seen it happen.”

YouhavealengthyhistorywithNewcastleCity

Hall.YousawLouisArmstrongtherewhenyou

were11,didn’tyou? I could never afford to go to the

shows, but I soon discovered there were side doors to

the building, which had a small gap in-between them.

If I put my ear against gap, I could hear the music. I

used to go to City Hall on a regular basis and stand in

that backstage doorway. I realised that by standing

there, I could meet anybody and everybody setting foot 

in Newcastle! I arrived early for Louis Armstrong.

When the first set ended, one of the Hot Five came out.

He put his hand over my shoulder and escorted me

downstairs to the backstage area. There Louis was, a 

towel around his neck, feet in a bucket with Epsom salt

water, his wife cooling him down. He was smoking a

big fat doobie. It was the first time I smelled marijuana. 

He looked at me and said, “How you doing, kid?” I

stood there speechless. That’s when I realised this is

what I want to be. This is the blues. I want to be a part of

this. It became my religion, in a way. Or maybe it was

just the marijuana smoke giving me a contact high!

Oneofyourfirst jobswasdesigninganightclub

forMikeJeffery.Whatqualifiedyouforthat?

Five years of Newcastle University Art School and a

National Design Diploma. I was hanging around at one 

of Jeffery’s clubs called The Downbeat. It was the

ultimate punk place – before punk was punk. He heard

that I had just graduated from art school, so he offered

me the job. I guess he was just looking for someone

with talent and a desire to succeed, and to do it cheap.

ChasChandlerwasobviously impressedwith

you,butwhatwereyourfirst impressionsof

him?Chas was already working in the shipyards and

he was a member of a working man’s drinking club. He 

was in a different world from the rest of us. I’d be

standing in a queue, for example, waiting to buy a ticket for the

cinema, and he’d go storming past with a beautiful babe on his

arm. We recognised his managerial skills right away. It was 

me who told him he’d be better suited as our manager

instead of bass player. We were getting attention and we

knew we’d make it, but we thought we could do with a

stronger bass player and a better manager. Nobody was

willing to tell him, so

I took it upon myself.

From then on, he hated

my guts. I wish he’d have 

listened. Maybe The

Animals would have

had a better future in  

the music world.

The Animals on
Ready Steady 
Go!, 1965M
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I
N JUNE, Eric Burdon will make the trip from Ojai, the small,

mid coastal California town where he now lives, back to his

birthplace Newcastle Upon Tyne. There Burdon will play a

show at the City Hall. “It is always difficult to return home,”

he admits. “You want to give everything you have. You want

to prove that you’ve worked hard and made it. You want to come 

back as the hometown hero.” This show, Burdon anticipates,

may well prove tougher than most: he turns 77 almost exactly

a month beforehand and, he confesses, “This will likely be my

last performance for my hometown. Let’s face it, I am not getting 

any younger here! Although ‘retirement’ is not a word in my

vocabulary, being on the road is extremely tiring. So I’ll have to

find other formats to express my musical needs and connect with

my audience. As Leonard Cohen said, ‘I’m slowing down the tune’

but as long as I have a voice, I will always use it to speak my mind 

and sing from my heart.”

ERIC BURDON
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Howautobiographicalwas

“WeGottaGetOutOfThis

Place”?We wanted to get out

of Newcastle, so we went to

London. We wanted to get out of

London, so we went to New York.

We wanted to get out of New

York, so we came to LA. We

wanted to get out of LA... It was

an endless circuit of places that

you wanted to get out of, which

meant we were constantly on the

road. Later on you wanted to get

out of the madness… so we turned to drugs.

Psychedelics were the great escape.

Wastherealotofcompetitionbetweenthe

BritishInvasionbands?YouwereclosetoJohn

Lennon,weren’tyou? I’ll never forget meeting

John and the rest of The Beatles for the first time.

The Animals were doing our first ‘live’ appearance on

a TV show and The Beatles were already at the top in

England and were on the same show. The set designers

had made a New Orleans scene for us to perform in

front of. Behind the scrim, Lennon was back

there singing obscene lyrics to mess me up.

After surviving this rite of initiation, we

became close. I was with him when he was

visited by his father, who had abandoned

him and was now coming back to feed

off of The Beatles’ magic. Lennon was

enraged, but I knew he was really hurt.

Years later, John and Yoko banged on 

my door in Laurel Canyon in the

pouring rain to give me a copy of the

book they were excited about at the

time –ThePrimalScream, by Arthur 

Janov. A dedication said, “Eric,

Becoming an American will not ease

the pain, John & Yoko”. We lost touch in

the years he devoted to Sean and then,

of course, we lost him to a madman’s gun.

Is it trueJimMorrison

recommendedyoumove

toLA?Yes. I was up in San

Francisco when he was playing

at the Fillmore. I was waiting

outside for Janis [Joplin]. A

couple of cops started harassing

me: “What are you doing here?

You better keep moving.” Before 

I could open my mouth, the

backstage door flew open and

Janis burst out, grabbed me by

the hand and pulled me in. The

cops probably wondered who the hell I was. She gave

me couple of hits of acid and it seemed to take us about

an hour to get upstairs, across the crowded room and

into the dressing rooms on the other side. The first guy

I saw was Jim Morrison. To impress me how hippie he

was, he grabbed me by the hand, pulled me towards

him and whispered, “Welcome to San Francisco. It’s

pretty cool up here but not as cool as LA. That’s where 

the devil lives.” I think he thought I was someone

special – like a poet or something. When I moved to

LA, he always followed me around. He would sleep

on my doorstep with a bunch of groupies. I got so

tired walking over naked bodies that one day I 

threw him out the house.

WhatwastheappealofSouthern

CaliforniaduringtheSummerOfLoveto

aworking-class ladfromNewcastle?

LSD and women! I mean, LSD was right off 

the pharmaceutical laboratory, being

cooked by Owsley. We were stoned most of

the time with a girl on each arm. We were

living the dream. LA was so distorted. It

was the perfect place to trip as everything

looked horrible in the first place. I’d walk

into people’s offices and the first thing

I would do is to feel the plants to see if

they were plastic. Your reality was

somewhat skewed just being there. 

“InAmerica,
JimiHendrix
facedracism
everydayof 
his life…” 

A fun Experience:
with Jimi Hendrix
and Noel Redding
backstage at
Olympia, 1968
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“IKNEW
NOTHING
WOULD

STOPJIMI…”
Eric Burdon recalls

his first meeting with 
Hendrix

“I
METJimi inLondon,at
Zoot Money’sapartment.
Therewere just the twoof

us in thehouse.Theydropped
him off straight from the airport
and I justhappenedtobethere.
Iwelcomed him withacupof
tea and a joint and we started
talking.He was pretty scruffy,
dishevelled,and tiredfromthe
transatlantic trip toLondon.

“The onethingthatreally
amazed me, tothepoint that
IknewJimiwould make itno
matterwhat, wasthat at some
point, over the TV screen came
TheBlack&WhiteMinstrelShow

on BBC.Anyblack personwould
rightfully lookat this programme
withhorror or distain. I felt so
embarrassedand Istepped up
toswitchoff theTV, but he just
sat there,watching,and itdidn’t
phasehimatall.Right thereand
then Iknewthatnothingwould
stopJimi. Iwas more disturbed
thanhewas, and knowinghim
betterover aperiod of time, I
cametorealisewhy. InAmerica,
he facedracism everydayof
his life. We talked aboutclass
and thefact that youcouldn’t
riseabove class. Iwas aGeordie
and we were theblacksof
England. So Icouldrelate tohis
predicament and Iexplained to
him that although intheUK we
don’thave race problems, we
hadclassproblems. Butwithour
cultural,musical movement we
were trying toovercomeclass,
andwe succeeded just asJimi
succeeded in overcoming the 
issue of race.”

Primal
Screamers
John & Yoko



“I’monelucky
individualto 
havecome
throughthe
life I’velived”
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But honestly? I have suffered with asthma my whole

life and I found a climate where I could breathe for the

first time. So when I first came to America, it was like

someone switched on the lights. If the sun would only

shine, I’d have stayed in Newcastle. After all, we have 

some of the best beaches in Europe.

You were a sympathetic interpreter of other

people’s songs. What were the challenges you

faced writing your own material? I enjoy interpreting other

people’s music. Mainly though it’s because the band wasn’t really

with me. The band couldn’t care less. I was unfortunate not to have

a writing partner. I was always writing. Nina Simone was impressed

when I showed her my diary. George Harrison was so impressed when 

he first heard “When I Was Young” and he encouraged me to keep

writing. I never thought about it. There were so many great songs out

there, and if I wasn’t writing great songs, I wasn’t trying to fool myself 

I could. Especially if someone brought something to me 

that was really me… I was gonna record it.

You seemed fully converted to the psychedelic

experience by the time of theWindsOfChange

album. How did that help in formulating the 

band’s approach towards performance?

The New Animals became the real Animals to me. There 

was a better band all around. We moved away from

the blues; we were more experimental. We were 

all doing acid, so we were all on the same

wavelength. I started writing songs instead

of just interpreting other people’s work. Vic

Briggs, John Weider and Danny McCulloch

were all great players, great people. We all

believed in “peace, love and brown rice”.

We were trying to change our lives, and 

in exchange, other people’s lives. It

lasted for a little while. We were

surrounded by people with the same 

beliefs – like the movement up in San Francisco, the whole hippie

culture. You talk about it these days and it seems so childish, so

backward – but then it was a real political and cultural stand against

the war in Vietnam. In Britain we didn’t feel that. It was pretty much

an American thing. And we were in America and we joined it. We felt 

we were Americans for the first time.

LSD. Was it ultimately a blessing or was it a curse? Both for you

and for the culture? LSD is not for everyone. But I got lucky and had

nothing but great experiences. We were young and struggling to find

out what the truth really was. Taking acid and mescaline was like a 

rocket ship to the answer. But what answer? Along the way, we

stopped looking. When I learned that the American Indians ate

peyote, I did too. White men drink and get drunk and talk about

God; the Indians eat magic mushrooms and they talk to God. I was

convinced that I wanted to talk to God too. And I did, by virtue of a

plant! Experimentation was at an all-time high, and not just because

of LSD, but politically and spiritually, we were trying to leave behind 

a couple of thousand years of war, oppression, sexual rigidity,

destruction of the planet, you name it. We wanted to change

everything at once. But the drugs weren’t the answer. If anything, the

answer is get straight, and fight for a better reality with a clear mind.

War had an expansive groove; more free jazz than straight

blues, perhaps. Do you think they’re often undervalued?

When I got with War, they were against playing blues as they felt it

was the music of the old folks they opposed. I introduced them to the

music of Sun Ra, Rahsaan Roland Kirk and Miles Davis, but they

chose the path of West Coast Latin funk. The truth is,

once I helped them find their sound, they didn’t need

me any more. I helped break them and put them in the 

spotlight. Job well done, onward…

You and Jimmy Witherspoon recorded in San

Quentin with the Prison Band – what was that

like? The time I spent with Jimmy Witherspoon was

magical. He showed me the reality of being black in

America. When we started touring the prisons and

entertaining inmates, I found them a fascinating

audience. We recordedGuiltyat San Quentin. Jimmy

was like a brother to me. He came into my life

at a time when I’d lost my friend, Jimi, and

War was going on without me. I was really

depressed. He helped return me to my blues

roots. He taught me to never sing the same

song twice the same way. That’s been my 

modus operandi for years now. 

Do you think the 1983’s Ark tour was a

satisfactory conclusion to the original

Animals’ story? No, it was a disaster! It’s

like going to bed with your ex wife after a

nasty divorce and several years of bad

marriage counselling. It would always be

ugly. I was dragged out to attend the shows. We were

hoping to rectify problems over royalties and proper

credits for “House Of The Rising Sun”. But in the end,

Alan told us all to fuck off. On the tour itself, Chas hired the

cheapest PA there was, so I was screaming my guts out in order

to be heard. When the tour was over I was left to finish an LP we

owed the label, IRS. So Steve Grant and I had to assemble tapes to 

make up a live album – without the help of Alan Price, Chas

Chandler or John Steel. Once again, they all split and left me to

face the music alone. By the way, we also had gigs in Europe on

the way back from the Far East that they ducked out on. They

just got on the plane and went back home. It still makes me 

angry. But I think history has a way of correcting itself.

How did you come to perform at Bo Diddley’s funeral?

Did you know him? I never met Bo face to face, until he was in

his coffin being lowered into the ground. On the first Animals 

Points well
made: The New
Animals in 1968

Armed and
possibly
dangerous:
Burdon in 1967 M
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Hippiefest! After that, we toured for a year or so. He was on the verge of

a mental breakdown from the things we went through together. It took

him years to recover, and I guess I was his only contact from Tyneside.

We were both deeply hurt by the way Alan Price grabbed the royalties

from “…Rising Sun”. But I kept pushing him to get on with life and get

back to the guitar. I’m looking forward to seeing him and spending

some time together in our hometown, the place where it all started.

How are things between you and Alan Price? Nonexistent.

For your 76th birthday, you released was a version of “For

What It’s Worth”. Do you still believe in the spirit of ’67 – and

the power of music as a force for positive change?

I believe in the spirit of the people. In the power of the

human voice. With what’s happening today – gun

violence, racism, income inequality – we all need to raise

our voices and sing more protest songs. When people ask

me, “Where are the protest songs of today?” I say we still

have Jimmy Cliff – his latest LP,Rebirth, has a lot of songs

that reflect today – we still have Neil Young, Springsteen, 

Peter Gabriel, Sinéad O’Connor… I’m still singing for

peace and justice every night. I don’t know where the

younger generation stands, and I admit, I haven’t seen the

equivalent of a Dylan or a Springsteen, but I’m sure they

are out there. History repeats itself. Any young rebel soul 

needs to protest the inequality of the day.

Are you intending on recording any new music? ’TilYourRiver

RunsDrywas well received. I write constantly – thoughts, stories, 

ideas for songs. A record will come out of it eventually. I feel no

pressure to put out a new album or announce a farewell tour. I’ve

always been less calculated, which can be infuriating to some. But to

the people who know me and my music, they can trust

that when it happens it will be 100 per cent organic.

In “When I Was Young” you sang,“WhenIwas

young, itwasmoreimportant/Painmorepainful/

Laughtermuchlouder.”Do you think much about

your legacy? No. A legacy is for others to make up

about you after you’re gone. I’ve lived a full life with

many ups and downs. The only thing I can say about

myself, is that I am one lucky individual to have come

through the life that I’ve lived. In reality, you just have

to get on with your life and you create your legacy from

birth until you take your last breath.

Eric Burdon plays Newcastle City Hall on June 23

record, I wrote a song about him coming to visit our

club when we were kids in Newcastle. The truth is, he

never really did visit – but I wouldn’t let the truth ruin

a great story. However, he did like my covers of his

work and had asked me to record more of his songs,

which I was honoured to do. We sent messages to

each other through mutual friends and people we

worked with. When he passed away, I wanted to be

there to wish him a fond adieu. So that’s where I

finally came face-to-face with him for the first – and

last – time. It was a powerful experience. I wrote a

song about it, “Bo Diddley Special”. Unlike the early

Animals tune, which was complete fantasy, this time the story is true.

What was it like playing with Springsteen at SXSW? Is it true

you came close to collaborating on an album? A collaboration

was supposed to happen in the late ’70s – and for whatever reason, I 

said no. Don’t ask me to explain. I haven’t always made 

decisions in my own best interest. But when Bruce

decided to make The Animals the subject of his SXSW

keynote address, I was so pleased no hard feelings

were held. His generous comments gave me a much-

appreciated boost and I’ll always love the guy for that.

Hilton Valentine is joining you at the Newcastle

City Hall show. Were you in contact with him

through the decades? Hilton is the only one I kept a

good relationship with over the years. He stayed at my

house for years after we broke up The Animals. He

became a roadie of mine and eventually started his

own thing, returned to his first love, skiffle. Years ago

we reconnected and I invited him to join me on stage at 

BESTOF BURDON
THE ANIMALS
THE ANIMALS
(COLUMBIA, 1964)

Theband’s first
long-player caught

themat full-tiltR&B,documenting
their live repertoire –coversbyJohn
LeeHooker, ChuckBerry andFats
Domino.A snapshot of theoriginal
Animals at their best, their sound
coalescingaround Alan Price’s
distinctivekeyboards,John Steel’s
dextrous timekeeping and Burdon’s 
ragged vocals.

ERIC BURDON
& THE ANIMALS
WINDS OF CHANGE (MGM, 1967)

Full-blownpsychwith“San
FranciscanNights”andanacid-
soaked “Paint It, Black” reflected 

thespiritof thetimes. “Yes IAm
Experienced”wasBurdon’s
‘answer’ toHendrix’s “AreYou
Experienced?”.Theevocative
spoken-wordallegory“TheBlack
Plague”featuredGregorianchants,
Hammond lines and funeral bells.

ERIC BURDON
DECLARES “WAR”
(MGM, 1970)

ThefirstofBurdon’s
twoalbumswithWar

wasawild, free-roamingexcursion
intopsychfunk.Consistentlygreat.
YouTubehasaudioofBurdonand
War infull flight, recorded inSept
1970atRonnieScott’sandjoined
on“TobaccoRoad”byHendrix – his 
final performance.

ERIC BURDON
MY SECRET LIFE
(SPV, 2004)

HisfirstLPsince
1988’s IUsedToBe

AnAnimal, thiscomebackwas
essentiallyBurdon’s love letterto
US music – passing nimbly through 

folk,R&B, jazzandrock’n’roll –all
deliveredwithcustomary blues grit. 

ERIC BURDON
‘TIL YOUR RIVER RUNS DRY
(ABKCO, 2013)

Burdon’smostrecentLP, this found
himin,byturns, ruminative,defiant
andbluesymood.Politicswasnever
faraway–“InvitationToTheWhite
House”–northeblues(“BoDiddley
Special”),butthehighlightwasthe
crawlingbluesofpost-Hurricane
Katrina epic “The River Is Rising”.

The Animals’ original lineup
at King’s Cross Station,
London, during a 1983
reunion tour: (l-r) Hilton
Valentine, John Steel,
Alan Price, Eric Burdon
and Chas Chandler

Bruce
Springsteen
makes his
keynote
speech
about The
Animals at
SXSW, 2012
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the hits. On one hand, this is kind 
of a shame; some of Harris’s recent 
recordings, especially Old Yellow 

Moon, the irst of two albums she 
has made with Rodney Crowell, 
have been it to stand alongside 
any albums bearing her name. On 
the other, it would be ridiculous 
to quibble with being in the same 
room, however vast it may be, when 
Emmylou Harris sings Townes Van 
Zandt’s “Pancho & Lety”, Billy Joe 
Shaver’s “Old Five & Dimers”, The 
Flying Burrito Brothers’ “Wheels” or 
her own “Boulder To Birmingham” – 
a song which, she says, “I wrote and 
recorded when I was still a brunette.” 

Price and Harris aside, for the 
attendee with a limited tolerance for 
the glittery high-sheen approach to 
clothes, hair, lyrical sentiment and 
musical production values, the main 
stage of C2C is something of a trial. 
Little Big Town headline the closing 
night in London, with a performance 

that could almost be interpreted as 
a seminar on 21st-century country 
music and where it all went wrong. 
They start with a cover of Elton John’s 
“Rocket Man”, in keeping with what 
seems to be a widespread belief 
among C2C stars that it is necessary 
to throw a few homegrown bones 
(last year in this slot, Zac Brown 
performed an accurate but baling 
facsimile of Queen’s “Bohemian 
Rhapsody” and an admittedly 
tremendous Southern boogie 
supercharging of The Who’s “Baba 
O’Reilly”). LBT’s “Rocket Man” is 
saccharine and dreadful, yet may be 
the high point of their set. They also 
do The Beatles’ “With A Little Help 
From My Friends”, for some reason.

Little Big Town are hardly the 
irst group to have become less 
interesting and fun as they’ve 
become more successful, but there 
is an unusually vast chasm between 
such perfect early tracks as the arch, 

N
OW initssixthyear,
C2C:CountryTo
Countryhasevolved
intoathree-dayfestival
spreadacrossthree

cities.Americancountrymusic
royaltyare importedasheadliners
rotatingbetweenLondon,Glasgow
andDublinonconsecutivenights,
thoughthisexactingschedulemay
requirerethinking–thisyear,Tim
McGraw,doinghis thirdshowin
threedays,collapsedonstagein
Dublin,apparentlydehydrated.
Localartistsplayonsmallerstages
duringthedaylighthours.

C2Chasnevermadeany
pretensionstobeinganythingbut
a jamboreeofmodern,mainstream,
big-hatarenacountry.Thebill-
toppersat itsirst incarnationin2013
wereCarrieUnderwoodandTim
McGraw,sincefollowedbythelikes
ofTheZacBrownBand,BradPaisley,
LadyAntebellumandMiranda
Lambert.Onitsownmerits–asa
celebration, that is,ofmusicmore
spirituallyakintothetraditions
andaestheticsofNashville theTV
series thanNashville thecity–C2C
succeedsadmirably,andiswell-
attendedbycountryenthusiasts in
cowboyhatsandboloties.At the
2018incarnation,however,byfar the
most interestingartistsappearing
onthemainstage–bothreaching
Londonontheinalnight–areone
relativenewcomernoteworthyfora
determinationtodisdainthecloying
clichésofcurrentpop-country,and
onedistinguishedvetwhoremains,

moreor less,agenreuntoherself.
Theformer isMargoPrice, thelatter

EmmylouHarris.Priceemerged
in2016withthesuperbMidwest

Farmer’sDaughter,aclassicdecades-
in-the-makingovernightsuccess;
lastyear’s terriicAll American

Madeconirmedthat thedebut
wasnoluke.Sheappearswiththe
sameive-piecegroupwithwhom
sheplayedvastlysmallerspaces
last timeshewasintheUK,but
dressesherselfupsomewhat inan
embroideredwhiteNudie-stylesuit
andcowboyhat.

Priceandcompanyarean
astoundinglygoodbarband,but
for theirst fewsongsat least,seem
alittle lost inthishangar(this is
notentirelytheir fault: thesound
isweirdlyquiet).Theset isalso
blightedbythejarringshowbiz
self-indulgenceofPricebelabouring
asparedrumkitduringanoverlong
codaof“CocaineCowboys”.Butthe
peaksaretremendous, including
amedleyofPrice’s“Hurtin’ (On
TheBottle)”withWillieNelson’s
“WhiskeyRiver”andaguestcameo
byLukasNelsononhis father’spart
onthebeautiful“LearningToLose”.
Nelson’sbriefsolosetonthevenue’s
smallerstagethenightbeforehad
beensplendid,especially“Just
OutsideOfAustin”; inthisstripped-
backcontext, thedegreetowhichhe
soundslikehisoldmanis justeerie.

EmmylouHarrisseemsawarethat
sheisthedesignatedproviderof
gravitasamidC2C’sprevailingglitz
and/orschlockandsticksmostlyto

C2C: COUNTRY  
TO COUNTRY
O2 Arena, London, March 9-11
Margo Price, Emmylou Harris and 
Kacey Musgraves top three-day festival 
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with band: “I’m 
headlining the 
fucking O2!”

The Price  
is right 
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witty, pre-emptive murder ballad 
“Welcome To The Family” (omitted 
tonight) and such boot-scooting, 
line-dancing glop as the more recent 
“Drivin’ Around” and “Pontoon” 
(regrettably included). 

The night before, Sugarland end 
their set with an obligatory British 
cover version, in this instance 
Simple Minds’ “Alive And Kicking”. 
It says everything about what had 
preceded it that a bloated ’80s pop 
ballad was more appropriate, at that 
point, than any given Hank Williams 
tune. Sugarland’s specialities are 
upbeat uplit, with lyrics that might 
have been lited from inspirational 
online memes, and melodramatic 
heartbreak ballads, during which 
Jennifer Nettles is obliged to unfurl 
the full (and admittedly impressive) 
range of her voice. During her solo hit 
“Unlove You”, one begins to fear for 
the lenses in one’s spectacles.

Early on in Kacey Musgraves’ 

set, she shares her delight at being 
where she is with the endearingly 
unguarded declaration, “I’m 
headlining the fucking O2!” before 
apologising to any of the more 
“classy” listeners who might have 
been tuning into the BBC simulcast. 
Her set, disappointingly, could do 
with a good few more afronts to taste 
and decorum – and so, by the sound 
of the stately and polished new tracks 
she previews, could her forthcoming 
album, Golden Hour. Musgraves’ 
ascent to Nashville aristocracy is 
impossible to begrudge, but it’s sad to 
think we might have heard the last of 
the irascible, sharp-eyed urchin who 
delivered Same Trailer, Diferent Park. 
The further back into bluegrassy 
country Musgraves lapses, the  
better she sounds, the clear highlight 
being the winningly wry “Family  
Is Family”, as her drummer keeps 
time on one of his own legs with 
wooden spoons. ANDREW MUELLER

I EL V

Musgraves’ 
ascent to 
Nashville 
aristocracy is 
impossible to 
begrudge…

Emmylou 
Harris: a 
genre unto 
herself
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exampleofCale’spowerassongwriter,

performerandlightning-rod.Elsewhere,

theLCOimbueParis1919’s“HalfPast

France”andHelenOfTroy’s“IKeepAClose

Watch”withevenmorelush,melancholic

poisethantheoriginals,andtransform

1984’s“VillaAlbani”intosomethingferal

andglowering.

At other points, when Cale settles in

with just his three-piece band, the results

are almost as impressive: “Helen Of

Troy” inds the quartet locking into an

angular groove for almost 10 minutes, the

noise building as Cale and Dustin Boyer

both savage their guitar strings during a

mighty extended outro, while “Waiting

For The Man”’s troglodytic perfection

is pared down from three chords to just

two. “Shut the fuck up!” bellows Cale,

to no-one in particular, over seesawing,

pounded piano. 1975’s “Leaving It Up To

You”, meanwhile, is only recognisable by

its lyrics, Cale spitting out his lines about

Sharon Tate and tanks“likerattlesnakes in

thesun”over an electronic feu-follet.

Aside from the soothing encore, “Emily”,

the climax of the set comes with two new

songs, excellently utilising the House

Gospel Choir and embracing the hip-hop

Cale has been so fond of over the past

couple of decades. “Pretty People” is

metallic, electronic disco, with Cale and

the choir ordering the crowd to“Rise

up, riseup!”Meanwhile, the aggressive

“Hatred”’s chorus –“Booyah!Booyah!”

– might be faintly ludicrous coming from

a 76-year-old from the Amman Valley, but

it’s a reminder that Cale can, and usually

will, do whatever he wants. It’s diicult

to call to mind another artist his age

pushing musical boundaries so far, with

such hard-hitting results. “See you in

another 76,” he mutters. TOM PINNOCK

J
OHN CALE, it’s fair to say,

is still vexed by The Velvet

Underground’s short reunion

25 years ago. “We wasted a

lot of great opportunities,” he

toldUncutback in 2016. “The

potential was there to do a lot

of really great things, but Lou just wanted 

to regurgitate his catalogue.”

That’s a charge that could rarely

be levelled at Cale: here in 2018, he’s

celebrating his 76th birthday with a

‘Futurespective’ at London’s cathedral

of high culture, the Barbican. Instead of

regurgitation, we get radical reinventions,

bold collaborations, unexpected paths

and new songs. This brave approach isn’t

without its pitfalls, however. For an event

that’s pitched as career-spanning, with

Velvets and pre-Velvets work promised, it’s

strange that we hear no Dream Syndicate

drones and only one VU song, but two

from 2003’s “5 Tracks” EP.

What’s more, Cale has enlisted the

London Contemporary Orchestra, House

Gospel Choir, electronic auteur Actress

and Welsh singer and songwriter Cate Le

Bon to assist him, but he sorely underuses

their talents. The LCO sit silently on stage

for the irst two lengthy songs, and when

they do inally play, on 1977’s doomy

“Hedda Gabler”, they’re drowned out by, 

of all things, a string sound from Cale’s

keyboard. Whether it’s down to expense,

lack of rehearsal time or the maestro’s own

choice, they reappear only intermittently.

Similarly, Le Bon merely strums an

acoustic and sings on “Amsterdam” and

Old West ballad “Bufalo Ballet”, both

from Cale’s early-’70s period, but her skills

on oblique lead guitar could have been

put to suitably unusual use elsewhere.

Actress also lends his excellent abstract

electronics to only a handful of songs.

Quibblesaside,therearemanystunning

moments.“Magritte”,whichfeaturesthe

orchestra,choirandActress, isahighlight,

withbeautyanddarkness,melodyand

noise, inperfectbalance;neitherrock,

modern classical or electronica, it’s a ine 

JOHN CALE
Barbican, London, March 9, 2018
Still contrary at 76, the art-rock pioneer
underuses his special guests but continues  
to work new angles for himself

Cale live at the Barbican,
still going his own way;
and (below) with a non-
electrified Cate Le Bon
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SETLIST
1 Over Her Head

2 Dying On The
Vine

3 Hedda Gabler

4 E Is Missing

5 Helen Of Troy

6 Big White Cloud

7 Half Past France

8 Leaving It Up 
To You

9 Magritte

10 Buffalo Ballet

11 Mr Wilson

12 I Keep A Close
Watch

13 Chums Of
Dumpty

14 Amsterdam

15 Villa Albani

16 Waiting For
The Man

17 Pretty People

18 Hatred

19 Emily
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ALL GATES OPEN:
THE STORY OF
CAN
ROB YOUNG & IRMIN
SCHMIDT
FABER, £25

8/10

DO ANGELS NEED 
HAIRCUTS? THE 
EARLY POEMS OF 
LOU REED
LOU REED
ANTHOLOGY EDITIONS, 
£22.95

5/10 

S
UCH is the signiicance of Can, 
arguably the most inluential 
experimental band of the past 50 
years, it seems only proper that 
the irst serious excavation of 

their art comprises not one but two books, 
bound together for convenience. The 
irst – All Gates Open – is an in-depth, 
intimate and culturally roving biography 
by Uncut contributor Rob Young. The 
second – Can Kiosk – is billed as a 
“symposium”, curated by the band’s keys 
player Irmin Schmidt. Like Can’s music, 
the pairing mixes aesthetic stringency 
with a loose, exploratory agenda. 

Formed in Cologne in 1968, Can 
beneited from “growing up in a country 
which was in ruins, culturally”, as 
Schmidt says in the irst book. “We 
relected… the strangeness, the brutality, 
the harshness of what our parents’ 
generation did.” Young roots them in an 
unashamedly Germanic tradition – Bach 
at one end, Einstürzende Neubauten at 
the other – and within the wider streams 
of experimental culture: avant-garde 
minimalism, free-jazz, “proto-punk” 
cellists and all. Both Schmidt and bassist 
Holger Czukay studied under Karlheinz 
Stockhausen, while Schmidt recalls being 
“corrupted” by La Monte Young and Steve 
Reich on a trip to New York in 1966. 

 We track their wayward progress from 
their irst rehearsal space, a cluster of 
rooms in a 14th-century castle rented 
by a rich friend, through the psychotic 
breakdown of original US singer Malcolm 
Mooney, the arrival of Damo Suzuki, 
and their imperial phase on Tago Mago, 
Ege Bamyasi and Future Days. Splitting 
in 1979, the muted inal acts and partial 
reunions are placed in unsentimental 
context. “The irst ive LPs were enough,” 
said drummer Jaki Liebezeit. “The band 
could’ve then broken up in peace.” 

Can’s expansive music encourages a 

certain loridity, and Young has fun with 
this, describing guitars that “stray over 
the top like an elk in search of its young”. 
The rhythmic thrust of the mighty 
“Yoo Doo Right” is “like a squadron 
of mechanical deities manoeuvring 
through a ravine”. He is, however, also 
capable of capturing the essence of the 
music in a single potent line, nailing 
“Can’s signature monotony, in which 
everything appears to be changing over 
an unchanging same”.

Of Can’s founding quartet, all but 
Schmidt are now dead, which makes Can 

Kiosk the testament of the torch-keeper. 
The aim is to explore their enduring 
inluence throughout the creative arts  
via a series of “virtual meetings” with  
a quorum that includes Mark E Smith, 
who sadly contributes very little of value, 
Primal Scream’s Bobby Gillespie and 
Andrew Innes, and Portishead’s Geof 
Barrow, who is engaged and perceptive. 
There are lengthy extracts from Schmidt’s 
notebooks; later, Wim Wenders and John 
Malkovich turn up for a chapter on ilm 
music. It’s sporadically enlightening but 
hit-and-miss, occasionally mistaking 
loty pontiicating for profundity. 

Young’s biography, on the other hand, 
is a work of deep access and impressive 
reach. Blending the granular detail 
of Can’s intimate life with a sweeping 
purview of the culture that created 
and fostered them, All Gates Open is an 
invaluable illumination of why the music 
of Can matters, and continues to resonate. 

BETWEEN his departure from The Velvet 
Underground in 1970 and beginning his 
irst solo album in the autumn of 1971, 
Lou Reed tired of music. Working in his 
father’s accountancy irm, he pursued 
poetry as his primary creative medium, 
and saw his work featured in several 
literary magazines. Five years ater his 

death, 12 mostly unpublished works 
from this period – 10 poems; two short 
stories – are collected in Do Angels 
Need Haircuts?, each prefaced with 
transcriptions of Reed’s spoken intros 
from a performance at St Mark’s Poetry 
Project on March 10, 1971 (a recording 
from this event is included with the book). 

The anthology is intriguing but slight. 
“They are on the edge of lyric and perhaps 
best served with accompaniment,” writes 
NY poet Anne Waldman, Reed’s friend 
and contemporary, in her foreword. “But 
they swagger and bite and get giddy and 
investigate psychological complexity 
as well.” Well, some do, and some don’t. 
It’s fun to see “The Murder Mystery”, 
the sound-collage that appears on the 
third Velvets album, set out in colour-
coded type to identify the overlapping 
voices. The title story, written in homage 
to John Rechy’s City Of Night, cleaves 
entertainingly to Reed’s milieu of dive 
bars, tarnished beauty and romanticised 
sleaze, while “Spirited Leaves Of Autumn” 
recounts conlicted college memories, 
and is dedicated to Delmore Schwartz, 
“playing Bloom to my Dedalus”. “We Are 
The People” has a Ginsberg-ian energy, 
and features some stirring lines – “We are 
the thoughts of sorrows” – but “Playing 
Music Is Not Like Athletics” (“One may 

improve with age”) is not alone in saying 
all it has to say in a single line. “Whiskey”, 
“Force It” and “Since Half The World is 
H20” are half-formed and insubstantial. 
“A Bad Trip” is bad Beckett.  

There’s a sweet aterword by Laurie 
Anderson, nice photos of Reed and 
evocative reproductions of magazine 
covers, cassettes, and typed notes. But 
Reed undoubtedly made the correct 
decision in returning to the studio to
put his words to music. Poetry’s loss was
minimal. Rock’n’roll’s gain was not.   
GRAEME THOMSON

REVIEWED
THIS MONTH

(l-r) Jaki Liebezeit, 
Holger Czukay, Irmin 
Schmidt and Michael 
Karoli at Can’s studio 
in Weilerswist, 1973 
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out – and much of McEwan’s story pivots 
around that one excruciating night which 
takes place at a seaside hotel in Dorset’s 
Chesil Beach. The ilm (which the author also 
adapted) is evocative of that grey hinterland 
before the conservativism of the 1950s 
was swept away by the Technicolor of the 
’60s – “Between the end of the Chatterley 
ban/And The Beatles’ irst LP”. There are 
the sniggering waiters that attend Florence 
and Edward at their ghastly hotel, and in 
lashback we get the measure of Florence’s 
prim upbringing versus Edward’s more 
progressive family (another Larkin verse 
springs to mind here, about parents, from 
“This Be The Verse”). 

Being a McEwan joint, there are plenty 
of lashbacks, telescoping in and out of 
Florence and Edward’s lives before they met 
each other. What emerges is a portrait of 
two bright, likeable people coming together 
during a period that had yet to really get 
a handle on either sex or relationships. 
Although their situation is evidently not 
unique, McEwan’s git for truling out poetry 
in bleakness and art from cruelty is never far 

away. Saoirse Ronan is a returning McEwan 
veteran (she made her ilm breakthrough 
in Atonement) and she brings warmth 
and lightness of touch to Florence, despite 
her repressive background, while the 
compassionate Edward (Billy Howle) has his 
own troubled backstory. Mercifully not as 
cruel as some of McEwan’s work, On Chesil 

Beach ofers accessible, hardback quality.

TULLY The reteaming of Juno writer/director 
team of Diablo Cody and Jason Reitman is a 
cause for celebration; not least when they’re 
also joined by their Young Adult star, Charlize 
Theron. Together, these three deliver some 
of their best work. Theron plays Marlo, 
heavily pregnant with her third child. She 
is struggling, to say the least. When he’s not 
on business trips, her husband Drew (Ron 
Livingston) plays computer games every 
night; their special-needs son Jonah is about 
to be excluded from his private kindergarten; 
Marlo’s ongoing post-partum depression, 
meanwhile, seems never far away. For what 
presents itself initially as a comedy, Tully 
does not stint in its depiction of the strains 

E
NTEBBE A number of ilms 
have already been made 
documenting the freeing of 
hostages from a hijacked Air 
France plane at Uganda’s 
Entebbe Airport in 1976. 
Famously, Irvin Kershner 

directed Raid On Entebbe the following year, 
casting Peter Finch and Charles Bronson as, 
respectively, Israel’s then-Prime Minister 
Yitzhak Rabin and leader of the commandos. 
José Padilha’s Entebbe is now the ith ilm to 
dramatise those same events; so what does 
the Brazilian director ofer that previous 
ilmmakers haven’t?

A producer on Narcos, Padilha made his 
reputation with the hostage documentary, 
Bus 174, and Elite Squad, which fetishised the 
ruthless antics of Rio’s paramilitary police 
force, BOPE. Entebbe its broadly in with 
Padilha’s own interests in historical crime 
and the social and political conditions that 
nurture them.

Entebbe’s strong cast is headed by 
Daniel Brühl and Rosamund Pike as two 
German radicals involved in the hijack. 
The script is by Gregory Burke, who wrote 
the Northern Ireland drama, ’71. There is 
plenty of meat here – the rise of the radical 
let, the relationships between the countries 
involved and the hijack itself. But Padilha 
lets the pacing lag as he attempts to balance 
geopolitical nuance with suspense-thriller 
sensationalism. There have been a number 
of ilms to address a bigger picture of ’70s 
terrorism: Spielberg’s vastly underrated 
Munich (2005), Uli Edel’s 2008 The Baader 

Meinhof Complex and Olivier Assayas’ Carlos 
(2010). Padilha’s competent slow-burner may 
not match them, but in Brühl and Pike he has 
two capable leads who bring complexity to 
what could otherwise be caricatures.

ON CHESIL BEACH Adapted from Ian 
McEwan’s Booker nominated novel, On 

Chesil Beach opens in 1962 on the wedding 
night of young university graduates Florence 
and Edward. As Larkin noted, they are a year 

A slowburning hijack 
drama; a suitably bleak 
McEwan tale; terror in 
Jersey; and a moving 
bomb-disposal doc

Expecting 
trouble: 
Daniel  
Brühl and 
Rosamund 
Pike star in 
Entebbe

ENTEBBE

Directed by 
José Padilha
Starring  
Daniel Brühl, 
Rosamund 
Pike
Opens May 11
Cert 12A
6/10

ON CHESIL 

BEACH

Directed by 
Dominic 
Cooke
Starring 
Saoirse Ronan, 
Billy Howle
Opens May 18
Cert 15
8/10

TULLY

Directed by 
Jason Reitman
Starring 
Charlize 
Theron, 
Mackenzie 
Davis
Opens May 4
Cert 15
7/10

BEAST

Directed by 
Michael 
Pearce
Starring Jessie 
Buckley, 
Johnny Flynn
Opens April 27
Cert 12A
7/10

THE DEMINER

Directed by 
Hogir Hirori, 
Shinwar Kamal
Starring  
Fakhir Berwari
Opens April 27
Cert 12A
8/10
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of fortysomething motherhood, a situation 
exacerbated by the lack of an adequate 
support network. Marlo’s wealthy brother, 
Craig (Mark Duplass), hires her a night 
nanny: Tully (a sprightly Mackenzie Davis), 
who proves herself an almost supernatural 
aid to Marlo. They bond, and the pressure 
seems to lit on Marlo.

Cody has a terriic ear for natural dialogue 
and she has a lot of fun with Craig’s 
privileged wife Elyse (Elaine Tan). “The ninth 
month is tough,” she coos at her struggling 
sister-in-law. “I could barely make it to the 
gym.” The irst third of the ilm seems the 
most honest as Marlo battles simply to get 
through each day. Theron is magniicent 
here, carrying dramatic weight with 
intelligence and wit: “My body looks like a 
relief map for a war-torn country,” she notes 
glumly. Later, the ilm turns in another, less 
satisfying direction.

BEAST Fans of Bergerac might ind much 
to enjoy in this, the debut from TV director, 
Michael Pearce. There is a serial killer on 
the loose on Jersey; but alas John Nettles’ 
fabled small-screen ’tec isn’t available to 
investigate. As it is, the police have their eyes 
on a suspect, a rough outsider named Pascal 
(Johnny Flynn), who catches the eye of a 
local tour guide, Moll (Jessie Buckley). The 
title might be a rif on the real-life Beast Of 
Jersey, a serial sex attacker who terrorised the 
island during the 1960s. But it might equally 
refer to Moll’s mother (Geraldine James) or 
even the wider community itself, rife with 
suspicion and bigotry.

The ilm’s key scene, early on, is Moll’s 
birthday, where Pearce unspools her grim  

homelife, inparticular the
treatmentmetedouttoher
byheriercelycontrolling
mother,Hilary.Butcritically,
welearnthatMollhas
historicproblemsofherown;
themoretimePearcespends
withher, themoreunsettling
shebecomes.Pairingup
withPascalappearstobean
actofwilfulrevengeagainst
hermother;butforallhis
strangecharismaheappears
tobetheonlypersonwho
understandsMoll.Soon,she
isdefendingPascalashe
becomesinvolvedwiththe
ongoingpolice investigation.

While,behindthecamera,
Pearce’silmisverygood
indeed,whatcounts is
onscreen.Tothatefect,

Buckley andFlynndeliverwell-judged
performances–Buckley, inparticular,doing
ine work as thetroubled,unhappyMoll.

THE DEMINER In the chaotic atermath of
the fall of Saddam Hussein, army colonel
Fakhir Berwari went about his hazardous
business defusing Iraqi IEDs. In 2014, having
lost a leg in an explosion, he began working
for the Kurdish Peshmerga, disarming booby
traps let in and around Mosul by retreating
Islamic State. A keen home movie enthusiast,
Berwari also managed to shoot hundreds of
hours of footage of himself at work, which
forms the spine of Hogir Hirori and Shinwar
Kamal’s gripping documentary. Unlike
The Hurt Locker, which wrung tension from
the process of conventional bomb disposal
methods, Berwari is no trained expert. We
see him decommission booby traps with
his bare hands, excavate mines with a
pickaxe and use a pair of garden pliers to cut
explosive wires. A penknife, it transpires,
is an equally useful tool in this dangerously
Heath Robinson approach to his job.

The Deminer is roughly contemporaneous
to last year’s Nowhere To Hide, which
followed medic Nori Sharif during a ive-year
period of dramatic upheaval in Iraq’s war-
torn Diyala Province. In Hirori and Kamal’s
ilm a diferent kind of heroism comes under
the spotlight. Although responsible for
defusing thousands of bombs, Berwari is
clearly reckless with his own life. Friends in
the US military and elsewhere caution him
to take more care, but evidently his desire
to continue his work – and continue saving
lives – is a powerful motivator. A moving and
unique documentary. MICHAEL BONNER

Brühl and 
Pike bring a 
complexity  
to their roles

AVENGERS: INFINITY WAR

OPENS APRIL 26

“The most ambitious crossover event in 

history”, claim Marvel of their superhero 

team-up, ignoring that time a coalition of 

Rome, Rhodes, the Achaean League and 

Pergamum took on Sparta  in 195BC.

 

THE OLD DARK HOUSE

OPENS APRIL 27        

James Whale assembles a team of 

real-life cinematic superheroes – 

including Boris Karloff and Charles 

Laughton – in this 1930s horror comedy, 

now restored to its full glory.

 

ANON OPENS MAY 4

Gattaca director Andrew Niccol is 

back with another sci-fi on surveillance 

in the future, with Clive Owen.

 

LEAN ON PETE OPENS MAY 4

Coming-of-age drama about a boy 

and his horse, based on the novel by 

Richmond Fontaine’s Willy Vlautin. Co-

stars Steve Buscemi and Chloë Sevigny.

MARY AND THE WITCH’S

FLOWER OPENS MAY 4

Japanese animé, about a young girl

who is granted the power to become

a witch for one night only.

THE STRANGERS: PREY AT NIGHT

OPENS MAY 4

Sequel, apparently, with Dollface,

Pin Up Girl and the Man In The Mask

terrorising formerMadMenstar

Christina Hendricks in a trailer park.

HOW TO TALK TO GIRLS

AT PARTIES OPENS MAY 11

’70s punk hits Croydon! Based on

a story by Neil Gaiman.

REDOUBTABLE OPENS MAY 11

New one fromTheArtist’s Michel

Hazanavicius, about the affair between

Jean-Luc Godard and the actress

Anne Wiazemsky in the late ’60s.

THAT GOOD NIGHT OPENS MAY 11

John Hurt’s final film, here playing

a terminally ill writer who seeks to

reconcile with his son before he dies.

DEADPOOL 2 OPENS MAY 15

Marvel’s black sheep returns: the

transgressive superhero gets up

to more X-rated hijinks.

ALSO OUT...

Lean On Pete
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where the “fuck-you-ness” came from.

Interviewed extensively at home and in

his garage as he constructs another of his

beloved hot rods, Beck comes across as an

amiable and articulate man who thinks

deeply about music. Although we’re amply

reminded of all his achievements and are

provided with plenty of evidence of his

inventiveness as a guitarist, what makes

Jef Beck tick remains an enigma.

Even those who have known him best

during his 50-year career seem unable

to shed much light. Rod Stewart ofers a

blow-by-blow account of the Woodstock

no-show, involving Beck doing a runner

under cover of the night during an

American tour and his bandmates getting

phone calls the following day informing

them that their leader had gone home to his 

mum. Yet there’s no explanation why, other 

than Beck’s own vague claim that it was

something to do with “integrity”.

However nebulous, it’s a notion that 

clearly means a lot to him. Only Neil Young 

has walked out on bands more times 

than Beck, and he recounts how he quit 

The Yardbirds in the middle of another 

American tour with palpable satisfaction. 

Playing on a bill with Gary Lewis & The 

Playboys to “teeny bop” audiences, ater 

a couple of gigs he called fellow Yardbird 

Jimmy Page to his hotel room and told him 

he’d have to take over his lead-guitar duties 

because, “This is Middle America and we’re 

telling people we’re part of that and we’re 

not.” Once again he went home to Mum: 

“I had my Corvette parked in my mother’s 

driveway and I was free to dream again.”

Except that he wasn’t, as the reissued “Hi-

Ho Silver Lining”, which he likens to “being 

asked to wear a pink frock”, put him back 

in the charts and created a distorted image, 

which to some extent persists to this day.

Longfellow made his name on the ‘classic 

albums’ TV series, a sharply focused format 

that is the opposite of the episodic nature of 

Beck’s stop-start career. However, he makes 

a decent ist of telling the disjointed story via 

a stellar cast of talking heads, judicious use 

of archive footage and some potent musical 

interludes, including Rod Stewart singing 

“Shapes Of Things” at the Fillmore East, 

Beck lazily but exquisitely picking Mingus’s 

“Goodbye Pork Pie Hat” while reclining on a 

sofa, playing with Clapton at Ronnie Scott’s 

and performing a medley of “Immigrant 

Song” and “Beck’s Bolero” with Jimmy Page 

at the Rock’n’Roll Hall Of Fame.

Coming fast on the heels of Eric Clapton: 

Life In 12 Bars, comparisons are inevitable, 

and Still On The Run is considerably  

lighter on personal revelation. If there’s  

a central theme, it’s that ater realising he 

would never ind another Rod Stewart, 

listening to John McLaughlin and Miles 

Davis persuaded him “to make his guitar 

his voice”, a decision that resulted in the 

change of direction heralded by 1975’s  

all-instrumental Blow By Blow. 

The inal section of the ilm is the least 

satisfactory, as a cast of famous collaborators 

pay tribute in such obsequious fashion 

that you might imagine Beck had already 

died and gone to guitar heaven. The gist, 

as Jennifer Batten gushingly puts it, is 

that “there’s a diference between playing 

music and being music – and Jef is music”. 

It doesn’t entirely ring true as he tinkers 

happily with his hot rods and cheerfully 

admits that he keeps a guitar in every room 

“to remind me I should be doing that”.

Yet if Longfellow’s objective is to restate 

Beck’s claim as the equal of Clapton and 

Page in the trinity of British rock guitar 

pioneers, then Still On The Run does 

a decent job. “People need to up their 

awareness of him,” Ronnie Wood claims.  

“I mean, where have they been?”

Extras: 7/10. Five previously unreleased 

tracks from Beck’s Montreux Jazz Festival 

performance in 2007: “Eternity’s Breath”, 

“Freeway Jam”, “Nadia”, “Led Boots” and  

“Blue Wind”. NIGEL WILLIAMSON

PERHAPS the key to this 

engaging but at times 

frustrating portrait of 

one of rock’n’roll’s most 

canonical guitarists 

comes when Aerosmith’s 

Joe Perry notes, “There’s 

a certain amount of  

fuck-you-ness to everything Jef does.”

Several others make a similar point 

without quite the same succinctness. David 

Gilmour calls out Beck as one of our most 

“reluctant” rock stars, the late Sir George 

Martin describes him as “temperamental” 

and Beck himself reinforces the judgement 

by deiantly insisting that folding The Jef 

Beck Group two weeks before they were due 

to play Woodstock was the smartest move 

he ever made.

The problem is that by the end of Matthew 

Longfellow’s 90-minute documentary, we’re 

not really much closer to understanding 

STILL ON THE RUN:  
THE JEFF BECK STORY
EAGLE VISION

7/10

Bio-doc can’t quite catch up with the elusive guitar legend

Garage 
rocker: Jeff 
Beck in his 
workshop
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“An assault
on suburban
vapidity”:The
Knack… (top)
and A Taste
Of Honey

RITCHIE BLACKMORE’S 
RAINBOW
Memories In Rock II
MINSTREL HALL 

6/10

Metal legend revives the old band
Pulled from three 
UK shows last year, 
the hits land on the 
two audio discs 
here – “I Surrender”, 
“All Night Long”, 

“Since You’ve Been Gone” – along 
with “Waiting For A Sign”, Rainbow’s 
irst new single in 22 years. The DVD 
features live footage intercut with band 
interviews, with Blackmore revealing 
that he’s open to playing one inal show 
with Deep Purple, despite the fact that 
he and old sparring partner Ian Gillan 
“will probably start ighting”.
Extras: None.
ROB HUGHES

GUMSHOE
POWERHOUSE

7/10

Raymond Chandler on Merseyside
Stephen Frears’ 1971 
directorial debut 
is, on the surface, 
cut from the same 
wide-lapelled 
raincoat cloth as 
other Brit gangster 
ilms of the era (Get 

Carter, Villain) but with a rich seam 
of humour to temper the violence. 
Albert Finney is the Liverpool bingo 
caller with ambitions of becoming 
a private eye, who gets his chance 
when investigating the shady family 
of Frank Finlay and Billie Whitelaw. 
An afectionate pulp spoof with a 
surprisingly tough centre.
Extras: 7/10. New interviews with 
Frears and screenwriter Neville Smith, 
shorts, trailers.
TERRY STAUNTON

JOHN MELLENCAMP
Plain Spoken: From The  
Chicago Theatre
EAGLE ROCK 

7/10

Gruff US veteran dishes out
hits and history

Longtime fans were 
slightly put out 
when Plain Spoken 
landed on Netlix 
last year, combining 
as it did this live 

show with Mellencamp’s somewhat 
intrusive narrative over the top. 
Thankfully, the CD/DVD release 
includes a non-commentary option 
as well. Mellencamp does his craggy 
heartland rock thing well enough, 
albeit in workmanlike style, but his 
recollections of growing up in Indiana 
are quietly engaging, not least his 
aliction with spina biida and dad’s 
“bongo parties”.
Extras: None.
ROB HUGHES

IF you were an obsessive 
indie kid in the mid-1980s, 
chances are that your 
introduction to the history 
of British cinema beyond 
Carry On ilms was via 
Morrissey interviews, where 
he devotedly extolled the 
virtues of black-and-white 

dramas such as A Taste of Honey and Saturday 
Night And Sunday Morning, prompting diligent 
VHS recordings of Channel 4 matinees.

Both were produced by Woodfall Films, 
the production company founded in 1958 
by playwright John Osborne, director Tony 
Richardson and producer Harry Saltzman 
following the sensation of the Royal Court 
stage production of Look Back In Anger in 
1956. Osborne conceived of the company in 
blatantly avant-garde terms as “an assault on 
the suburban vapidity of British ilmmaking”. 
Despite spirited lourishes, the ilms can’t 
match the European new wave, but do feature 
remarkable performances (from Finney, 
Tushingham and Courtenay) and chart an 
oddly engaging cultural history of Britain  
as ’50s austerity relaxed into ’60s abandon.

On the face of it, Look Back In Anger 
(1959) was an inauspicious opening salvo. 
Richardson had worked in TV but was an 
inexperienced ilm director (he had been 
associated with the Free Cinema movement, 
and co-directed the jazz documentary 
Momma Don’t Allow with Karel Reisz). Richard 
Burton was interestingly miscast as Jimmy 
(Saltzman was convinced the ilm needed 
some star power), bringing Shakespearean 
grandeur to scenes where he sells jelly babies 
to cockney guttersnipes. And 
the combination of limsy sets 
with more naturalistic location 
shots of east London markets 
felt incoherent.

The Entertainer (1960), 
based on Osborne’s play 
about a fading musical-hall 
comic, was a more interesting 
ilm – Laurence Olivier’s lead 
performance is still powerful 

– but another box-oice failure. Richardson 
stepped back to produce Karel Reisz’s far 
more successful take on Saturday Night And 
Sunday Morning. Casting Albert Finney in 
Alan Sillitoe’s adaptation of his own novel of 
Nottingham factory life could hardly fail, and 
the ilm was the studio’s irst major hit. 

A Taste of Honey was Richardson’s 
own attempt at a Northern – this time 
adapting Shelagh Delaney’s tale of Salford 
schoolgirl pregnancy. You get the feeling 
that Richardson would have liked to make a 
Trufaut movie of adolescent alienation, but 
despite Rita Tushingham’s immense charm, 
the ilm is awkwardly stranded between 
Joan Littlewood’s rambunctious Royal Court 
production and generic landscapes of canals, 
slagheaps and gasworks.

The Loneliness Of The Long Distance Runner, 
released in 1962, for all its laws is probably 
the best Woodfall production – a ilm that 
uniquely detected the existentialist as much as 
the anthropologist in Alan Sillitoe. “It is so true 
and beautiful in so many ways,” said critic 
Raymond Durgnat, “that its crudities throw 
one into a positive fury.” Tom Jones (1963) is a 
sign of just how quickly British culture starts 
to change post-Beatles. Considered daring at 
the time for its sauciness, satire and formal 
play, and earning four Oscars, including Best 
Picture and Director, it now feels rather too 
close to a Carry On romp. Girl With Green Eyes, 
directed by Desmond Davis, and featuring 
Tushingham’s unique Irish accent, already 
felt like an anachronism in 1964. The Knack… 
And How To Get It was Richard Lester’s irst 
post-Beatles ilm and inexplicably won the 
Palme d’Or in 1965. There’s some historical 

interest in the beginnings 
of Swinging London, but 
to say that it has dated 
badly is a desperate 
understatement.
Extras: 8/10. New and 
archival interviews, 
commentaries, short ilms, 
trailers, stills galleries 
and an illustrated booklet. 
STEPHEN TROUSSÉ

WOODFALL: A REVOLUTION 
IN BRITISH CINEMA
BFI

7/10

Eight Brit flicks, from kitchen sink to Swinging London
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Not Fade Away
Fondly remembered this month…

JIMMY WISNER
Pianistandproducer

�1931 2018�

AsalteregoKokomo,USjazzpianist
JimmyWisnerreconiguredGrieg’s
“PianoConcertoInAMinor”asa
rock’n’roll instrumental in1961.
“AsiaMinor”dulycrackedthe
BillboardTop10andbecame
aninternationalhit.Wisneralso
wroteforTheSearchers(“Don’t
ThrowYourLoveAway”)and,
asarranger/producer,worked
withCarlySimon,MiriamMakeba,
AlKooperandBrigitteBardot.

LIAM O’FLYNN
Planxtyco-founder

�1945 2018�

LiamO’FlynnemergedasIreland’s
leadingpractitioneroftheuilleann
pipesoveraive-decadecareerthat
beganasco-founderoffolklegends
Planxty,alongsideChristyMoore,
in1972.Whenthebandsplit11years
later,O’Flynnfoundhimself in

demandasasessionplayer,working
withKateBush,MarkKnopler,
SinéadO’Connorandothers,while
alsoissuingivesoloalbums.

PATRICK DOYLE
VeronicaFallsdrummer

�DOBUNKNOWN 2018�

GlaswegiandrummerPatrick
Doyle,whosecauseofdeath,aged
just32,hasyettoberevealed,co-
foundedLondon-basedindieact
VeronicaFallswithsinger/guitarist
RoxanneClifordin2009.Previously
membersofSexyKidsandTheRoyal
We,theyhelpedthequartetshape
twoalbumsofharmony-richdream-
pop,beforeVeronicaFallssplit in
2014.Twoyearslater,Doylereleased
aself-titledalbumasBoysForever.

CLAUDIA FONTAINE
Backingvocalist

�1960 2018�

AlongsideCaronWheelerand
NaomiThompsoninAfrodiziak,

ClaudiaFontainewasone of the 
1980s’mostsought-ater backing 
vocalists.Sherecorded with Annie 
Lennox,ElvisCostello, The Jam, 
MadnessandNenehCherry, to  
namejustafew,aswell as singing 
onTheSpecialAKA’s1984 hit, “Free 
NelsonMandela”.Tenyears later, 
FontainejoinedPinkFloyd’s The 
DivisionBellTour.

NOLE FLOYD ‘NOKIE’ 
EDWARDS
Venturesguitarist 

�1935 2018�

Washington-based‘Nokie’ Edwards 
wasBuckOwens’guitarist when 
DonWilsonandBobBogle poached 
himforTheVenturesin 1959. 
Initiallybroughtinasbassist, 
Edwards’movetolead guitar  
(twoyearslater)coincided with the 
surf-rockers’statusasAmerica’s 
biggest-sellinginstrumental band. 
Hequit forasolocareer in 1969,  
onlytoreturntoTheVentures in  
theearly ’70s.

CHARLIE QUINTANA 
Punk drummer

�1962�2018�

Charlie Quintana was still in his 
teens when Latino punks The Plugz 
recruited him as drummer in the late 
’70s. He was an integral part of the 
LA group’s two albums, remaining 
in place as they morphed into the 
Cruzados during the following 
decade. In 2000 he replaced Chuck 
Biscuits in punk veterans Social 
Distortion, heralding a successful 
nine-year tenure.

GARY BURDEN 
Album cover artist

�1933�2018�

Designer Gary Burden created a 
slew of classic album covers – Joni 
Mitchell’s Blue, The Doors’ Morrison 

Hotel and CSNY’s Déjà Vu included – 
but his most lasting association was 
with Neil Young. Beginning with 
1970’s Ater The Gold Rush, Burden 
created sleeves for Young for nearly 

MIKEHARRISON
SpookyToothandsolosinger
�1945�2018�

D
ESPITEbeingblessedwithinordinatetalent,SpookyTooth
neverenjoyedgreatcommercialsuccess, insteadachieving
cultstatusasanalbum-orientedbandandformidablelive
draw.SingerMikeHarrison,whosharedvocalsandkeyboard
dutieswithGaryWright, ledthemthroughaseriesofmostly

inerecordingsfrom1967to’74,beforehisdisillusionmentwiththerecord
industrypromptedhimtoquit fortwodecades.

Carlisle-bornHarrisonbeganwithlocaloutitsTheDakotasandThe
RamrodspriortoformingR&BcomboTheVIPsinlate1963.“Myearliest
inluencewashearingElvisPresleydo‘Don’tBeCruel’,”hetoldthiswriter
in2015.“That’swhatmademewanttosing.ButmymainpeoplewereRay
CharlesandEttaJames.”

TheVIPs,whoseranksincludedGregRidley,MikeKellie,Luther
GrosvenorandKeithEmerson,foldedwhenthelatterquit toformTheNice
in1967.HarrisonandtheothersmorphedintoArt, issuingthepsychedelic
SupernaturalFairyTalesonIsland.LabelbossChrisBlackwellduly
introducedthemtoAmericanmusicianWright,atwhichpointSpookyTooth
wereborn.UnderthetutelageofproducerJimmyMiller, theband’smixof
hard-edgedsoulandbluesyprogwascharacterisedbyRighteousBrothers-
styleharmoniesandHarrison’smuscular leadtones.1969’sCeremony,an
ill-advisedsetwithFrenchexperimentalistPierreHenry,promptedtheirst
ofseveralbreak-ups.Bythefollowingyear’sTheLastPuf,SpookyTooth
essentiallycomprisedHarrisonbackedbyJoeCocker’sGreaseBand.

Harrisonrecordedacoupleofsoloalbumsinitswake,1971’sself-titled
efortandthefollowingyear’sSmokestackLightning,beforecompleting
thetrilogywithRainbowRider in1975.Adisputeoverroyalties,however,
resultedinhimturninghisbackonmusicuntilhereunitedwithSpooky
Toothfor1999’sCrossPurpose.HethenjoinedTheHamburgBluesBandand
revivedhissolocareerwithLateStarter.

Mike Harrison  
near his home in 
Carlisle, June 1971, 
recording a first 
solo LP with local 
act Junkyard Angel
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KENNY O’DELL
Country singer and songwriter 
�1944�2018�

I
T was at the suggestion of 
producer Billy Sherrill that 
Kenny O’Dell start crating 
songs for the voice of Charlie 
Rich. The biggest of these, 

“Behind Closed Doors”, gave Rich  
a platinum-selling country hit in  
the summer of 1973. Adapted from  
“a little guitar rif that I’d carried 
with me for a couple of years”,  
O’Dell claimed its title was inspired 
by the Watergate scandal, though 
the tune inevitably became a 
romantic ballad. 

“I always bent towards love 
songs,” he said. Rich’s irst No 1 on 
the country charts, “Behind Closed 
Doors” also became an international 
crossover hit, picking up a Grammy 
and inspiring covers by Dolly 
Parton, Diana Ross, Percy Sledge, 
Tom Jones and Bettye LaVette.

Born in Antlers, Oklahoma, O’Dell 
began writing songs in his early 
teens. He set up his own record label 
on graduating from high school, 
before moving to Nashville in 1969 
and helping run Bobby Goldsboro’s 
publishing company, House Of 
Gold. O’Dell’s solo career never quite 
took of, despite “Beautiful People” 
making the Billboard Top 40. 
Instead, his greatest moments  
were reserved for others. 

 “I Take It On Home” from 1972 
was his irst signiicant hit for Rich, 
while Loretta Lynn covered “Trouble 
In Paradise”, Tanya Tucker took on 
“Lizzie And The Rainman” and Billie 
Jo Spears scored big in 1976 with 
“What I’ve Got In Mind”, which made
the UK Top 5. O’Dell also wrote 1984’s 
“Mama He’s Crazy”, a Grammy-
nominated success for The Judds.

half a century, among them On The 

Beach and 2009’s Grammy-winning 
boxset The Archives Vol 1 1963–1972.

BUELL NEIDLINGER 
Double bassist and cellist

�1936�2018�

Cecil Taylor’s double bassist of 
choice from the mid-’50s to the 
early ’60s was former Yale scholar 
Buell Neidlinger. Equally proicient 
on cello, he was also a regular 
collaborator with saxophonists 
Steve Lacy, Archie Shepp and 
Marty Krystall. He issued nearly 
two dozen albums as leader, while 
providing session duties for Roy 
Orbison, Frank Sinatra, Ry Cooder 
and others.

PETER COWLING 
Pat Travers Band bassist 

�1946�2018�

English bassist Peter ‘Mars’  
Cowling passed through Gnidrolog 
and The Flying Hat Band prior to 
joining forces with blues-rocker  
Pat Travers in 1976. He became 
a staple of the Canadian’s band 
over the next six years, returning 
for a second spell from 1989-’93, 
appearing on 10 studio albums 
and Travers’ most popular songs: 
“Snortin’ Whiskey” and “Boom 
Boom (Out Go The Lights)”.

MATT DIKE 
Delicious Vinyl co-founder

�1962�2018�

Delicious Vinyl’s irst major  
success was Tone-LĿc’s 1989 hit 
“Wild Thing”, co-produced by  
label owners Matt Dike and  
Michael Ross. Dike had forged his 
reputation as a Los Angeles DJ and 
club owner during the ’80s, before 
signing acts like Young MC and  
The Pharcyde. He also brought  
many samples for The Beastie Boys’  
Paul’s Boutique, mostly recorded in 
Dike’s apartment.

ALLAH REAL 
Hip-hop vocalist 

�1955�2018�

Under the alias Allah Real, Wu-Tang 
Clan ailiate Alfred Lynn made 
his reputation as guest vocalist on 
a series of hip-hop releases, most 
prominently RZA’s Birth Of A Prince 
(2003), Ghostface Killah’s The Pretty 

Toney Album (2004) and the same 
year’s Masta Killa opus, No Said 

Date. He also helped mentor DJ/
producer Mathematics and released 
a solo album, Real Estate, in 2005.

ROBERT ‘KOOSTER’ 
McALLISTER 
Recording engineer

�1951�2018�

Robert McAllister started out as 
assistant at the mobile recording 
unit of New York’s Record Plant 
in 1978, gradually rising to chief 
engineer. By 1991 he’d bought 
Record Plant Remote Inc, where 
his many credits included Eric 
Clapton’s Crossroads event and 

therevivedWoodstockfestivals.
HisworkonacclaimeddocStanding

InTheShadowsOfMotownearned
himaGrammy.

KEN DODD
Comedianandsinger

�1927 2018�

Amidhiswildlysuccessfulcomedy
career, it’seasytoforgetthatKen
Doddwasalsoasupremehitmaker,
rackingup18Top40successesinthe
UK.BillAnderson’s“Happiness”
becamehissignaturetune,buthis
coverof“Tears”toppedthecharts
foriveweeksin1965,sellingwell

overamillioncopiesandbecoming
Britain’sthird-biggest-sellingsong
ofthedecade.

KAK CHANNTHY
Cambodiansinger

�1980 2018�

PsychedelicrockersThe
CambodianSpaceProjectwere
formedin2009bysingerKak
ChannthyandherAustralian
husband,JulienPoulson.Inspired
bythefertileCambodianmusic
sceneofthe’60s, theyissuedive
albumsandbecamethesubject
ofa2015documentarythat
resultedinChannthy(who
diedaterhertuk-tukwashit
byacar)becomingknownas“the
CambodianAmyWinehouse”.

CRAIG MACK
Americanrapper

�1970 2018�

Notonlydid1994’s“FlavaInYa
Ear”signalUSrapperCraigMack’s
breakouthit, itsremixedversion
featuredhislargelyunknownBad

BoylabelmateTheNotorious
BIGalongsideLLCoolJand
BustaRhymes.Theminor
successoffollow-up“Get
Down”helpedsalesofthe
NewYorker’sdebutalbum,
Project:FunkDaWorld,

achievegoldstatus,butMack
disappearedfromviewater
thereleaseof1997’s inferior
Operation:GetDown.
ROBHUGHES

Ken Dodd:
“Happiness”,
“Tears” and
tickling sticks

O’Dell: penned 
Charlie Rich 
smash “Behind 
Closed Doors”
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AUSTINPOWERS
LikedtheAustin“Progressive
Country”articleintheMarchissue.I
recordedmyfirstrecordinAustin,
1974,titledRingOfBonewithPatricia
Hardin.Ratherthan‘Progressive
Country’,weweresortof ‘Desert
Mystical’.ChetFlipporeviewedour
albumforRollingStonemagazineand
wewereonourwaytoadealwith
VanguardRecords.Until itall fell
apart.Laterendedupdrivingataxiin
NYCuntil IpickedupRobertHunter
[GratefulDeadlyricist]andhegotme
backintothemusicbusiness.

Now on my 40th record or so and
thinking about progressive
country up to
Americana. They
used to blame
myself and Dave
Alvin for the
Americana
label when we
recorded our
TulareDust

tribute to Merle
Haggard 20 years
ago. My aim in
writing this is to
wave the flag for the late
Steve Young who should be at
the top of the list of those pioneers of
country rock, outlaw country,
progressive country, and all of it.

Steve recorded his first record in
LA, right next door to where Gram
Parsons was recording in the late
1960s. Steve’s “Seven Bridges Road”
was a major hit for The Eagles. Steve
then went on to record two iconic
outlaw country records for RCA
which inspired Waylon Jennings
and Hank Williams Jr, who recorded
Steve’s songs. Steve almost invented
“outlaw”. Steve is the figure hanging
in the shadows of that film you
mentioned,HeartwornHighways.
Always in the shadows of Townes,
Guy Clark, and Steve Earle… but
every bit a major influence.

Always enjoyUncut. On the road
now in Vancouver, BC. Cheers.
Tom Russell, via email
Thanks for getting in touch,
Tom; and for the Steve Young
recommendation. Incidentally,
Tom’s latest book of essays,
Ceremonies Of The Horseman,
contains a piece on Young. – MB

BEFAIRTOFOGERTY
IhavebeenafanofCCRforover50
yearsandfeeltheyproducedsomeof
thegreatesteverrocksongs.Having
just read Andy Gill’s ‘interview’ with

John Fogerty, I
was mightily
disappointed
at the ‘loaded’
nature of the

questions,
continually

taking the stance
that John was always

the aggrieved party. John
Fogerty a great songwriter and
guitarist; but, does like to be in
control. I was in the audience at his
Albert Hall gig, when he incensed
the crowd by going off stage on
numerous occasions for clothing
changes to look good in the video!
If you read the bookBadMoon
Rising, I feel that you get a far more
balanced version of the rise and fall
of a great rock band... with failures
from all the bandmembers. An
interview with the other surviving
members to get their views would be
good, balanced journalism.
Mike Gaffney, via email
Hey Mike, sorry to hear you felt
Andy’s interview with John was
unfairly weighted against the
other bandmembers. For the
record, we’ve run several pieces
on the band in the past, including
an extensive cover story on our
February 2012 issue [Take 177],
which featured interviews with all
surviving Creedence members.
You can find the piece – along with
many other gems from the archive
– over on www.uncut.co.uk.

STARMAN
SogoodtoseetheMickRonsonstory
shinethespotlightontheoften
overlookedstarman[Uncut,

December2017]. I was a card-
carrying member of Friars
Aylesbury, the Buckinghamshire
club where he and Bowie cut their
teeth, when I almost bumped into
him in Cambridge, Mass, USA, in
1975. I’d somehow snared second
row seats for the Rolling Thunder
Revue. Dylan played head minstrel,
in white face paint with feathers in
his cap, accompanied by Joan Baez,
Jack Elliott, Bob Neuwirth, Joni
Mitchell, Roger McGuinn, Ronee
Blakely, Scarlet Rivera – and the
young Ronson. During a rare lull in
proceedings, I shouted: “When you
coming back to Friars, Mick?” More
than a little surprised, he mouthed
the word “Soon!” After the end of the
show I made my way to the rear of the
Harvard Square Theatre, hoping to
meet my fellow Yorkshireman. I
extended my hand through a
campervan window, and a shadowy
figure stretched out his arm to meet
mine. I hadn’t shaken hands with
Mick but, to my surprise, I had
shaken hands with Dylan.
Tony Curran, Central Coast, NSW
Great story, Tony! Do any more of
you have similar tales to tell where
you’ve ‘accidentally’ encountered
Dylan? As you can imagine, we’d
love to hear them…

FANFATALE
Thanksforthenewsoftheupcoming
filmaboutNico[Nico1988;previewed
inUncut’sJanuary2018issue]. Istill
havevisionsofher30secondson
stage,withherkeyboard,atthe
BristolLocarnoinOctober1978
beforebeinggobbed-offbythelocal
youth.Haltingherfirstsong,shesaid,

“Youobviouslyhavenotcome to see 
me-e!”Iwasprobablynotalone in 
quietlyseethingoveracanof beer 
duringtheinterminablebreak before 
Siouxsie&TheBansheesplayed their 
Screamset.Theywerewonderful, of 
course,but...maybeNicowasn’t best 
choiceassupportforthemthat night.
Dave James, Bristol
It’s a great film; although it’s hard 
to top James Young’s astounding 
memoir, Nico, Songs They Never 
Play On The Radio.

COURTNEYACT
BeenwithUncutsincedayone, 
buyinghundredsofalbumsover  
theyearsbasedonyourreviews and 
recommendations.Sometimes, I feel 
yourreviewersareovergenerous in 
recenttimes,givingeightsand nines 
toalbumsthatareverygood but 
hardlyoutstanding.Iappreciate 
personaltastesplayapartin 
reviewingbutthearticleshould be an 
objectiveinsightintotheparticular 
album.StephenDeusner’sreview  
ofCourtneyMarieAndrews’ new 
album,MayYourKindnessRemain, 
wasanythingbutobjective.The 
descriptionof‘ridiculous’ in 
referencetothetracks“Kindness Of 
Strangers”and“TwoColdNights In 
Buffalo”isbothunprofessional, 
insultingtotheartist,vindictive and 
totallyunnecessary.Having listened 
totheLPonanumberofoccasions I 
considerit tobeaworthysuccessor to 
HonestLife.SuchapityRobHughes 
orevenbetteryourformereditor 
AllanJones,bothexcellentand 
balancedwriters,werenotgiven the 
albumtowriteaconstructive review.
Declan Culliton, via email

Email uncut_feedback@timeinc.com or write to: Uncut Feedback, Basement 2, Blue Fin Building, 
110 Southwark Street, London SE1 0SU. Or tweet us at twitter.com/uncutmagazine 
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ANSWERS:TAKE251
ACROSS

1Magazine,5+30DPurple
Haze,8Villains,9Tubby,
10+27ANotAJob,11Astro,
16+18ATheTrumpton
Riots,21Nutty,22RCA,23

Vera,24Run,25+6DWhite

Rabbit,26Pin,29Booth,
31Orange,32Loco,33Was,
34KeepOn,35Eels,36Eve.
DOWN

1MovingToNewYork,
2+15AGoLetItOut,3Zwan,
4NinaSimone,5Patio,
7Lay,12RatTrap,13Cult,

14Fray,15InRainbows,
17Extricate,19 Our House, 
20Sun,28+27D Blue Jean.

HIDDENANSWER

“FreeManInParis”

XWORDCOMPILED BY: 

TrevorHungerford

Over to our reviews editor Tom 
Pinnock to answer this… “Sorry  
you were disappointed with the 
Courtney review – Stephen is very 
much an expert on Americana, 
though, and a fan of Courtney’s 
previous work, so I can assure you 
he gave this album a fair hearing.”  

NEW VERSUS OLD
In reply to Uncut’s query whether 
themed or new music CDs are 
preferable [Feedback; Uncut May 

2018 issue], I am wholeheartedly in 
favour of the latter... it is a huge reason 
for buying Uncut every month! They 
have given me so much joy over last 
20 years, vital way of discovering new 
music despite the onslaught of digital 
media – and because it’s music 
picked by Uncut, it’s invaluable. 
Along with What’s On The Stereo and 
the editor’s weekly playlist online, 
please don’t change anything... 
happily take a download link every 
month if cost of CD is an issue. 
Stephen Donnelly, Dublin

…You asked readers for their opinion 
on your giveaways. Straight up, a 
themed CD for me every time. There’s 
nothing wrong with new music. Like 
John Peel, I love hearing things I 
haven’t heard before. But; a themed 
collection in many ways can be quite 
nostalgic. Putting together songs in a 
linked/themed way is an art. If done 
right, it’s a piece of work that’s 
intelligent, quirky, humorous and 
thought-provoking. How about 
letting the readers pick a theme 
occasionally? Bit of a challenge, eh?
Andy Smith, Rotherham, South 
Yorkshire

…You asked for feedback – I’d prefer 
new music rather than old. I am sure 
most of your readers already access 
the type of music on your themed CDs
but, to hear something new that we 
like could open our minds to a whole 
new genre of previously unheard 
music. Your new albums review 
section is second to none and I’d 
prefer to hear 15 tracks from those 
new releases each month rather than 
something I used to like in, say, 1969. 
A wider mix of reviews would be  
even better, that includes genres  
such as reggae, and this should be 
reflected on the CD. We don’t all like 
Americana, country rock and folk 
music. Neither do we all like living  
in the past.  
Steve Vanstone, Wolverhampton
Thanks for your letters so far  
on this. Forgive me, but here’s 
another question for you: how do 
you feel about curated CDs, along 
the lines of the disc compiled for us 
last year by Robert Plant? As ever, 
we’d love to hear from you.  

CROSSWORD
OneoftwocopiesofCourtneyBarnett’sTellMeHowYouReallyFeel

HOW TO ENTER 

The letters in the shaded squares form an anagram of a song by The Rolling Stones. When 
you’ve worked out what it is, send your answer to: Uncut June 2018 Xword Comp, Basement 
2, Blue Fin Building, 110 Southwark Steet, London SE1 0SU. The first correct entry picked at 
random will win a prize. Closing date: Wednesday May 16, 2018.  
ThiscompetitionisonlyopentoEuropeanresidents.

CLUES ACROSS

1+34A A pointless effort at a refrain from 
The Manic Street Preachers (10-2-6)
8 The Police shortly to cover a Shadows 
number? (1-1-1)
9 The musician that was Elvis Presley on 
single or J J Cale on album (6-3)
10 (See 20 across)
11 Formed in 1975, their name means ‘black’ 
in Arabic (5)
12 A first appearance by Björk (5)
14 The Cure to release title misspelt  
(1-6-2-5)
18 (See 30 down)
19 A request for a number by The Smiths (3)
20+10A The Fall went on strike up country 
(3-3-5)
21 “And that man comes on the _____, he’s 

tellin’ me more and more”, from The Rolling 
Stones’ “Satisfaction” (5)
22 Woody Guthrie’s early concept album 
____ ____ Ballads regarding drought on 
the prairies (4-4)
26 On leaving Bauhaus, Peter Murphy  
went down, really down, with this solo 
album (4)
29 (See 35 across)
31 Irish progressive folk band ___ Na Nog (3)
33 Remix that took in a record label (3)
34 (See 1 across)
35+29A “Don’t say it in Russian, don’t say it 

in German, say it in ______ _______”, 
Marianne Faithfull (6-7)

CLUES DOWN

1 “We could be relaxing in my sleeping bag”, 
1970 (3-4-3)
2 Genesis found it hard to stay afloat after 
this single (11)

3 (See 6 down)
4+8D Elvis Costello records “Fame” in  
a remix (5-6)
5 Germans who began as Canadian and 
finished as American (3)
6+3D For me, personally, this new  
number from The Blossoms is unbearable 
(1-4-5-2)
7 “And when the _____ begins, I’m at an end,

because I need your love so bad”, Fleetwood
Mac (5)
8 (See 4 down)
13 Not all of James are here, but it’s only  
a very small room anyway (5)
15 Art movement completes The Walkmen’s
“The ___” (3)
16 “And a rock feels no pain, and an ______ 

never cries”, from Simon And Garfunkel’s  
“I Am A Rock” (6)
17 As a rule, Kasabian name the title track  
of album as a single (6)
20 She belongs to him according to The 
Guess Who (3-4)
23 The ____ Men, had hit with “Who Let The
Dogs Out” (4)
24 “They say the devil’s _____ ain’t so 

sweet”, from The Killers’ “When You Were 
Young” (5)
25 They hail from Glastonbury and they’ve 
got a new “Revelation” (4)
27 Need something different from 
Everything But The Girl (4)
28 “So you think you can tell heaven from 

hell, blue skies from ____”, from Pink 
Floyd’s “Wish You Were Here” (4)
30+18A I’m obtainable for Dinosaur Jr (3-2)
32 Mickie Most’s record label that was  
home to Kim Wilde, Suzi Quatro and  
Hot Chocolate (3)

2 3 4 5 6 7 7
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PARLIAMENT
Motor Booty Affair (1978)

Iheard“AquaBoogie”ontheradio inmydad’s
carwhenIwasaboutseven. Iwassoexcited
whenever itcameontheradio–strangeto
think itwasafairlypopular radiosong.Mydad
bought therecordtohaveforparties–ormaybe
forme?–but I ’dsitandmarvelat theartwork

andthepop-upAtlantispaintingthatwassomuchlikemykindergarten
books. Ididn’tknowwhatacidwasor“liquidsunshine”,but Iknewitblew
mymindandIwashooked.Funkadelic’sOneNationUnderAGroovecame
out thesameyearandbecameafast favourite,butsomethingabout“Aqua
Boogie”andthebirdcallsat thestart stilloccupiesmymindtothisday.

METALLICA
…And Justice For All (1988)

ThisandMegadeth’sPeaceSells…becamethe
soundtrackofmysummer1989. Iwasbackin
DCforafewmonthswhileNeilwasontourwith
PussyGalore. Igota jobatanicecreamstoreand
spentmysparetimedrinkinganddoingdrugs,
writingsongsforTrux’s“SpikeCyclone”and

hangingoutwithMikeFellows[RitesOfSpring],aka ‘TheMightyFlashlight’.
Ihadthecassettes forbothalbumsonheavyrotationonmyboomboxup
intheatticwhereIhadmyshittyno-nameampandKimberlyguitar.Mike
andIsawMetallica’sDamagedJustice tourat theCapitalCenteranditkilled!
Iwassohighoff thatconcert itkeptmegoingfor therestof theyear.

RAMONES
End Of The Century (1980)

Ihadagoodfriendwhoseolderbrotherhad
somerecordswe’dneverseen.Onedaywhenhe
wasout,wesnuckintohis roomandgrabbed
EndOfTheCenturyandplayedit loud!He
camehomeinthemiddleofusblasting it.We
weresoscaredhewasgonnagiveusatongue

thrashing,butmuchtooursurprisehe invitedusto theRamones’all-ages
showwithhim!Theywereontour forSubterraneanJungleandIremember
thinking“EverytimeIEatVegetables ItMakesMeThinkOfYou”wasthe
funniestsongtitle.MyfriendandIweresostokedtobegoingtoan‘adult’
concertwithherbigbrother. Itwasmonumental!

NWA
Straight Outta Compton (1988)

Attheendof1991Iwaslivinginanall-black
‘sober’homelessshelter.Asthemonthswent
byitwasmydailyroutinebeforepiss tests to
borrowaWalkmanfromaguywho’dbecome
afriend.Therewasnomusicallowedexcept
onSundaysforworship.TheStraightOutta

Comptoncassettewasallhehadandhe’dleavetheWalkmaninabrown
paperbagbytheswingseteverydayandI’dputmyhoodonandwalkthe
playgroundatrecreationtime.Thesongsbecameembeddedinmymind. I’d
beenlivingastreet life forsomeyears,anddope,gunsandmoneywerepart
of thatequation.Thepurityof thosesongsmademefeelaliveandnotalone.

LED ZEPPELIN
Physical Graffiti (1975)

Thisbecamepartof thesoundtrackofmylast
yearofhighschool. Ihad justmetNeilHagerty
andhewas living inanabandonedwarehouse.
PhysicalGraffitiaccompaniedusonmanyacid
tripsandcameto lifewithcharacters in the
walls. I rememberbeing ‘stuck’onamattress

nightandday,surroundedbybottlesofpiss,as therewasnobathroom.
IwastrippingsohardI thought Iwasonaboat in themiddleof theyellow
ocean.Therecordwasskippingon“HousesOfTheHoly” forwhatseemed
likeayear.Despitebeing lostatsea itwasanamazingtrip filledwithwhite
doves,satellitesandyellowpissoceans.Unforgettableandtransformative.

FRANK ZAPPA
Hot Rats (1969)

I leftallmyrecordsbehindinNYCwhenI
movedtoSanFrancisco,soIdidn’t listento
themagainuntilyears laterwhenIgota lot
ofmoneyfromVirgin. Iboughta farmanda
studioandtonsof records. I rememberafter
re-buyingHotRats, I’dsitandlistento itover

andover.“WillieThePimp”with itsCaptainBeefheartvocalsalwaysmade
mesmile,andNeilandI fuckedaroundsingingandplaying it.Twoother
records I re-boughtat that timewereBlueÖysterCult’sself-titleddebutand
Scorpions’ InTrance.Those threewereonmyturntableconstantlyduring
themid-’90sandprovedtobesubconsciously influential inmywriting.

THE ROLLING STONES
Sticky Fingers (1971)

I fell in lovewiththeStonesataveryearlyage.
Whatsealedthedealwasmydadtakingme
totheirTattooYouconcertwhenIwasakid.
TheStonesblewmymind. Icriedbecausewe
couldn’tgobackthenextnight.Flash-forward
to living inaroomat theYMCAinNYCjustoutof

highschool. Iwasveryyoungandliving inaconstantstateofmelancholy.
Myfirst realboyfriendhaddiedofaheroinoverdoseafewyearsbeforeand
my‘new’boyfriend[Neil]andIdida lotofacid,anddrinkingandthinking.
IusedtositandplayalongtoStickyFingers inmytinyroom,dayafterday. It
felt likesuchasadalbumtomeanddefinedthewayIwasfeeling.

BUTTHOLE SURFERS
Locust Abortion Technician (1987)

This recordblewmymindasateenager
exploringnewmusicoutsideof thehardcore/
punkgenres. I recallbuying itandbecoming
obsesseduntil Ihadachancetosee themlive.
Afterseeingthemlive Iwasevenmoreblown
away…thestrobe lightsandKathleen[Lynch]

nakedandpainted,dancingto thedoubledrumming,andGibby[Haynes]
with themegaphone.ButtholeSurferswastheepitomeofperformanceart
onaparwithearlyAliceCooperandKiss.Suffice tosaymanyamazingacid
tripswereaccompaniedbytheButtholeSurfers.Theywere inaclassof their
own, just likeanygiventrip.

RoyalTrux’sentirebackcatalogueiscurrentlybeingreissuedbyFatPossum;thoseofHerrema’sotherbands,RTXandBlackBananas, followonJune1IN
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Jennifer Herrema
he essence of Royal Trux revealed: psychedelic funk, forbidden  
rap, punk epiphanies and “many amazing acid trips” 
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